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Executive Summary

The primary objectives of this project are to:

• Perform a pre-conceptual design of a core for an alternative to the Hitachi proposed fuel-self- 

sustaining RBWR-AC, to be referred to as a RBWR-Th. The use of thorium fuel is expected to assure 

negative void coefficient of reactivity (versus positive of the RBWR-AC) and improve reactor safety.

• Perform a pre-conceptual design of an alternative core to the Hitachi proposed LWR TRU 

transmuting RBWR-TB2, to be referred to as the RBWR-TR. In addition to improved safety, use of 

thorium for the fertile fuel is expected to improve the TRU transmutation effectiveness.

• Compare the RBWR-Th and RBWR-TR performance against that of the Hitachi RBWR core designs 

and sodium cooled fast reactor counterparts - the ARR and ABR.

• Perform a viability assessment of the thorium-based RBWR design concepts to be identified along 

with their associated fuel cycle, a technology gap analysis, and a technology development roadmap.

A description of the work performed and of the results obtained is provided in this Overview Report

and, in more detail, in the Attachments. The major findings of the study are summarized below:

RBWR-Th

• It is not possible to design a self-sustaining thorium-fueled RBWR core (RBWR-Th) to have an 

acceptable shutdown margin without significant degradation in the core performance. This is due to 

the large negative void coefficient of reactivity of such a core.

• By adding 25% to 35% depleted uranium to the thorium feed fuel it is possible to reduce the RBWR- 

Th negative void coefficient of reactivity to a desirable level and achieve an adequate shutdown 

margin. This also improves stability. Thus, it is possible to design RBWR cores to be fuel-self- 

sustaining using ~70% thorium (Th) and ~30% depleted uranium (DU) feed fuel with all trans-fertile 

isotopes recycled unlimited number of times. The coolant void reactivity coefficient can be 

optimized by adjusting the feed DU/Th ratio.

• Due to limited relevant experimental data available, there is a very large uncertainty in the 

correlations for predicting the coolant void fraction and the critical power. The thermal-hydraulic 

correlations used by Hitachi for designing their RBWR cores differ significantly from the correlations 

we arrived at (MIT recommended correlations) by re-evaluating the limited available experimental 

data.

• The optimal fuel-self-sustaining RBWR-Th core design strongly depends on the thermal-hydraulic 

correlations used. Using the most conservative MIT recommended correlations the RBWR-Th, core 

power needs be down-rated to ~80% of the ABWR's and its HM inventory is undesirably large. No 

power down-rating is required when using the Hitachi assumed correlations. The following 

conclusions that refer to the fuel-self-sustaining RBWR-Th pertain to the design based on the T-H 

correlations used by Hitachi.
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• The peak cladding temperature (PCT) of the RBWR-Th design with Hitachi correlations during an all 

pump trip accident - that is expected to be one of the most limiting design basis accidents, is lower 

than of an ABWR, mainly due to the significantly lower peak LHGR of the RBWR-Th. The RBWR-AC 

features a higher PCT than an ABWR.

• Potential issues regarding unstable behavior of the RBWR-Th core design with Hitachi correlations 

during transients need be investigated more carefully.

• Under Chapter 15 licensing safety analysis the RBWR-Th with HITACHI used correlation is expected 

to perform better or similar in all categories compared to an ABWR.

• The attainable burnup may be limited by fuel performance more than by the neutronics. The 

constraining phenomenon identified is hydrogen pickup by the Zircaloy-2 cladding that at high fast 

neutron fluences induced by the harder neutron spectrum experiences an acceleration in corrosion 

and hydrogen pickup and, hence, cladding embrittlement rates. It may be possible to alleviate the 

hydrogen pickup by using improved cladding material such as Ziron -- a high iron low nickel 

zirconium alloy under development by GNF. Maintaining the fuel integrity of the RBWR-AC core is 

even more challenging due to its significantly higher LHGR.

RBWR-TR

• It is possible to design RBWR cores to transmute TRU from LWR UNF (RBWR-TR) using thorium as 

the fertile fuel. No depleted uranium need be added to the thorium feed fuel (as was the case for 

the RBWR-Th). The "Fission Efficiency" of the optimal design is close to 50%; that is, approximately 

half of the core fissions are fissions of TRU; the rest are fissions of primarily 233U.

• The optimal RBWR-TR design features nearly 3 times the coolant mass flow rate and, therefore 

nearly 1/3 exit quality than the RBWR-TB2 Hitachi counterpart. Both cores feature significantly 

larger P/D ratio than their fuel-self-sustaining RBWR cores. As a result the RBWR-TR design is not 

subjected to as large uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic correlations as the other RBWR cores; a 

single set of correlations was used for the RBWR-TR core design.

• The peak cladding temperature (PCT) during an all pump trip accident - that is expected to be one of 

the most limiting design basis accidents, is lower than of an ABWR, mainly due to the significantly 

lower peak LHGR of the RBWR-TR. The RBWR-TB2 resulted in PCT higher than an ABWR.

• The RBWR-TR burner design exhibited higher levels of stability compared to the ABWR and its 

stability performance is expected to be satisfactory. This is not the case for the RBWR-TB2.

• Under Chapter 15 licensing safety analysis the RBWR-TR is expected to perform better or similar in 

all categories compared to an ABWR.

• The attainable burnup may be limited by fuel performance more than by neutronics. The 

constraining phenomena are hydrogen pickup by the Zircaloy-2 cladding that at high fast neutron 

fluences induced by the harder neutron spectrum experiences an acceleration in corrosion and 

hydrogen pickup and, hence, cladding embrittlement rates. It may be possible to alleviate the
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hydrogen pickup by using improved cladding material such as Ziron -- a high iron low nickel 

zirconium alloy under development by GNF.

Additional comparison vs Hitachi RBWR core designs

• Relative to Hitachi RBWR-AC, the RBWR-Th core design based on the T-H correlations used by 

Hitachi is simpler and features larger safety margins. The RBWR-Th core does not need an internal 

blanket, its seed is longer, its peak LHGR is smaller and its axial distribution is smoother and more 

stable with burnup, and no absorber is loaded in the upper reflector.

• Likewise for the RBWR-TR versus the Hitachi RBWR-TB2 core designs.

• Relative to Hitachi RBWR-TB21, the RBWR-TR core features nearly 3 times the coolant mass flow 

rate and, therefore nearly 1/3 exit quality and softer seed neutron spectrum; ~20% higher HM 

loading; ~20% lower average and less than 50% peak burnup; less than half peak linear heat 

generation rate; ~20% higher TRU incineration per GWeY; slightly higher fuel cycle cost; slightly 

higher activity of the waste streams; approximately 40% plutonium recycling; similar fissile 

plutonium fraction and nearly twice 238Pu fraction and specific decay heat in the Pu in the discharged 

fuel. On the other hand, the RBWR-Th discharged fuel contains also significant amounts of 233U; the 

233U/U ratio in the recycled fuel is ~15%.

Comparison vs SFR core designs

• Relative to the ARR, the fuel self-sustaining RBWR-Th core designed using the T-H correlations used 

by Hitachi features less than half the core power density and specific power; ~70% of the discharge 

burnup and ~70% higher rate of HM reprocessing and TRF discharge per unit of electricity 

generated; their discharged plutonium contains a somewhat smaller fraction of fissile isotopes and 

more than 4 times 238Pu fraction; nearly 4 times Pu specific decay heat; and higher radioactivity and 

radiotoxicity of the waste streams.

• Compared to the reference CR=0.5 metal-fuelled ABR, the RBWR-TR burns slightly more TRU from 

LWR UNF per unit of electricity generated but, similarly to the RBWR-TB2, has roughly one third of 

the discharge burnup, power density, and specific power. It requires a larger reprocessing capacity, 

but can operate in longer cycles with a comparable reactivity swing.

• Relative to the reference ABR and RBWR-TB2 designs, the fuel discharged from the RBWR-TR core 

contains significantly less Pu of significantly smaller fissile fraction and significantly higher 238Pu 

fraction. However, the RBWR-TR also discharges significant amount of U over 60% of which is fissile.

• Due, primarily, to their lower average discharged burnup, the fuel cycle cost of all RBWRs will be 

higher than that of the SFR of comparable conversion ratio, but the capital cost of the RBWRs is 

expected to be lower and their technology is more mature and mostly familiar to the nuclear 

industry and NRC.

1 Hitachi is now in the process of redesigning their RBWR-TB2 core design as our project team indicated to them 
that it features a too low margin on critical power and too high peak burnup and fast neutron fluence for their fuel 
to survive. The comparison with the RBWR-TR core will, most likely, have to be revised.
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Technical gaps

• The uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic correlations for predicting the void fraction distribution 

and the critical power in the RBWR cores are too large. New experiments need be planned, 

executed and analyzed before RBWR cores could be reliably designed and licensed.

• The fast neutron fluence the RBWR fuel will be exposed to is significantly higher than of typical BWR 

cores. Improved cladding materials need be developed and certified for use in RBWR core 

conditions. The RBWR fuel need also undergo irradiation experiments up to somewhat above the 

peak design burnup before this fuel could be licensed.

• The design of the RBWR fuel assemblies and control rods greatly differs from that of standard BWR 

and these fuel assemblies are subjected to highly different coolant flow conditions. Integral testing 

of complete fuel assemblies and control rods is required. Such experiments should also establish the 

axial variation of the water density in the bypass channels between the fuel assemblies.

• Commercial thorium-based fuel reprocessing and recycling capability will have to be developed.

• The economic viability of the RBWRs need be thoroughly compared against that of the SFR 

counterparts that are design to perform the same functions. This comparison need to include capital 

and O&M costs in addition to investment in required R&D towards commercialization.

Additional accomplishments of the project

• Development of the following new computational capabilities:

o An improved 3-D core simulator - SERPENT/PARCS/PATHS - that can accurately account for 

strong axial heterogeneity. This is advancing state-of-art - it is the first code system to enable 3

D cross section generation that is required for accurate capture of axial heterogeneities and 

axial leakage.

o An effective Monte-Carlo based assembly level equilibrium search capability - MocDown - 

MCNP5.1/ORIGEN2.2/PATHS. MocDown is particularly useful for tradeoff studies and search for 

promising fuel assemblies designs as it uses problem-independent cross sections and accurately 

accounts for all spatial heterogeneities while consistently accounting for the coupling between 

the neutronics, depletion, and thermal-hydraulics.

o Fuel performance analysis capability for thoria-based fuel rods that accounts for the special 

operating conditions of RBWR cores - notably tertiary fuel thermal conductivity model (e.g. Th, 

U, Pu oxides). The fuel performance capability has been extended to cover the high fluence of 

high energy neutrons all RBWR core structural materials are exposed to.

• A total of 20 researchers, mostly students and postdoctoral scholars, participated in this project. The 

students acquired valuable experience from this highly multidisciplinary project.

• A total of 22 papers were published in Journals and Conference Proceedings. See list following the 

list of references to this Overview paper.
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• A special session about the RBWR technology was organized at the ICAPP-2014. It consisted of 1 
paper from Hitachi, one paper from Cambridge (UK), and 5 papers from our project.

1. Introduction

This report summarizes the R&D performed from September 2011 through 2014 related to the design 

and analysis of a number of Reduced moderation Boiling Water Reactor (RBWR) cores. The work was 

performed by a team consisting of research groups from the University of California, Berkeley; 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; MIT and BNL. It has been funded by the NEUP contract NEUP 11

3023 - "Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors".

The primary objective of the NEUP 11-3023 project was to evaluate the feasibility of improving the 
design and performance of a couple of RBWR cores proposed by Hitachi by feeding them with thorium 
as the primary fertile fuel instead of the depleted uranium used by Hitachi. The Hitachi designed cores 

used as the reference for this project are [1-3]: (1) the RBWR-AC - a fuel-self-sustaining core design, 

and the RBWR-TB2 - a burner core for LWR TRU. Hitachi designed these cores to fit within the ABWR 

pressure vessel and is suggesting these cores to perform functions traditionally assigned to Sodium 

cooled Fast Reactors (SFR) - breeding and transmutation.

This Overview paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the Hitachi RBWR-AC and RBWR-TB2 

core designs and discusses the rationale for moving from depleted uranium to thorium for the primary 

fertile fuel. Section 3 briefly describes the computational methods developed or improved for this 

project and their verification. A detailed account of the methods developed can be found in the 1st, 2nd, 

3rd and 4th Attachments. Section 4 and 5 summarize the feasibility of designing, respectively, the fuel- 

self-sustaining RBWR-Th cores and the TRU transmuting RBWR-TR cores and describes the optimal core 

preliminary designs arrived at. Details about the designs and analyses are provided in the 5th and 6th 

Attachments. The 7th Attachment presents information, beyond that provided in Attachments 5 and 6, 

about the safety and stability of the thorium-based RBWR cores in comparison with the reference 

Hitachi designed RBWR cores. Comparisons of the performance and fuel cycle characteristics of the 

different RBWR core designs against those of their sodium cooled counterparts and of the Hitachi RBWR 

designs are summarized in Section 7 and detailed in the 8th Attachment. Section 8 provides a brief 

assessment of the technology maturity of the RBWR and their fuel cycle and a suggested roadmap for 

their development. Details are given in the 9th Attachment. Section 9 summarizes the findings, 

conclusions and accomplishments of the NEUP RBWR projects.

2. The RBWR cores
2.1. Hitachi designs

Hitachi is proposing the reduced moderation BWR, to which it refers as the Resource-renewable BWR 

(RBWR), for achieving the same functions traditionally assigned to Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (SFR) - 

either fuel sustainability or transmutation of trans-uranium (TRU) elements from LWR Used Nuclear Fuel 

(UNF) - using the more mature BWR technologies [1-3]. These functions are achieved by designing the 

cores to have a significantly harder neutron spectrum than conventional BWR cores; that is, to have
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reducec mode rati cn. A I the Hitachi RBWR core designs use fuel assemblies of same trensve'se 

dimensions <nd «n fit within the Advanced iWu (Aiv.v'Hj pressure vessel, ihey are designee to 'ecycle 

their "uel urilim'lcu number uf I'm us. The RBWR eve design and pur form arte ciaac .eristics addressed 

in this Anri the Attach merits pertain to the equilibrium core rnmpos'tion that is reamed after ’ large 

enough ruirucr ul fuel recycles. Of the several RBWR owes designed by Hitachi 1 il we have focused 

on two: the 33WR-AH and the RB‘A,R-TB2. P'S-seoted below is nny a csrieaf siimma'y o~ toe Hitachi core 

Design and aeifoi mance. Details can be found ir Re Te'cnees J cnc 5. I he value of all the per'om.moc 

characteristics reported in this section are these reported by Hitachi.

i ho itiWK-AC is a break-even core designed to burn Depleted uranium oy maintaining a ne: iru 
Inx-entory Ratio of 1.0. It is the 3BWR counterpart cf the ARR The Advanced sodium ccoled Becyclirg 

Reactor, i lie uiswu- V ro'e is designed to transmute mil from I Wh uni . Its makeup "uel is i t.J ‘rom 

LWR UNF arid depleted uran'um. All tic actinic us discharged 'rom its core arc recycled back (excluding 

recycling losses). The RB‘A'R-TB2 is toe counterpart o* the ABR - The Advanced sodium cooled Burner 

Realtor.

Fig. 1 shows the reacts' pressure vesse |RPV1 of the RBWR. The common plant specrications of the 

RtiWIt and the o:c<t co-nrrcrcial B'.VH, the AUWlt, arc listed h l able l. I he rated taenia I power, 

electric power, pressure vessel dia neter anc core sresscre ere ice itical Soz both reactor plants. Fig. 2 

snows a hot ?oiital cross-sectional view of the ins Wit core configuration, i lie risWu core is composed of 

720 oexagcnal fue assemblies (or bundles) and 223 Y-type contra rods. These differ greatly in shape (as 

we I a.s intra-a.ssemh y ard axial dimensions) from the square shape assenbl'es and cross shape control 

rods uf l ic ABWR. The axial layout uf lire Hilauh RBWR cor us is of a par ail shape an iiLetnul b urkel 

of depleted urari.irr oxide is placed between ?n upper and lov.-e' short .seed sections that are loaded 

with the IRU oxiees. Jcpeled ur.irium oxice blanket sections azc loccloc also between the seed 

sections anc the axial reflect:zs.

v.s;*:?

C<*i; 'tli'Wi* > hit .* 
fuJ 1: sttilb)

C<«r buV.v.l

Item RBWR ABWR
lhcin-,1. wwr f.vivv i- 3-726
lilectrii* [>::v.t i VlYVc! 133C- I35<>
^PVdiiiiiEcr(ni) 7.1 7.1
(I'll [IIINslirL- (VilYlJ i

N.i nbr- uf f.icl buml rv 7?li H7>
I-ix-. Jal.U-c type llasagaPaJ S<|-.liUii
I.aficcpitdi iminj 1')') 155
N.rnlwill ixmiImI mils 
, . . ■ ■ .

221 2il>
■ * ei orlrstl n:il l\ V ivpr l rn;,il«! *m

Table 1 RBWR vl- A 3WR pi uni uharaulc rib lie.: [3]

Figure 1 RBWR reactor x'Cbaul layoul [3*
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^SSJj35v?3xf' L,t« o^ 6^
.xua1:^ otcrvni i»Js

Figure 2 R6WR core layout; horizontal [3]

2.1.1. RBWR-AC

Tie axial fuel hmcle configuration o* tie RBWR-AC "s shown in Fig. 3. In Hi.s pamait-lke cure, a 32 r.m 

long internal blanket is in between LH.'J cm lower and 28 cm upper 'ssilo zones. and lower and upper 

blancets are 28 cm and 7 cm long. This very uncommon axial segregation oh seed and blanket fuel was 

ckGtec by the requirement to achieve negative void zc activity coefficient; it enhances the negative 

contribution ol neutron eakage tc the x-o"d reactivity effect to tie extent requ'red to compensate for 

the l^rge costive contribution o' spectrum harderng to the void reactivity effect. An additional cesiRn 

"ea.uro used by Hitachi Lu enhance Ihc axia rice Iron leakage pro jabi lily upon coolant voiding is the 

placement nf an absorber zone in the upper and lower ref ec.ro'S. The nape' neutron ansorber zone is 

uumposed of B«C pul Ids "ri sealed tabes, 7.7 mm in oulcr e id motor, I created between Ihc fuel rod 

plenums. Each upper neutron abso'bfi' rnd is 50 rm long and toe di.stance between :he upper enc o* the 

\icl zo ic ard lie lower end o' l ie ricul’ori absorber rod is 30 vn. “ie lower leulrcn absorber zone is 

composed of B4C pellets inside the fuel cladding. The ength o~the oiver neutron absorber zone *s 7 cm.

Figure shows a horizonta cross-sectional view of the RUWK-At; ‘uol bund c and its fissile Pu 
enrichrrei: racial distribution. The fuel bund e lattice sitch is 19.D2 cm an the sides with cantrcl blade 

and 194/ cm on the side without it. I he channel aox of the fuel bundle is hexagons with an liner width 

of 18.91 cm and wall thickness is 2.4 mm. The blade is 6.5 mm th'ck and the gap at tween the blade 

outer surface and the blind e channel box is 1.6 mm on each sice. The gap between channel boxes cm 

the side without the control blades is 0.8 run. Thu fuel red gap and pi lull are 1.3 ami 11.4 rrnri, 

respectively. Both the upper and Inwer fissile rones utilize *ive different fissile P.j concentrations aimed 

al mini niting ihc pin wise aower poo sing. I ho bundle average fissile plu.onium cmiclvncnl is 15.7 wl% 

nDr the upper fissile zone (:'g. 4 (aj; and 20.1 wtSC ror the lower "issile zone (Fig. -1 {bj). The axial 

enrichment var a:ion is iatonecd to shape tic axial power to meet the ticrmal-hydraul c constraints and 

pravide negatix-e void coefficient cf 'eact'vity.
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.Selected rlesiga and pe'fo'manc.e coarnrte'i.stir.s nf the RBWR-AC eqi.i ihriuoi rore are summarized in 

Table 1. The coolant (low rale is Z.GxlO4 l/h al a sub-cue ing Lemper a lure ol 5 K a l the enhance and lias 

a steam quality ot 35 % at the co'e exi:. The vo'd tractinn of rare conlant is about 30 V- at the bortom nf 

UK1 lower fissile zone cue lo healing in ihc owor blanket. 'Caches 80 Vt a. ihe loo of ihe oo'e. Figure > 
campa'fi the void f'action axial vacation with that o~ the ABVk'R. A b'ending rat'o at 1.01 "s achievable 

with o <oro average bumup of ‘-o GWtl/t. i lie peak bumup is more than douole the average. I ho core 

radial powe' peaking factar is ebaut 1.25 and the axial power peaking factor is about 1.3 int ud'ng :he 

bkin<et rones. Hitachi is estimating the: the maximum linear hea: generating rate Of this cere is 

kW/rtv a trial mum critical power ratio of 1.3; and a void reactivity coo'ficicrt of - 2>xio “ AK/k/^void.

■ Recent analysis by the U-ive'sity of M thigan coll 3 erasers esne up with 3 peak LHtiR cf /b k»V/ii
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2.1.2. RBWR-TB2

Tnp RFtWR-TB? if. designed tn h.irii TftU from IXVR ,sppnrfi.pl rtufngthe period in wnirn IWR sre hpii'5 

operated dii base loud powei pknl1.-. I is Uu RBWR uu'-irlorpcrl lo llic sudicrn covied Advanced Burn or 

Reactors iABR ) extensively examined in the US [6] anc in other countries tnr thp fame purpose. The 

kyoul of .ho RIAXVR 152 fuel bundles, including dxiol ro'cclofs ond obsorocis. s shown ir Kgs. ti one 7. 

The length ot the upper and lov/ez fissile zones is, respectively, 22.2 and 22.1 cm. The length of Che 

upper (I central oknkc: zones, node of depleted jraniiiTi oxicc, is i and bb cm, respectively. I ho 

RBWF-T82 does not hax-e a lower blanket because breeding of fissile plutonium is to be minimized ir 

order to maximize thp I HU transmutation effectiveness. A though breeding significant amount cf 

pl.iLun'um, lliu cu i.ral blankul rrusl be incorporalud in odor lo achieve r ugal'vu void cocffit'u'i. vl 

reactivty.

T ic RBWR TB2 also has reulrui absorber zones above arid below l ie ue.ivc core. The uupc- rieuliori 

absorber zore has the same structure as that of Che RBWR-AC. The number o* neutron absaroer rods in 

the ower neutron absorber zone s 19; it was determined so os to keco tne void reactivity cocff cicnt 

regatve.

7 Oran

Plenum and bolder
5CC> mm

Plenum and 
neutron ab i cebei rod 

SOP min 

Plenum 300 mm 
Upper tianfca 20mm 
Upper tissilc zone

224mm

teemilWanke
560nun

194 mm

i i^ure ft. isometric view cf the MHWH-i V fuel 

bundle end co i.ruI blace [3)

Yw

m?
7 >ima

Q-ji
Ona

Figuic9. Radial arrangement uf the RBWR 32 

“.jp.I p"n.=; [3J

Tie fue bundle o~ tie RBWR-TB2 is composed of un’form fissile plutonium enrichment of 25 wt/i. The 

I attire pitch of the fuel bundles is ’IJMS cm on tip side wifi the rortrol rod and 19.^-4 cm on thp side 

without it. The Liainu Lux o* Ihu fuel oundlu is huxagunal with an inner width of 13.5C erri arid its
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thickness is 2 mm. The control rod is 7.5 mm thick and the gap between the rod outer surface and the 

channel box is 1.6 mm on each side. The gap between channel boxes on the side without the control rod 

is 0.8 mm. Geometries of the channel boxes and the control rods are slightly different from those of the 

RBWR-AC. However, since the center positions of the control rods are same in the RBWR-AC and RBWR- 

TB2, both cores can fit within the same reactor pressure vessel.

The fuel rod diameter and gap of the RBWR-TB2 are 7.2 mm and 2.2 mm, respectively; these values 

result in a larger moderator to fuel volume ratio and a softer neutron energy spectrum than those of the 

RBWR-AC.

The main RBWR-TB2 equilibrium core specifications and performance characteristics are summarized in 

Table 2. The core coolant flow is 2.4x104 t/h at a sub-cooling of 10 K at the entrance and has a steam 

quality of 36 % at the core exit. The loading pattern of fuel bundles in the equilibrium core is similar to 

that of the RBWR-AC. The maximum linear heat generation rate is 474 kW/m and the MCPR is estimate 

to be 1.28. The void reactivity coefficient is estimated to be -4x10-4 Ak/k/%void.

The fission efficiency of TRU in the RBWR-TB2 is 45 %. Hitachi defines the "fission efficiency" as the 

fraction of the total number of fissions throughout the fuel residence time that is due to the TRU initially 

loaded; the rest of the fissions are of the TRU bred in the TB2 and with a small contribution from direct 

fissions of the depleted uranium. This value corresponds to about twice the production efficiency of 

TRUs, 22 %, in the ABWR. Hitachi defines the production efficiency of TRU as the net increase in TRU 

divided by the total amount of fissioned actinides through the fuel residence time in the core. Since the 

electricity output of the RBWR-TB2 is the same as that of the ABWR, this means that a single RBWR-TB2 

can get rid of (i.e., fission) all the TRU that will accumulate in a couple of ABWRs of same power; that is, 

the support ratio of the RBWR-TB2 is 2.

2.2. Independent evaluation of the Hitachi designs

In 2007 the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) organized a team from three universities - 

University of Michigan (Ann Arbor), University of California (Berkeley) and MIT, to perform an 

independent evaluation of the Hitachi RBWR core designs and performance. The first phase of this work, 

performed from May 2007 through December 2007, had a limited scope and was based on design 

specifications and analysis results provided by Hitachi to EPRI. The second phase - from August 2008 

through September 2009, involved a more detailed analysis of the RBWR-TB2 and RBWR-AC. The RBWR 

designs were then updated by Hitachi and EPRI was requested to conduct a more complete "Phase III" 

evaluation. The methodology used for this evaluation and the obtained results are provided in the Phase 

III summary report [5]. Following are excerpts from the Summary and Conclusions section of this report:

• The recent RBWR-AC and RBWR-TB2 designs were reviewed by teams from three universities using 

largely independent methods, with periodic joint review of the analyses with Hitachi. The analyses

4 Recent analysis by the University of Michigan collaborators came up with a peak LHGR of 55 kW/m
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collectively indicate that the two designs appear to be able to achieve their objectives... However, 

there are several areas of the current design that require further attention:

• There appears to be considerable uncertainty in the void coefficient calculation and it is not certain 

that the void coefficient is negative at all times; in particular for the RBWR-TB2 core. In general, the 

values of the coefficients calculated by the three universities are different than those predicted by 

Hitachi.5

• The two correlations for critical power prediction that were derived in Japan from the experiments 

on a small hexagonal fuel assembly with the similar axial power distribution as of the Hitachi RBWR 

design do not agree fully with each other, leading to uncertainty about the margin to Critical Power.

• In general the current design appears to be very sensitive to small design variations and to 

perturbations in operating conditions, which could make the core more difficult to safely operate 

than current BWRs.

• The upper and lower fissile zones of the core appear to be neutronically weakly coupled, which 

could introduce control issues.

• Information about the behavior of the zircaloy cladding in hard spectrum light water reactors is 

practically non-existent. There are indications in the literature that the corrosion rate of the cladding 

may be accelerated under the harder neutron spectrum.

• The linear heat generation rate distribution in the fissile regions will lead to significantly higher 

power gradients than in traditional BWRs. This effect may lead to a migration of some of the fission 

products to the cooler regions at the interface with the blanket. This may accelerate the chemical 

pellet-clad interaction at those interfaces.

• The higher power density in the fuel will lead to higher burnup in the fissile zones, with associated 

fuel swelling and fission gas release. This may lead to higher cladding strains at those locations than 

desirable (1% strain is typically desired in LWRs).

• Additional R&D work is recommended to address the above issues.

2.3. The incentive for thorium-based RBWR

Most of the concerns regarding the Hitachi RBWR core designs listed in the previous sub-section derive 

from the use of a couple of very short seed sections - their combined length is less than 50 cm, with a 

depleted uranium blanket in between. In comparison, the ABWR active core height is in the vicinity of 4 

m and does not have an internal blanket. The highly heterogeneous design of the Hitachi RBWR core 

was dictated by the need to have the leakage component of reactivity feedback due to coolant voiding 

larger in absolute magnitude than the spectrum hardening component so that the net reactivity effect 

of coolant voiding will be negative. Instead of enhancing the negative leakage reactivity feedback we 

have proposed [7, 8] to reduce the magnitude of the large positive spectral component by using thorium 

instead of 238U as the primary fertile fuel.

5 In a more recent (2014) evaluation the University of Michigan researchers found, using more advanced 
computational capability, that the void coefficients of the latest Hitachi designs of RBWR cores are actually 
negative.
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As 232Th has a significantly smaller fast fission cross section than 238U and as the n(233U) increase with 

neutron energy is significantly smaller than that of 239Pu and most other TRU in the relevant high energy 

range (See Figure 10), it is most likely possible to design a Th-based high void fraction water cooled core 

to have negative void reactivity coefficients without having to resort to short seed segments, internal 

blankets and parasitic absorbers in the axial reflectors. Relative to the Hitachi RBWR cores the thorium- 

based RBWR cores are expected to have a significantly longer seed and thereby significantly lower peak 

linear heat generation rate and larger safety margins, more axially stable power distribution and 

significantly smaller peak-to-average discharge burnup. The latter feature is due to the significantly 

smaller blanket-to-seed volume ratio. As indicated in the previous sub-section, there are concerns that 

the Hitachi RBWR fuel will not be able to maintain its integrity up to the peak burnups and 

corresponding fast neutron fluences it is designed to have. Figure 11 schematically compares the 

expected axial structure and dimensions of the thorium-based versus uranium-based self-sustaining fuel 

rods. The fission gas plenum extending above the active core in the upper reflector is of a smaller 

diameter than the fuel rod in order to reduce the coolant pressure drop and, in case of Hitachi, to 

provide space for thin absorber pins that are interspersed in-between.
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Fig. 10 n of 233U and 239Pu (left) and fission cross section of 232Th and 238U [20] (right)
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0.11 cm

0.77 cm

1.005 cm

130 cm upper reflector 
with SO cm B,C absorbers

7 cm upper blanket 
28 cm lower seed

52 cm Internal blanket

IS.3 cm lower seed 
28 cm lower blanket 

30 cm lower reflector 
with 7 cm B,C absorbers

40 cm upper reflector 
20 cm upper blanket

114.3 cm fissile seed

23 cm lower blanket 
30 cm ower reflector

1.005 cm

fig. li schematic ax al layout of the sol' sustaining ihoi ium based RliWR fuel pin | rig-it) versus the 
RBWR-AC fuel pin [left). The taoriun’-basec fuel pin show a uses the same T/H correlations ?s the Hitachi

RIlWK-AC-

Tae icea of using tho'ium as the p 1 msry fertile material in LWR had been extensively investigated over 

trary decades (9-19 is a partial list o' 'eferencesl out, primarily, for MWHs. ihe c osest design arr ved at 

in the past to a thorium fueled LWR breeder arc .lie "scec-and blanket" designs in which the seed fuel 

rods (that contained must nf the yMU) and top blanket fuel reds (containing primarily Thj were 'adially 

segregated. As a resul., thee is a sign if van l vuinlior uf the pin wise radial powu- distiibuliui ove- the 

cycle which comp icates the core design end safety. In earlier designs ct the -Vv'BR, .9,10], the seed fuel 

assemblies had to be ax ally moved or tor trolling reatlivi.v m order to atiieve breed ng. No such 

complications are needed tar implementing the designs proposed tor the RBWR cares; t lese cazes 

-ea:uro no movable fuel parts and no radial seg'elation of aeed and blanket :uel anc. therefore, are not 

subjected tc redial power shift ove' toe eye e ard low/pcwer mismatch.

Toe potential of using thorium in a tight lattice RWR has been rerngnberl before. In parricnlfl'. 'n [15] 

the aul iors provide a comprehensive overview of li e properties of theli: J-Th system or BWR iri light 

lattices using a 2-D single p’n/assembly urit cells modeled wit a :he lattice ends Helios. Tae mair, 

vuiidusiori of the work iri [151 is that Th bused uels for BW3 in in ter mediate spec tin lequite a h ghet 

*’s«ile contea: than ' "U-aased fuels to achieve the same cycle length, but generally feature a aigher 

convci sion ut o. llowovci, >i corfiguution .hit coulc achieve a conversion ial o a> high as l was not 

aiund in [9] tha: was limited to 2-D analysis. Nex-ertheless, it was recommended in [15] that Thoased 

'uels int ght lattice BWR will bo further investigated using 3-D simulations.

2.4. The Thorium-based RBWR tore designs

Taree thorii.m-based RBWR cores were riesigapd in tai.s project — twft -uel-.se f-.sn.sraining; rienorec a.s 

RBWR-Th; ar d onu TRU burn." denuled as .lie RBWR-TR core. Ore uf the RBWR-Th cores is des’grud

i.sing tae conservative therma -hydraulics corre a:ions arr ved at in this project [a.s described in Section

3.5 uriu A.Uchmuiil 41 und Hie ulfiui is designed using Hie m vie op li mis lie tun elutions used by Hitachi 

-or the design o* their 33WR cores, t is expected that these two RBWR-Th cores w’l bracket the
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performance of the actual core. Only one set of T-H correlations was used for the RBWR-TR core design 

as the P/D ratio of these cores was sufficiently large and the average quality sufficiently small that the 

RELAP correlation for void fraction prediction and the MIT-modified CISE4 (M-CISE) correlation for 

critical power prediction were deemed reasonable [see Section 3.5 and Attachment 4]. As detailed in 

Attachment 6, the presented design for the RBWR-TR has a positive void coefficient; however, it is 

possible to design a core with a slightly negative void coefficient and also have at least as high a TRU 

transmutation efficiency as the RBWR-TB2. Such a design will have a slightly smaller burnup and cycle 

length than the presented design. Such a design is currently being pursued.

Table 3 summarizes selected design and performance characteristics of the three RBWR cores designed 

in this project and of the two Hitachi designed RBWR cores used as a reference. Figure 12 compares the 

neutron flux spectra averaged over the seed (driver) region of these cores while Figure 13 compares 

these cores spectra of the fission inducing neutrons; the latter more clearly displays the spectral 

difference between the examined cores.

Table 3. A brief summary of the 5 designs considered, as well as some key characteristics.

Parameter Units
RBWR- RBWR-Th RBWR-Th RBWR- RBWR-

AC Y-CISE/LPG H-CISE/RELAP TB2 TR

Makeup fuel - DU Th+DU Th+DU DU+TRU Th+TRU

MW 3926 3200 3926 3926 3926

Core flow rate t/hr 2.60E+04 1.99E+04 2.29E+04 2.40E+04 6.26E+04

MCPR - 1.28 1.3 1.25 1.4 1.59

Exit quality % 35.0 13.8 12.4 36.0 13.2

Pressure drop MPa 0.14 0.29 0.13 0.06 0.15

Upper blanket length cm 7 25 20 2 15

Upper seed length cm 28 300 114.3 22 100
Internal blanket 
length

cm 52 - - 56 -

Lower seed length cm 19.3 - - 22.1 -

Lower blanket length cm 28 20 28 7 15

Fuel pin OD cm 1.005 0.74 1.005 0.724 0.705

Fuel pin pitch cm 1.135 0.799 1.135 0.941 0.944

Fuel pin P/D - 1.13 1.08 1.13 1.3 1.34

Pins per assembly - 271 547 271 397 397

Average burnup GWd/t 45 50 49 65 55

TRU efficiency % - - - 45 48

Cycle length EFPD 380 1110 413 304 313

Maximum LHGR W/cm 472 45 261 470 189

Void coefficient 
(BOEC/EOEC)

pcm/%
void

-24/-14 -4/-2 -4/-2 -42/-35 +2/+46

6 A positive VCR is not acceptable. However, our tradeoff study indicates that it it is possible to design a core with 
a slightly negative void coefficient and also have at least as high a TRU transmutation efficiency as the RBWR-TB2.
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3. Development of com putationa I m ethod s for R BWR type cores

A I RB'.VR cores featii'e strong ax'al heterogeneity due to the strongly declining water oens'ty with 

clevdl on and. in wse o' the KUWR AC end 1132, clso mcorpcralion of o bbnk-L fuel section n bcUvcen
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relatively short seed sections. The RBWR cores differ from conventional BWR cores in other ways as well 

- they feature significantly tighter lattices (in hexagonal array), significantly higher void fraction and 

higher fissile fuel loading. All these differences make the RBWR core spectrum significantly harder than 

that of conventional BWR. Moreover, the spectrum varies significantly with elevation. In addition, the 

RBWR cores feature extremely strong coupling between thermal hydraulics (axial water density 

distribution) and neutronics (axial power shape). As a result, thermal-hydraulic correlations, core design 

methodologies and fuel performance evaluation methodologies developed for BWR core design are not 

applicable for RBWR core design. Consequently, the first undertaking of this project was the 

development of computational capability that will enable reliable simulation of RBWR core 

performance. A large fraction of the effort invested in this project has been devoted to the 

accomplishment of this objective. This effort is briefly summarized below. The new computational 

capability developed in this project advances the state of the art and will be valuable for many future 

projects and the nuclear industry.

Section 3.1 and Attachment 1 describe the deterministic 3-D core simulator developed. Section 3.2 and 

Attachment 2 describe the Monte-Carlo assembly unit cell code developed; it is the primary design tool 

for the RBWR cores. Section 3.3 describes the coupled neutronics - thermal hydraulics code system 

developed for the RBWR transient analysis as part of a companion RBWR-related NEUP project [33]. 

Section 3.4 and Attachment 3 describe the fuel performance analysis code developed for thoria-based 

fuel that is subjected to high fluence of fast neutrons in high void boiling water. Section 3.5 and 

Attachment 4 describe the void fraction and critical power correlations developed for this project and 

compare them against the correlations used by Hitachi for the RBWR core designs.

3.1 3-D core simulator

A 3-D core simulator was developed to accurately model the strongly axially non-uniform RBWR cores. It 

consists of a 3-step approach which includes 3-D fuel assembly unit cell calculations, cross section 

generation and processing followed by coupled neutronics-TH 3-D core simulation. The primary 

innovation of this core simulator is the use of a 3-D Monte-Carlo code, Serpent, for generating the 

homogenized group constants for use in the PARCS nodal diffusion code. Serpent replaces the 2-D 

lattice codes, such as Helios, that were used for the group constants generation. The 2-D lattice codes, 

commonly used throughout the industry, were found inadequate for accurately capturing the strong 

axial variation in the neutron spectrum and strong axial neutron leakage of the RBWR cores. The overall 

structure of the 3-D core simulator is shown in Figure 14. The three modules on left (pink shaded boxes) 

are used for pre-processing while the PARCS and PATHS modules are used, in a coupled mode, to search 

for the equilibrium core composition and for quantifying the performance characteristics of this core.
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Lattice Code: 
SERPENT

GENRMAXS

Cross Section 
Library 
(PMAXi

Neutron Flux 
Scivtii: 
PARCS

Equilibrium
Search

TH: PATHS

Hgii'C 14. structure of 3-D sinulcto' developed fo' KUWH coi> design

Tie Monte Carlo code Serpent is used for 3-D modeling of the SBWR fuel assembly un't cell. Through 

the use of the SerpemXS rode [?dj. developed ?.T M multiple Se'pei: calculations are perm'imed to 

general:: l he mulli-group cunslanls for difcrml burn ups end diffcrurl brarch vases necessary .u bound 

the on re state river its life. The second nortion ot the core simulator involves the GenPMAXS [2R J code 

which precedes Ihc raw data one creates the cross sect on fles (PMAXI used in the coupled code 

simulation. This portion ot the code a so produces toe axial ciscor.tiruicy factors (ZDFsJ which correct hor 

steep charges ir the * ux at material internees - such as octwcer seed and blanket zones. ~ I the above 

constitute the ore-processing phase. The actual core simulation ohase is performed by tie ccuoled 

PARCS and FAih<. modules. NliGS P61 is a noda dilution code caoable of <0 vhp hexagonal 

gcumcLius. It uses a Ir lingula- polynornia expansion riulhod \TPENj to solve the 2D direction wlflc 

coupling to a 1 fl NFM solver to calculate toe ax'al .solution. ^aTHS's a drift ‘lux thermal-hydraulics code 

that solves die nuss, mo ■lien turn arid mingy euuations using u sped" ed correla I ori for the void 

‘'action. This rode provides the thermal-hydraulic feedback within PARCS ‘o' steady-state sim.ilation.s 

a ic sea'ch '0' l ie cquilibi uiti cycle. Details akou. the 3D core snthi ii.ci developed and its valica.ion 

am given in Attachment 1.

3.2 Monte-Carlo based coupled neutionics—TH — depletion analysis capability

I ac generation of tic group constants i?(|uncc for the appheat on o‘ :he HAUlb-bascd core simulator is 

a :i me consuming process that "s ret practical to apply tor a traded- study that requires ccveri ig nany 

permutations af des gr variab es. a more practical design tool, called Mod>awi, was developed ‘o' :he 

tradeoff studies. MocDuwn cuujIus Ihu lculron Ira is port MCNPS.l.uCI [21) will .rarisrriulaliun code 

OR CFNP.? [77\ and with the thermal-hydraulics code PATHS [23] as schematically "I ii.straterl in figure 7. 

For a dive 11 beginning of cycle (BOCJ newly loaded uni l cell composition Met Down 'irs. iter ulus uulwcun 
the net Ironies and “-H calculations until the axial power shape and axial cco art density are consistent, 

l ien MCNP5.1 a.enciilcs effective one grcuo c'oss sections and lotal nua.ron flux for each depie.ion 

zone in the assembly. CRIGEN2.2 uses these effective cne-g'ovp parameters :c perform depletion 

cala.lot ons up to a soecifiec fuel residence time and :he enc af cycle core average rwltialicaTior 

constant is estimated for a cere af a soecifiec numbe' o~ batches. Efficient algorithms are built into the 

Mor.Dnwn rode system tn accelerate the convergence to a critica equilibrium core rompn.sition. Details, 

indudingcade validaliun, aru given in A.lac ir'iui. 2.
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i igure 1 h. 5t'uctjre of the mocuowo coirputationa capaoility developec for the mWtt core 

tradeoff sludi us. Nuutru'i lansporlis jcrformcd wilh MCNP3.1.G0,xviilc .hurmu-fluics is 

performed in PAThSand depletion is done inORIflFK?.?.

3.3 Sta bil Ity and safety a nalysis <a pabl Illy

Any BWR type system 's susce Dti Die to two phase flow oscillations or the density wave type. The M T in

i'ouse stability code, Si flu, was used to analyse the KiiWH-ih response to three modes of instability: 

Single channel therma hydraulics, cut-of-phase coupled reutrcnics-thermal hydraulics regioaa stability 

and in-phase coi.pled re.u:rnnirM'hemi?l hydraulics gloh’l stability. STAR is a frequency domain rode 

thel models thu wire cerev.-ilh tlircu dillurcril radial power regions arid uses poinl kirulics parameters 

*ron* tu I core nputronic calm ations to ir>form the core response node' coi.pled nei.trorics-toermal 

hydraulic response [27],

The TRACE vers'on 5785 patch. 3 was cbta'nec from the MRC [2SJ. The TRACE 'npu: de: c tor an A.BW5 ct 

the University of Michigan was usoc os a rcfc'cncc for develop ire o IKACI input for si-nulot ng the 

RBWR-Th [29]. The reference A BWR mode consists ot 18 separate thermal-hydraulic channels witi no 

I'eufrooif feed hark modeling, i lie mtW < core model or was greatly refined by trcdoliiiA /?(J 

separate assemb ies in the x'assal to allow accurate prediction o~the core response to transients. The 

r.nntrnl system was connected to toe oydrai.l'r. components for proper transient simulations. Toe steam 

separators arid safely relicl x-alvcs of an AHWR were also at doc lo Ihu TRACE model as they are erilical 

■or pe'"0'ming 'eliable t'ansient s'mu ations. All tmi' steam lines and ter. inte'na reactor numps nt the 

ABWR aie uxplit Uy modeled. The two erilical poxvor uu rululiuns econrnended for RBWR (See Sec.ion 

3.51 were added to the TRACE madel to enable reliable simulation at various transients. Details are 

provided in tefcrcnc* '34".

3.4 Fuel peiformante analysis capability

ihe tiWii-ih and hhWr—lit cores jso mixed oxide fuel in which ihrjj is the most abundant 

constituent, though relevant amounts of UO; and PuO-. are also present. The the'mo-physical p'operties 

of ToOj-nased fuels niffer greatly *'oir those of the JOj and MOX fuel nf a typical BWR and are not 

incorporated in presently ava'lablu fuel purlur na icu analysis codes. Alsu, .lie RBWR fuel is subjected lo
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a significantly harder neutron spectrum and higher neutron fluence. The harder neutron spectrum and 

higher fluence are known to cause Zircaloy-2 to experience accelerated oxidization and hydrogen 

pickup. Presently available fuel performance codes are not applicable for reliable analysis of these 

phenomena.

To provide fuel performance analysis capability for the RBWR-Th and RBWR-TR, modifications, detailed 

in Attachment 3, were made to the steady state fuel performance code FRAPCON-MIT. Based on the 

NRC steady state fuel performance code, FRAPCON-3.4, FRAPCON-MIT has been developed to allow the 

assessment of advanced LWR fuel concepts, including (ThU)O2 fueled PWRs. To accommodate the use of 

(ThUPu)O2 fuel in the RBWR, several fuel properties were augmented, including the fuel thermal 

conductivity, thermal expansion, and melting temperature. Notably, a new thermal conductivity model 

was developed to account for the effect mixing on phonon and electronic heat transfer mechanisms.

Other behavioral models, such as Fission Gas Release (FGR), were able to use previous modifications for 

(ThU)O2 fueled PWRs. The radial fission rate distribution model was able to make use of a previously 

developed model to include Th breeding isotopics. However, the much harder neutron spectrum of the 

RBWR dictated the modification of the applied capture and fission cross sections. This modification 

made use of data generated by a Monte Carlo neutronic simulation.

Due to its dependence on fuel burnup rather than cladding fluence, the FRAPCON-3.4 Zircaloy-2 

hydrogen pickup model was determined to be ill fit for describing RBWR-Th cladding behavior. To 

remedy this, a hydrogen pickup model that is based on cladding corrosion and fast neutron fluence was 

applied. This model accounted for the known accelerated hydrogen uptake observed in BWRs and also 

allowed for the investigation of hypothetical advanced claddings that could delay such accelerated 

behavior. Additionally, the high axial temperature and hydrogen pickup gradients at the blanket-seed 

interfaces are expected to drive axial hydrogen migration. This motivated the development of a model 

to simulate hydrogen transport and precipitation in the cladding.

In evaluating the acceptability of RBWR-Th and RBWR-TR fuel performance several limiting criteria were 

applied. First the fuel is not allowed to reach its melting temperature, which is approximately 3400K for 

all the cases considered. Second, the cladding strain must be limited to a maximum value of 1% to 

prevent excessive deformation of the coolant channel. Third, in order to prevent the risk of cladding lift

off, the plenum gas pressure is not allowed to exceed that of the coolant, which is the same as that of an 

ABWR (7.14 MPa). Lastly, the allowable Equivalent Cladding Reacted (ECR) during transients and LOCA 

events is limited based on the hydrogen content in the cladding, as shown in Equation 1, because of 

concerns surrounding hydrogen induced cladding embrittlement. Because Reactivity Insertion Accidents 

(RIAs) are not considered to be design basis accidents for the ABWR [30], with which the RBWR shares 

its safety systems, hydrogen based RIA limits are not imposed on the RBWR-Th or RBWR-TR.

(18 - 0.03H; H < 400
ECRAllowed = J18 - 0.01H; 400 < H < 600 (1)

( 0; 600 < H

Details about the fuel performance capability developed are provided in Attachment 3.
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3.5 Thermal hydraulic correlations for tight lattice high void cores

Reliable determination of the coolant void axial distribution and the margin to Critical Power (CP) of the 

RBWR cores requires use of flow correlations that are accurate for the tight-lattice, high void fraction 

flow regime of such cores. The fuel length, boiling length, mass flux, void fraction and hydraulic 

diameters of the RBWR-Th breeder designs are very different from traditional BWRs. In the RBWR 

analysis by Hitachi, a standard drift-flux BWR void fraction correlation was used along with a modified 

CISE-4 (common CP correlation for hexagonal and square assemblies), based on experiments with 

triangular high quality experiments performed by Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory (BAPL) in early 1970s 

[31]. Experiments with small assemblies of RBWR fuel rod pitch and diameter, operating conditions and 

"pancake" axial power shape were performed by the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) in the 2000s, 

post Hitachi analysis of the RBWR [32]. These experiments, that included both void fraction and CP 

measurements, result in correlations showing smaller void fraction and smaller CP than predicted by the 

correlations Hitachi used for their RBWR core designs. Two new correlations that account for all the 

experimental data available in the open literature were developed in our work: the Modified LPG void 

fraction and MIT Modified CISE CP correlations.

For prediction of void fraction, the Modified LPG correlation tends to result in about 10% lower void 

fraction values than the Hitachi (or standard RELAP or EPRI) correlations. This results in a softer neutron 

spectrum and reduces the burnup that can be achieved with a fuel self-sustaining core. It is noted that 

the correlation validation pedigree is only based on few data points as future experimental data is 

required.

For prediction of the Minimum CP Ratio (MCPR), the MIT modified CISE correlation results in a value of 

at least 0.2 AMCPR lower than the Hitachi correlation for RBWR type reactors. Due to the wide spread 

of CP predictions of experimental data from 7 different geometries and over 100 data points an 

additional 0.2 is recommended for safety margin to be added to the steady state limit of 1.3. This will 

require significant derating of the power (the parameter most sensitive to CP prediction), if the 

conservative MIT-CISE correlation is used along with a MCPR limit of 1.5. The range of data used for 

validation of MIT-CISE correlation were narrowed to the expected steady state operating conditions of 

RBWR. The scatter in the data was considerably reduced and a new modified CISE correlation Y-CISE, 

was derived to be used with MCPR limit of 1.3. Both the new correlation and Hitachi used correlations 

were used for the RBWR-Th breeder design, yielding to two very different configurations. Since the 

RBWR-Th burner design operating conditions are similar to ABWR, the Hitachi void fraction correlation 

and MIT-CISE correlation were used in its design as they were assumed to be valid for such conditions.

Details can be found in Attachment 4.

4. Feasibility of fuel-self-sustaining RBWR-Th cores

4.1 Study strategy

This task searches for feasible designs for the RBWR-Th core -- a reduced-moderation BWR which is fuel- 

self-sustaining. Except for the initial fuel loading, it is charged with only fertile fuel and discharges only
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fission products, recycling all actinides. The RBWR-Th is a variant of the RBWR-AC core proposed by 

Hitachi, which arranges its fuel in a hexagonal tight-lattice, has a high outlet void fraction, axially 

segregates seed and blanket regions, and fits within the ABWR pressure vessel. The RBWR-Th shares 

these characteristics but replaces depleted uranium with thorium as the primary fertile fuel, eliminates 

the internal blanket while elongating the seed region, and eliminates absorbers from the axial reflectors.

The search for acceptable fuel self-sustaining core designs was done in four stages: The first stage 

consisted of a thorough tradeoff study, performed using the MocDown code system (Section 3.2), that 

searched for the combination of design variables that will meet the following design constraints:

1. charge only fertile material,

2. recycle all trans-fertile (TRF) material,

3. maintain a fissile inventory ratio (FIR) of unity at equilibrium,

4. fit within an ABWR pressure vessel,

5. use the Hitachi RBWR assembly dimensions,

6. provide the full ABWR thermal power,

7. operate on a cycle length of at least 12 months,

8. have a pressure drop through core < 0.3 MPa,

9. possess negative coefficients of reactivity for fuel temperature, coolant void, and power,

10. maintain criticality,

11. avoid coolant dryout (MCPR > 1.3),

12. suppress density wave oscillations (DR < 0.8), and

13. have sufficient shutdown margin to shut down the core at any time in the cycle.

The design variables of this tradeoff studies include the seed region length, axial blanket region lengths, 

axial isotopic charge distribution, coolant mass flow rate, atom fraction of depleted uranium (DU) in the 

seed makeup, fuel pin pitch-to-diameter ratio, number of pins per assembly, core power (when nominal 

ABWR power could not be reached), depletion time, void fraction correlation and CPR correlation (a 

couple of options for each of the latter two variables), bypass water density, and control blades follower 

material. The performance of the RBWR-Th core was found to be particularly sensitive to the pitch-to- 

diameter ratio and to modeling assumptions.

In the second stage of the design process, the results of the tradeoff studies guided the search for two 

bounding core designs -- one corresponding to the conservative thermal-hydraulic correlations arrived 

at in this project (Section 3.5) while the other corresponding to the correlations used by Hitachi. The 

MocDown code system (Section 3.2) was used for this search. Using the thermal hydraulic correlations 

used by Hitachi, similar performance to the RBWR-AC was attained while using a single significantly 

longer seed and significantly lower peak linear heat generation rate than of the Hitachi RBWR-AC. 

However, using the more conservative assumptions developed in this project the RBWR-Th core power 

had to be reduced to 81.5% of the nominal, and the core volume had to be significantly increased - both 

trends are economically undesirable. Also performed in the 2nd stage is a search for the optimal radial 

enrichment within the fuel assembly that will provide an acceptable peak-to-average pin power. This 

was found essential due to the otherwise high power peaking in the fuel pins in proximity to the control 

blade channels.
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The third stage involved application of the SERPENT/PARCS/PATHS 3-D core simulator (Sec. 3.1) to 

search for the control rods insertion pattern and insertion height that will maintain keff at 1.0 throughout 

the cycle and to search for the resulting equilibrium core composition. This analysis starts with the 

optimal assembly design identified in Stage 2 but more accurately accounts for the radial power 

distribution, fuel shuffling and excess reactivity control. It provides more accurate values of the 

attainable discharge burnup, reactivity coefficients, control rod reactivity worth, shutdown margin and 

all other core-wise performance characteristics. A summary of the designs arrived at is given in Section

4.2.

The 4th stage was to perform transient and stability analyses on the RBWR cores identified in Stage 3 

using the PARCS/TRACE code system described in Sec. 3.3. However, since the results from the 3-D core 

simulator were obtained late in the project, only simplified safety analyses based off the assembly 

model and using bounding values for void coefficients were performed. The results are summarized in 

Section 4.3.

In parallel with the safety analyses, a fuel performance analysis was performed on the RBWR core 

design arrived at in Stage 2 using the methodology described in Section 3.4. It was found that, 

unfortunately, with the presently available cladding materials it appears impossible to reach the 

neutronically attainable burnup without exceeding the maximum permissible hydrogen concentration. It 

is hoped that improved cladding materials that will not restrict the attainable burnup will eventually be 

developed. Details are provided in Section 4.4.

4.2 RBWR-Th core designs

The initially considered fuel cycle assumed recycling of all the trans-thorium elements produced in the 

seed and in the blankets into the seed and adding thorium for the makeup fuel. However, the resulting 

void coefficient of reactivity was found too negative to enable achieving sufficient shutdown margin at 

cold zero power conditions. In order to overcome this difficulty depleted uranium (DU) was added to the 

makeup fuel. The fraction of DU was adjusted so as to yield the desirable void coefficient of reactivity; a 

larger fraction results in a less negative or more positive void reactivity worth. The optimal DU weight 

fraction was found to be in the vicinity of 30%. No DU is added to the blanket fuel. All the trans-uranium 

and trans-thorium elements are recycled into the seed.

Table 4 summarizes the design characteristics of the two "bracketing" RBWR-Th core designs arrived at 

- one using the MIT recommended thermal-hydraulic correlations and the other using the correlations 

Hitachi used for the design of their RBWR cores, and compares them with those of the Hitachi RBWR-AC 

core. Table 5 similarly summarizes and compares the cores performance characteristics and Table 6 the 

discharge fuel isotopics.

Table 4 RBWR-Th versus RBWR-AC design information

Parameter Units RBWR-AC RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

Core thermal power MWth 3926 3200 3926
Core electric power MWe 1356 1104 1356
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Parameter Units RBWR-AC RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

# of assemblies # 720 720 720
Core HM mass (BOEC) t 140 354 153

Core TRF mass (BOEC) t 16.7 48.9 18.9

TRF/HM core avg at BOEC w/o 11.9% 13.8% 12.4%

Specific power MWe/t 10 3 9

Assembly area cm2 338 338 338

Core flow rate kg/s 7222 5285 6358

Outlet quality % 35.0% 38.7% 39.5%

Core volume m3 32 84 40

Power density Wth/cm3 123 38 99

Upper blanket length cm 7 25 20
Upper seed length cm 28 300 114.3

Internal blanket length cm 52 - -

Lower seed length cm 19.3 - -

Lower blanket length cm 28 20 28

Total fuel length cm 134.3 345 162.3
Active fuel length cm 47.3 300 114.3

Fuel pin OD cm 1.005 0.740 1.005

Fuel pin pitch cm 1.135 0.799 1.135

Fuel pin P/D - 1.13 1.08 1.13

Hydraulic diameter cm 0.41 0.22 0.41

Heated diameter cm 0.44 0.23 0.44

Pins per assembly - 271 547 271

Table 5 RBWR-Th versus RBWR-AC performance metrics

Metric Units RBWR-AC
RBWR-Th

YCISE/LPG
RBWR-Th

H-CISE/RELAP

Pressure Drop MPa 0.14 0.29 0.13
Maximum LHGR Wth/cm 472 45 261

# of batches # 5 5 5
Average discharge burnup GWd/t 45 50.1 48.8

Fuel residence time EFPD 1651 5124 1904

Cycle length EFPD 380 1110 413

Cycle reactivity swing %dk 1.5 1.9 1.9

VCR (BOEC/EOEC) pcm/% void -24/-14 -4/-2 -4/-2
Shutdown margin %dk not avilable 3 1.9

Table 6 RBEWR-Th versus RBWR-AC discharge isotopics from the seed(s)

RBWR-Th RBWR-Th
Mass fraction [%]

RBWR-AC YCISE/LPG H-CISE/RELAP
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TRF / HM 34.0% 16.3% 17.7%
fissile / HM 16.8% 10.0% 10.9%

Pa / TRF 0.0% 60.0% 0.3%
nonfertile U / TRF 0.5% 1.5% 54.0%

Np/TRF 0.4% 33.8% 1.3%

Pu / TRF 92.2% 3.8% 40.4%

Am / TRF 4.8% 0.6% 2.9%

Cm / TRF 2.1% 0.0% 1.1%

Cf / TRF 0.0% 60.0% 0.0%

232U / U nonfertile 0.0% 0.3% 0.4%

233U / U nonfertile 0.0% 57.0% 57.6%

234U / U nonfertile 18.8% 27.4% 27.0%

235U / U nonfertile 62.5% 7.7% 7.6%

236U / U nonfertile 18.8% 7.5% 7.4%

fissile U / total U 0.2% 19.5% 15.2%

238Pu / Pu 3.6% 9.0% 6.5%
239Pu / Pu 40.9% 48.1% 48.7%

240Pu / Pu 42.9% 34.4% 34.1%

241Pu / Pu 6.6% 4.4% 6.1%

242Pu / Pu 6.0% 4.0% 4.6%

fissile Pu / total Pu 47.5% 52.5% 54.8%

It is found that using the conservative T-H correlations results in a very large performance penalty - 

reduced power level and significant increase in the HM loading and, therefore, a significantly lower 

specific power and power density. However, using the same correlations used for the RBWR-AC design, 

the performance of the RBWR-Th is comparable; the major difference is a significantly lower LHGR 

which is due to the significantly longer seed as illustrated in Figure 16. The optimal radial enrichment 

distribution found is shown in Figure 17.
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conventional ABWR as the stabilizing effect of shorter length is countered by the higher void fraction. 

Additional information and results are provided in Attachment 7.

4.4 RBWR-Th fuel performance

The fuel performance analysis of the two RBWR-Th cores was carried out for the nominal and 130% pin 

power. Due to the lack of power history information at the time of this analysis, both cases make use of 

the conservative assumption that the pin power remains constant throughout irradiation.

Due to low LHGR of the RBWR-ThM fuel pin, the peak centerline fuel temperature is low, with the 130% 

peaked case remaining below 800K. As a result of the low fuel temperatures and the relative small 

diffusion rate of fission gases through ThO2-based fuels, neither of the simulated RBWR-ThM pins 

experience Fission Gas Release (FGR) of more than 6.5%. The low FGR, in turn, ensures that the plenum 

pressures for the RBWR-ThM fuel remain well below the coolant pressure. The higher LHGR of the 

RBWR-ThH case results in much higher peak centerline fuel temperatures. The maximum temperature 

for the 130% peaked case is found to be 1840K. While this temperature is over 1000K hotter than of the 

RBWR-ThM case, the margin to melting (approximately 3400K) remains very generous. However, the 

high temperatures lead to high calculated FGR values; the EOL pin average FGR is 38.4%. This high FGR 

results in high plenum pressures which can potentially exceed the coolant pressure of 7.14 MPa and, 

therefore, the no cladding lift-off criterion. To mitigate this possibility, the cold plenum length of the 

RBWR-ThH pin need be extended to 40cm (assuming identical fuel pin and plenum diameters). In 

conclusion, both RBWR-Th cores can be designed to safely accommodate the FGR without exceeding the 

1% cladding hoop strain limit.

Due to the harder spectrum of the RBWR-Th cores compared to typical BWRs, the peak fluence of fast 

(E>0.1 MeV) the cladding is exposed to far exceeds the bounds of Zircaloy-2 operational experience. In 

the RBWR-Th cores Zircaloy-2 cladding is expected to experience accelerated oxidation and hydrogen 

pickup much earlier in life - starting around 20 MWd/kgHM for both designs. The cladding hydrogen 

content is expected to exceed the practical limit of 600 ppm(wt) at 28 and 32 MWd/kgHM for the 

RBWR-ThM and RBWR-ThH cores, respectively.

An important fuel performance criterion during LOCAs is loss of cladding ductility that will result in 

cladding failure when quenching occurs during the core reflood stage. This ductility change is quantified 

using the Equivalent Cladding Reacted (ECR), which is a measure of the portion of the cladding that has 

been oxidized. As the hydrogen content increases, the ductile-to-brittle transition occurs at decreasing 

ECR values. It is estimated that Zircaloy-2 is not expected to have any ECR margin by the time the RBWR- 

Th cores reach their average discharge burnup. An advanced alloy will be required for the RBWR-Th fuel 

cladding. One such alloy, GNF-Ziron, has demonstrated the potential to experience a delay in the onset 

of hydrogen pickup acceleration, though not in oxidation acceleration. It is estimated that the advanced 

cladding material for the RBWR-Th will have to provide 150, 260, 100, 180% delay in the accelerated 

hydrogen pickup behavior for the average and 130% peaked pins of the RBWR-ThM and RBWR-ThH 

cases, respectively. Additional information and results are provided in Attachment 3.
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5. Feasibility of TRU transmuting RBWR-TR core design

5.1 Study strategy

The approach used for the design of the optimal transmuting RBWR-TR cores was similar to that used 

for the design of the self-sustaining cores described in Section 4. However, as the lattice is significantly 

less tight than in the fuel self-sustaining core, the correlations used by Hitachi for the void fraction and 

critical power prediction are considered acceptable and were used for this study. The feed fuel is taken 

to be TRU from LWR used nuclear fuel and thorium. The addition of depleted uranium feed is not 

needed for the transmuting core because the TRU tends to make the void coefficient of reactivity 

positive and the desirable magnitude of void coefficient is achieved by adjusting the TRU concentration 

in the seed (as well as by adjusting the axial neutron leakage probability). A couple of fuel cycles were 

considered - one recycles all the trans-thorium elements along with the left over TRU into the seed, and 

the other removes the uranium and protactinium bred from the seed. The design objective is to 

maximize the fraction of power generated by the TRU - that is, to maximize the TRU fractional 

transmutation while attaining adequate burnup.

The design of the second TRU transmuting core variant (with removal of bred 233U) was not complete by 

the time of this writing and will not be reported in this summary.

5.2 RBWR-TR core design

The design information of the RBWR-TR is compared to the RBWR-TB2 in Table 8. Performance metrics 

are compared in Table 9, and the average discharge isotopics are compared in Table 10.

Although the design presented in Table 9 has a slightly positive VCR, it has been determined that it is 

feasible to design the RBWR-TR so that the VCR is negative while still maintaining a higher TRU efficiency 

than the RBWR-TB2. There will be a slight penalty on burnup, however. More details are provided in 

Attachment 6.

Table 8. Design information for the RBWR-TR and the RBWR-TB2.
Parameter Units RBWR-TB27 RBWR-TR

Coolant - light water light water

Fuel form - oxide oxide

Core thermal power MWth 3926 3926

Thermal efficiency MWe/MWth 34.5% 34.5%

Core electric power MWe 1356 1354

# of assemblies # 720 720

Core HM mass (BOEC) t 73 88

Core TRF mass (BOEC) t 23.9 20.5

TRF/HM core avg at BOEC w/o 32.6% 23.3%

Specific power MWe/t 18 15

Blanket configuration - parfait parfait

7 Hitachi is in the process of redesigning their RBWR-TB2; the performance of the revised design is likely to be 
somewhat degraded relative to that presented.
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Parameter Units RBWR-TB27 RBWR-TR

Assembly area cm2 338 338

Core flow rate t/hr 2.4E+04 6.3E+04

Outlet quality % 36% 13.2%

Core volume m3 25 32

Power density Wth/cm3 158 124

Upper blanket length cm 2 15

Upper seed length cm 22 100

Internal blanket length cm 56 -

Lower seed length cm 22.1 -

Lower blanket length cm 7 15

Total fuel length cm 110 130

Active fuel length cm 44.5 100

Fuel pin OD cm 0.724 0.705

Fuel pin pitch cm 0.941 0.944

Fuel pin P/D - 1.30 1.34

Hydraulic diameter cm 0.60 0.66

Heated diameter cm 0.65 0.70

Pins per assembly - 397 397

Table 9. RBWR-TB2 and RBWR-TR performance metrics.
Metric Units RBWR-TB2 RBWR-TR

Pressure Drop MPa 0.06 0.15

Maximum LHGR Wth/cm 470 189

# of batches # 4 4

Average discharge burnup GWd/t 65 55

TRU fission efficiency % 45 48

Fuel residence time EFPD 1215 1250

Cycle length EFPD 304 313

VCR (BOEC/EOEC) pcm/% void -42/-35 +2/+4

Shutdown margin %dk Not available 3.5

Table 10. Average discharge isotopics of the RBWR-TB2 and the RBWR-TR.
Mass fraction [%] RBWR-TB2 RBWR-TR

TRF / HM 20.5%

fissile / HM 9.4%

Pa / TRF 0.0% 0.2%

nonfertile U / TRF 0.0% 37.8%

Np/TRF 1.4% 2.4%

Pu / TRF 87.8% 47.1%

Am / TRF 8.0% 6.9%
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Cm / TRF 2.8% 5.6%

Cf / TRF 0.0% 0.0%

232U / U nonfertile 0.4%

233U / U nonfertile 52.4%

234U / U nonfertile 28.1%

235U / U nonfertile 10.3%

236U / U nonfertile 8.7%

fissile U / total U 62.7%

238Pu/ Pu 7.6% 19.1%

239Pu/ Pu 29.0% 17.6%

240Pu/ Pu 45.7% 33.6%

241Pu/ Pu 6.2% 10.8%

242Pu/ Pu 11.5% 18.9%

fissile Pu / total Pu 35.2% 28.4%

Additional information and results are provided in Attachment 6.

5.3 RBWRE-TR safety and stability

The Hitachi RBWR-AC core radial power and burnup distribution and orificing scheme was used for the 

safety analysis of RBWR-Th burner core (RBWR-TR) design as the full core analysis of this core was not 

completed in time for the safety analysis. Likewise, the middle of life (MOL) axial power shape from 

RBWR-Th single assembly calculations were used for the core average axial power shape.

The RBWR-TR design does not differ significantly from the ABWR in terms of the coolant flow conditions 

- they have similar exit quality and similar P/D ratio. The RBWR-TR features a shorter core and smaller 

void coefficient of reactivity. The benefits of shorter core height and smaller void coefficient for safety 

response except for loss of flow transients were discussed in Section 4.3 and in Attachment 6. 

Simulating the all pump trip transient for the RBWR-TR it was found that the peak cladding temperature 

(PCT) does not exceed 681 K; this is lower than of a conventional ABWR as well as of the RBWR-ThH 

design, mainly due to the lower LHGR and higher MCPR margin of the RBWR-TR design. Similarly, the 

RBWR-TR performance during LOCA is expected to be satisfactory as the total mass of water in the 

vessel has not decreased significantly compared to a conventional ABWR.

The shorter core height, higher inlet orificing and lower void coefficient while operating at similar core 

average void fraction (in the fuel area) compared to ABWR, makes the RBWR-TR design to have better 

response to the stability modes. Overall, both safety and stability of RBWR-TR design are expected to be 

superior compared to the ABWR.

Additional information and results are provided in Attachment 7.
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5.4 RBWR-TR fuel performance

This fuel performance analysis uses the methodology described in Section 3.4. With an average LHGR 

~15% lower than that of the RBWR-ThH design (Section 4), the RBWR-TR fuel maintains a comfortable 

margin to the melting temperature of approximately 3400K, with a 130% peaked pin maximum 

centerline temperature of 1630K. The FGR of the 130% peaked pin is estimated to be 35%. A 40cm cold 

plenum length is sufficient to assure that plenum pressure remains below the 7.14 MPa coolant 

pressure without challenging the 1% cladding hoop strain limit.

Thanks to the softer spectrum of the RBWR-TR, the oxidation and hydrogen pickup transition to 

accelerated behavior start much later than in the RBWR-Th cores. However, the accelerated behavior 

does begin at 25 MWd/kgHM and the cladding hydrogen content exceeds the practical 600 ppm(wt) by 

45 MWd/kgHM so Zircaloy-2 cladding will not enable the RBWR-TR to reach its EOL. However, the 

limited irradiation data available suggests that the new Ziron cladding material is close to enabling the 

RBWR-TR fuel to reach its neutronically attainable burnup. It is likely that smaller effort (time and 

resources) will be required for the development of an advanced alloy for the cladding material for the 

RBWR-TR than for the RBWR-Th cores. Additional information and results are provided in Attachment 3.

6. Comparison of RBWR-Th versus RBWR-AC and ARR

Selected design, performance and fuel cycle characteristics of the RBWR-Th are compared in Table 11 

against those of the RBWR-AC and ARR. The RBWR-Th core considered in this comparison is designed 

using the same thermal hydraulic correlations and constraints as used by Hitachi for their RBWR-AC core 

design. Both RBWR-Th and RBWR-AC designs deliver the nominal power of ABWR. All three core designs 

feature a fissile inventory ratio of 1.

Relative to the RBWR-AC, the RBWR-Th design has significantly longer seed (or "driver") fuel without 

central axial blanket and, therefore, much lower peak linear heat generation rate; more stable axial 

power distribution along with larger safety margins; slightly higher discharge burnup; lower power 

density and specific power; smaller HM reprocessing capacity per unit of electricity generated; higher 

short term radioactivity and ingestion radio-toxicity of the HLW, primarily, due to the about 3 times 

higher yield of 90Sr from fissions of 233U; lower short term inhalation radio-toxicity due to smaller 

fraction of Pu and MA in the waste; higher long term radioactivity and radio-toxicity due to the decay 

products of the long-lived 233U; smaller throughput of Pu and MA, lower (fissile Pu)/Pu ratio, higher 

238Pu/Pu ratio, higher specific decay heat of the Pu, higher spontaneous fission rate of the Pu. The 

discharged plutonium from RBWR-Th is less attractive than that from RBWR-AC. Significant amount of 

233U is recycled for RBWR-Th core but the 233U discharged is contaminated with significant concentration 

of 232U whose decay daughters are strong gamma emitters.

However, relative to the ARR, the RBWR-Th core features a significantly lower average discharge burnup 

due to its softer neutron spectra. This, along with smaller thermal efficiency, lead to a significantly larger 

capacity required for fuel cycling that result in a higher fuel cycle cost and less favorable waste 

characteristics - higher radioactivity along with higher inhalation and ingestion toxicity. On the other 

hand, the plutonium discharged from the RBWR cores has a lower (fissile Pu)/Pu ratio, a larger 238Pu/Pu
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ratio and, therefore, higher specific decay heat along with higher spontaneous fission rate making this 

plutonium of lower attractiveness for weapon-use than the Pu recycled from ARR.

The overall fuel cycle evaluation concluded that the RBWR core can successfully accomplish the 

missions previously assigned to SFR and score similarly to ARR-based fuel cycle in terms of nuclear waste 

management, environmental impact, and resource utilization.

Table 11. Performance Metrics for the RBWR-AC, the AC-equivalent RBWR-Th, and the ARR

Parameters RBWR-Th RBWR-AC ARR

Reactor power, MWt/MWe 3926/1356 3926/1356 1000/400

Feed fuel Thorium+DU DU DU

Pressure drop, MPa 0.13 0.14 N/A

^ Coolant flow rate, kg/sec

Void fraction correlation

2 Critical power ratio correlation
tc

Outlet void fraction 
c

Pin pitch-to-diameter ratio 

q Fuel pin OD, cm

6358 7222 ~5729

RELAP RELAP N/A

H-CISE H-CISE N/A

89% 81% -

1.13 1.13 1.10

1.005 1.005 0.808

Pins per assembly 271 271 271

Fuel smeared density 89.9% 89.9% 75%

Number of fuel assembly 720 720 151

Capacity Factor, % 90 90 85

Average discharge burnup, GWD/t 48.8 45 73.0

Power density, W/cc 61.1 73.8 122.4

Peak LHGR, W/cm 261 472 389

Fuel inventory in core, t 153.0 144.0 16.7

Cycle length per batch, EFPD 412 389 370

Burnup reactivity swing, %Ak/k -1.9 -1.5 0.1

v, TRU transmutation efficiency 

'■jjj Reprocessing capacity, kg/GWeYr

1 Aqueous reprocessing

2 Electro-chemical reprocessing 

g Charge mass fraction, %

v - Th232
U

- TransTh

1 - U238
- TRU

-1% 0% 0%

- - -

21664.2 23483.9 12500.0

65 .4 - -

6.8 - -

22.5 87.5 86.3

5.4 12.5 13.7

Discharge mass fraction, %

- Th232 62 .4 - -

- TransTh 6.9 - -

- U238 20.8 82.9 78.5

- TRU 5.4 12.6 13.7

- FPs 4.6 4.6 7.8

Fuel mass at time of recycle, %
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- Th232

- TransTh

- U238

- TRU

- FPs

62.4

6.9

20.8

5.4

4.6

82.9

12.5

4.6

78.5

13.7

7.8

N
uc

le
ar

 W
as

te

Radioactivity at 10 Yrs, Ci/GWe-Yr 9.50E+06 8.32E+06 7.10E+06

Radioactivity at 100,000 Yrs, Ci/GWe-Yr 1.16E+03 5.62E+02 4.89E+02

Inhalation Radiotoxicity at 10 Yrs, Sv/GWe-Yr 8.52E+10 1.46E+11 4.16E+10

Inhalation Radiotoxicity at 100,000 Yrs., Sv/GWe-Yr 6.85E+08 2.50E+08 1.83E+08

Ingestion Radiotoxicity at 10 Yrs , Sv/GWe-Yr 3.60E+09 2.79E+09 2.19E+09

Ingestion Radiotoxicity at 100,000 Yrs , Sv/GWe-Yr 2.97E+06 8.01E+05 4.74E+05

Fissile plutonium fraction at reprocessing, % 55% 52% 69%

238Pu/Pu ratio at reprocessing, % 6.4% 3.2% 1.4%

P
ro

lif
er

at
io

n 
R

es
is

ta
nc

e Specific decay heat of plutonium at reprocessing, W/kg 39.69 22.01 11.21

Tot. plutonium reprocessed, tons/GWe-yr 1.04 2.72 1.64

Spontaneous fission neutrons per kg Pu at reprocessing, 

n/sec-kg
5.6E+05 5.3E+05 3.3E+05

Pu/238U ratio at reprocessing 23% 14% 17%

232U/233U ratio at reprocessing, ppm 5429 - -

Fissile U/U ratio at reprocessing, % 17% - -

Fissile U/Th ratio at reprocessing 7% - -

(Pu+fissile U)/(238U+Th) ratio at reprocessing 10% 14% 17%

E
co

no
m

ic
s

Fuel cycle cost (cents/kWe-h) 1.386 1.501 0.847

- Fuel Mining/ Conversion/ Fabrication 0.003 0.001 0.001

- Electrochemical Separation + Remote Fuel 1.268 1.374 0.732

- Geologic Repository 0.116 0.126 0.115

- TRU Separation 0.000 0.000 0.000

Mass of SNF+HLW disposed A A A

Fu
el

 C
yc

le
 E

va
lu

at
io

n Activity of SNF+HLW (@100 years) C B A

Activity of SNF+HLW (@100,000 years) C B B

Mass of DU+RU+RTh disposed A A B

Volume of LLW D D A

Land use per energy generated A A C

Water use per energy generated B B A

Radiological exposure B B B

Carbon emission - CO2 released per energy generated B B B
Natural Uranium required per energy generated A A A

7. Comparison of RBWR-TR versus RBWR-TB2 and ABR

Selected design, performance and fuel cycle characteristics of the RBWR-TR were compared in Table 12 

against those of the RBWR-TB2 and CR=0.5 ABR - their sodium-cooled counterpart. All three designs 

feature a conversion ratio of roughly 0.5.
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It is found that relative to the RBWR-TB2, the RBWR-TR features a slightly lower discharge burnup along 

with lower peak discharge burnup; significantly lower peak linear heat generation rate and lower 

specific power; higher HM reprocessing rate; much lower TRU fraction in the charge fuel as very few 

TRU are bred from thorium-based fuel cycle; lower fuel residence times; a much lower fraction of fissile- 

to-total plutonium as well as significantly higher decay heat and spontaneous fission rate of the 

discharged Pu - less favorable for weapon-use. The two TRU transmuting RBWR cores have comparable 

TRU transmutation rates per unit of electricity generated, and both PWR support ratios are 

approximately 2.

Relative to the CR=0.5 ABR, the RBWR-TR has roughly a third the discharge burnup and lower power 

density, a slightly higher TRU fission efficiency and more TRU consumed per GWeY - mainly due to the 

lower thermal efficiency of RBWR core; higher HM reprocessing per unit electricity generated; longer 

cycles but smaller cycle reactivity swing over a cycle; a significantly smaller amount of TRU per HM mass 

discharged as a thorium reactor; has a smaller fissile-to-total mass of plutonium; and significantly higher 

decay heat and spontaneous fission rate so that the discharged plutonium has very high proliferation 

resistance.

Unlike the RBWR-TB2 and the ABR, the RBWR-TR discharges uranium with a significant amount of 233U. 

Over 60% of this uranium is fissile, which could cause it to be a proliferation concern. However, the large 

amount of thorium (>70% of the discharge fuel) in the discharge fuel mitigates the attractiveness for 

weapons purposes somewhat. The 233U discharge from RBWR-TR is also contaminated with high level of 

232U so a large radiation dose is expected.

The overall fuel cycle evaluation shows that RBWR-TR can fully deliver the functions proposed for ABR - 

reducing the waste from contemporary LWR fleet and improving the fuel utilization - with more mature 

LWR technology.
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Table 12. Performance Metrics for the TB2-equivalent RBWR-TR, the RBWR-TB2, and the ABR

Parameters RBWR-TR RBWR-TB2 ABR

Reactor power, MWt/MWe

Feed fuel

3926/1356

Thorium+DU

+LWR's TRU

3926/1356

DU+LWR's

TRU

1000/400

DU+LWR's TRU

Pressure drop, MPa 

■5 Coolant flow rate, kg/sec 

£ Void fraction correlation 

ro Critical power ratio correlation

Core Outlet void fraction

Pin pitch-to-diameter ratio

0.15 0.06 N/A

17395 6667 ~5599

RELAP RELAP N/A

M-CISE H-CISE N/A

69% 80% -

1.34 1.30 1.29

Fuel pin OD, cm 0.705 0.724 0.623

Pins per assembly 397 397 324

Fuel smeared density 89.9% 89.9% 75.0%

Number of fuel assembly 720 720 144

Capacity Factor, % 90 90 85

Average discharge burnup, GWD/t 55.0 65.0 131.9

Power density, W/cc 76.3 96.7 130.4

Peak LHGR, W/cm 189 470 327

Fuel inventory in core, t 89.7 73.0 9.5

Cycle length per batch, EFPD 313 304 221

Burnup reactivity swing, %Ak/k -2.0 -2.5 -2.9

TRU transmutation efficiency 48% 44% 45%

TRU transmutation rate, kg/GWeYr 

Reprocessing capacity, kg/GWeYr

453.6 455.3 396.8

.y Aqueous reprocessing

Electro-chemical reprocessing
0)
u Charge mass fraction, %

[5 - Th232

- TransTh
<D

13 - U238

- TRU<D
Discharge mass fraction, %

14098.4 14117.0 13435.8

6844.7 5777.9 2673.8

78.2 - -

7.4 - -

- 67.3 66.7

14.4 32.7 33.3

- Th232 75 .7 - -

- TransTh 7.4 - -

- U238 - 63.9 59.6

- TRU 12.2 30.0 27.6

- FPs

Fuel mass at time of recycle, %

4.7 6.1 12.8

- Th232 75 .7 - -

- TransTh 7.5 - -

- U238 - 64.0 59.7

- TRU 12.1 29.9 27.5
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- FPs 4.7 6.1 12.8
N

uc
le

ar
 W

as
te

Radioactivity at 10 Yrs, Ci/GWe-Yr 9.49E+06 9.18E+06 8.66E+06

Radioactivity at 100,000 Yrs, Ci/GWe-Yr 7.44E+02 5.61E+02 5.02E+02

Inhalation Radiotoxicity at 10 Yrs, Sv/GWe-Yr 1.57E+11 1.56E+11 5.49E+10

Inhalation Radiotoxicity at 100,000 Yrs , Sv/GWe-Yr 2.62E+08 1.42E+08 8.07E+07

Ingestion Radiotoxicity at 10 Yrs , Sv/GWe-Yr 3.71E+09 3.44E+09 3.06E+09

Ingestion Radiotoxicity at 100,000 Yrs , Sv/GWe-Yr 1.48E+06 7.60E+05 3.83E+05

Fissile plutonium fraction at reprocessing, % 27% 35% 46%

P
ro

lif
er

at
io

n 
R

es
is

ta
nc

e

238Pu/Pu ratio at reprocessing, % 19.1% 7.6% 4.1%

Specific decay heat of plutonium at reprocessing, W/kg 111.46 46.95 26.94

Tot. plutonium reprocessed, tons/GWe-yr

Spontaneous fission neutrons per kg Pu at reprocessing,

1.76 4.23 1.67

n/sec-kg 1.1E+06 8.1E+05 6.5E+05

Pu/238U ratio at reprocessing Infinite 41% 41%

232U/233U ratio at reprocessing, ppm 8053 - -

Fissile U/U ratio at reprocessing, % 63% - -

Fissile U/Th ratio at reprocessing 6% - -

(Pu+fissile U)/(238U+Th) ratio at reprocessing 17% 41% 41%

E
co

no
m

ic
s

Fuel cycle cost (cents/kWe-h) 0.996 0.937 0.727

- Fuel Mining/ Conversion/ Fabrication 0.269 0.267 0.255

- Electrochemical Separation + Remote Fuel 0.401 0.338 0.156

- Geologic Repository 0.162 0.166 0.159

- TRU Separation 0.165 0.165 0.157

Mass of SNF+HLW disposed A A A

Fu
el

 C
yc

le
 E

va
lu

at
io

n Activity of SNF+HLW (@100 years) C B C

Activity of SNF+HLW (@100,000 years) B B B

Mass of DU+RU+RTh disposed D D E

Volume of LLW D D C

Land use per energy generated B B B

Water use per energy generated B B B

Radiological exposure B B B

Carbon emission - CO2 released per energy generated B B B

Natural Uranium required per energy generated C C C

8. Technical Gap Analysis and Roadmap

The RBWR core designs described in the previous sections employ tight lattices cooled by light water to 

produce a hard enough neutron spectrum to enable the RBWR to perform functions traditionally 

assigned to fast spectrum reactors -- sustainability (conversion ratio ~1.0) and transmutation of TRU 

from LWR. The designs are of essentially a new fuel, fuel assembly and core rather than a new reactor 

and are intended to fit within the pressure vessel of an ABWR. The core designs are significantly 

different from a conventional ABWR (or any other light-water reactor) and the operating parameters 

and environment present new challenges.
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Mechanical design/fabrication/performance: The fuel rods, hexagonal assembly lattice and y-shaped 

control rods are significantly different from those of an ABWR. While the specific rod diameter and 

pitch-to-diameter ratio depend on whether the system is intended to be self-sustaining or a burner, 

these parameters are closer to those of a sodium fast reactor than an ABWR. The active length of the 

fuel rods of one variant of the RBWR cores are significantly longer than that of an SFR but not longer 

than that of the ABWR. Whether grid spacers or wire-wrap are used will affect the mechanical "rigidity" 

of the assembly under operating, refueling and transportation conditions. On the other hand, the total 

coolant flow rates of the RBWR cores are lower than of the ABWR. This and the shorter fuel lead to 

different total forces of vibration and liftoff.

Thermal-Hydraulic Performance: The performance and the details of the designs described in this paper 

are extremely sensitive to the assumed void fraction and critical power correlations. There are 

unacceptable uncertainties in these correlations due to very limited relevant experimental data on void 

fraction and critical power for the tight lattices. Validation of these correlations for the conditions in 

RBWR cores will require additional experiments including appropriately scaled test sections. 

Experiments may be required also for determining the axially dependent void fraction along the bypass 

channels between fuel assemblies.

Fuel and Cladding Performance and Qualification: Validation/confirmation of the performance of the 

fuel and cladding under conditions that are atypical for a water-cooled reactor will require experiments. 

Issues include fuel pellet swelling, fission product transport/release, fuel pellet chemical/mechanical 

interaction, clad performance under high fluence of high-energy neutrons and, in particular, hydrogen 

pickup and corrosion in the high energy neutron and high void water environment. Extrapolation of 

current knowledge to the RBWR conditions implies that use of Zircaloy2 may not be feasible. Executing 

a roadmap for fuel qualification for either the transmuting or the self-sustaining RBWRs (both using 

ThO2 as the primary fuel constituent, as well as a new cladding material) would be expected to take a 

decade or longer.

Reactor Physics: The tight-lattice, the use of thorium, the strongly axially varying water density, the 

radially heterogeneous fuel assembly design and intermediate neutron spectrum present challenges for 

analytic tools, although significant progress has been made in this project as described earlier. The 

nuclear data for intermediate spectrum tends to be sparse and have greater uncertainties, in particular 

for thorium and trans-thorium isotopes, than for conventional LWRs or SFRs. Differential and integral 

experiments (e.g., criticality) may be necessary to improve the quality of data evaluations, benchmark 

computational tools, confirm design predictions, and reduce uncertainties.

Out of Core Components: The harder neutron spectrum will increase the heating and radiation induced 

damage in the in-vessel components and the pressure vessel. Also, the performance of balance-of plant 

components such as the steam separator need to be confirmed as the design core outlet steam quality 

of the RBWR is about three times that of the ABWR. No major problem is envisioned as the total steam 

flow rate into the steam separators will be the same as for similar powered ABWR but with much less 

water. This will lead to a smaller recirculation ratio in the vessel. It also implies that fewer separators 

may be required.
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Reprocessing: Commercial thorium fuel reprocessing and recycling capability will have to be 

developed. Reprocessing of axially heterogeneous fuel with uranium and thorium involves additional 

complexities to recycling of the RBWR fuels.

Licensing: Licensing of the RBWR variants described earlier (as for any reactor concept) will require 

validated tools for nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, and mechanical performance of the fuel and core 

components in steady state and transient/accident conditions. This will generally require both in-core 

and ex-core experiments to generate the needed data for the computational models, and demonstrate 

adequate safe performance.

Economics: Relative to the its sodium-cooled fast reactor counterpart (ARR), the RBWR-Th using the 

Hitachi T/H correlations features roughly one third the core power density and specific power; ~70% of 

the discharge burnup; roughly the same Trans-Fertile Fuel (TRF) loading; a ~55% higher rate of HM 

reprocessing; and double the TRF discharge per unit of electricity generated. Significantly lower power 

density and specific power are featured by the RBWR-Th when designed using the MIT-recommended 

T/H correlations. Relative to the reference ABR, the RBWR-TR has roughly a third the discharge burnup, 

power density, and specific power; requires more TRF loading, HM reprocessing, and TRF discharge per 

unit electricity generated. As a result, the fuel cycle cost of the RBWRs is estimated to be higher than 

that of a similarly performing SFR by close to 50%. However, the capital cost of the ABWRs is presently 

lower than that of SFRs and this may compensate for the higher fuel cycle cost of the RBWRs. In 

addition, the technology of the RBWR, excluding its fuel, is more mature and accepted by the nuclear 

industry than that of SFR. A detailed economic analysis is required before the economic viability of the 

RBWR could be determined.

9. Conclusions and summary

The major findings and conclusions of this project are listed in the Executive Summary. Tables 13 to 18 

summarize important design and performance characteristics of the two out of the three thorium-based 

RBWR cores designed in this project - the fuel-self-sustaining RBWR-ThH and the TRU transmuting 

RBWR-TR - and compares them with those of the uranium-based Hitachi RBWR cores as well as of the 

reference SFR cores. The most important conclusions are that it is possible to design an effective LWR 

TRU transmuting thorium based RBWR but improved cladding material will have to be found for this 

reactor concept to realize its full potential. The feasibility of a viable fuel-self-sustaining RBWR design is 

not certain; it could be determines only after additional experimental data will be generated on the void 

fraction and critical power in tight, low mass flow rate boiling water fuel bundles and on the behavior of 

advanced structural materials under elevated fluences of high energy neutrons.
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Table 13 Design characteristics of the RBWR-ThH and RBWR-TR cores in comparison with the Hitachi

RBWR and SFR reference core

Parameter
RBWR-

ThH
RBWR-

AC ARR RBWR-TR
RBWR-

TB2 ABR

Reactor power, MWt 3926 3926 1000 3926 3926 1000
MWe 1356 1356 400 1356 1356 400

Feed fuel
Thorium

+DU
DU DU

Th+DU+LWR
TRU

DU+LWR
TRU

DU+LWR
TRU

Conversion ratio 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5

Pressure drop, MPa 0.13 0.14 N/A 0.15 0.06 N/A

Coolant flow rate, 
kg/sec
Void fraction

6358 7222 ~5729 17395 6667 ~5599

correlation RELAP RELAP N/A RELAP RELAP N/A

Critical power ratio 
correlation H-CISE H-CISE N/A M-CISE H-CISE N/A
Core Outlet void
fraction 89% 81% - 69% 80% -

Pin P/D ratio 1.13 1.13 1.10 1.34 1.30 1.29

Fuel pin OD (D), cm 1.005 1.005 0.808 0.705 0.724 0.623

Pins per assembly 271 271 271 397 397 324

Fuel smeared density 89.9% 89.9% 75% 89.9% 89.9% 75.0%
Number of fuel
assemblies

720 720 151 720 720 144

Table 14 Performance characteristics of the RBWR-ThH and RBWR-TR cores in comparison with the

Hitachi RBWR and SFR reference core

Parameter
RBWR-

ThH
RBWR-

AC ARR
RBWR-

TR
RBWR-

TB2 ABR

Capacity Factor, % 90 90 85 90 90 85

Average discharge burnup,
GWD/t

48.8 45 73.0 55.0 65.0 131.9

Power density, W/cc 61.1 73.8 122.4 76.3 96.7 130.4

Peak LHGR, W/cm 261 4728 389 189 470 327

Fuel inventory in core, t 153.0 144.0 16.7 89.7 73.0 9.5

Cycle length per batch, EFPD 41 389 370 313 304 221

Burnup reactivity swing, %Ak/k -1.9 -1.5 0.1 -2.0 -2.5 -2.9

TRU transmutation efficiency -1% 0% 0% 48% 44% 45%
Reprocessing capacity, kg/GWeYr

8 Recent analysis by the University of Michigan collaborators came up with a peak LHGR of 75 kW/m and 55 kW/m 
for, respectively, the RBWR-AC and RBWRE-TB2
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Aqueous

Electro-chemical 21664

Charge mass fraction, %

Th232 65.4

TransTh 6.8

U238 22.5

TRU 5.4

Discharge mass fraction, %

Th232 62.4

TransTh 6.9

U238 20.8

TRU 5.4

FPs 4.6

Fuel mass at time of recycle, %

Th232 62.4

TransTh 6.9

U238 20.8

TRU 5.4

FPs 4.6

14098 14117 13436

23484 12500 6845 5778 2674

- - 78.2 -

- - 7.4 - -

87.5 86.3 - 67.3 66.7

12.5 13.7 14.4 32.7 33.3

- 75 .7 -

- - 7.4 - -

82.9 78.5 - 63.9 59.6

12.6 13.7 12.2 30.0 27.6

4.6 7.8 4.7 6.1 12.8

- 75 .7 -

- - 7.5 - -

82.9 78.5 - 64.0 59.7

12.5 13.7 12.1 29.9 27.5

4.6 7.8 4.7 6.1 12.8

Table 15 Waste characteristics of the RBWR-ThH and RBWR-TR cores in comparison with the Hitachi

RBWR and SFR reference cores

Parameter RBWR-
ThH

RBWR-
AC ARR

RBWR-
TR

RBWR-
TB2 ABR

Radioactivity at 10 Yrs 
(Ci/GWe-Yr)

9.50E+06 8.32E+06 7.10E+06 9.46E+06 9.18E+06 8.66E+06

Radioactivity at 100,000 Yrs 
(Ci/GWe-Yr)

1.16E+03 5.62E+02 4.89E+02 7.44E+02 5.61E+02 5.02E+02

Inhalation Radiotoxicity at 10 
Yrs (Sv/GWe-Yr)

8.52E+10 1.46E+11 4.16E+10 1.57E+11 1.56E+11 5.49E+10

Inhalation Radiotoxicity at 
100,000 Yrs (Sv/GWe-Yr)

6.85E+08 2.50E+08 1.83E+08 2.62E+08 1.42E+08 8.07E+07

Ingestion Radiotoxicity at 10 
Yrs (Sv/GWe-Yr)

3.60E+09 2.79E+09 2.19E+09 3.71E+09 3.44E+09 3.06E+09

Ingestion Radiotoxicity at 
100,000 Yrs (Sv/GWe-Yr)

2.97E+06 8.01E+05 4.74E+05 1.48E+06 7.60E+05 3.83E+05
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Table 16 Proliferation resistant characteristics of the RBWR-ThH and RBWR-TR cores in comparison with

the Hitachi RBWR and SFR reference cores

Parameter
RBWR-

ThH
RBWR-

AC ARR
RBWR-

TR
RBWR-

TB2 ABR

Tot. plutonium reprocessed, 
tons/GWe-yr

1.04 2.72 1.64 1.79 4.23 1.67

Fissile plutonium fraction % 55% 52% 69% 27% 35% 46%

238Pu/Pu ratio, % 6.4% 3.2% 1.4% 19.1% 7.6% 4.1%

Specific decay heat of Pu at 
reprocessing, W/kg

39.69 22.01 11.21 111.46 46.95 26.94

Pu/238U ratio at reprocessing 23% 14% 17% Infinite 41% 41%

Spontaneous fission neutrons 
per kg Pu at reprocessing, 
n/sec-kg

5.6E+05 5.3E+05 3.3E+05 1.1E+06 8.1E+05 6.5E+05

232U/233U ratio at 
reprocessing, ppm

5429 - - 8053 - -

Fissile U/U ratio at 
reprocessing, %

17% - - 63% - -

Fissile U/Th ratio at 
reprocessing

7% - - 6% - -

(Pu+fissile U)/(238U+Th) ratio 
at reprocessing

10% 14% 17% 17% 41% 41%

Table 17 Fuel cycle cost of the RBWR-ThH and RBWR-TR cores in comparison with the Hitachi RBWR and

SFR reference cores

Parameter RBWR-ThH RBWR-AC ARR RBWR-TR RBWR-TB2 ABR

Total fuel cycle cost 
(cents/kWe-h)

1.386 1.501 0.847 0.996 0.937 0.727

- Fuel Mining/ 
Conversion/ Fabrication

0.003 0.001 0.001 0.269 0.267 0.255

- Electrochemical
Separation + Remote Fuel 1.268 1.374 0.732 0.401 0.338 0.156

Fabrication

- Geologic Repository 0.116 0.126 0.115 0.162 0.166 0.159

- TRU Separation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.165 0.165 0.157
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Table 18 Applying USDOE Fuel Cycle Evaluation & Screening metrics to rank the RBWR-ThH and RBWR- 

TR cores in comparison with the Hitachi RBWR and SFR reference cores

Parameter
RBWR- RBWR- 

ThH AC
ARR

RBWR-
TR

RBWR-
TB2

ABR

Mass of SNF+HLW disposed, t/GWe-yr 

Activity of SNF+HLW (@100 years), 
MCi/GWe-yr
Activity of SNF+HLW (@100,000 years),
10-4 MCi/GWe-Yr

A

C

A

B

A

A

A

C

A

B

A

C

C B B B B B

Mass of DU+RU+RTh disposed, t/GWe-yr A A B D D E

Volume of LLW, m3/GWe-yr D D A D D C

Land use per energy generated, 
km2/GWe-yr

A A C B B B

Water use per energy generated, 
ML/GWe-yr

B B A B B B

Radiological exposure, Sv/GWe-yr B B B B B B

Carbon emission - CO2 released per 
energy generated, kt CO2/GWe-yr

B B B B B B

Natural Uranium required per energy 
generated, t/GWe-yr

A A A C C C
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Attachment 1

for NEUP Project# 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

Serpent/parCS/pathS Core Simulator
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axis I y non-uniform R¥wVR r/i'es. Section I nif.f .Kf.es the core si mu atnr methods for cross. .section 

t'cricrnliur. piovussint; and 'nil core rr odditis. Suction 2 provides ar over view ul Uic PARCS ard PATHS 

cades along with the eqjilibr'um eye e search methcdolagy. Section 3 outlines the va idatian of tie core 

s rnuloloi cioss sections using single assembly onelysis.

1. Methods

me nej:ronirs modeling of the HHWK consists of 3 multi-step calculation process sr.i mi lor to existirg I Wit 
aoa ysis methods. Feme first step. 3D cross sections are generated for e s'ngle assembly. These cross 
sections are generated ?r a I anticipated temperature and fluic cond'tion.x ir the reactor and are then 
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Figure 1. Core simulator diagram.

l.l Cross Section Generation

Cress sections Our the R3WR were created jsirg the Monte Cerlo code Serpent. The cade utTzes delta 
tracking to accelerate the calculation while generating g'pvp-v.'ise homogen ?ed parameters.- ihese 
group constants were collapsed based on EN3F/3-VH cont'nuous energy date. Reflective boundary 
conditions were applied in the rad'al d'recfion, while 7ero iocnm'ng current connitioos were applied ^or 
liic lop ard bollot'i ul l ie ussernb ics. Thu cross sections were calculated wilh Vie =1 'nlinTc spectrum. 
When developing 3D Morte Carlo cress sections, the to:al number of partic e histories is crucial ir 
reducing U10 cror assccitti'd with the fjcnercicc ^roup con sun is. lacli cross section is colon a.ed with 
tallies hom the s'mu ation. V the number ct simulatec particles 's too small, the uncertainty o* these 
tallies wi I be ler.ge. increased ti nee'tarn ties nay kac to greater crors in the cross sections, which affect 
the accuracy of toe nodal sol j:ion.

Toe use of 3D cross sections has required changes ir the Typical scheme for generating branch 
to 1 idilie 1 is. When pu fo miny 2D lallice enlculul oris, indiviou-il ccndilions urc putlurued i icl.iding foul
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temperature, coolant void, control rod insertion, etc. For 3D assembly calculations, the conditions at 
multiple positions in the core must be changed simultaneously. A small study was performed at 
Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) that illustrated the effect of the spectrum when perturbing individual 
regions as opposed to all regions simultaneously (integral method).2 A comparison of the spectrum for 
an upper fissile region for the RBWR-AC is shown in Fig. 2. From this analysis, significant changes in the 
spectrum were observed when perturbing the coolant void for individual nodes. The same study was 
performed for the spectrum when perturbing the fuel temperature and showed minimal changes. 
Therefore a system was devised to perturb the entire axial void distribution for branching calculations to 
maintain a physical distribution within the assembly. This technique provides a coolant void distribution 
that is closer to that of the physical system compared to a uniform distribution.

fissile zone, UF21 - Coolant density branch

— Integral assembly branch 
—Single node branch

Figure 2. Flux spectrum for upper fissile zone.5

The SerpentXS script developed at MIT was used to execute the Serpent code for all of the branching 
and history calculations.3 Each state condition is specified within the SerpentXS input and the code 
generates Serpent input files for all of the history and branch cases. Once the inputs are generated, 
SerpentXS submits each calculation for simulation. This process can involve hundreds or even thousands 
of Monte Carlo simulations to model each of the specified branches for each burnup step of interest.

Generating cross sections for the radial reflector required an unusual approach in Serpent. Typical 
methods for generating radial reflector cross sections involve generating a 2D fuel-reflector interface 
with reflective boundary conditions on all sides except for the reflector-boundary interface which is set 
as a vacuum boundary. The fuel and reflector lengths are set such that they cover several mean free 
paths. However, Serpent requires that the same boundary condition must be applied for all surfaces in a 
set Cartesian direction (for example, the left and right boundaries of a problem must have the same 
boundary condition).1 Three separate boundary conditions can be applied in the x, y, and z direction. To 
avoid any issues with the boundary conditions, 2D core-reflector interface problems were created such 
that the typical reflective boundary condition applied on the fuel-boundary interface was modified. 
Instead of using a reflective boundary condition, a mirror image of the model was placed next to the 
existing model such that there is a single large lattice of fuel elements in the center surrounded by a 
reflector model on either side. This leads to a geometry that is twice the size of a typical radial reflector
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cross section calculation, but avoids the issue of not being able to apply separate boundary conditions in 
the same direction. An example model can be seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Supercell for modeling radial reflector cross sections.

A separate 2D core-reflector interface problem was created for each of the axial core regions to capture 

the spectral effects in the different regions. An average of the coolant density within each region was 

used for the coolant density inside the axial core elements. Inside the reflector, the saturation density of 

the coolant was used. All of the Monte Carlo calculations were done with the control rods removed from 

the fuel elements.

1.2 Cross Section Processing

Serpent simulations with user specified tallies produce a significant amount of data for the generation of 
the group constants. However, this data must be tabulated and organized for use with a nodal diffusion 
code such as PARCS. The GenPMAXS code4 was developed to convert lattice level output into a usable 
format (PMAXS) for the core simulator PARCS. Prior to the creation of Serpent, the code supported 
multiple lattice codes including HELIOS, CAS MO, WIMS, CONDOR and TRITON. Additional coding was 
introduced into the GenPMAXS code which now supports both Serpent and Serpent2. The GenPMAXS 
code is also capable of performing several other group constant calculations that are not supported 
within Serpent, including the calculation of axial discontinuity factors.

The use of 3D cross sections for the RBWR was first investigated at MIT in 2011.3 During that study, it 
was found that 3D cross sections alone were not sufficient in reproducing a similar 3D Monte Carlo 
solution. This led to the creation of axial discontinuity factors (ZDF) which are similar to the conventional 
assembly discontinuity factors (ADF)5 except for the axial direction. For a given axial interface, a ZDF is 
defined as the ratio of the heterogeneous surface flux to the homogeneous surface flux:

s ,i, g
(1)

Where the heterogeneous surface flux is approximated using the partial currents from Serpent:

f = iKg + -Kg) (2)
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And the homogeneous surface flux is found by solving the one-dimensional axial diffusion equation 
using the nodal expansion method (NEM) for a single node with the calculated group constants. The 
homogeneous surface flux is solved using the same method as PARCS (NEM for this case) in order to 
reproduce the Monte Carlo solution. The NEM approximates the flux solution within each mesh region 
using a fourth order Legendre polynomial:

m=±a,Pti) (3)
i—0

The five coefficients associated with the flux expansion derive from the heterogeneous cell average flux, 
the net currents on the top and bottom surfaces and two weighted residual equations. The 
homogeneous surface fluxes for the top and bottom surfaces are found using the evaluated coefficients:

ao f

■■ \

A + - 5, =-—(J B + J T) 
1 4hV ;

A +
21D a2 — ——(j B — j T)

2 4hV ;

2

2

a3

a-4

-L (j B+a T)-1 a
12D 6

h Z-

20D
(Jb -Jt )-^ a10

fi g — 5(0 — a, + a2 — a3 + 54

fi, g — 5oo + a, + a2 + a3 + a4

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

The axial discontinuity factors are included in the PMAXS cross section file for the top and bottom 
surfaces of a given material node. A separate cross section file was created for each nodal region to 
accommodate the axial discontinuity factors and the 3D cross sections.

For interfaces with large gradients, such as the region between seed and blanket zones, the 
homogeneous flux can become negative which leads to a negative discontinuity factor. This can result in 
negative fluxes within PARCS and numerical problems during the flux solution. A scheme was developed 
to avoid this based on modifying the diffusion coefficient such that the axial discontinuity factor would
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be bounded within an acceptable range, while still preserving the net current on the node interface. 
However, the modification of the diffusion coefficient also affected the radial 2D calculation within TPEN 
causing instabilities within the core calculation. Instead, limits were placed on the axial discontinuity 
factors. If the calculated value exceeded the specified range, then the quantity was changed to the 
closest bound.

1.3 Full Core Modeling

The final stage of the core simulator consists of executing the coupled codes PARCS6 and PATHS8. For the 
tight pitch lattice in the RBWR, the hexagonal nodal diffusion kernel is used in PARCS which is based on 
the triangular polynomial expansion method (TPEN) to solve for the few group fluxes in the radial 
direction. As noted earlier, the axial flux is solved using the 1D NEM method and coupled to the radial 
solution using the traditional transverse leakage approximation. The codes are coupled with PARCS 
providing the node-wise powers to PATHS, while PATHS provides PARCS with the fuel temperature, 
coolant density and coolant temperature. The two codes iterate until a converged solution is achieved.

The principle application of this coupled code simulator in the work here is to search for the equilibrium 
cycle of the RBWR. This is an iterative process that consists of depleting the full core and then shuffling 
the fuel bundles. The process is repeated until a desired maximum burnup difference between fuel 
recycles is met.

2. Equilibrium Cycle Codes/Methods

2.1 PARCS Modeling

PARCS6 (Parallel Advanced Reactor Core Simulator) is a three dimensional reactor core simulator which 
solves steady-state and time-dependent, multi-group neutron diffusion and SP3 transport equations in 
cartesian, cylindrical, and hexagonal geometries. PARCS is coupled directly to the thermal-hydraulics 
code PATHS (for equilibrium cycle simulation) and TRACE (for transient simulation), which provide the 
temperature and flow field information to PARCS. The major calculation features in PARCS include the 
ability to perform eigenvalue calculations, transient (kinetics) calculations, Xenon transient calculations, 
decay heat calculations, pin-power calculations, and adjoint calculations for commercial Light Water 
Reactors. The hexagonal nodal method was used to model the RBWR core and has been previously 
tested for fast reactor applications using multigroup hexagonal nodal solutions.7

2.2 PATHS Modeling

PATHS8 (PARCS Advanced Thermal Hydraulic Solver) has been developed to calculate a steady-state 
thermal-hydraulics solution for LWRs. PATHS is simpler than six-equation, two-fluid codes such as TRACE 
or RELAP5, which have a higher fidelity than is necessary to perform steady-state coupled 
neutronics/thermal-hydraulics calculations for depletion analysis. Because of this, PATHS runs more 
quickly and allows for improved turnaround time during core analysis. The efficiency of PATHS makes 
one-to-one neutronics/thermal-hydraulics coupled calculations practical, even for very quick and simple 
calculations.

PATHS utilizes a four-equation drift flux model with simplified equations and solution algorithms which 
considerably reduce the runtime. User-specified boundary conditions include outlet pressure, total core 
mass flow rate, and inlet enthalpy. The following description is from the PATHS manual.8
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“The PATHS methodology is based on the two fluid model developed by Ishii,9 averaged to 
consider the mixture instead of two separate fluids. The finite volume method is applied and the 
equations are cast into a face-based scheme. Since the control volume is set to include the entire 
cross-sectional area in a channel, the equations are reduced to a one-dimensional flow with heat 
fluxes and stress terms coming from the boundary. The void fraction and drift velocity are 
introduced through constitutive relationships instead of a fourth field equation that would 
normally show up in the drift flux model.”

The discretized conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy, are given by

)n (Pm^m^)s — 0 (12)

(pmivmivm (a+- (pmkjvm (a -\fz*ak))s + (PA)n - (pa)

(13)

“ PfP9-v^A 1 -
1 -a* pm vai1

a pfpg y2*A | (pm)n + (pm)n Ay
s \1 -a* pm Vgj )n 2 9

F* —— (^2±L + ^i°ss)
z 2( Dh Az )

(14)

((pmvmftA)n) - ((pmvm^A)s) — Az + (a*p^Ah^A^ - (a*p^gAh‘fav‘alA

g*(p>-pg)

V Pm 'raVaj*)s Kll^^f9V9p/n

+ I vm + ■
P*m

vgj 1 ((P*A)n - (P*A)s) (15)

where standard greek letters are used to refer fluid quantities (e.g. p for density) and the subscripts f,g, 
and m denote fluid (liquid), gas, and mixture, respectively.

2.3 Equilibrium Cycle Search Methodology

An iterative algorithm has been developed to provide nested iterations to determine the equilibrium 
core configuration using the SERPENT/PARCS/PATHS code system. It takes into consideration explicit 
treatment of fuel bundles shuffling and control rod scheduling as defined by the user and the core was 
depleted with PARCS by steps defined by the user specified control rod sequence.
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An equilibrium cycle search algorithm was implemented for the coupled codes. The convergence 
criterion was set to 0.1 GWD/T for the infinite norm of node-wise burnup at the End of Cycle (EOC). The 
overall flowchart is shown in Fig. 4.

If reaches 
equilibrium?

i___i

Read input

Individual

Reload

Initial Batch

End

Depletion (PARCS)

i N !i___i

Figure 4. Equilibrium Cycle Search Flowchart

3. Validation of Core Simulator Cross Sections

The RBWR core simulator was validated using a single assembly benchmark problem similar to the 
RBWR-AC. The ability to reproduce the Monte Carlo solution using 3D Serpent cross sections in PARCS is 
demonstrated for the single assembly.

3.1 Single Assembly Analysis

In order to demonstrate that 3D cross sections with axial discontinuity factors can reproduce the 
reference Monte Carlo solution, a single assembly benchmark problem was simulated. An image of the 
assembly model is shown in Fig. 5. The Serpent calculation was performed using 150,000 source 
particles per cycle with 300 active cycles and 100 inactive cycles using ENDF/B-VII neutron cross section 
library. Reflective boundary conditions were applied to all sides of the assembly and group constants 
were found for each axial level. Based on previous experience, axial discontinuity factors were bounded 
over the range of 0.85 to 1.15 to mitigate potential numerical issues in PARCS. Cross sections were 
collapsed to 12 energy groups based on previous Hitachi studies.10 The same model was generated in 
PARCS and the cross sections from Serpent were used in the PARCS simulation. Table 1 shows the 
comparison of the single assembly results.
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Figure 5. Benchmark axial (left) and radial (right) assembly model.

Table 1

Eigenvalue Comparison for Single Assembly Case

Method k-eff Difference from Serpent (pcm)

3D Serpent 1.09601 -

3D PARCS, 2D Serpent XS 1.05422 -4179

3D PARCS, 3D Serpent XS without ZDFs 1.08772 -829

3D PARCS, 3D Serpent XS with ZDFs 1.09601 0

When using only 3D cross sections, with a relative error of 9.6 pcm on k-eff for the Monte Carlo solution, 
the PARCS solution is over 800 pcm different from the Monte Carlo solution. This is a large improvement 
compared to the 2D cross section methodology which is over 4000 pcm off from the reference 
calculation. The large difference in the 2D cross section simulation is due to the inability to capture the 
correct spectrum from axial streaming in both the fuel and axial reflector regions. Finally, if 3D cross 
sections with axial discontinuity factors are used, PARCS is able to reproduce the exact Monte Carlo 
solution.

A comparison of the normalized fluxes between Serpent and PARCS with and without axial discontinuity 
factors for the fast (group 1) and thermal (group 9) are shown in Fig. 6. These plots represent the flux 
over the active core region. From 0-30 cm represents the lower blanket, 30-50 cm the lower fissile, 50-
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100 cm the internal blanket, 100-130 cm the upper fissile and 130-140 cm the upper blanket. Each of 
these regions is divided by a solid line in the Figure. For the fast group, the PARCS solution without axial 
discontinuity factors underestimates the flux in the lower fissile zone and over predicts the flux in the 
blanket regions near the upper fissile zone. With axial discontinuity factors, the solution is consistent 
with the Serpent flux profile. For the thermal group, the PARCS solution without axial discontinuity 
factors underestimates the flux in the lower fissile region. It also has difficulty reproducing the solution 
in the upper blanket, where it over predicts the flux. The flux shape in the thermal group is not as 
smooth as the fast group flux shape and it is much more difficult for the diffusion solution to reproduce 
the Monte Carlo solution without the use of axial discontinuity factors.

Fig. 6a. Fast (group 1) flux comparison. Fig. 6b. Thermal (group 9) flux 
comparison.

For the equilibrium cycle analysis, the method was modified in order to achieve stability and accuracy of 

the solution. While modifying the diffusion coefficient allows the deterministic solution to match the 

Monte Carlo solution exactly for a single assembly (Table 1), the modified diffusion coefficients were 

adversely affecting the radial streaming in the core simulation. Thus, modifying the diffusion coefficient 

to keep the ZDFs within a reasonable range was unfeasible. Instead, the ZDFs were simply bounded 

(between 0.85 and 1.15) without significant detriment to the accuracy of the solution. Any ZDF outside 

of this range was simply set to the nearest bound.

4. Conclusions

This work solved some of the challenges associated with modeling an axially heterogeneous, mixed- 

spectrum reactor with an innovative approach to the conventional two-step method for LWR analysis. 

The work showed that 2D lattice methods were not sufficient to generate cross sections for this problem 

because the underlying assumption of no net current in the vertical direction breaks down at the 

interfaces between enriched seed and blanket regions of the core, and also due to strong variation of 

the moderator density in the axial direction. Cross sections were generated with a 3D single assembly 

model, instead of a 2D lattice, in order to capture the important effects of axial streaming in this core. 

Axial discontinuity factors were also generated to help the 3D nodal diffusion solution better match the 

3D Monte Carlo results. Modifications to the PARCS core simulator allowed the use of 3D cross sections
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for the generation of an equilibrium cycle. This was one of the significant original advances resulting 

from the research.
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Attachment 2

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

The MocDown/PATHS Assembly Unit Cell Design Tool

The objective of this task is to design a tool, MocDown, which can accurately and efficiently account for 

the strong coupling between the neutronics and thermal-hydraulics in reduced-moderation boiling 

water reactor cores and to search for the equilibrium composition of such cores that operate in a multi

recycling mode. Section 1 discusses the general design and programming approaches that were taken 

while developing MocDown. Section 2 demonstrates and describes the accelerated recycling scheme 

that MocDown takes in seeking equilibrium core compositions for multi-recycling fuel cycles. Section 3 

shows an example of the online thermo-fluids coupling. In section 4, MocDown's simple approach for 

source rate scaling, which accounts for isotopic composition-dependent decay heat, is described. 

Section 5 summarizes this document.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Existing core simulation codes are either insufficiently accurate or computationally inefficient in the 

search for the equilibrium composition of recently proposed reduced-moderation boiling water reactor 

designs. The cores of such reactors feature a strongly varying axial coolant density distribution, hard and 

axially varying neutron spectra, and large axially varying flux gradients, which together mandate the use 

of continuous-energy three-dimensional Monte Carlo neutron transport. Tight physical coupling 

between the spatial variation of the fission power density and coolant density require tight numerical 

coupling between neutron transport and thermo-fluids models. Interest in, primarily, the equilibrium 

cycle necessitates an efficient means of finding the equilibrium core composition. MocDown was 

created to suite these needs.

The SerpentXS/PARCS code suite has been developed for equilibrium core analysis,12 but it is not 

suitable for an equilibrium assembly analysis. The SerpentXS simulations rely on using multiple flow 

histories to bound the performance with burnup, instead of having TH coupling to update the water 

densities. Additionally, PARCS does not track individual isotopes; instead, it uses few-group 

homogenized macroscopic cross sections that are determined by the power history and from the 

SerpentXS history and branch scheme. Therefore, a fuel recycling model is not feasible to implement 

within the PARCS/SerpentXS suite; it depends on already knowing (either a priori or from another 

model) the composition of the freed assemblies. MocDown was designed to arrive at the equilibrium 

cycle using average flow and power conditions by tracking all of the neutronically important isotopes 

and using online thermo-fluid coupling to predict the discharge composition, which can then be used 

with a recycling scheme. Section 2 provides an overview of MocDown; Section 3 describes in detail the 

accelerated equilibrium cycle search; Section 4 details the online thermos-fluids coupling; Section 5 

describes the neutron source rate scaling; and Section 6 concludes this paper.
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2. General Design and Programming Approach

MocDown is an advanced Monte Carlo depletion simulator. Just as MOCUP,1 MONTEBURNS,2 IMOCUP,3 

Mocup.py,4 VESTA,5 and countless other codes do, MocDown simulates the depletion of nuclear reactor 

cores by coupling neutron transport with MCNP6 and transmutation with ORIGEN2.2.7 In addition, it 

facilitates the search for the equilibrium composition of multi-recycling fuel cycles in an efficient 

manner, enables online coupling of thermo-fluids models, and employs a simple approach towards 

neutron source rate scaling. MocDown also incorporates many other programming best practices which 

provide for a robust, reliable experience for users.

MocDown is written in object-oriented Python 3. Auxiliary operations, like thermo-fluids models and 

fuel processing, are completely customizable in external modules. These modules take advantage of 

interface methods (e.g., GetBurnCells or GetIsDecayStep), which pass all data in memory and eliminate 

error prone I/O and file parsing. For example, a Python 3 library, which offers IAPWS-IF97 steam table 

property lookups within Python,8 was readily found and integrated into the existing thermo-fluids 

model, while the PATHS code (maintained by the University of Michigan) is used for the majority of the 

thermos-fluids calculations.9 This modular approach also allows MocDown to remain separate and intact 

for a number of projects, greatly simplifying version control and software verification.

Execution of ORIGEN2.2 is concurrently threaded using standard Python 3 libraries, enabling the 

depletion of twenty regions in parallel (although this number depends upon the hardware, it is thought 

to be a typical number). When depleting large systems in parallel, runtime speedups of 6-7x have been 

observed over serial execution. Transmutation constants (region-wise total flux magnitudes and region-, 

isotope-, and reaction-wise one-group cross sections) are extracted with a single MCNP tally which is 

dynamically generated. This removes restraints upon the number of regions or isotopes that can be 

depleted. In contrast, MONTEBURNS and MOCUP use one tally per depletion region and can tolerate 

only a certain number of regions, based upon their configuration and the version of MCNP. The isotopes 

whose transmutation constants are calculated with MCNP are determined according to the isotope's 

contribution to regional molar and mass densities and absorption and fission rates. This removes the 

need for a priori specification of which isotopes are tracked and automatically allows different sets of 

isotopes to be tracked in different depletion regions. MONTEBURNS incorporates this strategy, but 

requires a master list of isotopes to be provided.

Regular expressions parsing is used for robust extraction of transmutation constants from MCNP and 

isotopic inventories from ORIGEN2.2 output files. This allows for the flexibility to use MCNP5, MCNPX, or 

MCNP6 for neutron transport calculations and removes restrictions on the formatting of neutron 

transport code input files. Other codes are confined to certain versions of MCNP due to periodic changes 

in the formatting of output files. For simulations which deplete many regions and track many isotopes, 

regular expressions can also parse text faster than finite state-based parsing approaches. Depletion 

control parameters (e.g., depletion power, cycle length, the list of cells to deplete, etc.) are defined in a 

verbose, free-format input file. This centralization of inputs to a single location eliminates duplication 

and removes any requirements for special flags or comments within the neutron transport input file.

MocDown periodically serializes, compresses, and writes objects which are in memory to hierarchical 

data files. This archival memory dump facilitates simple post-processing and debugging of simulation
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results through MocDown's object-oriented interfaces. Additionally, these serializations offer a 

convenient means to reload depletion control and state parameters into memory in order to restart a 

simulation which may have ended prematurely.

3. Accelerated Recycling Scheme for the Search of Equilibrium Core Compositions

MocDown is most powerful when searching for the equilibrium core composition as a result of multi

recycling its own discharged fuel supplemented by makeup fuel of specified composition. . When is it 

used for this purpose, it is beneficial to consider its operation as the self-consistent convergence of 

three inter-dependent models: neutron transport, transmutation and recycling, and thermo-fluids. 

Transport derives power distributions (Pth) and transmutation constants (o,$) from thermo-fluids 

conditions and isotopic inventories, transmutation and recycling derives isotopic inventories (N) from 

transmutation constants, and thermo-fluids derive thermofluids conditions (p,T) from power 

distributions. For the RBWR models, MCNP5.1.60 is used for the neutron transport model,6 PATHS is 

used for the thermo-fluids model,9 and ORIGEN2.2 is used for transmutation.7 These dependencies are 

illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. MocDown coupling scheme. Thermo-fluids-coupled depletion simulations can be broken into 
three independent models which must be selfconsistent: neutron transport, transmutation and

recycling, and thermo-fluids.

Traditionally, depletion (without thermo-fluids feedback) is performed by alternating between neutron 

transport and transmutation in lockstep, holding N constant during the former and holding o and $ 

constant during the latter. This ensures a good degree of consistency between the two models. A typical 

cycle requires 20 time-steps. When thermo-fluids is coupled, each single neutron transport execution is 

replaced by a fixed point iteration between neutron transport and thermo-fluids models, a process 

which continues until agreement is reached. This doubles the number of neutron transport executions 

per cycle on the average. If the cycle equilibrium is sought, dozens of cycles will need to be simulated. 

The result is an approach with requires on the order of one thousand executions of the neutron 

transport and thermo-fluids models and one half as many executions of the transmutation model.
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The alternative approach taken by MocDown recognizes the >20x imbalance of computational expense 

between the neutron transport/thermo-fluids couplet and the transmutation model, which is only 

exaggerated by concurrently threaded transmutation. By loosening the numerical coupling of the three 

models somewhat, the number of neutron transport/thermo-fluids couplets can be drastically reduced. 

While this approach slightly increases the number of cycles required for convergence, the overall 

runtime plummets.

This accelerated approach to recycling is depicted in Figure 2 and proceeds as follows. The outer loop 

performs full-fidelity cycles (with neutron transport-updated transmutation constants and thermo-fluids 

feedback) until some norm of successive cycle multiplication factors falls below a tolerance. Following 

each failed (i.e., unconverged) iteration of the outer loop, the scheme enters the inner loop. The inner 

loop performs accelerated cycles (transmutation constants are held constant, avoiding the neutron 

transport/thermo-fluids couplet), pushing the fuel through depletion and recycling until some norm of 

successive cycle isotopic abundances falls below a tolerance. Upon success (i.e., convergence) of the 

outer loop, the cycle equilibrium is declared to be found and the search is complete.

l'r :ir:.';pn r - T/H 
C:

l-----------i an i <£

Figure 2. The accelerated recycling scheme used in MocDown eliminates many executions of neutron 
transport and thermos-fluids calculations by holding transmutation constants fixed in the search for 

equilibrium fuel cycles. e is used designate a convergence criteria, and bars around a value indicate that 
the maximum difference in values within that value is used.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of MocDown's accelerated recycling scheme, 

the analysis is performed and discussed for an early RBWR-Th pin cell.10 A deprecated version of 

MocDown's thermo-fluids model was used in this benchmark, but as this benchmark focuses on the 

accelerated recycling scheme, the impact of this is minimal. As a single full-fidelity cycle for this design 

completes in 4.5 hours, 40 cycles (which would be required for convergence towards cycle equilibrium) 

would take over a week to finish. However, when MocDown is used for the equilibrium search, most of 

the full-fidelity cycles are replaced with accelerated cycles which complete in 12 minutes. In total, 4 full- 

fidelity and 85 accelerated cycles are simulated and the cycle equilibrium is found in only 35 hours. This 

is almost ten times faster than the traditional approach.
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d. Online Thermo-Fluids Coupling

As descrioed earlier, or line neutrcnirs - thezmo-‘k.ids coupling is achieved by performing a ‘ived-ooint 

i lore l ion between r uuirun lansportond Ihemo-fluids models utilil sd'-cvnisluncy's reached oclwcen 

thc> sxia power and a*"al wafer dens'ty nist'ih lit ions. Tigu'e 6 shows :he thermo-fluids coupling scheme. 

T ic p,..,. vector is laker lu be llic conveigcd values 'rori Uic previous T/H neu trunks coupled cycle ul 

the same t'me .step: for the first cycle, the piUX t vector's taker from the previous cepletior step.

Thermal Hydraulics

I Pi/ojf ~ Pncu'l > C-/M 
for any coll?

Figure G.Thcimo fluid coupling sche me with cla>;uliuri. In this figure. u is .lie relaxation uueTicicril,viid
e-.). is the convergence criterion.

Duiing oo'amout s.udcs of l ie KLWR li core, several deign varnirls wck- found whose nouiion 

tesnspart/theerre-r uids coup ets os-rillated between multiple solatia is end then conx-erged slowly to 

s<lf-con<istcn<y in an undordampod fasnion. For these cases, Mocbowr allows a reiaxa:ion factor to be 

aopl'ed to the the'mo-'luids results. When under-relaxatior is used, toe mos: recent resuts are 

effertively ax-ecaged with tne previous results ann convergence occurs infh'ee or*o.ir instead of tens of 

ilers lions.

Toe reference assembly model tor the RBWS-Th us'ng the Y-C SE CPR correlation and the LPfi void 

"luc.ioricorruption''is used to demonstrate llic ncccss lyunu ef'cvl vcncss uf therno fluids cuuuling in 

MocDawn. For this design, the thermo-fluids model interfaces with PATHS' using the fol ox'/ing 

procedure; fl> Vice l>own ext rocs the thermo I cower axial traverse 'rom MCNP and enters it in simple 

stanc-alone PATHS motel; (2) PATHS calculates the cca ant void traction a id pressure traverse basec on 

the steam p rope'ties and coclan: flow parameters; (3) corve'gence s determined by comparing 

successive coolant density traverses; <■ rid (4i<- number o' secondary-ope aliunsa e pcfamed, inc uding 

the ir ini mum critical power rafo ralcnlation. Figure fi .shows how :he linear heat generation rate 

traverse shf Is upwards over <; cycle, ns fiss le mulei ul is consumou ul a li gher rale ul llieboLlorr {softer 

soectrumj. As a consequence, the coolant density traverse also drifts u pxvards as shown in Figure 7.
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"gure 7. As the system acmes nurmio, the I'nea' heat generation rate 1LHG3) soitts upwards.

C 100 200 300 400
Axial position [cm]

igureR. The corresponding coolant density traverse drifts upwards with the I HGR.

5. Neutron Source Rate Scaling and Decay Heat

Depletion analysis reenines accurate knowledge of the bumi.p-oenendent neutron "Ilk magnitude. In 

Munlu Curio uculrori Irurispuil codei, quaiuiliob I ku Uic ’lux rruyiiluuu mu reported ori u per buurce 

(fission) neut'on bas's. Consequently, in order to obtain :he flux magnitude cn a per second be sis, the 

rumocrof source neutrons generated per second (SI ms: be <nown. Only three quantities ore requ red 

tc deduce S: the total energy deposited in the core per source neutron (E), the the'ma power at which 

the oo'e operates (k, l, and die cecay heat • r\i). h is made uo of neutron and photon heating which
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includes fission, radiative capture, Compton scattering, and other endothermic and exothermic 

reactions. Pth is the sum of particle heating (the product of E and S) and Pd. Putting all of this together, 

an expression can be written for S:

P - P
S — 1 th Pd

~ E

In this formulation, each term is known or can be derived quite easily: Pth is specified for each 

simulation; E can be estimated directly with MCNP using a single F6:np neutron/photon track-length 

estimated energy deposition tally [11, 2-88]; and Pd can be calculated with isotopic inventories, half

lives, and recoverable energy Q-values.

With this neutron source rate, heating rates can be derived which are self-consistent and which 

appropriately account for decay heat. Figure 9 shows how the decay heat starts at 0% and saturates to 

around 5.5% of the total thermal power after the first time step; consequently, the neutron source rate 

simultaneously drops to 94.5% of its initial value. It is important to note that if decay heat is neglected, 

flux magnitudes and nuclear reaction rates will be in error by +5-7%.

Figure 9. Because the thermal power is held constant, the neutron source rate, which is used to scale all 
nuclear reaction rates, depends upon the decay heat from radioisotope inventories.

Another point which deserves mentioning is the matching of flux magnitudes between MCNP and 

ORIGEN2.2. When ORIGEN2.2 is instructed to transmute at a constant power, it internally calculates a 

flux magnitude based upon that provided power, isotopic fission rates, and isotopic recoverable fission 

energies (QZ,A). ORIGEN2.2 calculates QZ,A using the correlation:

QZ A [MeV] — 1.29927 x10-3Z2VA + 33.12

where Z and A are the atomic and mass numbers respectively of a fissile isotope. In order to ensure that 

this flux magnitude which ORIGEN2.2 calculates is consistent with MCNP, MocDown provides
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ORIGEN2.2 with a special "ORIGEN power" calculated from QZ,A in the above equation. This ORIGEN 

power differs from all other physical powers and exists only to ensure consistency in neutron transport 

and transmutation fluxes and is otherwise not used.

6. Conclusions

MocDown is a modern Monte Carlo depletion and recycling simulator which incorporates many 

programming best practices and offers a robust user experience. Compared to MOCUP, our previous 

depletion and recycling workhorse, MocDown enables coupling between neutronics and thermal 

hydraulics calculations, automates tasks like isotope tracking and tally generation, allows usage of 

current versions of MCNP, centralizes inputs to a single location, simplifies post-processing, and greatly 

accelerates transmutation. The modular approach towards online coupling of thermo-fluids presents an 

easy and flexible way of simulating a nuclear system with self-consistency. The accelerated recycling 

scheme (with concurrent threading of transmutation) efficiently finds the equilibrium core composition 

of multirecycling fuel cycles. The simple approach for source rate scaling accurately accounts for decay 

heat and requires very little computational overhead beyond standard transmutation constant 

estimation. It was found highly valuable for performing assembly level tradeoff studies and searching for 

optimal designs of RBWR cores.
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Attachment 3

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

The FRAPCON-Th code for fuel performance analysis

Objective

The objective of this task is to develop the necessary methodologies to analyze the steady-state fuel 

performance of the RBWR-Th designs and evaluate the viability of various fuel designs. This was 

accomplished by modifying the existing FRAPCON-MIT code to accommodate Th-based fuels in the 

faster neutron spectrum of the RBWR. These modifications include the development of a new thermal 

conductivity correlation, adoption of new isotope cross sections for finding the radial power profile, the 

application of an improved Zircaloy-2 hydrogen pickup model, and well as the introduction of previously 

developed Th-based fuel modifications. This new code was then applied to the RBWR-Th variants using 

operating conditions provided by UCB. In particular, the high fast neutron fluence to the cladding 

resulted in large cladding hydrogen concentrations. Application of NRC hydrogen-based accident 

tolerances revealed that such high hydrogen concentrations would not be allowable. To address this, 

sensitivity studies were performed to determine the fast fluence tolerance required of the cladding. 

These analyses revealed that substantial, though potentially achievable, developments in cladding alloy 

design would be required for the RBWR-Th, or any other RBWR variant, to maintain acceptable 

hydrogen pickup behavior.

Abstract

To provide steady state fuel performance evaluations for the (ThU)O2 fueled Reduced moderation 

Boiling Water Reactor (RBWR-Th), modifications have been made to FRAPCON-MIT code. In addition to 

the use of existing (ThU)O2 capabilities in FRAPCON-MIT, a radial power profile specific to the RBWR-Th 

was implemented. To more accurately model the corrosion acceleration due to high fast neutron 

fluence, the oxidation model was modified and a new hydrogen uptake model was introduced. A 

preliminary assessment of an average and 130% peaked RBWR-Th fuel rod indicates that fuel 

temperatures remain well below the melting temperature and the plenum gas pressure does not exceed 

that of the coolant. Of concern is the high cladding hydrogen content that results from the acceleration 

of hydrogen pickup at relatively low burnups, which is caused by the high fast neutron fluence on the 

cladding in the RBWR-Th. This high hydrogen content leads to significant restrictions and, ultimately, 

elimination of the margin to acceptable accident limits, presenting a distinct challenge to the RBWR-Th 

design. A new cladding material, GNF-Ziron, from Global Nuclear Fuels (GNF) offers a potential solution 

to this challenge by delaying the acceleration of the hydrogen pickup. The potential benefits of using
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GNF-Ziron cladding are explored in a sensitivity study. This study illustrates that the selection of an 

appropriate cladding material for the RBWR-Th is crucial for its success.

1. Introduction

Unlike conventional Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), the Reduced moderation Boiling Water Reactor 

(RBWR) uses a combination of a tight hexagonal fuel lattice and high coolant void fractions to operate 

with an epithermal neutron spectrum. This hardened spectrum allows for separate core designs to 

achieve breeding ratios greater than 1.0 or to fission transuranic elements efficiently.1 These separate 

core configurations allow the RBWR fuel cycle to be self-sufficient and compete with breakeven Sodium 

Fast Reactor (SFR) based fuel cycles. However, outside its tight pitched, hexagonal assemblies, the 

RBWR's nuclear steam supply system and balance of plant are able to utilize established BWR 

technologies. This fact is expected to greatly lower barriers to commercial deployment of the RBWR-Th.

While the original RBWR fuel designs employed (UPu)O2 Mixed OXide (MOX) fuel,2 a new design has 

been proposed using (ThU)O2 MOX to breed and recycle fissile uranium. This new reactor, the RBWR-Th, 

is currently being designed as an alternative to the original RBWR-AC. Unlike the original RBWR designs, 

the RBWR-Th takes advantage of thorium's preferable neutronic properties and employs a single axial 

seed region and upper and lower blankets. The use of thorium also allows the core to operate with a 

negative void coefficient, while the uranium-based RBWR design void coefficient has been shown to 

vary between positive and negative, depending on analysis assumptions.

Because the ability of a commercial reactor to operate efficiently is heavily dependent on fuel 

reliability, fuel performance investigations for the RBWR-Th were initiated at an early stage in the design 

process. The steady state fuel performance code, FRAPCON-MIT, which is intended to analyze innovative 

fuel designs,3 was augmented, as detailed in Section 2, to accommodate the unique fuel material and 

neutron spectrum of the RBWR-Th. Section 3 describes the limits applied to the fuel performance 

assessments. The code was then applied to cases with constant power histories in Section 4, revealing 

potential cladding hydrogen pickup concerns. Those concerns are then addressed in Section 5 with 

sensitivity analyses based on potential advanced cladding options. Lastly, a qualitative comparison of 

the RBWR-Th and RBWR-AC are detailed in Section 6.

2. RBWR-Th Fuel Rod Modeling

The steady state fuel performance analyses of the RBWR-Th were obtained using the FRAPCON-MIT 

code, which is a modified version of the NRC's steady state fuel performance code, FRAPCON-3.4.4 The 

modifications encompassed within FRAPCON-MIT are an agglomeration of modifications that have been 

made to simulate innovative nuclear fuel designs (e.g. SiC cladding, LBE gap, etc.) within the existing 

FRAPCON framework. For the RBWR-Th's fuel, further changes were necessary to model the (ThU)O2 

fuel and Zircaloy-2 cladding under RBWR-Th conditions.

2.1. (ThU)O2 Fuel Modeling
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2.1.1 Thermal Conductivity
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Figure 1 compares the thermal conductivity of a binary mixture of 70% ThO2 and 30% UO2, illustrating 

the degradation associated with mixing effects.

__ Pure Th02

1500

Fuel Temperature [K]

Figure 1. Comparison of pure ThO2 and UO2 thermal conductivities with that of a binary 0.7/0.3

ThO2/UO2 mixture.

2.1.2. Melting Temperature

The phase diagrams of ThO2-UO2, ThO2-PuO2, and UO2-PuO2 show each system to follow an 

approximately linear relationship between the melting temperature and molar fraction of 

components.15 While this system does deviate from linearity, the operating temperatures of the RBWR- 

Th fuel remain much cooler than the melting point of any individual constituent. Therefore, the melting 

temperature is calculated using a simple mixing rule with the melting temperatures listed in Table 1 and 

the individual component mass fractions.

Table 1. Melting temperatures of pure ThO2, UO2, and PuO2.

Material Melting Temperature [K]

ThO2 3651

UO2 3113

PuO2 2663

2.1.3. Thermal Expansion

Unfortunately, no data are openly available to describe the thermal expansion of (ThUPu)O2 

systems. However, the ThO2-UO2, ThO2-PuO2, and UO2-PuO2 systems all form solid solutions that follow
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Vegard's law, exhibiting linear variation of their lattice parameter over the entire composition range.11 

Therefore, the thermal expansion of the mixed (ThUPu)O2 fuel used in the RBWR-Th is assumed to 

follow a simple mixing rule based on mass fraction and the pure component linear thermal expansion 

coefficients, as shown in Equations 8 and 9,12,15

aThO2 = -0.179 + 5.097 X 10-4T + 3.732 X 10-7T2 - 7.594 X 10-11T3 (8)

«uo2,PuO2 = KiT - K2 + K3exp (E-) (9)

where K1, K2, K3, and Ed are coefficients listed in Table 2,12 and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

Table 2. Coefficients for Equation 9.

Component K1 [1/K] K2 K3 Ed [J]
UO2 9.8x10-6 2.61 x10-3 3.16 x10-1 1.32 x10-19

PuO2 9.0x10-6 2.7x10-3 7.0 x10-2 7.0 x10-20

2.1.4. Density

Due to the previously mentioned applicability of Vegard's law with regard to the binary fuel systems, 

the fuel density is found using a simple mixing rule and the component densities listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Theoretical densities of pure ThO2, UO2, & PuO2.

Component Density [g/cm3]
ThO2 10.0

UO2 10.97

PuO2 11.5

2.1.5. Fission Gas Release (FGR) Behavior

Examination of irradiated ThO2-based fuels have shown them to experience significantly lower FGR 

than UO2-based fuel irradiated under similar conditions.16 This tendency towards lower FGR is generally 

attributed to a decreased mobility of fission gas atoms in the fuel grains. To account for this effect in the 

FGR model of FRAPCON (a modified version of the Forsberg-Massih model4), the diffusion coefficients of 

the fission gas in the fuel were fractionally reduced. Previously, modifications were made to the base 

FRAPCON fission gas diffusion coefficients to fit the available ThO2-based FGR data. The base FRAPCON-

3.4 high temperature value was reduced to 50% of its original value, while the low temperature relation 

was reduced to 10% of its original value.5 These modifications reflect the expected lower mobility of 

fission gas in the more stable ThO2 lattice, which has been observed to lower FGR in integral 

experiments.
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2.2. Modifications to Radial Power Calculations

Previous work has implemented a model to account for the different evolution of the radial power 

profile through the pellet in (ThU)O2 fuel, titled the THoria-Urania Power Shape (THUPS) model, but 

focused on a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) environment.5 Compared to a PWR, the harder neutron 

spectrum of the RBWR-Th leads to a much flatter radial power profile in the RBWR-Th environment than 

in a PWR, as shown in Figure 2. Unlike typical LWR fuels, the radial power profile of RBWR-Th fuel does 

not experience significant rim peaking. This is largely attributable to the longer mean free path of higher 

energy neutrons reducing the localization of fertile to fissile capture. For fuel rods with the same 

irradiation history, lower fuel peaking at the rim of the pellet results in higher centerline temperature 

and burnup. Because both of these factors tend to lead to more challenging fuel conditions, it is 

important to treat the radial power profile with care.

----- RBWR-Th

—(ThU)O Fueled PWR

Normalized Radius [-]

Figure 2. At EOL, the very shallow radial power distribution of the RBWR-Th exhibits notably higher 

centerline burnups and temperatures than the analogous (ThU)O2-fueled PWR.

In order to model the different radial profile of the fission rate within the RBWR-Th fuel pellet, the 

THUPS model (which itself is an extension of TRANSURANUS Burnup (TUBRNP) model17 to include 232Th, 

233Pa, 233U, and 234U) was modified based on reaction rates extracted from the MCNP model used to 

design the fuel.18 These reaction rates were used to adjust the average capture and fission cross 

sections, as well as the radial shape of the 232Th and 238U capture cross sections, shown in Equations 10 

and 11, respectively. The cross sections and radial shape functions applied to the entire rod are those 

associated with an exit void fraction of 88%. While this does not capture the expected higher rim 

peaking in the lower void regions, it will provide the most conservative radial power for the broader 

general fuel performance.
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0.5409
fcapt,Th232(r) = 0.9196 + 0.3497exp (-3.4548(1.0 - r/rfo) J, (10)

0.5293
fcapt,U238(r) = 0.8961 + 0.6469exp (-4.4425(1.0 - r/rfo) J, (11)

where fcapt,iso is the unitless peaking value applied to the isotope's average capture cross section, r is 

the radial position, and rfo is the fuel pellet outer radius.

2.3. Modified Corrosion & Hydrogen Pickup Behavior

2.3.1 Background

During operation, Zircaloy cladding experiences waterside corrosion, which results in the buildup of 

an oxide layer on its surface. This oxidation process also results in freed hydrogen, a fraction of which is 

absorbed by the cladding. If the hydrogen content in the cladding exceeds the local solubility limit, it will 

precipitate into zirconium hydrides (ZrHi.5). These hydrides, in turn, lead to cladding embrittlement. 

Within current LWRs, oxidation and hydrogen pickup both act to limit the fuel residence time. 

Historically in BWRs, nodular oxidation has led to fuel failures, though improved alloys have largely 

resolved this issue. Alternatively, hydrogen embrittlement of the cladding is largely to blame for the 

reduced margin to failure in high burnup PWR and BWR fuels.

The oxide growth of Zircaloy is typically represented as having two stages.19 During the first stage, 

the oxidation growth follows a cubic growth rate. After reaching a thickness of approximately five 

microns, the oxide growth rate transitions to be linear with time. This behavior is generally credited to 

the development of a two-layer oxide structure. During the initial, pre-transition growth, the oxide is 

composed of a single dense layer, termed the barrier layer, which increasingly limits oxygen diffusion as 

it increases in thickness. After the oxide layer reaches the transition thickness, its growth rate becomes 

linear as the barrier layer ceases to grow. External to the barrier layer, a second characteristic oxide 

layer forms, termed the breakaway layer, which is relatively porous, allowing for water penetration. The 

rate of both the oxidation and hydrogen pickup are each controlled by the diffusion of species across the 

barrier layer, making it a critical component to limiting the impact of corrosion on cladding performance.

For every oxidation reaction, four free hydrogen atoms are produced. Early in life, the fraction of 

free hydrogen atoms absorbed by the cladding generally decreases with increases in oxide weight gain,20 

as the barrier layer becomes a thicker diffusion barrier. However, this fraction is heavily dependent on 

the water chemistry of the reactor coolant,21 as well as cladding specific alloy components and heat 

treatment.22 Due to the complexity of determining the hydrogen pickup, this value is typically 

determined empirically based on Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) data from operating reactors.23

Given its nearly exclusive use in BWRs and the desire to leverage BWR technology, it is assumed that 

the RBWR-Th will initially make use of modern Zircaloy-2 as the fuel cladding. While the alloying 

components and contents of Zircaloy-2 have remained within dictated ranges24,25 for decades, the heat
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treatment processes have been refined and optimized, resulting in several proprietary versions of the 

alloy. This heat treatment is largely aimed at optimizing the microstructure of the cladding material. In 

addition to the grain size and orientation, the heat treatment process affects the size distribution of 

Secondary Phase Particles (SPPs).

Owing to the low solubility of the Fe, Cr, and Ni alloying elements in the bulk alpha phase of Zr, 

these metals precipitate to form SPPs. The SPPs are comprised of two distinct types: Laves phase 

Zr(FeCr)2 and Zintl phase Zr2(NiFe).26 Although the specific role of SPPs in the corrosion process is still 

not established, experiments on similar alloys with varying SPP sizes have shown them to have a 

tangible effect on oxidation and hydrogen pickup performance.27,28 Further, by altering the fraction of 

different sized SPPs in the cladding, manufacturers have been able to slow corrosion and hydrogen 

pickup by supporting the barrier layer and slowing diffusion.26,29 This optimization has also largely 

eliminated the occurrence of nodular corrosion, which is believed to be attributable to coupled 

hydrogen diffusion, hydride precipitation, and barrier layer disruption caused by large diameter Ni- 

containing SPPs.30

Examination of high burnup Zircaloy-2 data shows a second, much later, transition in the rate of 

cladding oxidation and hydrogen pickup.21,22 It is characterized by an increase in the oxidation rate 

constant, though the general behavior appears to remain linear, and an exponential increase in cladding 

hydrogen content with increasing burnup. Current optimized Zircaloy-2 cladding experiences this 

transition to accelerated oxidation and hydrogen pickup near 1026 n/m2 (>1MeV). This acceleration is 

attributed to the loss of the protective diffusion properties of the barrier layer due to the dissolution of 

SPPs by fast neutron irradiation. As they dissolve, the alloying elements from the SPPs are redistributed 

into the bulk alpha phase Zr26,29,31,32,33 and remain in solution well above their known solubility limits.26 In 

particular, Ni and Fe are known to uniformly redistribute due to relatively high diffusion coefficients in 

Zr,34 while Cr is much less mobile and remains within a few microns of the original SPP site. 35,29

Recent studies have shown that as the SPPs in unirradiated Zircaloy-2 are consumed by the 

encroaching oxide layer, the various alloying metals behave differently within the oxide layer.36 Both Cr 

and Fe tend to oxidize, while Ni remains a distinct metal within the oxide. Additionally, Cr and Ni remain 

relatively proximal to the original SPP sites, while Fe is more widely distributed. Based on the knowledge 

of how SPPs dissolve, we can infer that the most significant difference between the behavior of 

irradiated and unirradiated cladding is the redistribution of Ni, resulting in the loss of localized Ni 

metallic regions in the barrier layer. Furthermore, the presence of Ni in Zircaloy-2 is intended primarily 

to prevent nodular corrosion in the more oxidative BWR environment.22,37 Therefore, it can be reasoned 

that the redistribution of Ni via fast neutron dissolution of the SPPs results in the accelerated oxidation 

behavior.

Historically, the Ni in Zircaloy-2 was associated with higher hydrogen pickup in PWR environments 

and its subsequent replacement with increased Fe resulted in the development of Zircaloy-4.25 A more 

recent study38 has supported this historical perspective, showing that Ni encourages proton transport
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and inhibits electron transport, both allowing hydrogen diffusion and preventing deionization at the 

oxide-coolant interface. As such, it can be assumed that increases in the concentration of soluble Ni 

uniformly within the oxide are detrimental with regards to hydrogen pickup.

Since there is no RBWR-Th operational data for comparison, this study extrapolates current BWR 

Zircaloy-2 relations, with some modifications, to RBWR-Th conditions. From the perspective of the 

cladding, the largest differences between the RBWR-Th and the BWR are the harder neutron spectrum 

and the higher axial peaking factors, which in combination result in higher peak fast neutron fluxes. 

Because of the higher flux, the fluence at which the oxidation and hydrogen pickup accelerate will be 

reached much earlier in the residence time of RBWR-Th fuel. In extrapolating the behavior of Zircaloy-2 

from BWRs to the RBWR-Th, it is therefore critical to account for this difference.

2.3.2. Modeling Fast Neutron Dose Induced Oxidation and Hydrogen Pickup Acceleration

Within FRAPCON-3.4, the hydrogen pickup of Zircaloy-2 in a BWR is calculated using an exponential 

function, shown in Equation 12, which is only dependent on the local fuel burnup.39 This formulation is 

tuned to data from several proprietary Zircaloy-2 claddings, which have been irradiated in various 

commercial BWRs. The acceleration of the hydrogen uptake in the vicinity of 45 MWd/kgHM 

corresponds to a fast fluence of approximately 9x1025 n/m2 (>1MeV), which is in line with the expected 

SPP dissolution fluence.

Htot = 22.8 + exp[0.117 (BU - 20)] (12)

where Htot is the bulk cladding hydrogen content in ppm by weight (ppm(wt)), and BU is the axially 

local, radially averaged fuel burnup in MWd/kgHM.

The use of the FRAPCON-3.4 relation to model the RBWR-Th would wholly ignore the differences in 

fast neutron flux between the reactors because it relies solely on the fuel burnup. Additionally, at 

burnups beyond its developed range of 62 MWd/kgHM, the exponential term in this model returns non

physical, high hydrogen contents.

Rather than applying the default FRAPCON model, a more physical relation, developed for Zircaloy-2 

in BWRs by Zhou, et al.,19 was implemented in FRAPCON-MIT for use with the RBWR-Th. Using this 

relation, the hydrogen content of the cladding is found by applying two separate methods and using the 

maximum value, so long as it exceeds the as-fabricated hydrogen content. The first method, described 

by Equation 13, uses a hydrogen pickup fraction to find the amount of hydrogen absorbed as a function 

of cladding thickness. The second method, described by Equation 16, uses an exponential function of 

the fast neutron fluence to describe the accelerated pickup after the barrier layer's destabilization.

HPU = 28.94 F(S) We (13)

where HPU is the hydrogen picked up from oxidation in ppm(wt), S is the oxide thickness, in ^m, w is 

the cladding wall thickness in mm, c is a correction factor, described by Equation 14, and F(S) is the
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hydrogen pickup fraction and is described by Equation 15. It should be noted that F(S) represents a 

cumulative hydrogen pickup fraction and is not a measure of the hydrogen pickup fraction at any 

particular moment, though this can be found through manipulation.

c = do-di 
2do

where do is the cladding outer diameter and di is the cladding inner diameter.

(14)

F(S) = Ki + K2- [1 - exp(K3S)] (15)
K3S

HAcc = 24.219 K0 exp(K44.638 X 10-25O) (16)

where O is the fast fluence in n/m2 (>1 MeV) on the cladding. The coefficients K1, K2, and K3 were 

tuned to conservatively fit the default FRAPCON Zircaloy-2 hydrogen pickup relation. The coefficients 

used in the accelerated pickup model, K0 and K4, were determined by fitting Equation 16 to match 

Equation 12 at fluences greater than 1026 n/m2 (>1MeV). This was accomplished by using the specific 

fast neutron flux (normalized by specific power) of a typical BWR to convert burnup, used in Equation 

12, to fluence, used in Equation 16. To accommodate the possibility that the transition to accelerated 

oxidation and hydrogen pickup may occur at a fluence other than 1026 n/m2(>1MeV), Equation 16 was 

modified to allow for the acceleration to start at any specified fluence. Table 4 lists the coefficient values 

used in Equations 15 and 16. The maximum and mean values found by the Zhou and FRAPCON-3.4 

models are compared for a typical BWR fuel rod in Figure 3, and show good agreement. 11

Table 4. Coefficients associated with Equations 15 and 16.

Coefficient Value
K0 0.03868

K1 0.00760

K2 0.16075

K3 0.23113

K4 0.08075
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Figure 3. For a typical BWR rod, the Zhou relation is conservatively well fit to the FRAPCON-3.4 

relation it has been tuned to match.

The unbounded exponential term in Equation 12 leads to non-physically high hydrogen content 

predictions at high fluences. To avoid such issues, a third relation was added to the model to cap the 

hydrogen pickup fraction to 100% of the hydrogen created by oxidation events. The final relation takes a 

similar form to Equation 16, but with the use of F(S) = 1.0 and AS rather than S. This relation accounts 

for the fact that, like a BWR, the RBWR is expected to operate with a coolant oxygen overpressure, 

resulting in very little free hydrogen outside of that created by the oxidation process. A hydrogen pickup 

fraction greater than 100% implies that hydrogen that has not been freed by an oxidation event would 

be absorbed. While radiolysis can provide additional free hydrogen, it is unlikely to support such a high 

pickup fraction. Though the maximum value of 100% hydrogen pickup is very high, it is assumed in order 

to provide a conservative assessment in the face of limited experimental data.

While FRAPCON-3.4's hydrogen uptake model captured the accelerated hydrogen absorption at high 

burnups, its oxidation model neglects the accelerated growth of the oxide layer after the loss of the 

barrier layer's protection. Zhou, et al.19 did provide an oxidation model that experiences acceleration. 

However, not enough detailed data are available to determine adequate fitting coefficients for its use.

To accommodate the accelerated oxidation, a simple multiplier of 2.2 was applied after the 

transition fluence to the oxidation rate constant. This value was chosen based on a previously 

performed fit to available data.40

3. Fuel Rod Limits
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Recently, the NRC has reevaluated the acceptance criteria for rod survival during both Loss of 

Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) and Reactivity Insertion Accidents (RIAs). These new criteria are intended to 

account for the degradation of the cladding's mechanical properties during irradiation.41,42 In particular, 

they focus on the role of embrittlement due to hydrogen in the cladding lowering the threshold to fuel 

failure under accident conditions.

The application of the different failure criteria accounts for separate failure mechanisms between 

LOCA and RIA scenarios. For LOCAs, this criterion is based on a loss of ductility that will result in cladding 

failure when quenching occurs during the core reflood stage. This ductility change is quantified using the 

Equivalent Cladding Reacted (ECR), which is a measure of what portion of the cladding has become 

oxidized. As the hydrogen content increases, it is has been shown that the ductile-to-brittle transition 

occurs at decreasing ECR values.43 During RIAs, on the other hand, the cladding experiences large 

stresses due to rapid fuel expansion. The degree of severity for this scenario is measured by the radially 

averaged specific enthalpy gain of the fuel (Ah). Hydrogen induced cladding embrittlement hinders the 

cladding's ability to withstand this rapid expansion, thereby resulting in limitations to the allowable Ah 

as a function of cladding hydrogen content.

Because the RBWR-Th is an extension of current BWR technology, this study will assume that it will 

be bound to current BWR safety guidelines in order to be considered a viable design. Therefore, the 

NRC's hydrogen based accident failure criteria will be applied to RBWR fuel designs. These limitations 

are detailed in Equations 17 and 18 and illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.

Where ECRAllowed is the maximum allowed ECR in %, and H is the local hydrogen content of the 

cladding in ppm(wt).

Where AhAiiowed is the maximum allowed change in specific enthalpy due to the RIA in units of cal/g.

ECR
600 < H

(17)

H < 75 
75 < H < 150 

150 < H
(18)
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4. Assessment of Average RBWR-Th Fuel Rods

Currently, the RBWR-Th lacks a full-scale core simulator. Therefore, current reactor physics 

calculations have been limited to single rod and assembly level Monte Carlo depletion assessments. This 

methodology provides useful axial power shapes and fast neutron fluxes for fuel performance studies, 

but lacks a realistic power history. While this lack of fuel power histories does limit the ability to 

simulate RBWR-Th fuel, a preliminary fuel performance assessment of an average fuel rod will provide 

useful insights into general fuel behaviors. For this analysis, the average rod power in the core is applied 

for the entirety of the anticipated residence time. In addition to a fuel rod operated at a constant 

average core power, a second rod was simulated to have been irradiated at 130% of the average core 

power for an equal amount of time. The use of 130% average power over the entire irradiation time is 

intended to conservatively account for inter- and intra-assembly radial peaking throughout the core, 

although such sustained peaking in a single fuel rod is unlikely.

Over the course of this study, the fuel design has undergone significant evolution, and it is expected 

to experience further minor iterations as a full core simulator is developed. The most recent of these 

designs are presented here, detailed in Table 5. The RBWR-Th makes use of a single axial seed (fissile) 

region with upper and lower blankets. The seed region contains fissile and other isotopes of UO2 and 

PuO2, the balance being ThO2. The blanket region is pure ThO2. Though this design makes use of 

heterogeneous axial fuel materials in a single rod, FRAPCON-MIT lacks the ability to simulate more than 

one fuel material. As the blanket regions do not significantly impact fuel performance, the seed region 

composition is assumed throughout the fuel rod without significant effects. Additionally, current 

assembly-level designs make use of radial seed and blanket regions. This analysis only evaluates the 

seed rods, due to their higher Linear Heat Generation Rates (LHGRs). For this analysis, an average LHGR 

of 12.65 kW/m is assumed throughout a full five cycles, totaling 1915 days, resulting in an average 

burnup of 48.8 MWd/kgHM.

Table 5. RBWR-Th Fuel Rod Parameters

Parameter Value Units
Pitch 1.135 cm

Cladding Outer Radius 5.025 mm
Cladding Thickness 0.6 mm
Fuel Outer Radius 4.35 mm

Upper Fuel Blanket Length 20 cm
Seed Fuel Length 114.3 cm

Lower Fuel Blanket Length 28 cm
Effective Cold Plenum Length 40 cm

Avg. Seed UO2 Content 29.43 % (wt)
Avg. Seed PuO2 Content 4.47 % (wt)
Seed 233U Enrichment 13.75 % (Utot)
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■issile breeding in the harder spectrum of the tap's higher void., at End Df Lite |ECL|. This evolution 

results ir a ceule- pea ted IOL bunup p o le, shown ri : gure (i. While not explicitly shown here, six 

cistinct axial power shapes are used throughout the i'radiation history. These axial power shapes were 

cictatec ay tac neutroni; analysis cr the current desifir.
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Figure G. Despite h'gh BOL bottom peaking and EO. top leaking, the EOL burr up proKle (shown) is 

peaked near the center, llie blanket refiio'is at :he axle I per phery accumulate very little l»unu|: <Uc to 

their low power production.
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The applied specific fast neutron flux (E >1 MeV) for the RBWR-Th is shown in Figure 7. Because of 

the low power production in the blankets, the specific fast flux in those regions is very high, though with 

little consequence. Figure 7 also includes a comparison to the typical specific fast flux profiles PWRs and 

BWRs. Due to the tight pitch and high void, the specific fast flux can be seen to be significantly higher 

than either a typical PWR or BWR. As will be discussed, this along with the relatively high burnups 

shown in Figure 6, result in much higher cladding fast fluences than are observed in current LWRs.

—RBWR-Th 
---Typical BWR 
-- Typical PWR

Core Height [m]

Figure 7. Once normalized to the specific power of the fuel, the RBWR-Th experience fast neutron 

fluxes that greatly exceed those of a typical BWR or PWR. The high values at the axial extremes are 

artifacts of the very low LHGRs in the blanket regions.

Despite high axial peaking in the seed region, the maximum fuel temperatures do not exceed 1450K 

and 1900K, for the average and 130% peaked rod, respectively. These temperatures provide a generous 

margin to melting for UO2 fuel, and even more margin for (ThUPu)O2. The assumed constant power 

history results in operating fuel temperatures, shown in Figure 8, which remain within 100K of the 

lifetime average value. In addition to the well-behaved fuel temperatures, neither case challenges the 

maximum cladding hoop strain limit of 1%.
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to melting.
"ie ma>fmum ‘uel :e~npezatures throughout the irradiation history provide a wide margin

Toe general stability cf ThO;-based fuel results in low FGR fract'ons for tie average rod., shewn ir 

Figure 9. Desp'te the improved performance of III Debased fuel, the higher fuel temperature*; of the 

130% peuked case uxpunuiicui sign fivaril :G3. Figure 10 shews III is lu r us nil ri high, I lough riul 
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Figure 9. Tie global FGR I'action o~ the average rod remains lew., while the 130% rod experiences 

Ur?fi sas reiMi.es due to h gh fuel temperatures.
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Figure 10. The plenum pressure cf each case remains below the coo ant pressure.

Though the scarcity o* R1R data fnr ThQj-hased "iiels leave?. a pp'enable uncertainty in ca r.u actons, 

this ussexsrren shews lliul il is unlikely Lu present a lim ling issue. Al an avu ugu LHGR, Ihc lee 

expe fences very little FGR. However, the 130% pea red case is observed to experience high FGR values, 

we I exceeding typical _WR rods. Desoiie ihis, iho plenum prcssuie is 101 expected lo exceed .ho 
coo ant pressure. Thus, ex-en at hig i FGR. the RBWR-Tt is not expected to risk cladding lirt-ott. Furthe', 

the assu motion that the peaked rod will experience 1.10^ of average l H<in througoout a ful vcycle 

irzadiation h'story is ve'y conservative. At EC1, when the observed olenum pressures and FGR are 

highest, it is reasnnah e to assume that a more realistic neak rod would nave less nower, and thus he 

"urllicr removed Iro n lirriling conditions associated with FGR. This conservatism provides confidence 

that, despite the uncertainty surrounding ThO; IT.R, tne RBWR--o wit not he challenged by a cladding 

li"l oil condition.

Unl’ke the feel temperature FGR. the cladding oxidation and hycroger. content calculat'ons are 

Urge y n sensitive to power hs.oiy vo nation ihioag ioul irodtolion. ihCieforc, values ol iheso 
parameters found using a static power history will be h'ghly renresentative o* any rod i'radiatec to a 

s milar liu'nup valje. i he calculated maximum codding hydrogen content for each case s il narrated in 

Figure 11. The high *es: fluence lesdsto a transition to acceleratec corrosion anc hydrogen pickup near 

1R MWd/kgHM. This eady transition, compared to app-oximately 40 MWd/kgHM for a 3uVR, leads tc a 

very high cladding lydrugen cunlcnl al EOL. S'milar lu Ihc hydrogen corilcril. Figure 12 shows lhal ihc 

oxidation expe'iences a si mi la' transition. However, unlike the hyd'ogen content, the accelerated nxirie 

fcrowli alone has I llle consequence on ihc iocIs perlci nonce.
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Figure 11. oe hydrogen content c< the cladding for each case is shown to exceed 151X1 ppn(w:). 

Closer inspec:ion reveals the hydrofien oickjp behavior to accelerate near 18 MWd/taHiv, eclipsinp the 

practical limit o' GOO ppm{wl) by 32 MWd/lcgHM.
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Figure 12. Zr 2 mux mum cladding uxidal ori lui bolli cases us a (urn lien of burn.ip. Oxide iMckruss 

a one does not challenge the limits in either case.

VVilhcul ccnicxl, l lie hyd'ogen cor ion l ol llic cladding gives lillle n forma lion afccul Uio 

acceptsbilicy o" an RBWS-Th ;uel rad for commercial operation. However, by aoply'ng Equations 8 and 0,
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we can determine the most limiting allowable -uel fa'lure criteria ~o' accident concilia ns., shewn in 

i inures 13 3iul '4. i he early acceleration cf hydrefien upta<e. itortin<; at 18 MWgfaHM {rod average} 

"or bo.h Cases, can be seen lo severe y eslricl the R9WR-Th‘s allowable accident additional oxidation 

anc energy deposit'on very quickly. This rap'd decrease "s wholy attribute hie to the arRe fast fliiencp.s 

accumulated by llie RBWR Til’s cl au ding. Ullimalely, neither uusc reaches COL with ary retraining 

margins tnr accident conditions. Otthe ?wn criteria, the allowable ECR is most limiring, with re’ther case 

having non ceio value beyond i2 MWe/kg IM.
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Figure 13. Applicat'cn ottie hydrogen-based ECR limit results "n re pic reduction and elim'nation ct 

my cl owjlJlc LCR (luring <n coddcnt wdl before the LUL *or both cases.
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Figure 11. Application of the hydrogen-based Ah l"mit results ir rapid reduction and eliminaVon cf 

the margin o~ additional Ah du'irg an It IA well before the l-OI for both case?.

Given Ihc results of Ibis ana ysis, Ihc cladding hydrogen content is expet'led lo presen. a major 

challenge to the succe.ssfu design and ooer.it "on of the ItSWR-Th. Owing tn the expected acre e-alien nf 

Ihc cladding uxidal on arid nyutuguri pickup a I (lucricus greater l nun 10*’ u/iri*(>lMcV). lie average- 

ease is expected Co oe. able to retain nen-zero accicent margins "or only 66% at its respective design

liciirrci.

5. Irradiation Tolerant Cladding for Improved Accident Margins

me eliminated accident margins in the UUWlt-lh am largely due to the met that cirrcnt Zmloy-2 

a loys are des'gred with toe express intention of operating 'n current BWS ceres without exceeding the 

mardotec rod averaged burntjp of b? rv Wd/kghM. '.Vifhir tni> des gr erv? ope, current /irr.iloy-> 

cladding is oplir-ikcd lo povidc nin'rnum corrosion ard hydrogen pickup. The or sc l uf accclcraliun due 

to irtad'a:ion currently only occurs near the end of I'fe for the highest hu-nt 3WR rods. With this cu-rent 

burnup lirriu, lillle iricuilix-ti ux s.s o- vendors lo develop c udding lli-il will bel.er lelcrslc liigli fasl 

reutrao fluences.

because of the tltWH-1 It's much na'dcr spectrum ard high axi;l peaking, the cld<ldmg accunulotos 

■ast neut'or fluence much mate qu'ckly than corve ntional BWRs. This is T lustra tec by Figure 15, which 

compares the i-O fast neutron fluenre o~ both cases aga nsf hvo samples irraciated in commercial 

LWRs to very high fluences of 1.79xl3is and 3.0xl0,,‘ n/mVtVs’ The fluences accumulated in these 

samples lie at cr near the boundary of cu'rent operational expelence. ilie comparison with these 

samples demons It ales Ilia l Ihc RBWR-Ti cesign is expec.ed to cliallcrige die available experience of 

Zircaloy-2.
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exper'mer.ts ls that mark the bcuncary of Zircaloy-2 ope-atianal experience.
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Although the easiest way to improve the accident margins of the RBWR-Th is to reduce the fast 

neutron fluence imposed on the cladding, the end result of such reductions would hinder the ability of 

the reactor to sustainably breed fissile isotopes and maintain a reasonable fuel cycle. As such, the 

viability of the RBWR-Th may require the employment of a cladding material that better resists the 

acceleration of oxidation and hydrogen uptake. Because the RBWR-Th cannot afford to lose neutrons to 

increased cladding absorption, steel claddings, like HT-9, do not present an acceptable option. While HT- 

9 is generally deemed to be an acceptable high fluence fast reactor cladding, the parasitic nature of steel 

claddings, along with a lack of operation experience, has led to its dismissal as an option for the RBWR- 

Th. Likewise, the lack of any operational experience with ceramic cladding in LWRs excludes new SiC 

composites from consideration. Therefore, it is assumed that any new cladding used in the RBWR-Th will 

be adapted from current zirconium based alloys.

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the dissolution of Ni from SPPs is suspected to be the root cause of the 

accelerated oxidation and hydrogen pickup at high fast neutron fluences. To address this, GNF is 

currently developing a new cladding material, referred to as GNF-Ziron.34,44,45 Compared to Zircaloy-2, 

GNF-Ziron has a higher than permitted Fe content (0.26wt%). Additionally, the Ni content lies in the 

lower half of the Zircaloy-2 specification (0.05wt%) and the Sn and Cr contents remain relatively 

unchanged.24

The oxidation and hydrogen pickup behavior of GNF-Ziron are compared to Zircaloy-2 in Figures 16 

and 17. While the oxidation behavior is similar to Zircaloy-2, accelerating after 1026 n/m2 (>1MeV), the 

hydrogen pickup fraction remains comparatively low, without signs of major acceleration to 1.6x1026 

n/m2 (>1MeV). The reported operational experience with GNF-Ziron is extremely limited, but what is 

known is promising for high neutron fluence applications. Currently, four Lead Test Assemblies (LTAs) 

are being irradiated at the Edwin I. Hatch nuclear plant.46
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Figure 16. Corrosion weight gain data45 suggest that GNF-Ziron will experience accelerated 

oxidation at high fast neutron fluences similar to Zircaloy-2.
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Figure 17. Hydrogen pickup data45 suggest that GNF-Ziron will see lower accelerated hydrogen 

pickup than seen in Zircaloy-2 at high fast neutron fluences.

To understand how the use of GNF-Ziron cladding can benefit the RBWR-Th, a sensitivity study was 

performed on the effect of delaying the transition fluence to accelerated behavior on the accident 

tolerance of the fuel. While previous assessments had assumed the acceleration of the oxidation and 

hydrogen pickup to occur simultaneously, the available GNF-Ziron data suggests that it will experience 

oxidation acceleration at the same fluence as Zircaloy-2, though data on the hydrogen pickup is less 

clear. The expected accident tolerance of the RBWR-Th fuel designs was compared over a range of 

burnups and transition fluence of up to 5x1026 n/m2(>1MeV).

Inspection of the maximum allowed ECR over the range of transition fluence and EOL burnup for 

each case, seen in Figure 18, shows that substantial gains in accident tolerance can be achieved by 

delaying the onset of accelerated hydrogen pickup. Once the transition to accelerated behavior has 

been delayed enough to allow for non-zero margins, near 1.9x1026 n/m2(>1MeV) the allowable ECR 

increases rapidly. In general, once a non-zero ECR value has been achieved for the desired burnup, a 

further delay of ~0.6x1026 n/m2(>1MeV) results in the allowed ECR reaching a plateau. Comparison with 

Figure 15 shows that this is the result of delaying the accelerated behavior beyond the maximum 

fluence observed in the cladding.
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Figure IS. A com person of allowable ECR x'cljes up to 130% af the ax'erage EOL burnup, giver a 

celoy to :he accelerated iwdzogen pickup behavior $how> that a substantial delay is zequired to achieve 

rtm-tcro margins for an average EOL burn up. Margins eri ECR arc rapidly rucovccd a'lcr riun-tcro \'*Lics 

a'p Achieved

II can also be observed lliul lowering Lhc rod average buniup could pruxduu inureuseu accident 

margins. However, such* a straregy would be detzimental :o tne RBWR-Th'a goal of Achieving a 

breo toven bi ceding cycle, liter?’ore, coerce sing Lhc rod nvcioge buntjp is not viewed os e via ok* 

stra:egy to regain accident margi is.

While the elect <r th? delayed transition fluen cc on the el owe hie Ah, shown m -if.uro 19, is similar 

to :ha effect on ECR, non-zero values are realized at much lower transition "luences. Despite the re ative 

e^se cf regaining a oositive Ah margin, the zate a: which the a Iowa ole Ah increases can be seen to be 

rruch lowc* v/ilh llu ECR. Thib is due lo Ihu substantial drop ir* a I ox1.-able £*i over lhc range of 75 Lu 200 

ppm|xvt|.
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Figure 19. A comparison of =1 Diva hie Ah values jp to 130% □< the eve rage EOL burnup given, a delay 

to the accelerated Iwdrofien oickup behavior shows that o substoifiol rie ay is requi'ed to achieve non

zero margins or ai average EOL buriup. Alter achieving a lOTi-zcru value. marg'ns i i dn arc recuvcrud 

less quickly than those fnr FOR.

T rough l iuy provide an u ice-.:landing o' how act dent margins tun be regained, Figuies 18 a id 19 

a'e ot little use in the absence ot reactor act'der.t responses. Rather, toe.se sensitivity studies are 

i nlcndcd lo supply roacloi designers w 111 an understanding of lie I mi in.ions imposed on 'ud designs 

by the cho'ce o* zlacdirg materials aid the fast "luence imposes upon them. Astutu'e studies prav'de 

imoroved understanding of the core’s response to accident situations, these sensitivity studies wll 

provide a oasis ‘or deeding performance requirements.

i-specia ly with the limtec available evperinient.il cate, there is no firm assurance that Oh-/iron 

cladding will provide a viable aululion lor Ihc RBWR-Th. However, "l does detr onsl ale Ilial Ihe high 

bnrnup behav'or nf curent 7irraloy r.hdd'ngs cao he impmvec while mair.t.lining acceptable corrosion 

behavior al BtiL The must prum si rig app-ouches lo wealing .lie optimal cladding material lorn a 

z'rconium-oasfid alloy aze: develcp'ng a heat treatment procedure that results in a SPP size cistribution 

■dial minimizes dissclulion and allci ng Ihc a laying com pone n.s lo optimize ihc protective p'operlies ol 

the bat'ier layer.

While seme studies nave modelec the dissolution dynamics of W dissolution due to fast neut'on 

‘luz.1-"’' thei' applicability to understanding the amount solute alloy'ng components in the bu k material 

is imited. Imp'oved dissnli.tion models coup ed with detailed evnerTnent.s could p'ovide a more 

complete understand in g ol huxv SPP dissolution alfec.s the tladciig eerrosion. This, in turn, could allow 

enre designers tn determ'ne the optimal SPP size distribution ~n' thei' required alloy, which conic 

hopefully bo achieved vvilh proper hool l'oilmen is. Ihc experiments required lo establish suchc moce
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would be extensive, including detailed characterization of the SPP distribution and oxidation and 

hydrogen uptake behavior of both fresh and irradiated cladding.

The second approach of altering the alloying components has already experienced major success in 

the nuclear industry prior to the development of GNF-Ziron. Due to the high hydrogen pickup rate of 

Zircaloy-2 in PWR environments, Zircaloy-4 was developed from Zircaloy-2. Further, the addition of 

niobium in M5 and ZIRLO claddings, has been demonstrated to further improve corrosion performance. 

Currently, these alloys have not seen much adoption in BWRs, but they may be able to provide the 

RBWR with a viable cladding.

6. Preliminary Comparison to an Average RBWR-AC Fuel Rod

Unlike the RBWR-Th, which has one axial seed region and (ThUPu)O2 fuel, the RBWR-AC makes use 

of two axial seed regions and (UPu)O2 fuel. However, the RBWR-AC does utilize a similar tight-pitched 

triangular lattice and high void fraction to achieve an epithermal neutron spectrum. Previously, a 

steady-state fuel assessment of the RBWR-AC was performed using a different version of FRAPCON, 

which had been modified to accommodate RBWR.1 Particularly, this version of FRAPCON pre-dated the 

improved hydrogen pickup model and hydrogen-based accident limits that were applied as part of this 

study. Despite this, the RBWR-AC evaluation concluded that further development of an advanced 

Zircaloy would be required for steady-state fuel operations.

In general, the epithermal neutron spectra associated with all the RBWR reactor designs are 

expected to result in cladding fast fluences that challenge current Zircaloy-2 operational experience. The 

RBWR-AC, for example, experiences higher peak fast neutron fluences in the seed region than the 

RBWR-Th. While RBWR transuranic burner designs utilize softer neutron spectra, they still handily 

exceed the fluences of typical BWR cladding. Ultimately, these high fast fluences to Zircaloy-2 will result 

in severely restricted (or eliminated) cladding accident tolerances. This commonality between the 

designs further emphasizes the need for advanced RBWR cladding materials.

Additionally, the use of Th-based fuels and comparatively lower local LHGRs and burnups in the 

RBWR-Th design results in generally favorable fuel performance over the RBWR-AC. The decreased 

fission gas diffusion afforded by the addition of ThO2 leads to lower FGR fractions, resulting in more 

manageable plenum gas pressures. Similarly, the lower centerline fuel temperatures and increased 

melting temperatures provide higher margins to fuel melting. However, these observations are based on 

the assumption of constant average power histories in the fuel rods, which are not indicative of realistic 

irradiation conditions. As such, the comparison of the RBWR-Th and RBWR-AC fuel parameters should 

not be viewed as a definitive ranking of the reactors' overall fuel performance.

7. Conclusions

To adequately model the fuel performance of the RBWR-Th, new radial 232Th and 238U capture cross

section distributions with lower peaking factors, along with models for accelerated oxidation and
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hydrogen absorption at high fast neutron fluence were added to FRAPCON-MIT. These models were 

applied to an average and 130% peaked RBWR-Th rod. Each was simulated as irradiated at a constant 

power level for a full five cycles, totaling 1915 days. Over the course of irradiation, the RBWR-Th 

maintained large margins to melting and acceptable cladding strain values. The FGR of the 130% peaked 

case was found to be relatively high due to high fuel temperatures. However, by designing a plenum to 

provide adequate gas volume, the plenum pressure remains below the coolant pressure. The cladding 

hydrogen content, however, was found to significantly exceed that of a conventional BWR. The large 

hydrogen content values are attributable to an early acceleration of hydrogen uptake due to the RBWR- 

Th's higher fast neutron flux and high axial peaking.

When the cladding hydrogen contents were applied to the NRC's hydrogen based accident limits, 

the RBWR-Th was found to suffer substantial degradation in margins to the limits and total elimination 

of permissible LOCA and RIA occurrence. This illustrates the fact that current Zircaloy-2 cladding options 

will not be viable for the RBWR-Th. A new cladding material, GNF-Ziron, has shown promise for high 

fluence applications and was proposed for use in the RBWR-Th. Because of limited available GNF-Ziron 

data, a sensitivity study was performed to show the effect of delaying the acceleration of the hydrogen 

pickup. This study showed that delaying the acceleration to 1.9x1026 n/m2 (>1MeV), would allow for 

non-zero accident margins. Further delay of the transition was shown to rapidly improve the LOCA and 

RIA limits.

While this study has provided valuable insights to the expected fuel challenges for the RBWR-Th, 

further investigations are required as the reactor design matures. With the future development of a 

whole core simulator, fuel performance evaluations will need to be performed to determine the 

potential effects due to expected power histories and axial power shapes. Additionally, the hydrogen- 

based accident limitations need to be applied to actual LOCA and RIA simulations as these become 

available. The results of such simulations could then inform the degree of irradiation tolerance required 

of the cladding.
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Attachment 4

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

Thermal Hydraulic Correlations for Tight Lattice BWR Bundles

The objective of this task is to review the applicability of the available models for both void fraction 
and critical power for the tight-lattice high void fraction RBWR cores. Suggested correlations were 
checked against a range of experimental data for tight lattice bundles. For the void fraction analysis, 
two separate experimental facilities with 30 measurement points for void fraction in tight lattice 
bundles are considered. For the critical power analysis, three experimental facilities with 7 different 
geometries and over 100 data points are considered. The experimental data is compared to 12 void 
fraction correlations and 5 critical power correlations. A new modified void fraction model and two 
new modified critical power model are then proposed based on the best agreement with 
experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the next generation breeder/burner reactors, LWR with tight-lattice fuel designs have been 
proposed by various organizations including Hitachi's RBWR1, JAERI's FLWR2 and Toshiba's BARS3. Since 
these reactors' goal is to obtain a conversion ratio of 1 or more, they are designed with heterogeneous 
axial geometry, e.g., a blanked-fissile-blanket-fissile-blanket axial zoning. The fuel length, axial power 
shape, power to flow ratio, boiling length, mass flux, void fraction and hydraulic diameters of these 
proposed designs are very different from traditional Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs). Since the 1960s, few 
experiments have been performed to analyze the thermal hydraulic performance of tight lattice designs 
and few void fraction and critical power correlation have been proposed.

In order to accurately simulate core behavior of such BWRs, an accurate estimate of the void fraction 
distribution within the bundles is necessary. The axial void distribution is used in the neutronic 
calculations to estimate the bundle power under steady state and transient operation. The axial void 
fraction can range from 0 to 1 and its prediction is not only important for local vapor flux calculation but 
also affects the overall void reactivity calculation. The axial void distribution is also used for stability 
analysis. In a typical BWR neutronics analysis, the bundle's radial average void fraction is sufficient to 
give the correct reactivity and flux distribution predictions. This is due to the relatively small size of the 
bundles (10 cm). However, if the assembly sizes are increased, the local average void could play a role in 
accurate prediction of reactivity and flux distributions per axial section.

One of the most limiting parameters in BWR design is the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) or 
margin to dryout. The Hitachi-GE limit for MCPR has always been 1.3 and the reasoning is straight 
forward, it covers 0.1 for uncertainty in data and 0.2 for margin against transients. However, plants under 
normal operation typically operate at above the 1.3 MCPR limit.4 The Browns Ferry Unit 1, cycle 9 core 
design in 2009, operated with an MCPR of around 1.6.5 Typical, 1D correlations are chosen that are 
function of pressure, mass flux, boiling length and quality but independent of the void fraction. The 1D 
analysis approach neglects the inner bundle channel mixing and lumps the presence of water rods and 
partial length rods which results in an underestimation of CP. Though, in the tight lattice geometries, 
water rods and partial length rods do not exist as their primary purpose in conventional BWRs is to 
increase moderation, which is the opposite of what the breeder/burner BWRs are aiming for in their 
design.

Table I shows the conditions reported for the RBWR design1 used in this analysis, which is similar to 
the designs mentioned above and is compared to an Advanced BWR (ABWR) design. ABWRs are the 
only current operating Gen III+ plant in the world, and the vessel and containment structures proposed 
for the RBWR designs are same as the currently operating ABWR designs. As seen, the core exit quality 
is higher and the fuel rod height is shorter, while the reported MCPR is similar to the ABWR and the void 
coefficient is reported to be negative. Part of this analysis aims at verification of the void fraction and 
CPR models used for the reported data in Table I.
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TABLE I The ABWR vs. RBWR type geometry.1

Parameters ABWR RBWR

Reactor thermal power (MW) 3958 3958

Core flow rate (kg/s) 14502 7420

System pressure (MPa) 7.2 7.2

Core inlet temperature (oC) 278.3 282.3

Core Exit Quality (%) 14 35

Core Outer Radius 2.69 2.88

Number of fuel assemblies 872 720

Bundle Type Square Hexagonal

Average linear power (kW/m) 13.3 14

Fuel rod OD (mm) 10.3 10.1-7

Fuel rod pitch (mm) 12.95 11.4-9

Active fuel rod height (m) 3.71 1.4-1

Number of fuel rods 92 271-397

Assembly inner dimension (mm) 133 194.4

II. VOID FRACTION

The void distribution in a BWR bundle can be divided into two parts: axial void distribution and radial 
void distribution.

II.A Axial Void Fraction

While there are many experiments in the literature for void fraction measurements under nominal 
BWR design conditions, there are only few available experimental data for tighter lattice applications. 
Experiments at Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) are almost the only ones in the literature that 
provide both axial and radial void fraction measurements in bundles of RMBWR type geometry and 
operating conditions.6 The JAEA report recommends using a drift flux type model to best match their 
experimental results for a 37 rod bundle with hexagonal geometry. The recommended drift flux type 
model, includes part of the Liao, Parlos and Griffith (1985), which was included in a detailed study done 
by PSI on 15 drift flux models' ability to predict void fraction data from 9 experimental sets.7 Using the 2 
sets of available data from the JAEA report, the axial void profiles for the JAEA experimental conditions 
are plotted in Fig. 1 for 12 different void fraction models.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. The axial void for the 37-rod RMBWR bundle type from JAEA at 2 MPa (a) and 7 MPa(b).

The only other tight lattice bundle facility found in literature was the 37 rod bundle NEPTUN 
experimental facility operating at atmospheric conditions. The NEPTUN bundle has hydraulic diameter 
comparable to RBWR and length of 1.7 m and was used for validation of a high conversion PWR reactor. 
The same 12 void fraction models are compared against the NEPTUN data and shown in Fig. 2.
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(b)
Fig. 2. The axial void for the 37-rod NEPTUN bundle type from high flux (a) and low flux (b).

As seen in Fig. 1, the well-established Chexal-Lellouche correlation8 used in most safety analysis 
codes, such as the USA code RELAP5, overestimates the void fraction in the 10 and 25% quality region. 
Similarly, for NEPTUN data, it over estimates the void fraction by 5 to 10%. Another continuous drift flux 
model, the Dix correlation9 developed for BWR type bundles over-predicts the void fraction below 90%. 
The CISE void correlation (non-drift flux type) that was shown to agree well for small diameter tubes 
under low void conditions agrees with the scarce low quality data points.10 The correlation is also known 
to over-predict the void fraction at higher qualities as shown in Fig. 1 and 2.

The next three correlations in Fig. 1 are based on the JAEA recommended correlations.6 The slug 
flow model for round tubes correlations show over-predictions in the low quality region, but the slug 
flow model for triangular ducts shows a closer behavior to the experimental data. In the annular flow 
regions the annular flow model does very well with both experimental data sets at both pressures. 
However, at lower flow and pressure conditions of the NEPTUN experiments; they perform poorly as 
shown in Fig. 2.

The Bestion model7 used in the French safety analysis code CATHARE and TRACE, behaves similarly 
to the Dix model and over-predicts the void fraction up to 90%. The homogenous model9 provides the 
upper bounding curve to all drift flux type models by consistently over predicting the void fraction. The 
Zuber-Findlay model9 for slug flow displays over prediction and under prediction for the low and high 
quality regions, respectively. This model can be used with the commonly used, VIPRE code.11 By default, 
VIPRE uses the EPRI void model, which shows good agreement with Chexal-Lellouche correlation at low 
pressures and high pressures as it is developed based on Chexal-Lellouche correlation data base. 
Similarly, the correlation used by Hitachi has similar performance as the EPRI and the Chexal-Lellouche 
correlations.

The void fraction model that agrees well with the NEPTUN experiments is the Liao, Parlos and 
Griffith (1985) model which also agrees well with the JAEA experimental data. However, its discontinuity 
at the start of the annular flow regime, given the unavailability of reliable experimental data at low void 
fraction, is under question. Generally, void fractions above the 50% level can be reasonably deduced 
from the available models. But, due to the lack of experimental data, there is much more uncertainty 
below 50% void fraction. While the CISE correlation is the only one that predicts continuous transition 
from a low void fraction to the annular flow region, it is preferred here to use the Liao et al. correlation 
for annular regime for the entire flow regime. However this approach can be non-conservative as there 
is a chance of under-predicting the void fraction at low qualities which is typically less conservative for 
most reactor design calculations.

The criterion used by Liao et al. is a modified version of the widely used criterion for onset of annular 
flow, a dimensionless superficial velocity (jgst = 1) given in Eq. (1).
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(1)

It has been shown by different experiments for small diameter tubes (<1.5 cm) that as the jgst 
approaches unity, the slug/churn flow transitions to annular flow.12 Liao et al. underestimate this 
transition point for the RBWR conditions by a void fraction of 5%. Therefore, for best estimate of the 
void fraction before and at the point of transition; it is recommended to use the slug flow correlation by 
Liao et al. For void fraction predictions after transition in the RBWR type geometry, the annular flow Liao 
et al. correlation is recommended. Furthermore, eventually; it is desired to utilize safety analysis codes 
such as RELAP5 or TRACE to be used to perform steady state and transient analysis. If the final optimized 
design will be close to the RBWR type geometry and conditions, the void correlations in both codes need 
to be modified to Liao et al.; however, the discontinuity could cause a numerical instability. It is 
therefore recommended to keep the void fraction predicted by the Liao slug flow correlation constant at 
jgst = 1, until the annular void model catches up to the value of the slug flow void fraction.

The new best estimate model is therefore takes the following traditional drift flux form as shown in

Eq. (2):

(2)

C01 1 + p |+ VvvPv
x pl I xG

Where for bubbly flow with

jl >2.34 -1.07
( ( )aX

gP(Pl -Pv)
2

C0 = 1 and VvJ =1.53(1 -a)' g°(Pl -Pv )
A X

pl

For churn/slug turbulent flow:

C0 = 1.2 -0.2 p(1 -e~18a) and V = 0.33| ga(Pl2 Pv) 
\Pl { Pv

For annular flow (jgst>1):

X

C0 = 1+-
1 -a

a + 4

For which if

and Vvj = (C0 -1) gDh (Pi -Pv)(1 -a)
0.015Pl

aannular < ajgst =1 then a =ajgst =1 else a aannular .

a

The new best estimate model performance against the most commonly used correlations of Bestion 
and RELAP5 along with the original Lia et al. model is compared in Fig. 3b for a simulated RBWR type 
geometry with the given LHGR in Fig. 3a. Similar to the high pressure bundle experiments in Fig. 1b, the 
new best estimate model under-predicts the void fraction along most of the axial height of the bundle. 
The modification to Liao et al. at the point of transition also disallows the correlation to decrease void 
fraction along the axial height of the bundle.
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Fig. 3. The (a) normalized linear heat generation rate and (b) the void fraction comparison of a RBWR
bundle design.

Due to the difference between the proposed model and previously used models for RBWR analysis, 
it is possible that the current geometry of the RBWR is not optimized. In fact, the newer JAEA FLWR 
design has slightly different dimensions from the ones listed in Table I. Therefore, if a design 
optimization is desired, the sensitivity of the new best estimate model to operating and geometric 
parameters needs to be shown. For this purpose, the void fraction of a conventional ABWR geometry is 
calculated using the Bestion, RELAP5, EPRI and best estimate models. For a reference ABWR, the outlet 
quality of 15% with void fraction of 70% is observed and is consistent with published results.4 As seen in 
Fig. 4, the Bestion model tends to overestimate the void while the best estimate model recommended 
for the RBWR design tends to significantly underestimate the void fraction. The RELAP5 and EPRI 
correlations do well in predicting the void fraction compared to literature reported values and give 
essentially the same values.
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Fig. 4. The void fraction for a typical ABWR condition

Therefore, considering the results shown in Fig. 4, it is recommend to use the new best estimate 
model for RBWR type bundles, and the RELAP5 Chexal-Lellouche and ERPI void models for the purpose 
of scoping BWR type geometries due to their least outlier behavior. Another conclusion from the above 
analysis is that the void fraction prediction accuracy proves to be different depending on the hydraulic 
diameter and flow conditions. Therefore, in the absence of appropriate experimental data, for any final 
design a sensitivity study needs to be performed with the four correlations listed in Fig. 4.

II. B Radial Void Fraction

If the power distribution, predicted through the neutronics calculation, is based on an average void 
fraction or a local void fraction for a single channel (no cross flow) model; it could introduce errors in 
reactivity calculations. However, it is recommended that when no cross flow is modeled then the 
average radial void be used as the best estimate for the neutronics calculation, due to the fact that not 
modeling cross flow results in more heterogeneity in the void fraction distribution, which results in 
unphysical neutronic behavior.

Due to the inadequacy in accuracy of simulation of two phase flows using CFD, only subchannel 
analysis can be resorted to model the radial void profile in a RMBWR type bundle. On the subchannel 
level, calculation of turbulent mixing is typically done by lumping all of the physical parameters affecting 
the process into one mixing coefficient that is obtained empirically. There are experiments by Cheng et. 
al. on quantifying the turbulent mixing in a tight lattice 7 rod bundle. It has been shown that in the 
RMBWR type geometry, the mixing coefficient is still of the same order of magnitude compared to 
typical BWR bundles.13 Therefore, the subchannel codes can use similar tuning parameters for the 
calculation of radial void distribution in an RBWR. It is expected that due to the longer neutron mean 
free path in RBWR type cores, the effect of radial bundle void distribution modeling on the prediction of 
reactivity and local flux is likely to be small.

III. CRITICAL POWER

One of the most limiting parameters in BWR design is the MCPR. The 1D analysis approach neglects 
the inner bundle channel mixing which results in an underestimation of CP. However, neglecting the 
local rod peaking within the bundle compensates for the underestimation of CP with the mentioned 
approximation. The CP is typically not as sensitive to axial power profile compared to CHF as it 
dependent on the integrated power. However, in case of RBWR there is significant power change where 
the axial profile crosses from the fissile to blanket regions and back to the blanket region. Also, the 
space between the bundle walls to rods and the hot rod location within the bundle become more
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important as the gap between the rods becomes smaller. Hence, more recent experiments and 
developed correlations for tight lattice bundles have attempted to capture such unique conditions in 
tight lattice bundles such as the Modified Arai15 and the Liu16 correlations.

General intuition tells us that the smaller rod diameter or gaps and thus tighter lattices have more 
potential to increase the power density without CPR penalties. This can be seen in the evolution of the 
BWR assembly from 6x6 to 10x10 arrays in the last 40 years for relatively the same core volume. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the smaller diameter rod increases the surface area to volume ratio of the 
heat generating media. For a given flow rate, a lattice geometry with larger total flow area results in a 
reduction in the coolant mass flux, which in the case of appreciable saturated boiling increases the exit 
critical quality. However, different correlations were derived from different experimental data; and 
typically they are not able to cover the entire design space, which contributes significantly to the 
uncertainty of the design scoping analysis.

III.A Comparison to Experimental Data

A literature review of the most commonly used correlations has been undertaken. The same 
geometry and operating parameters of the bundle used in the void fraction analysis in Section II are used 
in this section. In the most recent literature study, the Liu correlation16 was recommended for tight 
lattice fuel bundles. In case of square lattices the Hench-Gillis9 correlation has been commonly used for 
typical BWR bundle designs. Both correlations have complex formulations and require pin power 
distribution and subchannel analysis for simulation of CP. This motivated the development of simpler CP 
formulations that only depend on bundle average thermal hydraulic conditions.

TABLE II CPR experiment test parameters (For heating U-Uniform, D-Double humped, C-Cosine shaped
power distribution)

Test Rod Diameter D-hyd Pressure # Heated Rods
- mm mm MPa -

BAPL17 6.4, 7.1 6.46 8.27 20 U

JAEA-A18 12.3 2.35 1.0 - 8.0 7 U

JAEA-B18 13 2.86 2.0 - 8.5 7 D

JAEA-C16 13 4.42 2.0 - 8.5 37 D

JAEA-D16 13 3.71 2.0 - 8.6 37 D

Toshiba-115 10.8 4.85 7 7 C

Toshiba-215 10.8 5.91 7 7 C

Toshiba-315 10.8 7.03 7 7 C

Toshiba-415 10.8 5.74 1.0 - 8.0 14 C

Three separate CP correlations were examined to determine their effectiveness for predicting dryout 
in tight lattice bundles. The Hench-Gillis, Modified Arai and CISE-49 correlations were all examined 
against a series of three different experiments with varying rod diameters and rod gaps. The parameters 
of the experiments can be seen in Table II. For the purpose of comparison, it was assumed that the 
experiment's operating power was the same as the reported critical power (e.g. dryout occurred at the 
outlet). For the calculation of CP, the minimum CPR was calculated based on the axial power profile 
reported by each experiment. The radial pin peaking factor for all the experiments was also assumed to 
be 1; i.e. uniform pin power distribution was assumed.
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Rod diameters ranged from 6.35 to 13 mm with hydraulic diameters ranging from 2.86 to 7.03. For a 
typical LWR, the hydraulic diameter is near 11 mm. Accordingly, these three correlations returned the 
results summarized in Table III.

TABLE III CPR mean and standard deviation of experimental/predicted critical power ratio for tight lattice
BWR experiments

Correlation Mean a Mean-2STD
Hench-Gillis 0.659 2.197 -

Modified Arai 0.917 0.199 0.519
CISE-4 0.926 0.224 0.478

Modified CISE-4 1.001 0.220 0.561

It is seen that all three of the correlations under-predict the point of dryout when these assumptions 
are made. Fig. 5 show the results of these three correlations as function of the tests of hydraulic 
diameter. It can be seen that there is more spread in the predictions at hydraulic diameters less than 3 
mm. It should also be noted that the Hench-Gillis correlation, shown in Fig. 5c, shows itself invalid for 
small rod diameters. It is the only correlation that has rod diameter as a parameter, and this causes it to 
explode since there is an inverse dependence upon it.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of (a) Modified Arai (b) CISE (c) Hench-Gillis and (d) Modified CISE-4 correlation on
hydraulic diameter.

In order to better model the data, the CISE-4 correlation is modified to account for changes in 
behavior at lower mass flux and hydraulic diameter since its performance is also listed in Table III and 
shown in Fig. 5d. Additionally, the CISE-4 correlation is the only one that does not need rod peaking in its 
formulation. Both Hench-Gillis and Arai require rod peaking data to be known; since that is not known at 
this point, the CISE-4 correlation is a better starting point. The Arai correlation also includes a factor that 
is dependent upon subchannel analysis. The modified correlation can be seen here in Eq. (3). The range 
of validity of the modified CISE-4 correlation is listed in Table IV.
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( z \-3
, , .(, P 1

a = 1 + 1.481e - 4| 1 - — | 0.7 G

-1

Otherwise:
P

1 —
Pc

0.7 G 

1000

0.33

With:

z
G =3375 1 - — 

Pc

A3

a =

It is also noted that the new modified CISE correlation also produces CP close to the Hench-Gillis 
correlation for a typical ABWRs assuming a radial peaking factor of 1, which encourages its use for design 
scoping analysis.

Table IV Parameters ranges for the Modifier CISE-4 correlation
Parameter Low High
Mass Flux (kg/m2s) 100 2035
Pressure (MPa) 1.0 8.6
Hydraulic Diameter
(mm) 2.35 7.03
Heated Diameter (mm) 3.56 10.95
Rod Diameter (mm) 6.35 13
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III.B Implication to MCPR Limit

For every fuel type that GE-Hitachi manufactures (e.g. GE12 or GE14), extensive CPR tests are 
performed and fuel assembly specific correlations are used to determine the CPR value. While GE- 
Hitachi performs CPR tests for the exact geometry of the fuel, new fuel designs have to rely on similar 
designs experimental data that are available. The performed analysis in Section III.A collected all of the 
available data on tight lattice tests and derived a new correlation that will give an MCPR of 1.0, the 
modified CISE-4 correlation. Though, it is clear from Fig. 5d that even with 1 sigma of uncertainty, the 
AMCPR is 0.2. Therefore, the uncertainty in calculation of CPR for tight lattice fuel will be larger than a 
current BWR fuel uncertainty margin.

The GE-Hitachi approach leaves 0.2 AMCPR of margin for transients. Qualitatively, the tight 
lattice fuel designs such as the RBWR have shorter cores and less negative void coefficients which lead to 
a different overall transient response. In fact, the transient response of the RBWR was compared to 
ABWR and the largest AMCPR out of the 6 analyzed transients between the ABWR and the RBWR was 
reported to be similar.1 Therefore, one can imply that the 0.2 AMCPR of margin for transients can be also 
used for a new tight lattice fuel design.

As it was stated, due to the larger uncertainty in the data, MCPR of 1.5 is recommended for tight 
lattice fuel designs of the RBWR type cores instead of the traditional 1.3 value. Similar to GE-Hitachi 
approach, the extra 0.5 AMCPR is broken up in to two parts. The AMCPR of 0.3 (1.5 standard deviation in 
Fig. 5d) is used in place of AMCPR of 0.1 for traditional GE assemblies, due to the larger spread in the 
available data and lack of CPR data for the exact geometry considered for RBWR type designs. For 
transients in RBWR type designs, AMCPR margin of 0.2 is kept the same as the used GE-Hitachi value.

The Robustness of these correlations are tested against a RBWR bundle model with Table I 
specification at 125% of an average assembly power with 95% rated nominal flow rate. The trends of the 
correlation are consistent; except that the Liu correlation predicts dryout will occur within the first 0.5 
meter of the bundle height as shown in Fig. 6. The new correlation shows an MCPR of greater than 1, 
lower than the recommended value of 1.5. Also, it is shown in Fig. 6 that the RBWR MCPR for all the 
correlation except for Liu occurs close to the outlet of the rod. Table III is consistent with 
recommendations made by Liu et al.16 on the inadequate CPR margin of the original RBWR design since 
either the flow or power needs to be adjusted and the neutronic consequences of such adjustments 
need to be properly quantified. The Hitachi-CISE (H-CISE) correlation19 in Table III is the correlation 
based on the BAPL data that was also used in development of the modified CISE-4 correlation and used 
of Hitachi-GE to estimate the MCPR. Fig. 5d clearly shows that the BAPL data show higher CPs than the 
average of the all other tests.
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TABLE V The CPR sensitivity analysis for the RBWR-AC.

RMBWR

Outlet CPR
at 1.25
Peak

MCPR at 1.25
Peak

Aral 1.45 1.38

M-Arai 1.43 1.35

CISE 1.32 1.25

Hench-Gillis 0.97 0.93

Liu 1.07 0.79

M-CISE 1.24 1.17

H-CISE 1.48 1.37

The BAPL data are based on 20 rod bundle with axially uniform heating in a triangular lattice channel 
box with high radial peaking factors reported in 1975. The H-CISE was then developed solely based on 
this specific data set from also modifying the CISE-4 correlation. The H-CISE correlation showed 8% 
agreement in prediction of CP with the experimental data of the BAPL tests.1 However, the BAPL CP 
trends are different compared to recent tests based on geometry and conditions more representative of 
the RBWR type bundles.

Fig. 6. The axial CPR of the RBWR type bundle.

As shown in Fig. 6, the sensitivity among the CP correlations, while large, gives confidence that a 
more conservative MCPR limit of 1.5 is required.

III.C Implications for Design

The sensitivity of the new correlation to power and flow is shown in Table VI. Other parameters that 
affect CP such as boiling length, rod diameter or P/D could be changed; however, the CP is much more 
sensitive to power and flow than those parameters. As listed in Table VII, it is recommended for the 
RBWR type designs similar to Table I parameters to go through about a 13% power downgrade and 20% 
higher flow rate. The 20% higher flow rate is easily achievable as it is less than the ABWR core flow rate 
and the RBWR design adopts all the ABWR internal pumps in its vessel. However, the 20% increase in 
flow rate combined with 13% decrease in power results in overall 7% reduction in the core axial void 
fraction and imposes a neutronic penalty. Alternatively, to reduce the economic penalty of lower 
electricity output, one could increase the number of assemblies in the reactor and effectively lower the
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power density of the core. The increase in number of assembly will be limited by the maximum size of 
the reactor pressure vessel diameter that can be manufactured.

TABLE VI
Sensitivity of new CPR correlation to power and flow

Parameter Power Flow Rate MCPR
Initial Parameters
Flow Rate Change 
Power Change 

Power/Flow Change 

Final Parameters

3924 MW
100%
87%

87%

3414 MW

7420 kg/s 
120%
100%

120% 

8904 kg/s

1.17
110%
116%

128%

1.513

III.D Implication of narrowing data range

Due to such a high standard deviation of M-CISE correlation in predicting the experimental data 
(0.22), the recommended value of the Minimum CPR in the design was 1.5. While, this will give 
confidence that the design has a good thermal margin, the design of RBWR will likely to use only a 
subset of the range in the parameters given in Table IV. Therefore, a new modified correlation based on 
the following narrower range was developed:

S Pressures: 7±0.5MPa 
S Mass flux: 500-1500kg/m2s 
S Equivalent hydraulic diameter:2.8-7.5mm

Table VII shows that the M-CISE correlation with the narrower range predicts the experimental 
conditions with a mean CPR ratio of 0.95 but with a much smaller standard deviation. Thus, the M-CISE 
correlation can be then modified (and here referred to as the Y-CISE) such that it would predict the 
experiments with a mean CPR ratio of ~1.0, as shown in Table 3.

Table VII
CPR correlations mean and standard deviation of the ratio experimental/predicted critical power for

tight lattice BWR experiments
Correlation Mean Standard Deviation Mean-2STD

M-CISE-4 0.9526 0.0925 0.7676
Y-CISE-4 1.0020 0.0975 0.8070

The Y-CISE is given by the following equations: 

Xcr = ■ Dl(^l^) (3)
Cr Dht\Lb+b)

Where:
/p \ 0.4

b =0.199 (^- 1) GDI'1 

If G < G* then,

a = (l + 1.481 X 10-4 (PP) 3 G2)

Otherwise:

With:
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iv. conclusions

An eaten live literature review of v<i d fraction 2nd CM d^t? in open Itor.itjre v/35 performed and two 
r uvv rrud’fiud correlations for os.imalicn of void fradiori arid CPR (ur .ighl- alliuc BWR bond us Were 
rerived. For voir fraction, the best estimate model bated on Liao et al. void traction model is 
recommended as ii shows smaller void Ira (lions al high qua lilies; however, iis applicabilily (o' on.si do 
RBVv'R type geometry analyzed in this study is quest'onable. The RBWR geometry shows sensitvity to 
the choice of void fraction in terms of bo:h reactivity and void coeffkiert estimotion due to its harder 
soectrum compared to conventio na BWRs. The new modifiec C SE-1 CP to're ation along with the more 
conservative MCPR limit of 1.6 was mi.nd to be tne best resign dinire due to ex'stenre o~ h'gh 
oriecrla'iiliubin Ihc available CP tala. Alterrialive y, Ihu narrowing the range of dala .0 thosool cxpeclud 
operatic g conditions., res.ilted in a correlation with similar mean h.irwith smaller uncertainty where the 
MC^h limit of 1.3 con oc ivsti'icd As I is led in lob 0 Vll, nos. el iho published RUW-t type tores need lo 
either decrease their power output/sower density or increase the flow rate in order to meet adequate 
(JR more ins, even with the 1.3 MCRU Unit. While it s be ieved the lecomrr ended void f motion and CJli 
models are en improvement over existing models, mere detailed neutronic implications cf js'ng :he



newly recommended void fraction model as a function of burnup and its impact on stability of the 
design of such reactors are left as future works.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Void fraction 
C0 Concentration parameter 
Vvj Effective Drift velocity [m/s] 
j Superficial Velocity [m/s]
Re Reynolds number (G Dh/p)
G Mass Flux [kg/m2-s] 
g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
P pressure [Pa]
Pc Critical Pressure (22.03e6 Pa for water) [Pa]
Lb Boiling Length [m] 
x Flow Quality
De Equivalent Hydraulic Diameter [m]
Dh Heated Hydraulic Diameter [m] 
p Density [kg/m3]
0 Surface Tension [N m-1] 
p Viscosity [Pa-s]
v Vapor Phase
1 Liquid phase
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Attachment 5

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

Self-sustaining thorium-based RBWR core design

The objective of this task is to search for the optimal design for the RBWR-Th core -- a reduced- 
moderation BWR which is fuel-self-sustaining. Except for the initial fuel loading, it is charged with only 
fertile fuel and discharges only fission products, recycling all actinides. The RBWR-Th is a variant of the 
RBWR-AC core proposed by Hitachi, which arranges its fuel in a hexagonal tight-lattice, has a high outlet 
void fraction, axially segregates seed and blanket regions, and fits within the ABWR pressure vessel. The 
RBWR-Th shares these characteristics but replaces depleted uranium with thorium as the primary fertile 
fuel, eliminates the internal blanket while elongating the seed region, and eliminates absorbers from the 
axial reflectors.

The sensitivity of important RBWR-Th core performance parameters to change in each one of a dozen 
design variables was established. The design variables of the sensitivity studies include the length of the 
seed and blanket zones, fuel rod diameter, lattice pitch, the number of pins per assembly, concentration 
distribution of the recycled transfertile (TRF) isotopes in the seed, amount of depleted uranium (DU) in 
the seed makeup, coolant mass flow rate, and simulated depletion cycle length. The performance of the 
RBWR-Th core was found to be highly sensitive to the pitch-to-diameter ratio and to the thermal- 
hydraulic (TH) modeling assumptions.

The results of the tradeoff studies were used to arrive at two optimized bounding core designs. When 
using the same TH correlations as assumed for the Hitachi RBWR-AC core design, comparable 
performance can be achieved but the RBWR-Th core features significantly lower linear heat generation 
rate, more uniform axial power distribution, significantly smaller peak burnup and larger safety margins 
against critical heat flux and loss of flow scenarios. However, using the more conservative TH 
assumptions developed in this project, power had to be reduced to 81.5% of the nominal and the core 
volume had to be significantly increased; this led to reduced flow stability than the less conservative 
cases, although it is still permissible. Additionally, Zircaloy-2 will not maintain its integrity over the entire 
RBWR-Th fuel life, so advanced cladding materials will be required.

1. Introduction

The RBWR-Th core design is based upon the RBWR-AC designed by Hitachi,1 a reduced-moderation BWR 
that employs axial seed and blanket segregation for fuel-self-sustaining operation within an ABWR 
pressure vessel. The RBWR-Th substitutes depleted uranium with thorium as the primary makeup fuel, 
eliminates the internal blanket while elongating the seed region, and eliminates absorbers from the 
upper axial reflectors.

The reduced-moderation BWR core concepts, referred to by Hitachi as the Resource-renewable BWR 
(RBWR), were initially pursued by Hitachi in an attempt to design hard spectrum BWRs to provide 
missions traditionally assigned to liquid metal cooled reactors - fuel sustainability or TRU transmutation
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wilh un imilct rccyc ng.1* Thu study reported herein is for fuel self-s.iilairiing cusigns. By usings small 
pitch rn diameter ratio (P/M .13), a trmg.ilar I art "re and very high exit void frar.t'rsn, the ne.itrnn 
energy speelruri is sign fi Lai illy liaixfcr Ihuri Dial of a eu riven l orial BWR. Figure 1 shows a lypicul 
neutron energy- spectrum ter the 33WR-Th, compared ; gainst those ot a typical BWR ard a tyoical 
Sodium Fail Reacloi (ShR}19. and Hgn'O 2 shows the ipcclrum of icu irons which cause "ssion. while 
Table 1 tabulates the fraction of fissions induced ay fiermal, apithe-rral and fast nautrois. As more 
than 6fl% nf the RRWR-Th fir.sinnr. are caused by 'lentronr. between O.R25 eV and 0.1 MeV, these des'gi’s 
ear- he classified as in termed idle speclrum readers.

0.45

z 0.05

1F-09 l.F-07 1.F-C5 1 F-33 l.F-01 1.W1
Energy (MeV)

RBWR-ThSeec —BWR — ARR
Figure 1. Neutron energy sped cirri for Ihe RBWR-Th. eumpared again si the l uf a BWR arid a ae f-

sustairfng SFR. The unit1; ere arbitrary.
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Table 1. Fra "ion o* "ission.s caused by neutrons in the Thermal, intermediate and fa.st energy ranges.

Reactor <D.G23 eV 0.025 eV - 0.1 MeV >0.1 MeV

HWH 60.9% 78-4% ■ 1.4%

4KU 0.0% ?/.»% /7.1%

im'vVn-AC 10-9% 393% 49.8%
im'vVlMhH 4.7% 60-6% 46-7%
HliWK-lhM 4./% 67./% 43./%

I he incentives for oonsiccring thorium based raiici man ou bo sell riv.vr oore design weio several 
concerns rega'ding the Hitachi R6WR-AC tore tnat were expressed in a recent EPRI sponsored 
independent evaluation of tne Hifarni core designs 13.. uncertainty in the void reactivity feed hack; 
puss’bly luo s nail mag'n a-ainsl critical heal flux: weak ncul onic touplirig between Lire Iwo a*i=l seed 
segments; ard ’n.suf'if.ient margin ror fuel .si.rvivanility.1 The vezy s:rnng av'al neterogene’ty o~ The 
RBVVR AC wj i e was dictated by the need lo riaximiic .lie negative leakage coin pot-e it o’ fuel vu ding 
reactivity ef-ect so as to overcome i:s lazge oositive spectrum hardening reactivity component.

As shown in Figure- 2. :>’u has o tiucIi flatter fud reproduction factor with energy than ‘?sKu. Also, the 
-lTh "3st "issior crass sect'on has z higher threshold and lower value than tnat o* M:U. Therefore, the 
soectral compxment of void reactivity in a n-'Ai ‘ueled mtW t core is negative ard there is no reed to 
cesign the coze to have ennanced leakage probability from the seed. This enables use oi a single 
relatively long seed region thereby avoiding many nf the anove expressed concerrs regardir.g the IJ-Pu

cc i c design.
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Figure 3. Fuel reproduction factor vs. energy for 233U and 239Pu.

The search for an acceptable RBWR-Th core design was evolutionary. A preliminary study of the 
thorium-fed RBWR-Th core concept feasibility was reported in reference 4 and results of a more 
thorough tradeoff study on the RBWR-Th core design using pure thorium feed were summarized in 
references 5 and 6. Reference 7 reported that the void coefficient of reactivity is too negative, making it 
practically impossible to design the RBWR-Th core to have adequate shutdown margin and suggested 
the addition of some DU to the seed makeup fuel in order to make the void coefficient of reactivity 
(VCR) less negative. Reference 8 updated the thermal-hydraulics model and added in the pressure drop 
constraint.

This paper aims to summarize the final self-sustaining RBWR-Th core designs arrived at, using a mix of 
thorium and DU feed fuel. Section 2 comments on the unique physics of the RBWR systems; Section 3 
establishes the study methodology and design approach; Section 4 summarizes the results of the 
tradeoff studies; Section 5 documents the assembly radial enrichment study; Section 6 details the design 
parameters and the performance characteristics of the optimal core designs; Section 7 comments about 
the feasibility of the designs; and Section 8 summarizes the conclusions of this study.

2. RBWR-Th Physics

The RBWR-Th requires 3-D modeling techniques in order to adequately predict its performance. 
Although the single seed region makes it more axially uniform compared to the RBWR-AC, the water 
density varies significantly from the bottom of the seed to the top of the seed, as seen in Figure 4. This 
leads, in turn, to a strong axial variation in one-group microscopic cross sections (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
The fission cross sections at the bottom of the seed are typically 2 or 3 times higher than those at the 
top of the seed; this is not adequately captured using 2-D cross sections.
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Figure 4. Water density vs. height for the RBWR-Th using MIT-recommended T/H correlations.
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The plot is zoomed in slightly to show variation in the seed values; the cross sections in the lower blanket

are cut off somewhat.
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In the RB'A'R-AC design, Che midcle of :he upper reflector also contained oorcn ca'bide pins, which ere 
uinoocisarv « ihc RBW-t Ih. Slid', axial blonkeli are added in o'der lo reduce the axial oakc^a. I ho 
axial geo Tiet'y is s town in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Axial cutaway of an RBWR-Th oin. The length of each fuel 'egion is variable; shown is the 
optimised cetign using the Hitachi l/H ixif'elatiors.

As shown ir TigiJ'P ft, the average snertrijm for the RRWR-AC i.s signrir.artly softer than that of the 
RBWR Th. However, l iis is misleading; llie large rilcrrial blanket sitinilieuu.ly svflens l ie flux ir the 
RBWR-AC. As shown in Figure 9, toe spectrum in the seeds for all three designs is nearly 'dentical.
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Figure 9. Neutron flux spectrum for the three self-sustaining RBWRs, averaged only over the seeds. The
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3. Methodology

3.1. Equilibrium search methodology

The MocDown code, which couples neutronics with thermal hydraulics and depletion calculations, was 
used to simulate an axially finite, radially infinite assembly unit cell for each of the core variations 
studied and search for its equilibrium composition.9 It uses MCNP5.1.60 for neutron transport, PATHS
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convergence :ziterior was 100 pern.-ne recycling scheme that was utTzed is shown in :igure 11.

Rnf Iziry

\>V Reservoir

ror CSw<l

fcOtL
Blanket?

DU A
n;mi|n>

spent nifii \ (HM)n. 
P Years 

.coollr

<i-*vnci.

:igure 11. Fuel recycling scheme used i'l l ie RBWR i.

The ^ATHS steady-state thermal hydraulics module etthe PARCS coce was used to provide neut'orically

consistent water densities.'1-2, Designs were- <onsi<lercc m which the coolcnt cross sect on area n the
^ssion gas plenum of toe RBW3 designs was larger than ir the act've core region; therefore, the PATHS 
calculations were performed in two steps, oe enthalpy and pressure W2s held constant at the nterface. 
For .he assemby level, a form loss of 29.5 was used lo account fur Ihe ori'ice plate at Ihc irilel lo llie
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cure, and a "orr loss ul /.33 WSS used or Lhc lower lie aisle. II was a so assumed .hsl apsircr grits 
would he located every 30 cm. with form lossos of 1.67 .it each g'id oration. Finally, a "om loss. of 1.77 
wus applied al die cnil V lhc upuer lie plate. The waler densities Irurn PA“H5 are iiicu in lhc iiexl 
iteration at toe MCKP ca culation; the cot pling would continue uoti the M-norm at the water densities 
was wilhi i 2% while us n*. o re .ixolion coefficient d'U.5 (Figure 121.

for each cell

Figuc 12. Wuler dcrisily upunle scheme xvilh relaxaliun.

The core was assumed to he made of five fuel hatches. The linear reactivity model was used to evaluate 
Lhc ccic average rcac.ivily. A linear fi. was crcalcd for lhc inverse o' l ie radially ir Anile mtllip icalicn 
■actor variat'on xvth burn up. disea'ding the first two po'nts (cor'expanding to 0.6 MWd/kgHW) over 
•which non-linearity i;. introduced by the buildup of Koncn and samarium. It was observer: that the k 
progression was 'risignTiiarilly affected by Ifiu depletion li ne \Figure 13). so l ie achievable discharge 
burnup was calr.u a:ed by lengthening or shortening the cycle length woile using the same k regression 
crilil a erilital cycle was idcrilificu. “ie following iclul on was used lo eslinale lhc cure mulli plica lien 
■actor:

£(*-).

where (k-1)| is the linearly htted inverse multiplication tactaz tar the ,;-th bate \ aid leeS: is the rjll core 
radial IcakoRO probability. I he full core radial leakage probability was determined to be 1.6% xrorr :hc 
"jll core ana yses.
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Figure 13. Sample k progression observed during the pin model tradeoff studies. Error bars are shown,
but less than 55 pcm.

A detailed assembly-level analysis determined that a scheme of seven gradually varying enrichment 
groups would be necessary to keep the peak pin power within 120% of the average (Section 5).8 
However, in order to reduce the computational burden for the equilibrium calculation, only two radial 
enrichment zones were used: a radial blanket, and an enriched zone. The size of the radial blanket 
depended on the number of pins used in the assembly. The two schemes used in this paper are shown 
in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Kad'al e.nr'rninent sch.eTie1; usee 'n :he ecuilibrium analyses for the .>£7 pin case (left| and the 
271 pin use (ri».hij. I he pins nearest lo ihe contiol blade aie charged xv Hi only ihciium and dtp tiled

uran um.

3.2. Design variables

The to towing cesign variables we'e considered tor the studies:

1. seed region length.
2. ou ler jy.i nl bla ri kcl r ey ion tor t>lhs,
3. internal blanket region length.
4. axial isotopic charge disli kulion,
5. cca lant rr ass flow 'ate,
6. atom fraction of depleted u'anium (»U) in the seed makeup,
7. "uel pin pitch-:o-dia meter rati a ("V3),
?>. r.nmher of pins per ar.semnly,

9. cure pov/u- 
IQ. cycle length
11. void frciction correlot on,
12. CPRccrrelat'cn,

13. bypass low density, and 
1-. to lower maLurial.

The void frar.t'nn correlation, the C.PR ro'relation, ar.d tne hynass ‘low density are not design variables 
bul alhui mod dint; assumptions. They nru included ri liis unulysis lu qouriliy the suis Unity of Uiu 
RBWR-Th to tne ~/H assumptions, which have s'griticant expefmental uncertainties for tight attice 
bundles.1,12

3.3. Design constraints and assumptions

i he traceo*f stucies were to abide by the following constraints:

1. Charge only fertile materiel 
7. Recycle all trail stortTe |TRPi material
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3. Maintain a fissile inventory ratio (FIR) of unity at equilibrium
4. Fit within an ABWR pressure vessel
5. Use the Hitachi RBWR assembly dimensions
6. Operate in cycles of at least 12 months
7. Assure pressure drop through core < 0.3 MPa
8. Possess negative coefficients of reactivity for fuel temperature, coolant void, and 

power
9. Maintain criticality
10. Avoid coolant dryout: MCPR > 1.3
11. Suppress density wave oscillations: DR < 0.8
12. Have sufficient shutdown margin to shut down the core at any point in the cycle

Here, MCPR is the minimum critical power ratio and DR is the decay ratio of the core response to two- 
phase density wave oscillation (DWO) perturbations.

3.4. Full core simulation methodology

The PARCS nodal diffusion code was used to simulate a full core.14,26 The SerpentXS code was used to 
generate cross sections using a three-assembly unit cell that was simulated in Serpent2 from the results 
of the assembly level tradeoff analysis.15,16 It should be noted that Serpent2 is still in beta version but 
was used due to its drastically improved memory utilization and running times. In Serpent2 three- 
assembly model, the full 7 enrichment zones were used (Section 5).

The SerpentXS code was primarily used as a buffer code to autonomously run multiple branch cases in 
Serpent at different burnup points. The GenPMAXS code using axial discontinuity factors (ZDFs) was 
used to generate homogenized macroscopic cross sections from the Serpent output.17,18,26 Ten different 
branches were used, with four different depletion histories (denoted with an asterisk):

1. Reference branch*
2. 85% flow branch
3. 70% flow branch*
4. 115% flow branch
5. 130% flow branch*
6. Uniform 1200 K fuel temperature branch
7. Uniform 600 K fuel temperature branch
8. Control rod inserted*
9. Control rod inserted + 70% flow
10. Control rod inserted + 130% flow
11. Shut down conditions (room temperature, liquid density water, control rod inserted, all

233Pa and 135Xe forced to decay to 233U and 135Cs)

A full-core model was created in PARCS, and an equilibrium state was reached by depleting the core and 
shuffling the fuel until the maximum local burnup difference between cycles was less than 0.1 GWd/t. At 
each depletion step, thermal hydraulic coupling was performed by PATHS.12 It was observed that 
tightening the convergence criteria affected the results, particularly for the power normalization, so an 
under-relaxation coefficient of 0.1 was used, and the convergence criteria for the outer iterations was 
tightened from the default of 10-6 to 10-7.12

Since PARCS does not track isotopes, no explicit recycling could be modeled at the full-core level. The 
fresh assembly composition was taken from the equilibrium assembly unit cell analysis, but the 
equilibrium core is not guaranteed to be self-sustaining (unlike in the assembly-level analysis).
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3.5. Reactivity coefficients

The void coefficient of reactivity (VCR) was calculated using equation (1) by running two single coupled 
neutronics-T/H steps at BOEC and EOEC using the full core model at 100% and 85% of the flow rate:

1_________ 1___

k kVCR   ^100% flow ^85% flow *1000

^100% flow — ^85% flow (1)

where a is the void fraction for each flow rate. The 1000 multiplier converts the units to pcm / % void.

3.6. Shutdown Margin

The shutdown margin was quantified at BOEC by fully inserting all control rods except the center one 
into the equilibrium core. Thermal hydraulic feedback was removed; the water densities were set to 
room temperature, and the fuel temperatures were uniformly set to 300 K. The shutdown margin was

quantified as the negative reactivity of the subcritical core (i.e.
1

k̂shutdown

1 ). Since the shutdown

branch removed the 135Xe and replaced the 233Pa inventory with 233U (Section 3.4), this would provide a 

conservative value which would account for decay.

4. Results of Tradeoff Study

The sensitivity of important RBWR-Th core performance parameters to change in each one of a dozen 
design variables was established. These results are briefly summarized in Table 2. All except the effects 
of the internal blanket, the bypass region density, and the follower material are quantified in detail for a 
pin model in Reference 19.

The design variables that most directly influence the discharge burnup are the ones that affect the 
H/HM ratio -- i.e. P/D, coolant flow rate, and void fraction correlation. Tightening the P/D dramatically 
improves the achievable burnup with small impacts on the MCPR, but it also increases the pressure drop 
significantly. Lowering the mass flow rate improves the pressure drop and the discharge burnup, but it 
worsens the MCPR. For a fixed P/D, the coolant mass flow rate was the dominant factor in maximizing 
the discharge burnup. It was observed that increasing the seed length reduces the discharge burnup 
slightly, but also reduces the required mass flow rate to meet the MCPR constraint. Since lower flow 
rates promote more breeding, the longer seeds result in a higher discharge burnup up to the upper limit 
(3 m). Similarly, using more pins per assembly improves the wetting of the fuel pins, which permits a 
lower mass flow rate at the cost of higher pressure drop. Adding axial blanket regions reduce the axial 
leakage and improve breeding, but if too long, then the extra breeding is cancelled out by the additional 
HM mass. The blanket length which maximizes discharge burnup varies between 20 cm and 30 cm, 
depending on the void fraction correlation used. Adding DU to the seed makeup stream has small or 
negligible effects on most neutronic parameters aside from the VCR and the shutdown margin; it is 
necessary to use about 1/3 DU in the seed makeup in order to shut down the reactor, due to the strong 
negative void feedback from a pure Th-233U system.7 Using a graded axial enrichment is necessary for a 
pure Th-233U system in order to flatten the axial power profile,6 but for a mixed Th/DU system, the 
graded axial enrichment scheme reduced the MCPR, so it was not used.
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Table 2. Results of the tradeoff study. The + or - in the parentheses in the header row indicates which 
value is desired to meet the constraints. Within the table, a + indicates that an increase in the variable 

on the left column results in an increase of the metric in the top row.

Variables MCPR (+)
Discharge 

BU (+)
VCR (-)

Shutdown Margin 
(+)

Pressure 
Drop (-)

Seed length + - + - +

Outer blanket lengths + [note 1] + - +

Internal blanket length 
[note 2]

- -

Axial enrichment (moving 
fissile from bottom to 
top)

* [note 3] * [note 3] + -

Coolant flow rate + - +

Makeup DU a/o + +

P/D + - - - -

Number of pins per 
assembly

+ - + +

Power - - + + +

Depletion time + +

Void fraction correlation 
(LPG to RELAP)

+ + -

CPR correlation (from Y- 
CISE to H-CISE)

+

Bypass region density 
(from liquid density to 
boiling)

+ -

Follower material 
(graphite to void)

+

Note 1: The effect of blanket length on burnup length is not monotonic; lengthening the blankets 
increases the discharge burnup when there are very short blankets, but adding too much blanket 

decreases the average discharge burnup. The peak discharge burnup occurs with blankets that are
between 20 cm and 30 cm each.

Note 2: Since the total core height was limited, increasing the internal blanket was accomplished by 
removing a portion of seed from the center and replacing it with blanket material.

Note 3: Any deviation from uniform enrichment (whether it is moving fissile material to the top or to the
bottom) reduces the MCPR and the burnup.

4.1. Internal blanket effects

For an intermediate (not optimized) design, the total fuel length was held constant at 162.3 cm, with 28 
cm for the lower blanket and 10 cm for the upper blanket, and the seed was split into two equally sized 
sections. The length between the seed sections was varied from 0 to 20 cm. The Hitachi T/H correlations 
were used, and a mass flow rate of 9.4 kg/s/assembly was used.

Although it would be ideal to compare discharge burnups of the different designs, the cases with the 
internal blankets were not critical for any length of time. Therefore, the EOC keff values from the core
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model are compared after being depleted for 1000 effective full power days (EFPD) in Figure 15. 
Additionally, VCRs are compared in Figure 16. While the internal blanket is very effective at reducing the 
VCR, it is not necessary for a primarily thorium system, and decreasing the DU feed fraction can reduce 
the VCR by a comparable amount without penalizing the burnup.

Since the VCR is reduced in these cases, using an internal blanket would add the option of denaturing 
the design through adding more DU. Such a design would have a much lower burnup, though, while also 
having a higher peak LHGR.

1.014

1.012

1.01

£ 1.008 

1.006

1.004

1.002 4

1
0 5 10 15 20 25

Internal blanket length [cm]

Figure 15. EOC batch-averaged k vs. internal blanket length after 1000 EFPD depletion time.
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-120
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Figure 16. Batch-averaged void coefficients vs. internal blanket length at BOC and after 1000 EFPD
depletion time.

4.2. Bypass region density

In order to provide bounding analyses, the cases using the MIT-recommended T/H correlations (which 
feature more water in the assembly) used liquid density water in the bypass, while the cases with the 
Hitachi correlations assumed that the water in the bypass was boiling with the same density as the 
coolant within the assembly cans (which is consistent with the Hitachi analyses). Using the boiling 
bypass increases the discharge burnup; for the design using the MIT-recommended correlations, the 
average discharge burnup increases from 49.3 MWd/kgHM to 69.4 MWd/kgHM. In terms of EOC 
reactivity, the multiplication factor increased by 877 pcm.
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4.3. Control rod follower material

The fnllnwpr materia waa examined tn see "f a rliHe'ent r.hoire could ppnrwfi hetter nreecing. A 
follower is necessary ri oriJur lu cisplucc the water iri Ihu bypass channel: huv/ever. graohile also 
moderates the neutrons. In order to remove the moderation without increasing parasitic absorbt'on. 
Ulo fo lowci ir the design using ihe Mil looommcndcd l/l cClrelations was replaced with a fill gas 
(rnoce led as yo’d). The design us'ng the Hitachi ~/ H correlations still used the graphite fell ewer 'n orcez 
tn maintain another ayer of similarity to the RHuVR-Af! design.

When Ihe follower iri tin: des'gri using Ihe MIT-recommended correlations is re placed with yaphilc, .he 
average oisrna'ge burnun derrease*; from 49.3 MWd/kgHM tn 45.1 MWd/kfiHM.

4.4. Guidance for the optl mal designs

Although it was desi-ed to preserve the ABXVR full power, tne design based of* of tne MIT- 
recommcrdcc correlations was no: able to be critical at equi ibritm while meeting the p'essure croo 
a nc MCPS constraints at full power. It was obse'ved that it the power xvas derated, the recuired mass 
"ow rate could be reduced more proportionally than the power, thereby increasing the average void 
" ac.io i. Additionally. by •educing Ihu power arid extending .he cycle length, more ""Pi cecaysto /:1IU 
curing the cycle, wnirn imprnves the burnup slight y. The pressure drop is also redi.red, which could 
cnab a a tighter P/D ratio, w-iici would 'ur.hor improve ourhnp. I lie discharge burnup vs. P/P it .ho 
maximum achievable power is snown in Figu'e 17.

60 -

s
"£50 

I 40
5

3 30 
c

111
-5 io
.a
o

1.07 1.08 1.09 1.1

i * i 

1.11 1.12 
P/D

1.14 1.15

Figure 1/. VD vs. discharge aurnupst maximum achiex'sble pcxver with the lowest permissible flow rate 
for the design using the Ml i -'ecommerded i/H correlations.

Since Ihu DU foed f ac.iori lad a negligible "rripaul un rriusl performance metrics aside from .he VCR arid 
snutdown margin, the fall fraction was adjusted last ir ci'der tn guarantee a slightly negative void 
tuc’ficieril. Since Ihe cquilibi urn analysis was performed al ari assembly level and the radial leakage 
*romtne full core model woulc make thsvoic coefficient more negative, the target vaic coef*'cient x*/as 
s ig.htly oos five. Ihedepcrdcncc of the VCH or burnup one DU fraction fo' the two equilibrium designs
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is shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19; it should be noted that the color scaling in the two figures is not 
conserved.

35 - L-C-jj---- • '■ t \-------------- 3.5
tfuO 0.70 £.20 3,10 1.70

Bunup FI MAI
Figure 18. VCR dependence on burnup and DU feed in pcm/% void for the design using the MIT- 

recommended T/H correlations. The uncertainty at each point was between 5 and 8 pcm/% void. The
contours at are intervals of 15 pcm/% void.

Ekirniip FIWA|
Figure 19. VCR dependence on burnup and DU feed in pcm/% void for the design using the Hitachi T/H 

correlations. The uncertainty at each point was between 6 and 8.5 pcm/% void. The contours at are
intervals of 15 pcm/% void.

For the design using the MIT-recommended T/H correlations, the design process was as follows:

1. Maximize the seed length and the number of pins per assembly to reduce the required 
flow rate

2. Reduce the power
3. Reduce the flow rate and P/D until pressure drop and MCPR limit are barely met
4. Adjust DU fraction until the VCR is barely negative and the core may be shut down

For the design with the Hitachi T/H correlations, the design process was slightly different. The outlet 
quality was limited to < 40% in order to maintain two-phase flow stability, so the flow rate could not be 
reduced beyond a certain point. The presented design uses lowest flow rate that could be used at full 
power, and uses the same number of pins per assembly as the RBWR-AC in order to reduce the pressure
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drop. Due to fuel survivability concerns (Section 7.2), the P/D was not reduced to increase the discharge 
burnup.

5. Assembly radial enrichment study

Although the control blade follower and the bypass region are relatively small, they introduce radial 
heterogeneities and extra moderation into the assembly model. The extra moderation results in larger 
pin powers near the assembly periphery if a uniform radial enrichment is used, as seen in Figure 20.

1.25 1.17 1.12 1.10 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.07 1.11

1.16 1.09 1.06 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.02 1.07

1.12 1.06 1.03 1.01 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.99 1.01 1.07

1.09 1.03 1.02 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.98 1.01 1.06

1.08 1.01 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.98 1.01 1.04

1.06 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.04

1.05 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.99 1.04

1.05 1.00 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.99 1.04

1.04 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.99 1.05

1.04 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.97 1.00 1.05

1.04 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.98 1.02 1.08

1.06 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.97 1.00 1.04 1.10

1.08 1.02 0.99 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.99 1.03 1.06 1.14

1.12 1.03 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.98 1.02 1.06 1.12 1.26

1.09 1.02 0.99 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.05 1.12 1.25

1.08 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.99 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.25

1.05 1.00 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.99 1.02 1.06 1.12 1.27

1.05 1.00 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.99 1.01 1.05 1.12 1.26

1.05 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.03 1.06 1.12 1.27

1.05 1.00 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.14 1.26

1.05 1.01 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.01 1.03 1.07 1.13 1.27

1.05 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.01 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.14 1.30

1.08 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.08 1.15 1.30

1.09 1.05 1.03 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.17 1.30

1.12 1.06 1.07 1.06 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.08 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.17 1.34

1.16 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.11 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.13 1.16 1.18 1.19 1.24 1.36

1.26 1.24 1.26 1.27 1.27 1.26 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.30 1.31 1.33 1.36 1.44

Figure 20. Pin powers for a fresh assembly with 547 uniform pins. The control blade is located at the
bottom right of the figure.

In order to reduce the peak pin power to below 120% of the average, some TRF material was moved 
from the assembly periphery to the center in graded amounts. The equilibrium composition from the 
two enrichment zones in the equilibrium analysis were divided in to seven enrichment zones. This had 
an added benefit to the burnup: by having the enrichment gradually increased towards the center of the 
assembly, more of the fissile fuel was exposed to a harder flux. Compared to the simple two-enrichment 
group model for the design using the MIT-correlations, the achievable discharge burnup was increased 
from 49.3 MWd/kgHM to 51.2 MWd/kgHM. These schemes are shown in Figure 21, with Table 3 as a 
legend. The corresponding power peaking maps are presented in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
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Figure 21. The 7 enrichment yores i.sed to flatten tie power in the KBWR-Th thiee-assemh y unit rel 
using 547 pins per assemb v (Iclli and 271 pins per assembly (iigK|.

Table 3. Kev iar Fieira21.
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0.35 0.78 0.74 0.70 0.68 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.67 0.70
0.78 0.72 1.06 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.97 1.00 0.67
0.73 1.06 1.01 1.11 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.07 0.96 0.66
0.70 1.01 1.11 1.07 1.14 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.05 0.95 0.65
0.67 0.99 1.09 1.12 1.10 1.09 1.08 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.04 0.94 0.65
0.67 0.97 1.07 1.11 1.09 1.08 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.10 1.10 1.11 1.13 1.13 1.08 1.10 1.04 0.95 0.65
0.65 0.95 1.04 1.11 1.08 1.13 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.06 1.09 1.03 0.94 0.65
0.64 0.95 1.04 1.09 1.08 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.14 1.15 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.10 1.12 1.07 1.09 1.03 0.94 0.65
0.65 0.94 1.05 1.10 1.07 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.13 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.10 1.11 1.07 1.10 1.04 0.95 0.65
0.65 0.94 1.04 1.10 1.07 1.11 1.09 1.14 1.14 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.09 1.12 1.08 1.11 1.04 0.96 0.67
0.65 0.95 1.03 1.09 1.06 1.11 1.09 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.10 1.12 1.09 1.11 1.07 0.98 0.68
0.66 0.95 1.04 1.09 1.07 1.11 1.10 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.16 1.11 1.14 1.10 1.15 1.09 1.02 0.72
0.67 0.96 1.05 1.10 1.06 1.11 1.11 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.14 1.16 1.12 1.07 1.00 1.08 0.77
0.69 0.99 1.07 1.12 1.09 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.12 1.15 1.13 1.07 1.00 1.08 0.77 0.36

0.67 0.96 1.06 1.10 1.07 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.15 1.17 1.12 1.14 1.12 1.07 0.99 1.08 0.77 0.36
0.66 0.96 1.04 1.10 1.06 1.11 1.11 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.17 1.13 1.16 1.12 1.08 1.00 1.07 0.77 0.36

0.65 0.94 1.03 1.09 1.07 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.12 1.13 1.16 1.13 1.09 1.00 1.09 0.78 0.37
0.66 0.94 1.03 1.10 1.07 1.12 1.10 1.16 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.12 1.12 1.14 1.17 1.13 1.08 1.00 1.09 0.79 0.37

0.65 0.94 1.04 1.08 1.07 1.12 1.12 1.17 1.16 1.16 1.18 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.15 1.11 1.14 1.11 1.01 1.09 0.79 0.37
0.66 0.95 1.04 1.11 1.08 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.14 1.15 1.10 1.13 1.17 1.11 1.01 1.11 0.80 0.38

0.65 0.96 1.06 1.11 1.11 1.16 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.16 1.10 1.12 1.15 1.08 1.13 1.04 1.12 0.81 0.38
0.66 0.96 1.07 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.15 1.17 1.09 1.11 1.01 1.06 1.13 0.82 0.39

0.67 0.99 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.08 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.11 1.13 1.01 1.03 1.09 1.18 0.83 0.40
0.69 1.01 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.14 0.77 0.86 0.40

0.72 1.08 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.16 0.77 0.82 0.88 0.41
0.77 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.89 0.39 0.42

0.36 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.44
Figure 22. Pin powers for a fresh assembly using the MIT-recommended T/H correlations and 547 pins 

with the 7-group radial enrichment scheme. The control blade is located at the bottom right of the
figure.

0.56 0.54 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.88

0.53 0.88 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.03 0.86

0.89 1.05 1.03 1.13 1.12 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.12 1.02 0.85

0.87 1.02 1.12 1.11 1.14 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.10 1.01 0.85

0.86 1.02 1.11 1.13 1.12 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.13 1.10 1.00 0.85

0.84 1.01 1.10 1.13 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.19 1.13 1.10 1.01 0.85

0.85 1.01 1.10 1.12 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.18 1.18 1.19 1.13 1.11 1.02 0.86

0.85 1.00 1.09 1.12 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.17 1.19 1.20 1.14 1.13 1.04 0.89

0.85 1.01 1.10 1.13 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.16 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.18 1.20 1.14 1.12 1.02 0.86 0.75

0.88 1.03 1.12 1.13 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.13 1.12 1.01 0.86 0.73 0.57

0.85 1.01 1.11 1.12 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.17 1.17 1.18 1.18 1.19 1.12 1.11 1.02 0.86 0.73 0.57

0.85 1.01 1.10 1.12 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.20 1.13 1.11 1.02 0.86 0.74 0.57

0.85 1.01 1.10 1.12 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.19 1.12 1.14 1.12 1.02 0.86 0.74 0.57

0.84 1.01 1.11 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.13 1.03 0.87 0.74 0.57

0.85 1.02 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.02 1.05 0.87 0.74 0.58

0.86 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.04 0.86 0.89 0.75 0.60

0.88 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.74 0.77 0.59

0.74 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.57 0.60

0.56 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.61 0.62

Figure 23. Pin powers for a fresh assembly using the Hitachi T/H correlations and 271 pins with the 7- 
group radial enrichment scheme. The control blade is located at the bottom and right edges of this

figure.
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Another adial enrichment scheme was investigated in wh'ch the DU lhal was ec iri the core was led 
into separated DlJ/Pu pirs, while tne thorium wa.s fad into Th/'*1'IJ p’n.s. An R enrichment group scheme 
wu'; treated, shown iri : gurc 24 arid Tuule 4. wil l a graded criikhmeiil svicmc.

figure M. ?r9nrirmrent gzoiip scheme ii.sing segregated DIJ/Pu snd Th;,/M ‘II pin?..

Taole4. Legend isr Figure 22.
MJkCup

Cn err
Lnrichm@l{V6 cf hoc Jon ol .olal

Material avera gel “"RU/TR“”*1 in group
Orange 30.D%

Th nine 80.0% $!).$%
11

L. Grcun 120.0% 21.3%
Purple 134.6% 14.' %

White 20.0% '4.2%

DU
L>. Green 80. U% 27.0%
Yellow 120.0% 26.4%
1. Illue 1 35-4% 47.4%

A?. shown in "i51 ire the power nf a I of The Dll;Pi 1 pins wa.s significantly higher than th.it of :he 
Th/***U pins. It is rut eusiblc lo design a scheme iri which l ie niches l puxvcred DU/Pu pin bus less tun 
*120% o" t he average power.
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0.52 0.43 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.44 O g o £ O 4̂
j

0.43 1.10 1.05 1.03 1.01 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.05 0.46
0.47 1.04 1.00 0.96 0.81 0.92 0.81 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.91 0.92 0.85 1.00 0.45
0.45 1.03 0.96 0.80 1.28 1.25 1.24 1.24 1.23 1.02 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.27
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0.92 0.98 0.43

0.45 1.01 0.83 1.28 1.23 0.98 1.19 0.97 1.17 1.17 1.17 0.97 1.19 1.24 0.91 0.85 0.43
0.44 0.99 0.92 1.25 0.98 1.16 1.28 1.28 1.04 1.25 1.02 1.26 1.27 1.29 0.98 1.25
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D

o00o

0.44 0.98 0.81 1.24 1.19 1.28 0.93 1.25 1.23 1.24 1.23 1.00 1.24 1.02 1.28 1.19 1.00 0.90 0.97 0.43
0.43 0.98 0.92 1.24 0.96 1.28 1.24 1.25 1.00

1.01 1.21
1.21 0.99 1.22 1.22 1.23 1.02 1.26 1.17 1.23 0.79 0.97 0.43

0.43 0.98 0.90 1.24 1.17 0.95 1.24 1.20 1.21 0.99 1.20 0.99 1.23 1.24 0.94 1.18 1.22 0.90 0.98 0.44
0.43 0.97 0.90 1.01 1.18 1.27 1.24 1.21 1.20 0.99 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.00 1.24 1.27 0.97 1.22 0.80 0.99 0.44
0.44 0.97 0.81 1.22 1.17 0.95 1.24 1.00 1.20 1.19 1.18 0.99 1.20 0.98 1.19 1.21 0.98 1.24 1.27 1.17 1.24 0.92 0.99 0.45
0.44 1.00 0.92 1.24 0.98 1.28 1.01 1.22 0.98 1.19 0.98 1.18 1.19 1.19 1.19 0.98 1.21 1.24 1.01 1.28 1.19 1.04 0.93 0.89 0.46
0.46 1.01 0.93 1.27 1.20 1.30 1.25 1.23 1.20 1.20 1.18 1.18 0.96 0.97 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.22 1.25 1.02 1.31 1.23 1.30 0.96 1.06 0.49
0.47 1.06 0.85 1.29 1.00 1.29 1.02 1.23 0.99 1.21 0.98 1.19 0.96 1.18 0.97 1.20 0.99 1.23 1.01 1.26 0.96 1.21 1.04 0.94 0.85 1.13 0.45

0.46 1.01 0.93 1.26 0.98 1.28 1.01 1.23 1.21 1.19 1.20 1.19 0.98 0.97 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.22 1.25 1.29 1.20 1.26 0.93 1.00 0.95 0.52
0.45 1.00 0.91 1.25 1.18 1.26 1.24 1.00 1.21 0.99 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.22 1.00 1.23 1.25 0.94 1.19 1.01 0.92 0.84 1.10 0.52

0.44 0.86 0.90 1.02 1.17 0.94 1.23 1.00 1.20 1.22 0.98 1.20 1.21 0.99 1.22 1.24 1.01 1.28 1.19 1.26 0.92 0.99 0.93 0.44
0.43 0.97 0.89 1.23 1.18 1.27 1.24 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.21 0.99 1.22 0.99 1.24 1.27 0.95 1.19 1.01 0.91 0.84 1.10 0.52

0.44 0.96 0.80 1.23 0.98 1.28 1.03 1.24 1.01 1.24 1.23 1.22 1.23 1.02 1.27 1.29 1.20 1.26 0.78 0.98 1.08 0.44
0.44 0.97 0.90 1.23 1.19 1.29 1.02 1.26 1.25 1.25 1.01 1.25 1.28 0.95 1.18 1.21 1.03 0.93 0.85 1.10 0.44

0.44 0.97 0.81 1.25 1.20 1.30 0.94 1.27 0.94 1.28 0.95 1.31 1.18 0.99 1.23 1.28 0.79 1.01 1.12 0.44□ 0.44 0.99 0.92 1.02 1.22 1.21 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.26 1.29 0.94 1.00 0.95 0.53
0.44 0.98 0.92 1.29 1.02 1.26 1.01 1.25 1.01 1.25 1.00 1.27 1.32 0.80 0.96 0.86 1.14 0.45

0.45 0.89 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.78 0.92 0.80 0.95 0.97 0.84 1.05 1.16 0.45
0.46 1.05 0.86 0.98 0.84 0.99 0.85 0.98 0.84 1.00 1.01 0.88 1.05 0.94 1.19 0.46

0.48

■

1.14 0.95 1.09 0.92 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 0.95 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.24 0.47
0.46 0.52 0.52 0.44 0.51 0.44 0.43 0.44 0.53 0.44 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.48

Figure 25. Pin power peaking map using segregated DU/Pu and Th/233U pins. The control blade is on the
bottom and right edges of this figure.

6. Optimal core designs

Using the Hitachi-modified CISE4 critical power correlation and the Chexal-Lelouche (RELAP) void 
fraction correlation, similar performance to the RBWR-AC could be attained while using a single seed. In 
order to have the most similar comparison possible, the water in the inter-assembly bypass region was 
assumed to be boiling. Another design was created using the MIT-recommended thermal hydraulic 
correlations (LPG for void fraction, and Y-CISE for critical power).14 In order to provide a lower bound on 
the performance of the RBWR-Th, the inter-assembly bypass flow was assumed to be liquid density 
water. The design using the MIT-recommended thermal-hydraulic correlations is called the RBWR-ThM, 
while the design using the Hitachi thermal-hydraulic correlations is designated the RBWR-ThH.

In order to improve breeding, for the Y-CISE and LPG case, the follower was replaced with an inert gas 
(modelled as void) within the stainless steel sheath. For the design using the same correlations as 
Hitachi, the graphite follower was kept in order to have another level of similarity to the RBWR-AC.

The design information of each RBWR-Th design, as well as the RBWR-AC design and a CR=1.0 metal- 
fuelled Advanced Recycling Reactor (ARR),20 is summarized in Table 5. The performance is summarized 
in Table 6, and the seed discharge isotopics are summarized in Table 7.
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Table 5. ARR, RBWR-AC and RBWR-Th design information.

Parameter Units ARR RBWR-AC RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

Coolant - sodium light water light water light water

Blanket configuration - - parfait parfait parfait

Fuel form - metal oxide oxide oxide

Core thermal power MWth 1000 3926 3200 3926

Core electric power MWe 400 1356 1104 1356

# of assemblies # 151 720 720 720

Core HM mass (BOEC) t 16.7 140 354 153

Core TRF mass (BOEC) t 2.4 16.7 48.9 18.9

TRF/HM core avg at BOEC w/o 14.6% 11.9% 13.8% 12.4%

Assembly area cm2 193 338 338 338

Core volume m3 3 32 84 40

Core flow rate kg/s 6138 7222 5525 6358

Specific power MWe/t 24 10 3 9

Power density Wth/cm3 289 123 38 99

Upper blanket length cm - 7 25 20

Upper seed length cm 101.6 28 300 114.3

Internal blanket length cm - 52 - -

Lower seed length cm - 19.3 - -

Lower blanket length cm - 28 20 28

Total fuel length (seed + 
blanket)

cm 101.6 134.3 345 162.3

Seed length cm 101.6 47.3 300 114.3

Fuel pin OD cm 0.808 1.005 0.740 1.005

Fuel pin pitch cm 0.889 1.135 0.799 1.135

Fuel pin P/D - 1.10 1.13 1.08 1.13

Hydraulic diameter cm 0.41 0.22 0.41

Heated diameter cm 0.44 0.23 0.44

Pins per assembly - 271 271 547 271

Table 6. ARR, RBWR-AC and RBWR-Th performance metrics.

Metric Units ARR RBWR-AC RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

Pressure Drop MPa 0.14 0.29 0.13

Outlet quality % - 35.0 39 39.5

Maximum LHGR Wth/cm 389 472 45 261

# of batches # 3 5 5 5

Average discharge burnup GWd/t 73.0 45 50.1 48.9

Fuel residence time EFPD 1222 1651 5123 1906

Cycle length EFPD 370 380 1110 413
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Metric Units ARR RBWR-AC RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

Cycle reactivity swing %dk -0.6* 1.5 1.9 2.0

VCR (BOEC/EOEC) pcm/% void - -24/-14 -4/-2 -4/-2

Shutdown margin % Ak 3 1.9

FTCR (BOEC/EOEC) pcm/K
-0.39/

0.35
-3.1/-3.4

*The ARR gains reactivity over the course of the cycle.

Table 7. Discharge isotopics from the seed(s) of each design.

Mass fraction [%] ARR RBWR-AC RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

TRF / HM 15.2% 34.0% 16.3% 17.7%

fissile / HM 10.5% 16.8% 10.0% 10.9%

Pa / TRF 0.0% 0.0% 60.0% 0.3%

nonfertile U / TRF 0.0% 0.5% 1.5% 54.0%

Np/TRF 0.6% 0.4% 33.8% 1.3%

Pu / TRF 96.3% 92.2% 3.8% 40.4%

Am / TRF 2.6% 4.8% 0.6% 2.9%

Cm / TRF 0.4% 2.1% 0.0% 1.1%

Cf / TRF 0.0% 0.0% 60.0% 0.0%

232U / U nonfertile 0.0% 0.3% 0.4%

233U / U nonfertile 0.0% 57.0% 57.6%

234U / U nonfertile 18.8% 27.4% 27.0%

235U / U nonfertile 62.5% 7.7% 7.6%

236U / U nonfertile 18.8% 7.5% 7.4%

fissile U / total U 0.03% 0.2% 19.5% 15.2%

238Pu / Pu 1.1% 3.6% 9.0% 6.5%

239Pu / Pu 66.4% 40.9% 48.1% 48.7%

240Pu / Pu 27.5% 42.9% 34.4% 34.1%

241Pu / Pu 2.7% 6.6% 4.4% 6.1%

242Pu / Pu 2.3% 6.0% 4.0% 4.6%

fissile Pu / total Pu 69.1% 47.5% 52.5% 54.8%

The BOC and EOC radial power profile for the RBWR-ThH design is shown in Figure 26. The radial power 
peaking factor is 1.27 for this case, which is considered acceptable. The relative axial power profile for a 
fresh assembly for the RBWR-ThH is shown in Figure 27, while the relative axial power profile for the 
RBWR-AC is shown in Figure 28. It is clear that elongating the seed region provides a much more even 
power distribution over a longer fuel section. As the two cores have the same total power, same 
number of fuel pins and similar radial peaking factor, The RBWR-Th core features much lower peak 
LHGR and therefore peak fuel temperature than the RBWR-AC.
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Power distribution

C» JV <T H* te> )<u IK

c«ih»w(w:

---------MVP

---- or atom
------5UPVO

Axial Height Number
Figure 22. Relative axial pov/er d’stribut'cn tor an RBWR-AC fresh fuel assembly (top • and ful core

average 'hotTon).

6. l. Partial rod i nserti on be nchm ark

Since the branch'ng scheme selected in Sect'on 3.- only lias fully withdrawn nr tu ly "n.serted control 
rods, t wasacshitl :o ocnchmark the Serpent/PARfS code system for oatti<d y inserted rod cases, iince 
Serpent can no: model a full core, the 3-assembly unit cell 'Figure I’ll for the RB’.VR-ThM case was used, 
i he control rod was inserted through 2/3<ds o' the seed, ah e 8 shows the differences in k,r between 
the Iwo codes, arid Figure 29 cu nparcs llu axial power pro III us.
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Tab l* S. Li*values ir PARCS arid Serpent fur 2/3|J irscried wilrol rud

Code
PARCS 1. 01972

Serpent 1.01899

2/3 Inserted CR

PQkrx

|SCtt>3
o
xio<xyi

2UOLKJ

0 SO 100 1S0 ?00 ?S0 300 SSO ^00

Distance from the bottom)cm)
tigune zn. Axial Planar Power Profile difference between terpen: ond PAI\U> for the redded cose.

6.2. Control rod 5 fuel management scheme

In order to determine the optimal control zod (f.Rj irap during the equilihrTim cycle, the following 
ajprucch was used:

♦ Delhi Tun of lire CR Banks: nutruer of l ie tunlrol rod ban rs \ 15) end location in ihe core
■ Deliiil uii of Ihe CR slop dimer sioi is and Ihe pusiliuu el lie 'nil iiisvrlve CR: Iruiri Uie bo Aon lo 

the end of the upper 'efler.tor
♦ Definition of the met and min withdrawn value nt the CR h the core: defined with toe same 

proportion as UM furRBWR AC model
■ Deli iil uri of Ihe CR compos lion
■ Use o' ihe slarci comnaid wilhin parcsw Ici l ie cr wi.h drown icigi'. imposing k elf equal 

tcJ
♦ Done for each depletion step ov using as reference power shape :he one of toe step before.,

sto'tinf: with the reach ‘ozthc c<|jilibnum cycle at HOC

The CR barks are mapped radia ly using the same grouping as Hits chi, and the banks were moved in the 
same order during the depletion, ihe most sifir if leant change was die he ght of each control rod 
withdrawal as the p cscnl designs arc significantly dillu cril (rum the Miami RBWR-AC. since they u.iluu 
only one seed. The methodo fjgy h’s been used for this project for the :irst time for this design one has 
been op Urn iced for .he LUC power crop and dischaigc average bum no. Ihe k„ va ues along ihe cycle 
obtained with CR ‘nserted ere shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. keff vs. time in cycle for the RBWR-ThH.

7. Designs feasibility

7.1. Safety and stability analysis

Due to similar assembly reactivity swings and average cycle burnup of the RBWR-Th and RBWR-AC 
designs, it is expected that the RBWR-Th design will have similar assembly average power and burnup 
distribution in the core. Hence, the Hitachi RBWR-AC core radial power and burnup distribution and 
orificing scheme were assumed for the safety analysis of the RBWR-Th that was performed before 
results were obtained from the RBWR-Th full core analysis. The middle of life (MOL) axial power shape 
from RBWR-Th single assembly calculations was used for the core average axial power shape in TRACE.

Both of the RBWR-Th breeder designs feature mass flow rates that are less than half of the ABWR. 
Therefore, they are expected to be more susceptible to decrease in core flow rate accident scenarios. 
However, unlike Hitachi RBWRs, the maximum LHGR of both RBWR-Th breeder designs are lower than 
the 394 W/cm of the ABWR and 472 W/cm of the RBWR-AC (Table 6). Therefore, the performance of 
RBWR-Th design with Hitachi correlations (RBWR-ThH) is expected to be better than the Hitachi RBWRs 
for loss flow scenarios. The RBWR-Th with MIT correlations (RBWR-ThM) is designed with very high 
pressure drop. The very high pressure drop along with tighter lattice could prevent core reflood in the 
event of reaching post critical heat flux (post-CHF) regimes. To assess the performance of the RBWR-Th 
reactor under loss of flow scenarios, the total pump trip accident is modeled. The sequence for the total 
pump trip accident is listed in Table 9. The sequence of events also includes complete loss of feedwater 
flow at 1.85 seconds after the pump trip.

Table 9. Sequence of the Pump Trip Accident Event

Time (s) Event

0 Trip of all RIPs initiated
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1.22 Reactor scram

1.85 Feed water flow pump trip

1.97 Turbine Trip initiates bypass operation

20 End of Simulation

Since the specific core kinetics of the RBWR-Th designs were not quantified at the time of the safety 
analysis, a simulation with zero power coefficient is performed. This is expected to be conservative as 
both designs are expected to have a negative Doppler coefficient and a small negative void coefficient. 
The peak cladding temperature (PCT) of 752 and 683 K is obtained for the designs using the Hitachi 
correlations and the MIT-recommended correlations, respectively. These values are representative of 
the differences in LHGR for each design. The conventional ABWR design PCT is 800 K during such 
transient,21 higher than of the two RBWR-Th designs. The results of this transient simulation imply that 
the lower LHGR more than offsets the lower core thermal capacity compared to ABWR. The core fluid 
volume of the ThH and ThM are 1.3 and 2.3 times higher than of the RBWR-AC.

The loss of coolant accident (LOCA) simulations of main steam line break were performed by Hitachi and 
MIT for the RBWR-AC and yielded satisfactory results. Therefore, with lower LHGR and larger core fluid 
volume relative to RBWR-AC, it is expected that both RBWR-Th designs have acceptable performance 
during LOCAs. The shorter core resulting in faster SCRAM times combined with smaller void coefficient 
has been shown to improve performance in ABWR vessel for over cooling, increase in water inventory 
and increase in pressure accident scenarios.29 Thus, it is expected that both RBWR-ThM and ThH designs 
will have satisfactory response to design basis accidents.

The higher core void fraction and much higher exit quality of RBWR-ThM and ThH compared to ABWR 
raise concerns about the system stability. Table 10 gives a qualitative performance of the two designs 
relative to the ABWR.
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Table 10. Summary of Parameters Governing the Differences between ABWR and RBWR-ThM/ThH 
Stability Performance (+/- means more/less stable; * means either possibility).

Parameters ABWR ThM ThH Effect

Fuel Height (m) 3.7 3.45 1.65 +

Pressure Drop (kPa) 130 180 100 *

Core Exit Quality (%) 14.5 39 39 -

Spacer Grid Span (cm) ~50 30 30 -

Fuel Height to Core Outer Diam. Ratio ~0.7 ~0.65 ~0.3 -

Fuel Time Constant (sec) 6 ~4 ~5 -

Peak Heat Flux (kW/m2-s) 1365 157 708 +

Subcooling (°C) 10 5 5 *

Effective Delayed N Fraction x 10-3 6-5 < less < less -

Coolant Average Void Fraction (%) ~40 ~65 ~65 -

Void coefficient (PCM/% void)
-130 to

-70
-15 to 0 -25 to -10 +

Inlet Orificing 15-20 30-70 30-70 +

The main difference between RBWR-ThM and ThH in terms of stability performance is the fuel height, 
which tends to have a large impact on stability. The global mode of perturbation was found to be the 
most limiting mode at hot full power (HFP) conditions for the ABWR and RBWR reactors.22 Assuming 
each design will have a negative void coefficient of reactivity, the void coefficient where each design 
reaches the decay ratio limit of 0.8 at 100% flow and 95% flow rate has been calculated using the STAB 
code. These bounding void coefficients are listed in Table 11. It is noted that the value of 0.8 is the 
current limit for ABWRs,21 however, this value is often occurs away from rated power and flow rate.

Table 11. The Void Coefficient (pcm/%void) required to achieve Decay Ratio of 0.8 for a Global Mode
Perturbation.

Design RBWR-ThM RBWR-ThH

Flow 100% 95% 100% 95%

BOL -8 -1 -135 -123

MOL -55 -49 -168 -151

EOL -78 -72 -150 -138

As listed in Table 11, assuming the equilibrium core operates with the MOL axial power shape, there is 
sufficient margin for stable operation at 100% power and flow for both designs. The longer RBWR-ThM 
core design has much smaller margin to stability than the shorter RBWR-ThH design. The ThH design can 
operate with void coefficients similar to the conventional ABWR as the stabilizing effect of shorter 
length is countered by the higher void fraction.
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It is noted that an increase in power from 3200 MWth to 3500 MWth while keeping the power to mass 
flow rate ratio is, in principle, possible for RBWR-ThM design. However, this increase requires changes in 
ABWR pumps and challenges the design stability performance.

7.2. Fuel performance analysis

In assessing the fuel performance of the RBWR-Th, two separate cases have been considered. For each 
of these cases, which are referred to based on the void fraction correlation used in their design, ThM 
and ThH, an average and 130% peaked power pin have been assessed. Due to the lack of power history 
information at the time of this analysis, both cases make use of the conservative assumption that the 
average pin power remains constant throughout irradiation. The application of a constant average pin 
power history is conservative due to a higher end of life power than of a typical operating fuel rod. The 
higher power results in high end of life fuel temperatures and Fission Gas Release (FGR) compared to 
typical operating fuel rods. While the average pin power is held constant, the applied axial power shape 
is varied based on data provided from assembly level Monte Carlo neutronic evaluations. The resulting 
EOL axial burnup profiles are illustrated in Figure 31, with peak local burnups of 76.3 and 80.4 
MWd/kgHM, for the RBWR-ThM and RBWR-ThH case. In addition to the application of axial power 
shaping, a single axial specific fast neutron flux shape (normalized to specific power) was applied. The 
resulting local axial cladding fast fluences can be seen in Figure 32 to challenge and even exceed 
experimentally examined cladding samples that mark the bounds of Zircaloy-2 operational 
experience.23,24 In short, the RBWR-Th will require its cladding to withstand fluences that are rarely 
experienced by BWR fuel.

I—Average LPG
| —Average RELAP |

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Normalized Core Height [-]

Figure 31. End of life axial burnup profile for the 
average power pin of the RBWR-ThM and 
RBWR-ThH case.

—Average LPG
—Average RELAP

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Normalized Core Height [-]

Figure 32. Axial fast neutron fluence profile of 
the average of the RBWR-ThM and RBWR-ThH 

cases compared with experiments that mark the 
boundary of Zircaloy-2 experience.23,24

Due to low LHGR of an average RBWR-THM fuel pin, the peak centerline fuel temperature remains low, 
with the 130% peaked case remaining below 800K. As a result of the low fuel temperatures and the 
decreased diffusion of fission gases through ThO2-based fuels, neither of the simulated RBWR-ThM pins 
experience FGR of more than 6.5%. The low FGR, in turn, ensures that the plenum pressures for the 
RBWR-ThM fuel remain well below the coolant pressure.
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The much higher LHGRol lliu RBWR-ThH ease csul.s in rriudi higher ptiakcu'i.urliriu \icl temperatures. 
The maximum tempe-ature for the 130?» peaked case i.s found to bp * R40K. While :hir: tempera:!ire "s 
ovu- 3000 K hullu- than o' the RBWR TliVl case. Uie margin to mu Ling (upprux mutely lur uotli fuses 
3400K) remains ve-y genera js. ~ne nigh temperatures seen in the 33G% peaked RBWR-ThH case lead to 
high calculated KiR values, with an lol pin averse 38.4%. I his high igr i«ults ir high pic mm 
pressures which can potentially exceed tie ccolant pressure of 7.1-1 MPa anc, therefore, the no z adding 
liH-off r.rite-ion. To mitigate this possibility, tne cold plenum length of tne RRWR-TI'H pin wa.s extended 
Lu 40crr (assurn'rig idunlical 'ucl pin arid plenum diameters).—nu addiliun of lhis extra gas volume along 
with the conservative pnwer histnry as.sumption successfully assuaged notertia p enum p-e.ssure 
ccnccim. I ho maximum lucl temperatures, i-Gks, and plenum p-esturcs or each of ihc ruwr ih 'ucl 
rods are summa-ized in Table 12. R either case challengec the 1% cladding hoop st-ain limit.

lab c 32. Maximum fucltcmocraturo, -tin. and n enurn orc<»uro for the avcMRcand |yj% poaked
RB'A‘R-“HM and RBWR-THH pins.

C5SC
Maximum 
Temperature [<J htiR [%1 Plenum -Yessuio fMPiil

Average RRWR-ThM 722 0.503 2.81

•IBH RBWR-ThM 7)54 6.28 5.25

Average RBWR-ThH 3425 6.2d 2.56
130% RBWR-ThH 32-10 38.1 6.5-1

i>ue to rh? harder saectrum of the iw.vh-ih cores compared to typica iiA'us. /i-calov-? daedirg i,-. 
exact led Lu experience accelerated oxidaliori arid hydrogen pickup much earlier in life. Inspection of 
figure 33 and figure 34 show this transition to or.rur prior M 30 MWd/kghM for hotli rases. Of 
particular interest is ifiiit Ihe c uddirig hydrogen content is expeeled Lu exceed Hie pucuca ulXJ purr(wt) 
at 28and 32 MWd/rgHVI fa-the RBWR-ThVI and RBWR-ThH ceres, respectively.

«!»•

Bui ii.i. (TVJiHiiiHM]

F'gure 33. Maximum dadoing hycragen cante it 
forth? average ^nd 1.1C£> peaked rkwh-i hM 

and RBWR-ThH pins.

—i— ■ ■ ■ • i.-

=»

Dill Cl m.p (MV;i11<QMl«|

Figure 3*. Maximum cladd'ng oxidation 
thkkne-.s forth? average and 1.J0?speaked 

RBWR-ThM and RBWR-ThH pins.
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Applyir§ Equaliuri (2) lo Ihc cladding hydogcri cunlunl fur the Iv/u RBWR-Th Lores urwidus a*i
i.nder.rtardirRof how the .imdert margin?. pvnh/p rh'oi.Rh thfifuftk' residenre time, for horh rasp.5:, the 
CCR ma g n. L-liowr in Figuic 33. rapiuly du^radus following Ihu onset of Jicdurdlcd eorro^ior* bchnvkr 
anc "s completely eliminated prior to EOL.

k'CR /.lU'.tll

(1S-0.03H; H <4l>l>
- 18-<J.<Jlll: 400<II<O<J<J 
I <J; 61HJ < 11

(2)

—*.sv<\s r<
10IIK.
—\f 

l* c

i

I

Figu'e 35. tv axioium allowable ECR tor Zircaloy-2 di ring ? transient cr LCCA tor the average and 130% 
pea tod itiiWH- om and i< AVH- ih-t pin>, based <n cl add njt nydrofien concert.

Because Zircaloy-2 is net expectec tc have any ECR margin by the time the RBWR--n tores reach their 
average discharge him-up, it is irrvst i<ely th’tan ad’/arren alloy will op rpq.iired far their ~.ipI r.ladchg. 
Oiu such alluy. GNF Ziior, has dun ions Imled Iho pulcril ul lo experience a uu ay ri l ie unset of 
hydrogen picki.p acceleration, thongn not in ox'dation acceleration.'*’ Tn understand how surh ? delay 
will a feel Uki LUL accidon. margin o' ihe RbWR 111 fuel a ‘dnsitivily study sva-s pcrformoc w heroin ihc 
accelerated hydrogen pickup is delayed "O' a 130% peaked pin. Because Che available Ziron corrosion 
cati do not indicate- tie exact delay it -nay afford. :ho flnonce at which accelerated nydro^en n ckuo 
begins was var'ed fzom 1.0 :c 3.0 xld-* n/m" WeV;. The resuting allowable ECR mirgios over :he
CC U '50 Of i rrad a:ipn a re d splayed in ifl! re .16.

Z
e
UJ

io
K

1 V -
It

M

11 l) 51 *> II
Fee AWf»V? @jrnj» [UiVd'^HNl
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b)

Figure 3G. Compcrisonuf allowably ECR values up lo 133% ul Itu average ECL burr up, given a delsy lo 
Chet accelerated hycropen pickup behavio-shnws chat a substantial delay is required to achieve r.on-?ero 

margiis for an .ivor.igc lcjl burn u a fci tho la) KIV.VR I hM and (b| RliWR I hi cases.

The lower average LHGR of the RBVk'R-Th in comparisoii ta toe ABWR, with whico all ABWR designs 
Siam safety systems, will allow ‘or increased efficacy of emergency cooling. I hereto re, it is assumed 
ch=t :he maximum EOL operational ECR o; the clacding will p'ovide the necessary margil required of 
each case. The rladeior oxide fhY.kness can op used Cn calculate the operational FCR, which is then 
vvmuuicd ugairs. Figure 36 lu determine ll ic necessary delay in lydrugen pickup act'd era lion. This 
enmoarison 'eveals that ar advanced cladding material "or the RBWR-Th must provide 150, 260, 100, 
1B0% delays in ncceler.ued hydiogor pickup boh.ivkr lei ihc average and 130% pecked pins cf ihc 
RBWR-ThVI and RBWR-ThH cases, -espectively.

While the- RBWR-I h fuel benefits R'catly from relatively low UKills and the stability of l ho .-hosed fuels, 
resulting in aigh margins to melting and manageable FGR, tae hydrogen uptske behavio- cf Zircaloy-2 
results in eliminated accident margins, i he ejected aecelemtion in hydroRen uotake behavior early in 
li e is cue lo Ihc high fasl nculor f I ounces lo lliu cladding. To mitigate Ibis loss of accident margins, flic 
RBWR-Th is expected to requ're an advanced c adding which significantly delays accelerated hydrogen 
pickup benavior.

8. Conclusions

l ho performance of the Ituwn-ih core was found hip.Hyscnstive to the picch-to-diamctcr ratio and. h 
particula', totae thermal-hydrau ic ITH) modeling = sumptions. When using the Scme Th correlations as 
assn men far the Hitachi RRWR-AC core design, the RBWR-ThH cere feat urea slightly lower power density 
arm spciTk power; higher discharge burnup wh’le main la ini ng a signified’i.ly lower peak burnua; 
s'griticantly lower peak ineer heat gere-ation rate; mnre Uniterm axial power distribution; arger safety 
irargins aa.ainsi critical heal flux end loss of 'lev/ seenalies; and lower "asi nej.ron fluentc. i owcvci, 
using the more conservative TH assumptions developec 'n this project, the power of the RBWR-Th M lad 
tc oe reduced to %' .W p" the nominal anc the cere volume had to be ygnfic.intly nc'eased; this led to 
rcduvoc flow sldb'lity .hen the less cor sc rva live cases, a though "l is si ill pcrin'ss'ble.

The RRWR-ThM h’s approximately ore third o*the power density and sper.rr. power nftoe RHWR-ThH, 
but has u sligli.ly My her disci largo buriup and llieix.'fore mure liai llireo limes die cycle Icrigli. Tlie 
void teecback of the two RBWR-Th designs "s not quite as negative as would be cesired tor licensing;
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however, the atom fraction of DU in the seed can be decreased slightly to accommodate this with a 
minimal impact on other parameters.

Both RBWR-Th designs have larger margin in loss of flow transients than the RBWR-AC or the ABWR; 
however, the RBWR-ThM design (which assumes the most conservative T/H correlations) has a much 
narrower allowable VCR range compared to the RBWR-AC, RBWR-ThH, or the ABWR. Additionally, 
Zircaloy-2 will not maintain its integrity over the neutronically designed fuel life of all the RBWRs; 
advanced cladding materials will have to be developed.

Compared with the ARR, the RBWR-Th designs feature much lower discharge burnup and specific 
power. Combined with the lower thermal efficiency, this leads to much higher required reprocessing 
capacity per GWeY.

9. Nomenclature

^-norm Absolute value of the maximum difference between iterations

e Convergence criterion

ABWR Advanced BWR

ARR Advanced Recycling Reactor, a fuel-self-sustaining metal-fuelled sodium-cooled fast
reactor

BOEC Beginning of equilibrium cycle

BOL Beginning of fuel life (i.e. freshly loaded)

BU burnup

CHF Critical heat flux; for boiling water reactors, dryout.

CPR Critical power ratio

CZP Cold zero power

DU Depleted uranium

ECR Equivalent cladding reacted

EOEC End of equilibrium cycle

EOL End of fuel life (i.e. at discharge)

FGR Fission gas release

FIMA Fissions per initial metal atom

FIR Fissile inventory ratio

H-CISE A critical power correlation for use with the RBWRs which was modified from the CISE-4
correlation for BWRs; it predicts higher CPRs than the MFP-CISE correlation or the M- 
CISE correlation. The recommended MCPR limit for this correlation is 1.3.

H/HM Hydrogen to heavy metal ratio.

HFP Hot full power

HM Heavy metals (actinides)
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LHGR Linear heat generation rate

LOCA Loss of coolant accident

LPG Liao, Parlos, and Griffith void fraction correlation

M-CISE A critical power correlation for use with the RBWRs which was modified from the CISE-4 
correlation for BWRs; it predicts lower CPRs than the MFP-CISE correlation or the H-CISE 
correlation, but it has a larger factor of experimental uncertainty. The recommended 
MCPR limit for this correlation is 1.5.

MCPR Minimum critical power ratio

MOL Middle of fuel life

N Number density

pcm percent milli or "milli-percent"; 10-5

PCT Peak cladding temperature

RBWR Resource-renewable BWR

RBWR-AC DU-fueled fuel-self-sustaining RBWR designed by Hitachi

RBWR-Th RBWR primarily fueled by Th, with some DU for reactivity feedback control

RBWR-ThM RBWR-Th designed using the MIT-recommended T/H correlations (LPG for void fraction, 
Y-CISE for CPR) and with an inlet density inter-assembly bypass region.

RBWR-ThH RBWR-Th designed using the same T/H correlations as Hitachi used for the RBWR-AC 
(RELAP for void fraction, H-CISE for CPR) and with an interassembly bypass region in 
which the coolant was the same density as within the assembly.

RELAP RELAP5, a USA safety analysis code which uses the Chexal-Lellouche void fraction 
correlation. This correlation is referred to as the RE LAP void correlation within this
document.

T/H Thermal hydraulic

TRF Transfertile (TRU + transthorium)

TRU Transuranium

VCR Void coefficient of reactivity

Y-CISE A critical power correlation for use with the RBWRs which was modified from the CISE-4 
correlation for BWRs; it predicts higher CPRs than the M-CISE correlation but lower CPRs 
than the H-CISE correlation. There is less experimental uncertainty than the M-CISE 
correlation, but it has a more narrow range of applicability; additionally, larger inter
assembly power peaking is assumed. The recommended MCPR limit for this correlation 
is 1.3.
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Attachment 6

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

TRU-burning Thorium-fuelled Reduced Moderation Boiling Water Reactors (RBWR-TR) Design

The objective of this task is to search for the optimal fuel assembly design for the RBWR-TR core -- a 
reduced-moderation BWR which is to incinerate TRU from LWR spent fuel using thorium as the fertile 
fuel. It recycles all actinides unlimited number of times. The RBWR-TR is a variant of the RBWR-TB2 core 
proposed by Hitachi, which arranges its fuel in a hexagonal tight lattice, has a high outlet void fraction, 
axially segregates seed and blanket regions, and fits within the ABWR pressure vessel. The RBWR-TR 
shares these characteristics but replaces depleted uranium with thorium as the fertile fuel, eliminates 
the internal axial blanket while elongating the seed region, and eliminates absorbers from the axial 
reflectors.

The sensitivity of important RBWR-TR core performance parameters to change in each one of a dozen 
design variables was established. The design variables of the sensitivity studies include the length of the 
seed and blanket zones, fuel rod diameter, lattice pitch, the number of pins per assembly, amount of 
LWR transuranic waste (TRU) in the seed makeup, coolant mass flow rate, and simulated depletion cycle 
length.

The results of the tradeoff studies were used to create optimized core designs for full-core analysis. The 
final design incinerates TRU at a slightly higher rate per GWeY and discharges significantly less 
plutonium of a smaller fissile fraction than the reference ABR and RBWR-TB2 while meeting all the 
design constraints. However, due to significantly lower discharge burnup the RBWR cores require 
significantly larger reprocessing and fuel fabrication capacity per GWeY than the reference ABR.
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1. Introduction

The RRWR-T'C core design is based upon the RRWR-TB? rles'gred hy Hitachi,’ a red need-'non eraticin 

BWR Ilia l employ? axial seed and blun tel suyicgulion for uuii.iiiuous bu riiny o' LWR Ira rfcu rank; waste 
(TRU). The ciscoarge tue tram Che RBWR--R is recycled, and a n*i*Cure -at natural thorium and 
reprocessed LWH IKU is added lo nmniair lha iid inventory. ihe rbwr ir differs from iho RliWR iuz 
in chat it uses therium rathertaaa depleted uranium a s the fertile component of the makeup "uel, and it 
eliminates the "ntern.il blanket xvh'le elongating Che seed region and the miter blankets.

Reduced- now a lion BWR cure concepts, referred lo by Hitachi as Ihe Resource-renewable BWR 
(RBWRj, we-e initially m.r.sued hy Hitachi in an attempt to resign hard snec:riirn EWRs to prov'de 
irissioii .r.iciiiOla lv assigned lo I qu d mcul cooled reaciois- fue suscoinab lily or I -<u li a nsitui lotion 
with unlimited recycling/'1 As Che RBWR-TB2 anc RBW'R--R use water coolant, akhaugh o~ low density. 
Choir spectrum is softer than that of Clio ro'orcnco CU=0.b mu-burning Advanced Junior Reactor |AUR), 
which is a rreta-fuelled sodium *3sC reactor,although harce' tnan at a typical BWR, as shown in 
I igure 1. Ihe spectrum O* neutrons causing fission i> shown in I igjre 1 and tabu ated II lable '; since 
'l'l.OSi of the nssions are from neutrons between 0.625 eV and 0.1 MeV and '13.6% of tie "issions are 
indl.cec nv neutrons helnw A.62.S eV, the R3WR-TR ran he classified as ar epithe-n-al reactor. :or 
ccmaa'isori, a JWR has 60.2% of ils fissions caused by ncul'ors below 0.625 cV. and l lie icfcreneo A JR 
has ?7.D% ct its fissions caused by neutrons abave 1.0 MeV.

i.r m
Energy [MeV]

—BWR —ABR |CT=0.5|

sc’lf-su.staincng RBWR-Th S»ixJ—TRU burning RBWR-TR Send 

Figure 1. Neutrcn energy spectrum tor Che RBWR-TR and RBWR-Th (Attachments)., comperer against 
that u: a bW t and Clio rcforonco ABR. I ho units arc arbitral y.
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Table 1. :-action of fiss'nns caused by each incident neutron energy range.

Reactor <0.525 eV 0.625 eV-0.1 MeV >0.1 MeV I

HWR 60/2% 28.4% 11AV I

Ann l).0% 22/ % ,7.8^
RHWli-1 i< 41.6% 44.0% 14.4^

l here were -several corcorns regarding ihe ROW I! 102 ecic lh.il provided iKcnlive lo examine >i 
thorium-based counterpart: uncertainty in the void reactivity feedback., possioly too sma I margin 
against r-itical heat Him., weak neufronic mupl'ng between the two a vial seed.segment;., ano insi.f'icient 
rear giri Far "ucl survivability. Tie very klrorig axia hclorogeieLy a I llie RBWR-TB2 cure was dicta led ay 
the need to maximize the negative leakage eomporent ot fuel voiding reactivity effect so as to 
ovucuirie ils lu ge posit vu spectrum hardening leuclivily Lonpunerll. h add lion, s rice dup eled 
cranium was used as the blanket material and as the makeup fuel, the t'a ns mutation rate was -educed 
by orcccing extra 2?sHu from the fez:i c ‘,:U.

As shown in Figure 3, has a much flatter fuel reproduction factor with energy than *'vPu. Also, the 
'''I h 'ast 'issior cross sect on has a higher threshold and lower value than t'taf O' 'hD. Iherefore, the 
soectral component ot void reactivity in a ~"i- U ^ueled RBW3 core is negative and there is no need to 
resign the to-e to have enhanced leakage prnbabTity from the seed. This enables use o~ a single 
rein lively long seed region .hereby avoiding rr any o' the concerns about iho U Hu tore eesigi.
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Figure 3. Fuel reproduction factor vs. energy for 233U and 239Pu

This paper summarizes the TRU-burning RBWR-TR design and analysis. Section 2 describes the unique 
physics of the RBWR-TR; Section 3 establishes the study methodology and design approach; Section 4 
summarizes the results of the tradeoff studies; Section 5 describes the results of the assembly physics 
study; Section 6 details the design parameters and the performance characteristics of the optimal core 
designs; Section 7 comments about the feasibility of the designs in terms of a brief safety and stability 
analysis and fuel performance analysis; and Section 8 summarizes the conclusions of this study.

2. RBWR-TR Physics

The RBWR-TR requires 3-D modeling techniques in order to adequately predict its performance. 
Although the single seed region makes it more axially uniform compared to the RBWR-TB2, the water 
density varies significantly from the bottom of the seed to the top of the seed, as seen in Figure 4. This, 
in turn, leads to strong axial variation in the one-group cross sections (Figure 5 and Figure 6). The fission 
cross sections at the bottom of the seed are typically 2 or 3 times higher than those at the top of the 
seed; this is not adequately captured using 2-D cross sections.
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Figure 4. Water density vs. height for the RBWR-TR
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Figure 5 . 239Pu fission cross section vs. height for the RBWR-TR
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i igure 6.'i h radiative capture cross section v$. heigh: for the i m Wit-1 it
In lie RBWR TB2 Uul-it;n. Ibu niddle ol Uic uppv rulluclvr also uvnluiiicU boron cur bide jins, which -ire 
in necessary Tir the RBWS-Th. Sho': axial blanket” are added in crdei to reduce the axial eakege. The 
axial RCOilCl'y ii Stowil ill urc 7.

40 cm upper reflector 

15 cm upper blanket

100 cm fissile seed

15 cm lower blanket 
____ 30 cm lower reflector

0^7048 cm

:'gure 7. Axis cutaway of an RBWR-TR pin. The length of each fuel region is a des gn variable

As shmvn in figure ft, the average snertrnm fci' the RBWR--R? is significantly softer than that of :he 
RBWR-TR, deb vile Hat .he RBWR-TR has significanlly lower 'low ralu. This is due Lu the lagc Tiler rial 
blanset that significantly softens the flux in the RBWR-TB2. As shown in Figure 9., the spert'um in the

seed of the ik is slight v softer.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Equil i biium sea rch methodology

l lie Moclipwi code.-, which tooplcs ncuironies with ihc'mo hydiJulies ord depletion eokuloi cns. *es 
used tc simulate an axially nnite, radially infinite assemby unit cel far each af the core variations 
studied sv search fnr its equilibrium composition. It uses MCfJPS.1.60 fer neutron transport, PA~HS 
"or licrnal hydraul'ccuualing, and 0RIGEN2.2 for .rarismulaliyn.s"a A Morilc Carlo luclm'que is used lo 
anayre a 3-D fuel assembly un't cell instead of deterministic 20 lattice codes in order to accurately 
capture Ilic uxial lulcruycruily yf lire RBWR cu es. A ll ruu ussurnbly u iil cull is used rull ur lhari u 
s’ngle assembly unit cell in order to aresen/e Che aeriod'c bounda'ies based a roc nd the Y-snaped contra I 
block-; on cxomolo ;hrcc-ossombly unit cc I is shown in - ruio 1U. for this enelysis, it \vo> ossuiiK-d thot 
the water between the assemblies was not boiling.
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:igure 10. t\ ho/>cntal cut torough a 3-assemhly unit rel consisting o* 307 -uel p*ns w'th a graphite 
folldwci of fully wilhcrawn y slupoc control b odes.

MocDown's accelerated equilibrium search strategy is uti ized in this study, woich is detai ed in 
Attachment 2?1' nc isotope '"-norm convc'RoiKC eritcron was 'jc-b, while the ncutrorics 
convergence interior was IDO pcm.

The steady-state thermal hydraulics irndule nfthe PARCS cone was used tci provide nent'oi’ically
midden l water derail us."' Si ltu designs were tundduicd i t which .hu coulunl truss section -irua n 
the fission gas plenum of the RBWR cesigns is larger than 'n the active core region, the PATHS 
Ciikuh l ion $ were performed in two do ps. ic c n ih al pv and pressu re wo s held tuns loi.at Lite n lerfnee. 
Form losses were used :c account naz the orifice plate a: the inlet to Che care. I: was also assumec that 
soacer grids would be located every oO cm. ihe water densities from JA iH$ are used in the next 
iteration of the MCf\P mocel; tne coupling would continue tirtil the “-rorm o”he watez tensities wes 
v.’ithin 9><whi e using a relavatinn coefficient of 0.3. The RF APvoid fraction cnrrelatinn and the M-CISF 
trilicul uowur condition withan MCRR limit of 1.5 wuiesduulcd 'or usu in this rtodd.9"

The core was assumed Co be made of four *uel batches. The inear ze activity moce was used to eva uate 
the corc-avcraRO roacivty. A lmcaz fi: was created for the- inverse o'toe radially irfinite multip kation 
-actor variat'en w'th burn up. discs zding the first twe po'nts [ca responding to 0.6 MWd/kgHM) ovez 
'which non-linearity is introduced by the buildup of xenon and samarium. Unlike ii the self-sustaining 
cudgis, T was ouservud .ha l l he k progression was significantly a'fueled by .lie duple lion lime', so the 
achievable rlisc.ha'ge burniip was calcubten by lengthening or shortening the cycle length iteratively 
urilil llu full eoru end uf cycle \COC) multiplication tailor wus bacly critical. Thu following r da lion was 
u sed Co calcu late the batch-averaged core multiplication factoz:

I.

!(■

where (k-1); is 11* ft linearly fitted inverse multi plication faclw for the ;-th bam, a^d lVJtm k the f.jll core 

radial leakage probebili.y. ”'ic *ull Loru radial luakagu probability v/as L'slirriclcd .u bu 1.8% for .he
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tradeoff studies based off preliminary full core analyses; this value was later corrected to 1.3% for the 
final design.

3.2. Design variables

The following design variables were considered for the tradeoff studies:

1. fuel pin pitch-to-diameter ratio (P/D),
2. number of pins per assembly,
3. seed region length,
4. axial blanket region lengths,
5. atom fraction of LWR TRU in the seed makeup,
6. coolant mass flow rate, and
7. depletion time.

These design variables were selected because of their effect on the heavy metal loading, the axial 
leakage probability, the H/HM ratio, and flow conditions. The effects of changing the void fraction 
correlation were not considered, as the spacing between pins was sufficiently large that the RELAP 
correlation is considered reliable.9 As shown in Section 3, there is a considerable benefit to performance 
when using a larger flow rate, so only the MIT-modified CISE4 (M-CISE) critical power correlation was 
used, which is considered more limiting than the Hitachi-modified CISE4 correlation (H-CISE).9

3.3. Design constraints and assumptions

The tradeoff studies were to abide by the following mission constraints:

1. Recycle all actinides
2. Fit within an ABWR pressure vessel
3. Provide the full ABWR thermal power
4. Maintain criticality
5. Possess negative coefficients of reactivity for fuel temperature, coolant void, and 

power
6. Operate in cycles as close to 12 months as possible
7. Have sufficient shutdown margin to shut down the core at any point in the cycle
8. Remain compatible with ABWR pumps (pressure drop through core < 0.3 MPa, core 

flow rate < 120% ABWR flow rate)
9. Avoid coolant dryout: MCPR > 1.5
10. Suppress density wave oscillations: DR < 0.7

Here, MCPR is the minimum critical power ratio and DR is the decay ratio of the core response to two- 
phase density wave oscillation (DWO) perturbations. While it was desirable to maximize the discharge 
burnup of the fuel in order to improve the economics, the primary objective was to maximize the TRU 
fission efficiency and TRU consumption. The TRU fission efficiency is defined as the fraction of fissions 
that are caused within TRU isotopes; that is, TRU consumption per unit core power. The TRU fission 
efficiency is defined as in (2):

TRU fission efficiency
net mass of TRU consumed 
mass of fissioned actinides (2)

3.4. Full core simulation methodology

The PARCS nodal diffusion code was used to generate a full core model.10 The SerpentXS code was used 
to generate cross sections based off a three-assembly unit cell that was generated in Serpent2 from the
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results of the assembly level tradeoff analysis.11,12 It should be noted that Serpent2 is still in beta version 
for now, but this version was still used due to the drastically improved memory utilization and running 
times.

The SerpentXS code was primarily used as a buffer code to autonomously run multiple branch cases in 
Serpent at different burnup points. The GenPMAXS code was modified to account for axial discontinuity 
factors (ZDFs) in addition to the typical assembly discontinuity factors (ADFs), and generated 
homogenized macroscopic cross sections from the Serpent output.13 Ten different branches were used, 
with four different depletion histories (denoted with an asterisk):

1. Reference branch*
2. 85% flow branch
3. 70% flow branch*
4. 115% flow branch
5. 130% flow branch*
6. Uniform 1200 K fuel temperature branch
7. Uniform 600 K fuel temperature branch
8. Control rod inserted*
9. Control rod inserted + 70% flow
10. Control rod inserted + 130% flow
11. Shut down conditions (room temperature, liquid density water, control rod inserted, all

233Pa and 135Xe forced to decay to 233U and 135Cs)

A full-core model was created in PARCS, and an equilibrium state was reached by depleting the core and 
shuffling the fuel until the maximum local burnup difference between cycles was less than 0.1 GWd/t. At 
each depletion step, thermal hydraulic coupling was performed by PATHS.13 It was observed that 
tightening the convergence criteria affected the results, particularly for the power normalization, so an 
under-relaxation coefficient of 0.1 was used, and the convergence criteria for the outer iterations was 
tightened from the default of 10-6 to 10-7.13

Since PARCS does not track isotopes, no explicit recycling could be modeled at the full-core level. The 
fresh assembly composition was taken from the equilibrium assembly analysis.

3.5. Reactivity coefficients

The void coefficient of reactivity (VCR) was calculated using equation (1) by running two single coupled 
neutronics-T/H steps at BOEC and EOEC using the full core model at 100% and 85% of the flow rate:

1 1

VCR
k kk100% flow k85% flow *1000
^100% flow — ^85% flow (1)

where a is the void fraction for each flow rate. The 1000 multiplier converts the units to pcm / % void.

3.6. Shutdown Margin

The shutdown margin was quantified at BOEC by fully inserting all control rods except the center one 
into the equilibrium core. Thermal hydraulic feedback was removed; the water densities were set to 
room temperature, and the fuel temperatures were uniformly set to 300 K. The shutdown margin was

quantified as the negative reactivity of the subcritical core (i.e.
1

k̂
shutdown

1 ). Since the shutdown
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bran i-i ru moved lie 1-5Xc and replaced lie ,r"F'a i riven lory v/ilh -:"U (Scd-iori 3.4), this woult provide a 
conservative value which would account for deesy.

3.7. Fuel recycling scheme

After every cycle ir tie ecuilibrium analysis calculation, the fuel wss allowed ta cod Aar three years. All 
ocunidcs above librium h Iho coded fuel wore ihe i col eclod, iird lOdiilribJ.cd evorlv amoig Iho 
seed cells for the fresh fuel. Since the amount of actinides at the end of cycle is less than the amount at 
beginning of r.yr e, makeup hie I if. adder until the number of moles matrhe.sfhe numbe' of iroles used 
or l ie resh fuel during .lie previous cycle. The makeup fuel is a mixture of Ifioriutri and reprocessed 

LWR SNF; the oa ar.ee between the two components *s le^t as? design variah e. The rompositinn o:the 
L'.VRsyf was .aken 'rotr Roferonco 4, and is sum marked m laklc 2. Iho fue recycling scho'nti is showi 
in Figu-e 11.

■Ohio 2. i tufecd vccto-from reprocessed LWR 5Nh4

Repository
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isotope
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4. Results of Tradeoff Study

The results are sumrrarberi in T?ble 3. Most o* the same Irenes *rorr the self-sustaining study1* are 

observed: lowevcr, iho primary goal is not lo maximize ihc dischaigo bur-iup. oul lo maximize ihe IRU 
nssion efficiency. As the spectrum shills more irto the intermediate range., ess “’U breeds 'nto the
system, while tho fission cross .section of the mu isotopes increases. ihereforc, unlike in tic solf-
sjstaining design,-1 there is significant benefit to using a more thermal spectrum. Also unlike in the self-
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sustaining designs, lengthening the depletion time reduces the void coefficient of reactivity (VCR), since 
the inventory of Pu isotopes decreases with burnup, rather than remaining constant. Lengthening the 
seed increases the TRU fission efficiency because it increases the total TRU inventory; lengthening the 
blankets increases the 233U production, which penalizes the TRU fission efficiency. Changing the number 
of pins per assembly without changing the H/HM ratio has a negligible impact on the TRU fission 
efficiency.

Table 3. Results of the tradeoff study. The + or - in the parentheses in the header row indicates which 
value is desired to meet the constraints. Within the table, a + indicates that an increase in the variable 

on the left column results in an increase of the metric in the top row.

Variables
MCPR

(+)

Discharge
BU (+)

VCR

(-)

Shutdown 
Margin (+)

Pressure 
Drop (-)

TRU Fission 
Efficiency (+)

Seed length + - + - + +

Blanket lengths + - + -

Coolant flow rate + - - + +

Makeup TRU a/o + + +

P/D + - - - +

Number of pins 
per assembly

+ + +

Depletion time + - + -

The constraints that were the most limiting for the RBWR-TR were the negative VCR constraint and the 
constraint that the reactor must operate in sufficiently long cycles. As shown in Table 2, with the 
exception of the seed length, the variables that improved the VCR also worsened the burnup; however, 
although shorter seeds improved the burnup, it shortened the cycle length.

5. Assembly enrichment study

A detailed assembly-level analysis was performed to determine the pin power peaking within an 
assembly. The interassembly bypass region was assumed to be liquid density water; if the bypass region 
is assumed to be boiling, then the maximum peak power would be slightly lower. The results for a 
uniform enrichment at BOEL are shown in Figure 10. Although it was desired to keep the maximum pin 
power within 120% of the average, it was deemed acceptable for several reasons. First, the power 
profile will flatten as the assembly burns; second, the thermal margins are sufficient to prevent violating 
any constraints even with this slight penalty. The most limiting constraint is the fuel performance due to 
peak fast fluence (Section 7.2), and with a uniform radial enrichment, it becomes possible to rotate the 
fuel assembly between reloads, thereby enabling a flatter fast fluence profile at discharge. Such effects 
were not accounted for in any analysis, however.
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Figure 12. Pin power peaking within an assembly at BOEL using a uniform radial enrichment.

6. Optimal core design

The tradeoff study indicated that for TRU transmutation there is a clear benefit to using a softer 
spectrum than for fuel sustainability. The P/D was confined to <1.34 due to the range of validity of the 
M-CISE critical power correlation,10 and the mass flow rate was capped at 120% of the ABWR nominal 
flow rate that is the upper limit of the existing ABWR pumps. The core height was made slightly longer 
than the minimum required by the MCPR in order to increase the cycle length. Small axial blankets were 
added to the top and bottom of the seed to boost the reactivity of the core. The TRU feed fraction was 
adjusted so as to provide negative void feedback. Unlike in the self-sustaining designs,9 the fraction of 
the feed which was TRU significantly impacted the cycle length and the TRU fission efficiency; Figure 7 
shows that the VCR varies proportionally to the TRU feed fraction but is nearly constant in the cycle 
after a significant dip for fresh fuel. The cycle length and TRU fission efficiency dependence on the feed 
fraction are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Figure 15. TRU fission efficiency vs. TRU feed fraction for a critical cycle for the optimized design.

Guided by the tradeoff studies in Section 3 and the above "two-at-a-time" studies, the optimized core 
was designed. Table 3 defines the selected design and compares it to the Hitachi RBWR-TB21 and the 
reference ABR,14 while Table 4 compares the performance metrics. Table 5 summarizes the average 
discharge isotopics of the RBWR-TR. Figure 16 shows the keff evolution with time in cycle. The control 
rod management strategy is described in Section 6.1 of Attachment 5. Figure 17 shows the relative axial 
power profile of the RBWR-TR based off of assembly level analyses, while Figure 18 shows the relative 
axial power profile of the full RBWR-TB2 core. It is clear that the elongation of the seed and elimination 
of the internal blanket make the linear heat rates of the RBWR-TR much more even and of a smaller 
peak value than in the RBWR-TB2. Moreover, the RBWR-TR LHGR change over the cycle is much smaller 
and more stable than of the RBWR-TB2.

The ABR outperforms both RBWR designs in terms of specific power and burnup, but the RBWR-TR 
incinerates slightly more TRU per GWe-yr.

The RBWR-TR features a much lower fissile Pu/Pu ratio than either of the depleted uranium fed designs. 
The RBWR-TR discharge fuel contains much less transfertile material (TRF) per mass than the ABR, and 
much less fissile material per mass as well. However, since no DU is added to the RBWR-TR feed, the 
uranium discharged from the RBWR-TR is considered highly enriched.

Unfortunately, the presented RBWR-TR design has a slightly positive VCR. As shown in Figure 13 
through Figure 15, this could be eliminated by using less TRU in the feed, which will slightly reduce the 
TRU fission efficiency and the cycle length. From the trends shown in these figures, it is expected that 
the RBWR-TR with a negative VCR would still incinerate at least as much TRU per GWe-yr as the RBWR- 
TB2 while maintaining a reasonable burnup and cycle length.
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Table 4. Design information for the RBWR-TR compared with the RBWR-TB2 and the reference ABR.

Parameter Units ABR (CR=0.5) RBWR-TB2 RBWR-TR

Coolant - sodium light water light water

Blanket configuration - n/a parfait parfait

Fuel form - metallic oxide oxide

Core thermal power MWth 1000 3926 3926

Thermal efficiency MWe/MWth 40% 34.5% 34.5%

Core electric power MWe 1000 1356 1356

# of assemblies # 144 720 720

Core HM mass (BOEC) t 9.5 73 88

Core TRF mass (BOEC) t 3.1 23.9 20.5

TRF/HM core avg at BOEC w/o 32.6% 32.6% 23.3%

# of batches # 6 4 4

Assembly area cm2 193 338 338

Core volume m3 - 25 32

Core flow rate t/hr 2.0E+04 2.4E+04 6.3E+04

Outlet quality % n/a 36% 13.2%

Specific power MWe/t 42 18 15

Power density Wth/cm3 303 158 124

Upper blanket length cm - 2 15

Upper seed length cm 101.6 22 100

Internal blanket length cm - 56 -

Lower seed length cm - 22.1 -

Lower blanket length cm - 7 15

Total fuel length (seed + blanket) cm 101.6 110 130

Seed length cm 101.6 44.5 100

Fuel pin OD cm 0.623 0.724 0.705

Fuel pin pitch cm 0.806 0.941 0.944

Fuel pin P/D - 1.293 1.30 1.34

Hydraulic diameter cm 0.60 0.66

Heated diameter cm 0.65 0.70

Pins per assembly - 324 397 397
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Table 5. RBWR-TR performance metrics compared with the RBWR-TB2 and the reference ABR.

Metric Units ABR (CR=0.5) RBWR-TB2 RBWR-TR

Pressure Drop MPa 0.06 0.15

Maximum LHGR Wth/cm 327 470 189

Average discharge burnup GWd/t 132 65 55

TRU fission efficiency % 44.3 45 48

Fuel residence time EFPD 1326 1215 1250

Cycle length EFPD 221 304 313

VCR (BOEC/EOEC) pcm/% void - -42/-35 +2/+41

Shutdown margin % Ak 3.5

Table 6. Average discharge isotopics of the RBWR-TB2 and the RBWR-TR.

Mass fraction [%]
ABR

(CR=0.5)
RBWR-TB2

RBWR-TR 
Seed only

RBWR-TR
Seed+Blanket

TRF / HM 31.5% 26.6% 20.5%

fissile / HM 14.2% 12.1% 9.4%

Pa / TRF 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.2%

nonfertile U / TRF 0.1% 0.0% 37.0% 37.8%

Np/TRF 1.5% 1.4% 2.4% 2.4%

Pu / TRF 87.8% 87.8% 47.7% 47.1%

Am / TRF 7.6% 8.0% 7.0% 6.9%

Cm / TRF 3.1% 2.8% 5.7% 5.6%

Cf / TRF 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

232U / U 0.4% 0.4%

233U / U 50.9% 52.4%

234U / U 28.9% 28.1%

235U / U 10.7% 10.3%

236U / U 9.1% 8.7%

fissile U / total U 0.06% 61.5% 62.7%

238Pu / Pu 4.1% 7.6% 19.1% 19.1%

239Pu / Pu 41.3% 29.0% 17.6% 17.6%

240Pu / Pu 38.0% 45.7% 33.6% 33.6%

241Pu / Pu 5.1% 6.2% 10.8% 10.8%

242Pu / Pu 11.5% 11.5% 18.9% 18.9%

fissile Pu / total Pu 46.4% 35.2% 28.4% 28.4%

1 A positive VCR is not acceptable. A design modification is presently being worked out that will make the RBWR-TR 
core VCR negative. The required design changes are not expected to significantly vary the conclusions related to 
the overall performance of this core.
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Figure 18. Relative power profile of the full RBWR-TB2 core.

7. Designs feasibility

7.1. Safety and stability analysis

The HITACHI RBWR-AC core radial power and burnup distribution and orificing scheme was also used for 
the safety analysis of RBWR-TR. The middle of life (MOL) axial power shape from RBWR-TR single 
assembly calculations were used for the core average axial power shape.

The RBWR-TR burner design does not differ significantly from ABWR in terms of operating conditions. 
The geometry still features tighter rod spacing with shorter core. The void coefficient of reactivity is also 
very small. Section 7.1 of Attachment 5 has already discussed the benefits of shorter core height and 
smaller void coefficient for safety response except for loss of flow transients. The all pump trip transient 
was simulated to assess the burner design performance. The peak clad temperature of 681 K was 
calculated, which is lower than a conventional ABWR, as well as the RBWR-ThH design, mainly due to 
lower LHGR and higher MCPR margin. Similarly, its performance during LOCA is expected to be 
satisfactory as the total mass of water in the vessel has not decreased significantly compared to a 
conventional ABWR.

The shorter core height, higher inlet orificing and lower void coefficient while operating at similar core 
average void fraction (in the fuel area) compared to ABWR, makes the RBWR-TR have better response to 
the stability modes. While both safety and stability of the RBWR-TR are expected to be superior 
compared to ABWR, the main area of concern is its potential to operate with positive void coefficient, 
which is world-wide scrutinized in licensing processes.

7.2. Fuel performance analysis

Similar to the self-sustaining RBWR-Th, the fuel performance assessment of the RBWR-TR will evaluate 
an average and 130% peaked power pin. Both cases make use of the conservative assumption that 
average pin power remains constant throughout irradiation, while the axial power shapes are varied 
based on neutronic evaluations. The resulting axial burnup profile is illustrated in Figure 19, with a peak 
local burnup of 88.1 MWd/kgHM.
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Figure 19. End of life axial burnup profile for the average power pin of the RBWR-TR.

In comparison to the self-sustaining RBWR-Th, the RBWR-TR has a softer neutron spectrum, which 
results in a lower cladding fast neutron fluence. While the EOL cladding fluence is significantly lower 
than the RBWR-Th, average RWBR-TR pins can be expected to challenge the bounds of Zircaloy-2 
operational experience, shown in Figure 20.

—Average TRU

(Mahmood,et al., 2000)
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Figure 20. Axial fast neutron fluence profile of the average of the RBWR-TR compared with experiments
that mark the boundary of Zircaloy-2 experience.20,21

With an average LHGR ~15% lower than that of the RBWR-Th design using the Hitachi T/H correlations, 
the RBWR-TR fuel maintains a comfortable margin to the melting temperature of approximately 3400K, 
with a 130% peaked pin maximum centerline temperature of 1630K. Similarly, a 130% peaked pin FGR of 
35% dictates a 40cm (assuming identical fuel pin and plenum diameters) cold plenum length to assure 
plenum pressure remains below the 7.14 MPa coolant pressure.

The maximum fuel temperatures, FGRs, and plenum pressures for the average and 130% peak RBWR-TR 
pins are summarized in Table 7. Additionally, neither case challenged the 1% cladding hoop strain limit.

Table 7. Maximum fuel temperature, FGR, and plenum pressure for the average and 130% peaked
RBWR-TR pins.

Case
Maximum 

Temperature [K]
FGR [%] Plenum Pressure [MPa]

Ave. RBWR-TR 1288 2.26 2.26

130% RBWR-TR 1626 34.6 5.96

Thanks to the softer spectrum of the RBWR-TR, the oxidation and hydrogen pickups, shown in Figure 21 
and Figure 22, transition to accelerated behavior much later than the RBWR-Th. However, the 
accelerated behavior does begin at 25 MWd/kgHM and the cladding hydrogen content exceeds the 
practical 600 ppm(wt) by 45 MWd/kgHM.
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quantity of fissile uranium as well. Overall, the fuel cycle cost will be greater for the RBWR-TR and 
RBWR-TB2 than for the ABR, but the capital cost of the RBWRs is expected to be lower than the ABRs.

Although the presented RBWR-TR design did not meet the VCR constraint, it is shown that a design in 
which the VCR is negative is feasible and would perform similarly. There would be a penalty on the 
achievable burnup and the TRU consumption rate, but it would still be able to outperform the RBWR- 
TB2. If the void coefficient were made negative, then the RBWR-TR would likely have more favorable 
safety margins than the ABWR. Although the RBWR-TR could not be made using Zircaloy-2 cladding, 
Ziron remains a promising candidate.

9. Nomenclature

^-norm Absolute value of the maximum difference between iterations

£ Convergence criterion

ABR Advanced Burner Reactor, a sodium-cooled fast reactor with a wide range of conversion 
ratios. The metal-fuelled CR=0.5 variant was chosen as a reference for this study.

ABWR Advanced BWR

BOEC Beginning of equilibrium cycle

BOL/BOEL Beginning of equilibrium fuel life (i.e. fresh fuel)

BU burnup

CPR Critical power ratio

CR Conversion ratio

CZP Cold zero power

DU Depleted uranium

ECR Equivalent cladding reacted

EOEC End of equilibrium cycle

EOL/EOEL End of equilibrium fuel life (i.e. discharge fuel)

FGR Fission gas release

H-CISE A critical power correlation for use with the RBWRs which was modified from the CISE-4 
correlation for BWRs; it predicts higher CPRs than the MFP-CISE correlation or the M- 
CISE correlation. The recommended MCPR limit for this correlation is 1.3.

H/HM Hydrogen to heavy metal ratio.

HFP Hot full power

HM Heavy metals (actinides)

LHGR Linear heat generation rate

M-CISE A critical power correlation for use with the RBWRs which was modified from the CISE-4 
correlation for BWRs; it predicts lower CPRs than the MFP-CISE correlation or the H-CISE 
correlation, but it has a larger factor of experimental uncertainty. The recommended 
MCPR limit for this correlation is 1.5.

MCPR Minimum critical power ratio
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N Number density

pcm percent milli or "milli-percent"; 10-5

RBWR Resource-renewable BWR

RBWR-AC DU-fueled fuel-self-sustaining RBWR designed by Hitachi

RBWR-TB2 TRU-burning RBWR fed with a mix of DU and LWR SNF designed by Hitachi

RBWR-Th Fuel self-sufficient RBWR primarily fueled by Th, with some DU for reactivity feedback 
control

RBWR-TR TRU-burning RBWR fed with a mix of LWR SNF and Th

RELAP RELAP5, a USA safety analysis code which uses the Chexal-Lellouche void fraction
correlation. This correlation is referred to as the RE LAP void correlation within this 
document.

T/H Thermal hydraulic

TRF Transfertile (TRU + transthorium)

TRU Transuranium

VCR Void coefficient of reactivity
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Attachment 7

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

Stability and Safety analysis of RBWR

The objective of this task is to perform stability and safety analysis of two RBWR-Th breeder designs, one using 

the MIT recommended correlation and other using the same correlations as HITACHI, and one burner design - 

RBWR-TR also using the same correlations as HITACHI and to compare the performance of the thorium-based 

designs to analogous HITACHI RBWR-AC and TB2 design as well as a conventional ABWR. The stability analysis 

was performed in frequency domain with point kinetics. The safety analysis was performed by simulating the all 

pump trip accident scenario, which it is expected to be one of the most limiting design basis accidents. The 

safety analysis utilized an enhanced TRACE ABWR plant model that is capable of effectively simulating the 

thermal hydraulic performance of tight lattice assemblies under accident conditions. During the transient, all of 

the three UCB designs experienced peak cladding temperature that is lower than RBWR-AC/TB2 and even lower 

than an ABWR, mainly due to operating with significantly lower peak linear heat generation rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the next generation of breeder/burner reactors, University of California Berkley (UCB) has 
proposed a LWR tight-lattice fuel design based on the Resource-Renewable Boiling Water Reactor 
(RBWR) design by HITACHI. The UCB design introduces Thorium instead of Uranium as the fuel matrix to 
promote breeding/burning while ensuring negative void coefficient of reactivity. The main motivation 
behind development of these concepts are to build upon existing LWR technology, specifically, the 
Advanced BWR (ABWR) technology, while fast non-LWR technology undergoes further development. 
ABWRs are the only Gen III+ plant built in the world, and the vessel and containment structures 
proposed for the UCB designs are the same as the ABWR design. Nevertheless, the UCB designs are 
different from the ABWR, in terms of core geometry and operating conditions. Table I lists the key 
design parameters for an ABWR core and the three UCB RBWR designs.

The first two UCB designs are breeder reactors with a conversion ratio of 1.0, similar to the 
HITACHI's RBWR-AC design. Each design is based on a certain void fraction (LPG or RELAP) and critical 
power (Y-CISE or H-CISE) correlation. The RBWR-Th Y-CISE/LPG, uses the MIT recommended 
correlations, while the RBWR-Th H-CISE/RELAP uses the same correlations as HITACHI. As implied by the 
lower power rating of the Y-CISE/LPG design, the MIT recommended correlations are more conservative 
than the correlations used by HITACHI (e.g. lower critical power and void fraction with MIT correlations). 
It is noted that a 300 MWTH increase in power, while keeping the power to mass flow rate ratio, was 
possible for RBWR-Th with MIT correlations. However, this increase requires changes in ABWR pumps. 
As listed in Table I, both of the breeder designs are rated at around three times the outlet quality of an 
ABWR. The rod-to-rod gap is also significantly narrower and the pins are arranged in a hexagonal 
configuration to further reduce the H/HM ratio. The third UCB design, RBWR-TR, is a burner reactor, 
where its operating conditions are very similar to an ABWR. Though, its fuel geometry is in hexagonal 
configuration and its H/HM ratio is lower compared to an ABWR. RBWR-TB2 is the analogous burner 
design by HITACHI that operates at much lower H/HM ratios compared to RBWR-TR.

Table I The ABWR vs. UCB RBWR design specifications.

Parameters ABWR
RBWR-Th Y- 

CISE/LPG
RBWR-Th H- 
CISE/RELAP

RBWR-TR

Reactor thermal power (MW) 3926 3200 3926 3926

Core flow rate (kg/s) 14500 4530 6358 17395

Core Pressure Drop 0.21 0.28 0.10 0.12

Core inlet temperature (oC) 274.3 278.3 278.3 278.3

Core Average Void fraction (%) 36 43 57 38

Core Exit Quality (%) 14 38.7 39.5

Number of fuel assemblies 872 720 720 720

Bundle Type Square Hexagonal Hexagonal Hexagonal

Maximum linear power (kW/m) 44 3.7 22.4 18.3

Fuel rod OD (mm) 10.3 7.4 10.05 7.05

Fuel rod pitch (mm) 12.95 7.99 11.35 9.44

Active fuel rod height (m) 3.71 345 162.3 120

Number of fuel rods 92 547 271 397

Assembly inner dimension (mm) 133 194.4 194.4 194.4

MCPR 1.3 1.37 1.25 1.5

Void coefficient (pcm/% void) -120 -20>&<0 -20>&<0 -20>&<0
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Even though all three designs feature shorter active fuel length, their maximum linear heat 
generation rate (LHGR) is smaller than an ABWR, since there are higher number of pins in the core of 
similar volume. The shorter core will result into better two-phase stability as well as reducing the time 
needed to SCRAM. The smaller maximum LHGR will also lower the expected peak cladding temperature 
(PCT) upon core uncovery or reaching post-dryout heat transfer regime. The axial power profiles of each 
design at beginning of life (BOL) and end of life (EOL) are shown in Figure 1. The axial power profile 
dictates the single phase to two phase boundary, which is important in the stability analysis. These axial 
profile shapes are obtained by 3D single assembly calculations.
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Figure 1. The normalized axial power profile of the UCB designs listed in Table I.

In addition to the fuel length and LHGR rating and shape, the difference in reactivity coefficients, 
fuel rod dimensions, core mass flow rate, feed water mass flow rate and power-to-flow ratio of the UCB 
designs will affect their safety and stability performance compared to an ABWR. These expected 
differences in transient behavior, motivates the evaluation of the stability and safety performance of 
these reactors. For such evaluation, this work will build upon the capability of proven tools and 
methods applicable to an ABWR and extend their range of applicability to be able to model the three 
UCB Thorium based RBWR designs.

In absence of equilibrium core physics data, simplifications and assumptions has been made in 
this work to analyze the safety and stability performance of the RBWR-Th designs. For stability, MIT in
house frequency domain code, STAB, is used.1 The point kinetics model within STAB is informed by the 
3D single assembly level calculations for the UCB designs. For the core radial power and inlet orificing 
distribution, the HITACHI RBWR design values are assumed for the UCB design. This is expected to be 
valid since the UCB breeder and burner designs have similar reactivity swings to their analogous HITACHI 
designs. For safety analysis, similar assumptions are made but the model development and evaluation is 
performed in NRC's system code, TRACE,2 discussed in more detail in Section III.

II. STABILITY

Any BWR type system will have susceptibility to two phase flow oscillations of the density wave 
type. A widely used industry approach to evaluating the stability margin of a BWR system nowadays is 
through coupling of a core neutronics model with a system wide thermal hydraulics model to address in
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the time domain the response of the system to perturbations. This approach can be taken using a 
coupled TRACE/PARCS analysis. However, it requires a final equilibrium core model of the designs that 
could be coupled to TRACE, and that is currently not available. The other method that was widely used 
in the past, is the frequency domain approach, where the kinetic behavior of a nuclear reactor is lumped 
using reactivity feedbacks and the characteristics of the Laplace transformation of the equations 
describing the propagation of perturbations in the core are used to assess the reactor's hypothetical 
response. This is the approach followed here through the STAB code1.

II.A Methodology

There are three oscillation modes in BWR stability analysis that are commonly investigated. They 
are core-wide in phase or global instability, regional-wide out-of-phase instability and single channel 
thermal hydraulic without feedback instability. The modes' decay ratio is the main parameter that are 
calculated in a stability analysis. The MIT in house code STAB is based on the linearization and Laplace- 
transformation of the mass, momentum and energy equations along with the constitutive relations. It is 
capable of performing analysis for these three modes of oscillation. The STAB code also uses simple 
input file format that can easily be modified. The core can be modeled by 3 channels: high, medium and 
low powered regions. The void fraction correlation used in STAB is the Homogenous Equilibrium Model 
(HEM), therefore overestimating the void fraction. Similar to the void feedback, the fuel temperature is 
modeled as a lumped geometry, both for fuel heat transfer and kinetics feedback. The structures of the 
core are also modeled using simple lumped parameters resulting into more stable numerical schemes 
and solution characteristics than the system level codes.

The single channel thermal hydraulic instability is an instability that might develop in a single 
assembly due to its flow perturbation. In this case, neutronic feedback and flow fluctuations introduced 
in other assemblies can be neglected. Unlike PWRs, a BWR channel box prevents radial cross flow 
among assemblies. It has been shown that the hottest single channel in the core is more susceptible to 
instability than the other assemblies. The oscillations are of density wave type where the pressure drop 
characteristic delays the response at the exit to changes of the inlet velocity and that will result into 
oscillations in the flow in the channel.

The coupled neutronic regional out-of-phase instability has been observed in several BWRs 
across the world during startups. The out-of-phase term comes from the fact that half of the core 
changes its power in the exact opposite direction as the other half. However, the total flow rate 
remains constant as does the pressure drop across the core. This type of instability occurs at a constant 
total core flow rate. Typical regional STAB analysis divides each half of the core into three radial regions 
distinguished by power level. About 1/5th of the assemblies are high powered and 1/5th are low powered 
and the rest are considered middle powered. It has been shown that the three power region modelling 
is enough to capture the stability of the system accurately. Unlike the single channel instability analysis, 
in this case, the neutronic feedback is applied in the calculations. The neutronic coefficients are taken 
from the respective design's single assembly calculations. The kinetic parameters such as the neutron 
time constant and the six group delayed neutron fractions and their respective yields are used as inputs 
into STAB.

The coupled neutronic core-wide in-phase instability has also been observed in low flow and 
natural circulation conditions. In this case, the oscillations due to two phase flow density fluctuation 
and the reactivity provided by the void coefficient are in-phase. The core is not the only component in 
the whole reactor system that can affect the core-wide in-phase instability. In addition to the core, the 
riser, separators, downcomer are accounted for in the loop model of the ABWR. In this mode, the 
pressure drop across the core is not constant, but the pressure drop in the vessel does remain constant.
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The in-phase has been shown to be the most limiting instability for RBWR type cores and is the focus of 
this analysis.

II.B Stability Performance of HITACHI RBWR Designs

This section summarizes the stability analysis performed on HITACHI designs, since such analysis 
will give useful insights to the stability performance of the UCB designs. The void fraction correlation 
used in STAB is the HEM, therefor overestimating the void fraction. This will be conservative for a purely 
thermal hydraulic instability. However, the overestimation of the void fraction might not be 
conservative for the modes of stability with strong changes in the neutronic feedback. Therefore, we 
have extended STAB to also be capable of using the Bestion, RELAP5 and LPG drift flux void fraction 
correlations.3 Previous study,4 investigated the performance of many void fraction models for tight 
lattice geometries against limited experimental data. The evaluation indicated that the Bestion model 
overestimates the tight lattice assembly void fraction, though has the most simple formulation that 
renders its implementation within the STAB code's characteristics equations very easy. The RELAP5 
correlation was recommended for use for the wide range of conditions for an RBWR type reactor while 
the LPG provided the best estimate model at hydraulic diameters less than 5 mm, which underestimated 
the void fraction by about 10% compared to the RELAP5 model.4 The sensitivity studies showed that the 
core in-phase is the most limiting mode of instability, regardless of void fraction correlation. The effect 
of void fraction correlation was found to be small and the HEM model provided the most conservative 
approach in STAB.3

However, the coupled neutronics-thermal hydraulic simulations performed in TRACE/PARCS 
showed the much stronger effect on stability.5 A 5% decrease in void fraction prediction reduced the 
decay ratio of RBWR-TB2 design for a core in-phase perturbation from ~0.6 to ~0.3. The void fraction in 
the core also effected the calculated void coefficient significantly. However, the magnitude of the effect 
depends on the fuel composition and H/HM ratio. According to STAB analysis supported by coupled 
simulations, the RBWR showed more stability to physical perturbations with smaller void coefficients. 
The magnitude, not the sign, mainly controls the stability. The designs that exhibited small positive void 
coefficient resulted in more stable performance compared to assuming a large negative coefficient.5

The axial void fraction profile is also a function of core residence time. For RBWR HITACHI 
designs, at the same flow rate, the average void fraction of the core from BOC to EOC is increased by 
5%, which has significant impact on stability performance of the system. The power profile also changes 
the single phase to two phase boiling boundary. The change in boiling boundary at such high qualities 
showed significant impact on the stability performance of the system, simulated with both 
TRACE/PARCS and STAB tools.

The HITACHI BWR orificing map is divided into 5 groups, where most of the orifices with high 
loss coefficients are situated mostly toward the core periphery. This is somewhat different than a 
conventional BWR, where there are only two orificing groups, where the group with the higher loss 
coefficient is strictly in the periphery. Since the HITACHI RBWRs operate with very high outlet qualities, 
the complex orifcing map allows uniform distribution of quality in the core, which is needed to 
accommodate for sufficient critical power margin. However, such unconventional orificing map created 
regional out-of-phase instabilities with very high decay ratios within the orificing groups.5 This was 
investigated using the detailed TRACE/PARCS simulations, where all 720 assemblies in the core are 
explicitly modeled. STAB code is only capable of simulating upto to three regions and not able to resolve 
such instabilities.

Overall, the HTIACHI RBWR designs were found to be stable at rated power and flow conditions, 
with RBWR-AC showing much better stability performance compared to RBWR-TB2, mainly due to lower 
void coefficient of reactivity and smaller void fraction. However, when deviating slightly from the rated
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conditions, the RBWR-TB2 performance was considered undesirable and further work on design 
modification and analysis was recommended.

II.C UCB RBWR Stability Analysis

Similar to HITACHI RBWRs, the higher core void fraction and much higher exit quality of RBWR- 
Th with MIT and RBWR-Th with HITACHI correlations, compared to an ABWR, raise concerns about the 
system stability. Table II shows the qualitative performance of the two designs relative to an ABWR. 
Based on the discussion in section IIB, it is expected that the RBWR-Th design with HITACHI models to 
perform similar to RBWR-AC due to similarity of the core geometry and operating conditions. The 
RBWR-Th with MIT correlations smaller void fraction and void coefficient could offset the negative effect 
from larger core height relative to RBWR-AC. The RBWR-TR design is not listed in Table II, since it has an 
advantage in terms of expected stability performance to an ABWR in key areas. RBWR-TR design's 
height and void coefficient are significantly smaller than the ABWR, which introduces a large stabilizing 
effect while operating with similar void fraction.

Table II. The summary of parameters governing the differences between ABWR and RBWR-ThM/ThH 
stability performance (+/- means more/less stable; * means either possibility).

Parameters ABWR
RBWR-
Th Y-
CISE/LPG

RBWR-Th
H-
CISE/RELAP

Effect

Fuel Height (m) 3.7 3.45 1.65 +

Pressure Drop (kPa) 130 180 100 *

Core Exit Quality (%) 14.5 39 39 -

Spacer Grid Span (cm) ~50 30 30 -

Fuel Height to Core Outer Diam. Ratio ~0.7 ~0.65 ~0.3 -

Fuel Time Constant (sec) 6 ~4 ~5 -

Peak Heat Flux (kW/m2-s) 1365 157 708 +

Subcooling (°C) 10 5 5 *

Effective Delayed N Fraction x 10-3 6-5 < less < less -

Coolant Average Void Fraction (%) ~40 ~65 ~65 -

Void coefficient (PCM/% void) -130 to -70 -15 to 0 -25 to -10 +

Inlet Orificing 15-20 30-70 30-70 +

The single channel thermal hydraulic perturbation of the breeder designs at 100% and 95% flow 
rate for BOL and EOL, can be seen in Table III. The RBWR-TR decay ratio could not be calculated in STAB 
since it was below 0.1, exhibiting very stable behavior. For this mode of instability, the hot assembly 
peaking factor of 1.3 was assumed, based on the full core calculations of the HITACHI RBWR designs.5 
Table III shows that at BOL, the hot assembly of RBWR-Th design with MIT correlations will have 
unacceptable performance, while RBWR-Th design with HITACHI correlations will have high risk to 
density wave oscillations. The decay ratio is drastically reduced with EOL LHGR profile for the RBWR-Th 
design with MIT correlations. Similar trend with less drastic (but significant) magnitude is observed for 
the RBWR-Th design with HITACHI correlations. As seen, from Figure 1, the LHGR profile of the RBWR-Th 
design with MIT correlation widely differs at BOL and EOL. This relative difference is also more 
significant compared to the difference in LHGR profile of the RBWR-Th design with HITACHI correlations.
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The downward peak LHGR profile provides a more stabilizing effect compared to the upward peak. It is 
noted that for both designs, the HEM model was used, which is more conservative for the RBWR-Th 
design with MIT correlations compared to RBWR-Th design with HITACHI correlation.

Table III. The decay ratios of the RBWR-Th breeder designs for the sing channel thermal hydraulic
perturbation.

Time Core 
Flow (%)

RBWR-Th
Y-CISE/LPG

RBWR-Th
H-CISE/RELAP

BOL 100 1.22 0.65
BOL 95 1.31 0.73
EOL 100 0.38 0.37
EOL 95 0.42 0.40

The global mode of perturbation was found to be the most limiting mode at hot full power (HFP) 
conditions for the ABWR and RBWR reactors.3 Assuming each design will have a negative void 
coefficient of reactivity, the void coefficient where each design reaches the decay ratio limit of 0.8 at 
100% flow and 95% flow rate has been calculated using the STAB code. These bounding void coefficients 
are listed in Table IV. It is noted that the value of 0.8 is the current limit for ABWRs6, however, this 
value is often occurs away from rated power and flow rate.

Table IV. The void coefficient (pcm/%void) required to achieve decay ratio of 0.8 for a global mode
perturbation.

Design
RBWR-Th Y- 

CISE/LPG
RBWR-Th H- 

CISE/RELAP

Flow 100% 95% 100% 95%

BOL -8 -1 -135 -123

MOL -55 -49 -168 -151

EOL -78 -72 -150 -138

As listed in Table IV, assuming the equilibrium core operates with the MOL axial power shape, 
there is sufficient margin for stable operating at 100% power and flow for both designs. The longer Y- 
CISE/LPG design shows to be much more unstable than shorter H-CISE/RELAP design. The H-CISE/RELAP 
design can operate with void coefficients similar to the conventional ABWR as the stabilizing effect of 
shorter length is countered by the higher void fraction. RBWR-TR exhibited very low decay ratios for the 
coupled analysis. Assuming -120 pcm/%void of reactivity (similar to an ABWR), the perturbation decay 
ratio of 0.23 was calculated for RBWR-TR with the in-phase mode simulation. The shorter core height, 
higher inlet orificing and lower void coefficient while operating at similar core average void fraction (in 
the fuel area) compared to ABWR, makes RBWR-TR burner design to have superior responses to the 
stability modes.

III. SAFETY

This section provides the safety assessment of the UCB design using the enhanced TRACE tool.5

III.A Methodology
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A reference ABWR TRACE input deck was obtained from University of Michigan.3 The core 
model in the ABWR deck consisted of three rings, six azimuthal sectors, and 16 separate channels of 
uniform radial peaking with no neutronic feedback modeling. The desired model for safety analysis will 
require 720 separate channels, and thus, such modification has been made. Furthermore, the control 
system modeled in the deck was separated from the components and played no role in the steady-state 
test simulation run. The ABWR deck also did not have steam separators and safety relief valves, which 
are critical in performing transient simulations. The deck also contains explicit modeling of all the four 
steam lines and ten internal reactor pumps in the ABWR design. Figure 2 shows the improved ABWR 
TRACE model with added safety and relief valves and steam separators. These valves were modeled 
with spring and relief set pressure in accordance to GE ABWR design control document available from 
NRC.6 The feedwater, pump and turbine controller were also added.

Figure 2. The improved ABWR TRACE deck layout.

Similarly, the operating parameters such as reactor power, flow rate and inlet temperature were 
adjusted to the NRC ABWR specifications. A simplified point kinetics model with fuel and void feedback 
was also coded in the TRACE input deck. The assumed void coefficient at hot full power conditions was - 
120 pcm/%void. The ABWR model performance was assessed for selected transients and agreed well 
with the published results.3 In order to simulate the UCB RBWR designs, the axial power profile, inlet 
temperature, pumps flow rate and core geometry of the 720 channels in TRACE were adjusted 
accordingly to the specification of each design as listed in Table I and shown in Figure 1.

In order to quantify the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR), three critical power correlations 
were added within TRACE source code. All correlations are based on modifications to the CISE-4 CP 
correlation, one representing a HITACHI recommendation (H-CISE), the other is a more conservative M- 
CISE correlation, and even more conservative correlation with limited range of applicability, Y-CISE. This 
step was necessary as the CP models within TRACE diverge at UCB design rated conditions.

According to the TRACE documentation,2 the role of critical quality in post CHF analysis is limited 
and requires additional modeling. The current method as shown by Figure 3, primarily relies on the CHF 
temperature as the method to determine which post heat transfer regime will be assumed and for 
calculating the magnitude of the heat transfer correlation during the transition from inverted annular 
film boiling to dispersed flow film boiling. The CHF temperature is calculated from the 1995 AECL-IPPE
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CHF lookup tables. The app icatfcn o" local CHF values espec'ally w'th very high peaCng Actors in the 
serene fissile 7<ine of the hhWr is very quest enable. i he mechanism of reaching boilirg r'isis has been 
cxpcr'murilel y found by IAEA double hurrpud uxpurimcnl; al RBWR lypu cundiliuns lo be dyoul. The 
inclusion <r dryout instead o* CHF temperatii'e 's nnt compatiole with tine interpolation post-CHF mode 
or film boilma.. Addition oily. in rose of oorc uncovery toward ihc bou.om of ihc oo'e 01 during low 

power or p'essure operating conditions. toe I oca CH: cons'deration will be more appropriate than 
CIVOUt.

Calculated Using 
MIT/Hitachi CP Correlation

From: TRACE 
Theory Manual

Figure 3. The posl CHF wall heal Irariscr logic diagrum irr pic men Led inTRACLvD."

in order to cakulotetho minimum film boilinp temperoture for determination of post-CMF hoot 
transfer. TRACE chooses :he maximum temperature between quenco temperature and film boiling 
temperature calculated bv the Ci-oenoveld-Stev:arc model.' h ika(>, the quench temperature i> 
assumed lo be 725 K. Thu da la shows l he Groenuvcld-Sluward mood is able .o uffoe.ivcly eap.ure .lie 
soaoe and magnitude of the quench temperature tnr pressures between R-7 MPa, oi.ttnr low pressures 
ii underprcditl-, Uto quench lempenuuie by vLUO (. I he RBWR minimum film boiling icmocuurc nl 
operating conditions is ~S50 K. For this were., the quanto temperature is assumed to oe £50 K to
consistently model ot “/ MKi where the current sax-tv onolys s is restricted, l-uither considemtion; ore
requi'ed in order to accurately model the safety performance ot R3WR tyse reactors at dw pressure 
(A,<? MPa) accident scenarios, which is not covered in this work.
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Limited css o1 flow expe-iments x'jere performed at the IAEA 37 rad test -aciliry at p'otatypical
itnWK ste3cy state operating cond tion>.’ i he tests showec that the measured post-Cn temperatu'e is
higher Ilian lhe common models such as TRAC, which is also used 'ri TRACE. Since oellul cualilics el 
these tests are well aver 40Ki with void frar.tion in ence.ss of M%, it is postulated that film boiling is 
in liolcd instead of liansilion bcilir^, licioforc, smo ler ihnn expected heel is lunifercd Iro n the wall 
tc the fluid. The heat transfer logic was changed acco-dingly to ze present such a modeling feature.

11C new developed l HAUL post Clll wall heat transfer model fur the KUWIv was validated 
against t ie IAEA tests database. In order to predict the time whar dryout occurs, the M ~ critical power 
r.nr'elation was used. The validation study resulted ii a g'ear agreement between tie TRACE RfiWli 
model and the expur i men la I data 'ri .urns ul peak cl at ding Lem per aim c. tuereh lerriperature, and lime 
when d'yout occurs and i.s recovered. A sample result with direct comparison to experimenta data i.s 
siowri iri Figuit'4. As shown, liu .ine when dryout •.lul ls is almost derlitiil .o lliu uxpuriiricrilal da la us 
we I as the peak cladding temperature. The TRACE vS cr'tical power correlations predicts a TODD ratio 
rrcon ng the opor-iting conditions os the tests Arc beyond Their range o* nopl cobiliry. interestingly. in 
this small test, the CHF lookup tables within TRACE predicted tiat tie bundle will not reach post-CHF 
Conditions.

Time, l |aj
I Inin. t|»|

i ifiure b. i he comparison of l A-A experimental doto" to the l)^se i KAO ivv8^) ond imp'oved i»AC-
(v;3WR).

,'iT. y safe <.y yc'.-foi tiionce of < i“AU <i mwx yes:9.0s

nis section summon 20$ the safety 010lysis uf the ii l ACM HUW i designs, whm will provide 
more insigits into the UCB RBWRs' safety pez'o-nance. —ie RBWR-AC safety performance was 
pub ished by HiiACHl in :he 1 V>90s ond ongoing f He study oointed out that the it twit-AC will most 
likuly pur form very wtill in most Iraisiui.s, wlilc lie total jump Irio transient arid loss of cool aril huirg 
the most limiting. In fact, both transients performed worse than the A3WR. Recent study 01 safety 
pcr'ornorux1 uf various occicci. using the described -tACL model, yielded ihul pumo li p would be U10 
most lim'ting accident. Therefore, the pe(farnance of both RBWR-AC and TB2 using different C^R
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correlations at both BOC and EOC of their equilibrium cycle were assessed during the total pump trip 
transient.5 The calculated PCT for both RBWR-AC and TB2 were higher than the ones reported for ABWR 
(720 vs. 640oC) for all assumed CPR correlations, though well below the 1204oC safety limit. The 
sensitivity studies also showed that the magnitude of void coefficient is very important driver of PCT, as 
even small positive void coefficients could push the PCT to unacceptable temperatures. It is important 
to note that even though the performance of RBWR-AC and TB2 were satisfactory, both reactors 
exhibited insufficient margin to CP using the MIT recommended CP correlation during steady state 
operation.

III.C UCB Designs Safety Analysis

Chapter 15 licensing safety analysis of an ABWR is divided into 8 different categories6 that cover 
range of conditions that a reactor may face during transient operation. The following is the list of each 
category followed by a qualitative discussion of how the UCB designs will perform compared to an 
ABWR.

• Increase in reactor pressure: The generator load rejection without bypass is typically the limiting 
transient for BWRs under this category. The main concern within this category is whether the 
reactor pressure vessel is able to safely handle pressure rises due to power increased induced by 
collapse of the voids in the core from the pressure increase due to a turbine trip or other 
postulated sequence of events. Previous work has shown that the relative magnitude of the 
power increase is strongly dependent on the void coefficient of reactivity and the core volume.3 
The less negative and smaller the core volume that is occupied by voids, the smaller the 
observed power increase. The magnitude of pressure increase has been observed to be mainly 
the function of added void fraction in the core that is a weak function of power at high 
qualities.3 Judging by the satisfactory performance of the HITACHI RBWR designs, it is expected 
that the UCB design will perform the same or better than the ABWR, since they all feature 
shorter cores and less negative void coefficient.

• Decrease in reactor coolant inventory: The main steam line break and feedwater line break 
accidents are limiting transients for an ABWR under this category. The core LHGR and reflood 
flow rate are the main controlling parameters in this class of accidents when comparing designs 
of similar vessel volume, water inventory and power rating. The UCB RBWR designs have 
slightly less mass of water present in an ABWR vessel and are rated at the same or lower total 
power. The experimental data on reflood flow rates in tight lattices showed that it is similar to 
regular BWR assembly geometries.7 The UCB RBWR designs LHGR is significantly lower than an 
ABWR, as listed in Table I. Therefore, it is expected that the designs perform similar or better in 
this class of accidents.

• Decrease in reactor coolant system flow rate: The total pump trip accident is the limiting 
accident scenario under this category for an ABWR. The detailed quantitative assessment of the 
UCB designs will be performed in this section. However, due to smaller LHGR, it is expected that 
the UCB design to perform the same or better than the ABWR in this category.

• Decrease in reactor coolant temperature: The loss of feedwater heating is an example of a 
transient often considered for an ABWR under this category. The concern under this category is 
similar concern as for the increase in reactor coolant pressure category, where reactor power 
increase is due to positive reactivity induced by reduction in coolant temperature. The increase 
in power could cause prolonged dryout, resulting in fuel failures. The time scale of the accident 
in this category is significantly longer than the increase in pressure category. Since all the three 
UCB designs have smaller void reactivity coefficients and margin to CP, it is expected that they 
will perform the same or better in this accident scenario. Though, as implied by the stability
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assessment of the two breeder UCB designs in Section II, those designs could undergo flow and 
power oscillations with very high decay ratios induced by such transients, which requires future 
investigations with coupled code analysis.

• Increase in reactor coolant inventory: The feedwater controller failure, where feedwater flow 
rate is suddenly increased is one such accident. The performance of an ABWR under this 
category is very similar to the increase in reactor coolant pressure category. Due to smaller void 
reactivity coefficient, the UCB designs are expected to perform similar or better than an ABWR. 
The larger feedwater to core flow ratio of the UCB breeder designs compared to an ABWR could 
result into larger relative increase in core flow for a given controller failure. However, the void 
worth has been significantly reduced and the margin to critical power significantly improves 
with increase in coolant mass flow rate at the ~40% rated outlet quality of the UCB breeder 
designs.

• Reactivity and power distribution anomalies: This category of accidents includes control rod 
withdrawal error at variety of power conditions. Traditionally, the control rod ejection has been 
the limiting transient from a fuel performance point of view under this category. However, the 
ABWR control rod drives(CRD) are licensed to eliminate rod ejection scenarios from licensing 
analysis.6 Therefor, the concern for consequences of such reactivity and power anomalies are 
not significant for an ABWR. The HITACHI and UCB RBWR CRD have not been built, tested and 
licensed, therefore, at this moment it cannot be determine if the rod ejection accident will be 
included in the design basis analysis. The expected control rod worth of the UCB design is similar 
to an ABWR and therefore, it is not expected that the UCB designs performance will be more 
limiting that an ABWR under this category. Though ,detailed stability analysis needs to be 
performed on oscillations induced by asymmetric withdraw of CRDs for the two breeder 
designs.

• Anticipated Transient Without SCRAM (ATWS): Typically, a failure or a transients discussed in 
the previous categories are analyzed by assuming the core fails to SCRAM under this category. 
The core two phase flow stability under this category is closely monitored. The RBWR-TR design 
is expected to perform similar or better than an ABWR, since it is expected to perform similar or 
better in other categories as well as stability performance. The two breeder design require more 
detailed stability analysis in order to confidently discuss their expected performance under 
ATWS events. It is noted that the HITACHI RBWR designs also require such future investigation, 
as these concerns are not limited to the UCB breeder designs.

• Radioactive release from subsystems and component: The failure of component such as the off
gas systems in an ABWR is expected to result in similar consequences for the UCB designs, since 
they are designed with the identical such components. Other concern, under this category, is 
the release of fission gases upon mishandling of assemblies. The total amount of fission gas 
released depends on the total mass of burned fuel and fraction of gases released to rod plenum. 
The fuel performance analysis of the UCB design showed that the relative release of gases is not 
significantly different than an ABWR.9 Even though the LHGR is significantly lower, the higher 
maximum peak burnup results in large athermal release of fission gases. The rod average 
burnup and fuel loading of the RBWR-Th with HITACHI correlation and RBWR-TR design are 
similar to an ABWR assembly. Therefore, the two design are expected to perform similarly 
under this category. For the RBWR-Th with MIT correlations, while the average assembly 
discharge burnup will be similar to an ABWR, the assembly fuel loading is 2.5 times an ABWR 
assembly. Therefore, higher than normal levels of fission gases will be released for such design 
and further assessment needs to be performed under this category, especially investigating the 
fuel handling of such heavy assemblies of the RBWR-Th with MIT correlations.
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The all pump trip transient is likely the most limiting design basis transient for an RBWR core as 
it produced the highest cladding peak temperature of all the other transients analyzed by HITACHI and 
MIT/BNL using their system code packages.3,8 Specifically, this is an accident limiting for RBWR type 
reactors due to increased sensitivity to mass flow rate decrease as RBWR has almost half the mass flow 
rate/mass flux of an ABWR. Table V lists the sequence of events for the all pump trip transient. The 
sequence of events also includes complete loss of feedwater flow at 1.85 seconds after the pump trip. In 
this transient, transition boiling is reached in a standard ABWR and if the fuel has a burnup of less than 
20 MWD/kg its cladding temperature cannot exceed 873 K above 60 seconds. Otherwise, fuel rods with 
greater burnup than 20 MWD/kg, are assumed to fail. For an ABWR, the peak cladding temperature was 
800 K within the core and less than 0.2% of the fuel rods higher than 20 MWD/kg entered transition 
boiling, which would not result in significant releases from less than about 100 fuel rods.5 Due to the 
reduction in the amount of moderation in the core of the RBWR designs, almost all the assemblies in the 
equilibrium cycle remain at above average power rating above 20 MWD/kg. Therefore, significant fuel 
failures needs to be assumed upon core unco very, which may or may not affect the offsite dose 
calculation as typically very conservative assumptions are used in such calculations.

Table V. The total pump trip sequence of events.

Time (s) Event
0 Trip of all RIPs initiated

1.22 Reactor scram

1.85 Feed water flow pump trip

1.97 Turbine Trip initiates bypass operation

20 End of Simulation

The HITACHI RBWR-AC and RBWR-TB2 core radial power and burnup distribution and orificing 
scheme were used for the safety analysis of the analogous UCB designs. Due to similar assembly 
reactivity swings and average cycle burnup, it is expected that the UCB designs to have similar assembly 
average power and burnup distribution in the core. The middle of life (MOL) axial power shape from 3D 
single assembly calculations was used for the core average axial power shape in TRACE. Both of the 
breeder designs feature mass flow rates that are less than half of the ABWR, while the burner design has 
similar flow rates. Therefore, the breeder designs are expected to be more susceptible to decrease in 
core flow rate accident scenarios. However, unlike HITACHI RBWRs, the maximum LHGR of both 
breeder designs are lower than ABWR as listed in Table I. Therefore, the performance of breeder 
designs with HITACHI correlations is expected to be better than the HITACHI RBWRs for loss flow 
scenarios. The RBWR-Th with MIT correlations is designed with very high pressure drop. The very high 
pressure drop along with tighter lattice could prevent core reflood in the event of reaching post critical 
heat flux (post-CHF) regimes.

Since the specific core kinetics of the UCB designs are unknown, a simulation with zero power 
coefficient is performed. This is expected to be conservative as both designs are expected to have a 
negative Doppler coefficient and a small negative void coefficient. Figure 6 shows the total reactor 
power during the all pump trip simulation. Since the power coefficient is assumed to be zero, the 
reactor power stays constant until the SCRAM point. The SCRAM worth is taken to be the same as an 
ABWR, which is conservative compared to RBWR-AC and TB2 SCARM worth.
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Figure 6. The total reactor power level during the all pump trip transient.

Figure 7 shows the inlet mass flow rate to the separator during the all pump trip simulation. The 
RBWR-TR design has the largest relative decrease in mass flow rate which results in the fastest reflood 
(e.g. negative mass flow rate) compared to the breeder designs.
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Figure 7. The separator inlet mass flow rate during the all pump trip transient.

Figure 8 shows the PCT during the all pump trip simulation. The PCT of 752 K and 683 K is 
obtained for RBWR-Th breeder designs with MIT and HITACHI correlations, respectively. These values 
are representative of the differences in rated peak LHGR for each design. The conventional ABWR 
design PCT is 800 K during such transient,6 higher than the two breeder designs. The simulation of this 
transient implies the lower LHGR more than offsets the lower core thermal capacity compared to an 
ABWR. It is noted that the core fluid volume of the Y-CISE/LPG and H-CISE/RELAP are 1.3 and 2.3 times 
higher than RBWR-AC. The RBWR-TR design experiences a PCT of 681 K, which is also lower than an
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ABWR PCT. Similar to the breeder design, the significantly lower LHGR contributes to its superior 
performance compared to RBWR-TB2 and ABWR.
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Figure 8. The PCT during the all pump trip transient.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work extended the capability of tools used for stability and safety assessment of 
conventional BWRs to be able to evaluate the performance of the UCB RBWR designs. In absence of 
equilibrium core physics parameters, the stability analysis was limited to frequency domain with point 
kinetics and course spatial discretization. The safety analysis was also limited to point kinetics and 
utilized the HITACH RBWR core radial power distributions.

It was found that the RBWR-Th breeder design with HITACHI used correlations should have 
sufficient margin to density wave oscillation at its operating power and flow rates. Furthermore, in 
terms of stability performance, it is expected that the design with HITACHI used correlation to behave 
similar to HITACHI's RBWR-AC. The breeder design with MIT recommended correlations exhibited 
unstable behavior with its BOL power distribution, as further redesign is recommended. Both designs 
require further investigations in their stability performance using higher fidelity time domain tools. The 
RBWR-TR burner design exhibited higher levels of stability compared to the ABWR and its stability 
performance is expected to be satisfactory. This is not the case for RBWR-TB2, where similar to AC, 
more comprehensive stability assessment is required.

The qualitative safety performance of the UCB designs under Chapter 15 licensing safety 
analysis was discussed. The RBWR-TR is expected to perform better or similar in all categories 
compared to an ABWR. Other than potential issues regarding unstable behavior during transients, the 
RBWR-Th with HITACHI used correlation is expected to also perform similar or better than an ABWR. 
Besides the mention stability issues, the RBWR-Th with MIT used correlation could also perform poorly 
in fuel handling accidents due to the 2.5 times the mass of fuel loading. The simulation of the all pump 
trip accident for all three designs were performed using an enhanced TRACE ABWR plant model. All 
three UCB designs experienced PCT that is lower than an ABWR, mainly due to the significantly lower 
peak LHGR during an all pump trip accident, where it is expected be one of the most limiting design 
basis accidents. Both RBWR-AC and RBWR-TB2 resulted in PCT higher than an ABWR.5
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Overall, in terms of stability and safety, mainly due to lower LHGR, the performance of the UCB 

RBWR designs with HITACHI used correlations are expected to be similar or superior to RBWR-AC and 

RBWR-TB2 designs. The RBWR-Th design with MIT recommended correlation requires further redesign 

and investigation on details of its stability and safety performance. It is noted that while both safety 

and stability of RBWR-TR burner design are expected to be similar or superior even compared to an 

ABWR, the main area of concern is its potential to operate with positive void coefficient, which is world

wide scrutinized in licensing processes. The RBWR-TR smaller fuel diameter compared to conventional 

BWR requires further investigation as well.
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Attachment 8

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

Comparison of Reduced-moderation Boiling Water Reactor and Sodium-cooled Fast
Reactor Technologies

This objective of paper is to compares (1) a thorium fueled self-sustaining Reduced- 
moderation Boiling Water Reactor core design (RBWR-SS) with a couple of previously 
designed self-sustaining uranium-based reactors - the Hitachi designed RBWR-AC and the 
ANL designed Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (ARR); and (2) a thorium fueled BWR core 
designed for transmutation of LWR TRU (RBWR-TR) with uranium-based transmuting cores - 
the Hitachi designed RBWR-TB2 and the ANL designed ABR. Core design parameters along 
with fuel cycle performance characteristics are compared. The overall performance of the 
thorium-based RBWR and their uranium-based RBWR counterparts is similar. Relative to the 
uranium-based cores, the major differences are that the thorium-based RBWR cores have 
significantly longer seed (driver) fuel without central axial blanket and, therefore, 
significantly lower peak linear heat generation rate; more stable axial power distribution 
along with larger safety margins. All the RBWR cores have lower discharge burnup than the 
SFR of comparable TRU fission efficiency and therefore require a larger fuel recycling 
capacity per unit of electricity generated. This results in a higher fuel cycle cost and less 
favorable waste characteristics. The discharged plutonium from RBWR cores have fewer 
fissile plutonium but high 238Pu/Pu ratio such that it is less attractive for weapon-use 
compared with SFR's discharged fuel.

1. Introduction

The Reduced-moderation Boiling Water Reactor (RBWR) concept was proposed by Hitachi 
for achieving the same missions traditionally assigned to Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) - 
either fuel self-sustaining or transmutation of TRU elements from LWR's Used Nuclear Fuel 
(UNF) by using the more mature and well-commercialized Advanced BWR (ABWR) 
technology [1]. The RBWR designs proposed by Hitachi include: the RBWR-AC - a fuel self- 
sustaining core, and the RBWR-TB2 - a LWR TRU transmutation core [2]; both use depleted 
uranium as the fertile fuel. In an attempt to resolve certain safety related concerns 
regarding these designs [1], a preliminary conceptual design of a couple of thorium fueled 
RBWR cores - RBWR-SS1 for fuel self-sustaining and RBWR-TR for LWR TRU transmutation, 
was undertaken at the University of California Berkeley in collaboration with the University 
of Michigan Ann Arbor, MIT, and BNL [3-7]. All four RBWR designs feature an intermediate 
spectrum with a closed fuel cycle.

The objective of this paper is to interactively compare the performance metrics of the four 
RBWR cores and to evaluate these cores with their SFR equivalents - the Advanced 
Recycling Reactor (ARR) and the Advanced Burner Reactor (ABR) [8,9]. The methodology 
used by recent Fuel Cycle Evaluation and Screening (FCE&S) Campaign [10] is applied for 
part of this comparison.

1 In previous publications we have referred to this core as the RBWR-Th. In this write-up 
RBWR-Th refers to either RBWR-SS or RBWR-TR,
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The methodology, including comparison metrics and assumptions, is briefly described in 

section 2; sections 3 and 4 summarize the basic design parameters and fuel cycle 

characteristics; sections 5, 6, and 7 compare the nuclear waste, proliferation resistance and 

fuel cycle cost while section 8 compares the different technologies using the E&S metric.

2. Methodology

2.1 Computation methods

The performance of the RBWR-SS [11] and RBWR-TR [12] cores reported in this write-up are 

based on the estimation deduced from fuel assembly unit cell calculations carried out at the 

University of California Berkeley using the MocDown code system [13] Detailed information 

about the computational methodology is given in [11,12].

The performance of the RBWR-AC and RBWR-TB2 designs used for the present comparison 

is that reported by Hitachi [2] and reproduced at University of Michigan Ann Arbor based on 

multi-group deterministic calculations using the SerpentXS/PARCS/PATH code system 

described in Attachment 1.

The ABR and ARR were designed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) [8] using the ANL 

developed deterministic suit of fast reactor codes DIF3D/REBUS-3 supplemented by the 

ETOE-2/MC2-2/SDX multi-group cross-section generating codes. The discharge composition 
used for the equilibrium fuel cycle analysis was provided by ANL [14].

For the fuel cycle analysis, the fresh fuel from the equilibrium cycle was depleted up to the 

average discharge burnup to track the isotopes which were not included in the neutronics 

model. The one-group cross-sections used in ORIGEN2.2 were updated from the neutronics 

models. Then, the waste characteristics (like atomic density, radioactivity, decay heat) of the 

discharged fuel were calculated with ORIGEN2.2 accounting for 879 fission products and 128 

actinides.

2.2 Metrics for comparison

The comparison metrics are divided into 3 parts: core design parameters; core and fuel cycle 

performance characteristics and waste characteristics. An overall technology evaluation 

based on the methodology developed by the E&S Campaign is applied to related 

technologies.

The core design parameters include the thermal/electrical power, fuel form, core 

dimensions and intra-assembly design. The fuel cycle performance characteristics compared 

in this study pertain to the equilibrium cycle and include fuel loading, specific power, power 
density, peak linear heat generation rate, average discharge burnup, reprocessing capacity, 

cycle length, burnup reactivity swing and fuel composition at charge, discharge, and after 5- 

years cooling. The fuel cycle cost of the RBWR and SFR designs was quantified accounting for 

both front-end and back-end activities.

The waste characteristics include radioactivity of the used nuclear fuel and high level waste 

at short term (10 years) and long term (100,000 years) after fuel discharge; inhalation 

toxicity; ingestion toxicity and proliferation resistance related characteristics - plutonium
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throughput, fissile plutonium fraction, 238Pu fraction, specific decay heat and spontaneous 

fission rate.

Finally, a high-level comparison of the different reactor technologies was conducted using 

the evaluation criteria developed by the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation and Screening (FCE&S) 

campaign [10] of US DOE. The primary objective on this undertaking was to find whether the 

fuel cycle of RBWRs is as promising as the FCE&S campaign claimed for the SFR fuel cycle.

2.3 Assumptions

The major assumptions and constraints used for fuel self-sustaining designs and TRU 

transmutation RBWR core designs are summarized in Attachments 5 and 6 [11,12]. 

Additional assumptions used for this fuel cycle analysis are: a thermal efficiency of 34.5% for 

the RBWRs and 40% for the SFRs; 5-years cooling of the discharged fuel before recycling; 1% 

of the discharged heavy metal is lost during recycling and ends up in the waste stream 

together with the fission products.

For the fuel cycle analysis of the transmuting reactors, a 2-tier system was assumed - Tier-1 

consists of PWRs while Tier-2 is composed of either RBWR or SFRs. An equilibrium state is 

assumed such that the amount of TRU generated from Tier-1 PWRs is equal to the TRU 

consumed by Tier-2 reactors. All TRU transmuting cores were designed to recycle all (99%) 

of their HM and have conversion ratio of 0.5 approximately. In principle, ABR cores can 

accommodate even smaller conversion ratios [8].

3. Basic core design parameters

3.1 Fuel self-sustaining cores

Table 1 compares the main design parameters of the three self-sustaining cores while Figure 

1 compares these cores average neutron spectra. The two RBWR cores were designed to fit 

within the ABWR pressure vessel and deliver its nominal power of 1356 MWe. The makeup 

fuel for the RBWR-SS is a mix of natural thorium and depleted uranium in oxide form while 

the RBWR-AC makeup fuel is only depleted uranium dioxide. There are two design variants 

for RBWR-SS in [11] based on different void fraction and critical power correlations. The 

RBWR-SS design examined in this paper is based on Hitachi recommended critical power 

correlation (H-CISE) - the modified BWR CISE4 correlation - and the RELAP void fraction 

correlation [15]. Both RBWR cores have similar intra-assembly parameters including P/D 

ratio and the outer diameter of fuel pin but the RBWR-SS has a longer driver fuel without 

central axial blanket. The RBWR-AC spectrum has a significantly larger thermal component 

than the RBWR-SS. This is may be due to the fact that nearly half of the RBWR-AC fissions 

occur in the lower seed (driver) fuel section where the coolant density is relatively high. The 

52cm long internal blanket between the two driver fuel regions also contributes to spectrum 

softening [11].

The ARR designed by ANL is a small module reactor with nominal electrical power of 400 

MWe. Its fuel is the ternary metallic alloy U-10wt%Zr-TRU that has a theoretical density of 

15.7 g/cc and a smear density of 75% to accommodate the fuel swelling with burnup. The 

low-swelling ferritic martensitic steel HT9 is selected as the structural and cladding material. 

Unlike the control blades in RBWR designs, ARR uses control assemblies composed of B4C 

with HT9 ducts. The ARR features a much harder neutron spectrum than the RBWRs.
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Fig. 1. Core average spectra of RBWR-SS, RBWR-AC and ARR
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3.2 TRU transmuting cores

T ic RBVH-TB2 core was designee by H'Uvhi lo incinerate TRU from LWR UNF end 'Is 
rnunterpart RBWR-TR xvas designed at UC Berke ey.~he main d'ffprence between RBWS-TR 

a ic RBWR TB2 is Ihc fertile mule rial nixed Willi LWR TRU in Ihc liatcup led: depleted 
cranium "or the ABWR-TB2 versus tha'ium tor the RBWR-TR . The basic design pa za meters 

of those two cores ore compared in i able 2 end their spectra arc compared m up. 2. l he 
cesign or the two cores is similar with two exceptions: the RBWR-TR design has 111 a 

$ grificanrly liifiopr cocknt flow rate 3rd therefore lower average void fraction anc P} a 
linger driver without inlerial blanket. Desoile of the liiglier core average vcfd fraction the 
RBWR-TB2 tore features a softe' spectrum loan RBWR--R i:ig. 2) because the 55cm internal 

blari tet in RBWR T32 design signiicanl y softens llic neutron spccli urr [12b

l ac mocular AUH used for this comparison was designed ay ANt anc features a signi'icantly 
harder reutron spectrum tian the RBWR counterparts (F‘g. 2J. Its design part meters are 

cedi, cod from [81 and the cetail composition of its dischargee fuel was providec ay Ani " 4".
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Table 2 Main design parameters of HUWK-i t, HHW t-11>2 and AUH

Parameters IlDWIM t I1DWK-I t<2 AUH

Reader power, MWl/VIWc 3920/1330 3926/1350 101X1/41X1

1 ue farm Ih-U Ovide V Oxide U-lD/r- ?.J Metallic
Feed fuel Thorium+I WR'r. TRU OU-IWTVs “RIJ Oll+I Wit's TRU

Coclai. Light wale' Light water sodium

Cladding, Zi'CalOy Zircaloy 1119

Pressure drep, IV Pa 0.15 0.06 N/A

Coclai. flow rate, kg/sec 17395 6667 v5599

Void fraction conclalion itn AJ HU AP N/A

Crilica aower correlation M-CI$t h-CSh N/A
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Table 3 tabulates the performance characteristics of the three cores for an equilibrium cycle. 
The RBWR-SS and RBWR-AC have very similar performance in terms of average discharge 
burnup, fuel inventory, cycle length and reprocessing capacity per unit of electricity 
generated. Compared with the RBWRs, the ARR design features higher average discharge 
burnup and thus smaller reprocessing capacity. The specific power of ARR is about two times 
those of the RBWRs. The RBWR-SS design has the lowest TRU fraction out of the three 
designs but the total fraction of trans-fertile (TransTh + TRU) in the HM of the RBWR-SS is 
approximately the same as of the RBWR-AC and ARR.

Table 3 Performance characteristics of RBWR-SS, RBWR-AC, ARR at equilibrium cycle

Parameters RBWR-SS RBWR-AC ARR

Capacity Factor, % 90 90 85

Average discharge burnup, GWD/t 48.8 45 73.0

Specific power, MWt/t 25.7 27.3 59.7

Power density, W/cc 61.1 73.8 122.4

Peak LHGR, W/cm 261 472 389

Number of batches 4.6 4.2 3/3/4.5

Fuel inventory in core, t 153.0 144.0 16.7

Charge fuel mass per batch, t 33.6 33.9 4.8

Fuel residence time, EFFD 1901 1651 1110/1110/1665

Cycle length, EFPD 412 389 370

Burnup reactivity swing, %Ak/k -1.9 -1.5 0.1

TRU transmutation efficiency2 -1% 0% 0%

Reprocessing capacity, kg/GWeYr 21664.2 23483.9 12500.0

Pu 1037.8 2717.7 1643.6

TRU 1170.8 2943.7 1711.3

Charge mass fraction, %

- Th232 65.4 - -

- TransTh3 6.8 - -

- U238 22.5 87.5 86.3

- TRU 5.4 12.5 13.7

Discharge mass fraction, %

- Th232 62.4 - -

- TransTh 6.9 - -

- U238 20.8 82.9 78.5

- TRU 5.4 12.6 13.7

- FPs 4.6 4.6 7.8

Fuel mass at time of recycle, %

- Th232 62.4 - -

- TransTh 6.9 - -

- U238 20.8 82.9 78.5

- TRU 5.4 12.5 13.7

- FPs 4.6 4.6 7.8

2 TRU fission efficiency is defined as the ratio between the amounts of TRU consumed over 
one cycle and HM fed at beginning.
3 TransTh includes all the nuclides bred from thorium.
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Table 4 shows the fuel compositions of the three cores after 5 years cooling; these 

compositions are used for the later fuel cycle analysis.

Table 4 Discharge fuel compositions of RBWR-SS, RBWR-AC, ARR after 5 years' cooling

Nuclide RBWR-SS RBWR-AC ARR

TH-232 65.36 0.00 0.00

PA-231 0.04 0.00 0.00

PA-233 0.00 0.00 0.00

U-232 0.02 0.00 0.00

U-233 4.32 0.00 0.00

U-234 1.83 0.03 0.03

U-235 0.50 0.09 0.30

U-236 0.50 0.03 0.39

U-238 21.78 86.72 84.43

Np-237 0.15 0.07 0.17

Pu-238 0.32 0.39 0.20

Pu-239 2.49 5.72 9.43

Pu-240 1.73 4.74 3.94

Pu-241 0.25 0.64 0.38

Pu-242 0.23 0.65 0.32

Am-241 0.25 0.54 0.25

Am-242m 0.01 0.02 0.01

Am-243 0.10 0.19 0.08

Cm-244 0.07 0.13 0.06

Cm-245 0.03 0.04 0.01

Cm-246 0.02 0.02 0.01

4.2 TRU transmuting cores

Fig. 4 shows a schematic view of the RBWR-TR, RBWR-TB2, and ABR fuel cycles considered. 

These three cores are designed to incinerate TRU recovered from LWR UNF and operate on 

a closed fuel cycle. The first stage consist of a typical PWR fed by 4.5% 235U enriched UOX 

fuel that is burned up to 50 MWd/kg followed by 10-years cooling. The TRU recovered from 

the PWR (composition shown in table 5) is used to feed the second stage cores - either one 

of the RBWRs or the ABR after mixing with thorium (RBWR-TR) or depleted uranium (RBWR- 

TB2). There are approximately two PWRs per one RBWR of identical electrical power since 
the support ratio of these RBWR cores is 2 approximately.

Table 5 Composition of TRU extracted from LWR's SNF at discharge burnup of 50 MWd/kg

with 10-year Cooling [16]

Isotope Weight Percent

237Np 4.7%
238Pu 2.2%
239Pu 47.3%

240Pu 22.8%

241Pu 8.4%
242Pu 6.8%
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Table S compare’; the performance cha ratted sties of tie thzee TRU transmutation cores. 
I ic two RtiESt dos p.ns feature a similar ocrformance; the most ratable difx-renocs ore the 
lower TRU f'action in the charge fuel end significantly lowe' .HGR cf the RBWR-TR core. 
Both rarer, have smaller n.rnup ?nd fhere*are reqi.i'e higher "iiel reprocessing aid 
"abrivaron cauacily .ban the ABR. All Ihruc dos'gns have comparable TRU Iransmu.a.ion 
rate as they all "eature a TRU conversion ratio o* "0.5. Fnr th's reasnn they a I have a supper: 
ra.io of oboul t, about one ihi'd ol ihcir loul \icl cycle powci is ?.enc ruled 'iom stage l. As 
the RBWR-TR is operated 01 a thorium fuel cycle it breeds no pi Jtcn'um f'on* ' "U. As result, 
the RUWIVI n charge fuc requims only ' l»% i iu fraction which is less thai ha f the A -m 
requi'es oy both the RBWR-TB2 and ABR. The ciscia'ged fuel composition after 5 years 
cnciliig is siown in table 7; it is used for late' fuel cyr.le aia ysi.s.

Table 6 Performance characteristics of RBWR-TR. 9BWR-TB2 and ABR ateqilirbrii.m cyr e

Parameters RBWR-TR RBWR-TB2________ ABR

90 90 8*Capacity i actor. %

Average cisna'ge burn up, GWi>/?

Specific power, MWt/t

Power rleisihy, W/oc

Peak I HCr,XV/cm

Number o* batches

u.e invertory in core, t

Vj.O 6M> 131.9
43.8 Si.8 10S 8

'61 56./ 130-4

189 4/0 327

4 4 6/6/ /
89.' /?.<> 9-b
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Charge fuel mass per batch, t 22.4 18.3 1.7

Fuel residence time, EFFD 1250 1215 1326/1326/1547

Cycle length, EFPD 313 304 221

Burnup reactivity swing, %Ak/k -2.0 -2.5 -2.9

TRU transmutation rate, kg/GWeYr 453.6 455.3 396.8

TRU transmutation efficiency 48% 44% 45%

Power Fraction, %

Stage 1 (PWR) 64 .4 64 .5 61 .4

Stage 2 35.6 35.5 38.6

Reprocessing capacity, kg/GWeYr

SNF from 1st stage 14098.4 14117.0 13435.8

SNF from 2nd stage 6844.7 5777.9 2673.8

Pu from 2nd stage 628.3 1503.8 646.1

TRU from 2nd stage 827.1 1726.8 736.0

Charge mass fraction, %

- Th232 78.2 - -

- TransTh 7.4 - -

- U238 - 67.3 66.7

- TRU 14.4 32.7 33.3

Discharge mass fraction, %

- Th232 75 .7 - -

- TransTh 7.4 - -

- U238 - 63.9 59.6

- TRU 12.2 30.0 27.6

- FPs 4.7 6.1 12.8

Fuel mass at time of recycle, %

- Th232 75 .7 - -

- TransTh 7.5 - -

- U238 - 64.0 59.7

- TRU 12.1 29.9 27.5

- FPs 4.7 6.1 12.8

Table 7 Discharge fuel composition of RBWR-TR, RBWR-TB2 and ABR after 5 years cooling

Nuclide RBWR-TR RBWR-TB2 ABR

TH-232 79.62 0.00 0.00

PA-231 0.05 0.00 0.00

PA-233 0.00 0.00 0.00

U-232 0.03 0.00 0.00

U-233 4.13 0.00 0.00

U-234 2.22 0.13 0.17

U-235 0.80 0.06 0.04

U-236 0.68 0.03 0.07

U-238 0.00 67.95 68.17

Np-237 0.49 0.49 0.46

Pu-238 1.84 2.10 1.14

Pu-239 1.72 8.12 11.42
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Pu-240 3.33 12.70 10.53

Pu-241 0.93 1.58 1.42

Pu-242 1.82 3.23 3.19

Am-241 0.80 1.89 1.27

Am-242m 0.04 0.07 0.06

Am-243 0.64 0.82 1.07

Cm-244 0.59 0.57 0.66

Cm-245 0.27 0.18 0.21

Cm-246 0.18 0.07 0.11

5. Nuclear waste analysis

Radioactivity of the UNF and High Level Waste (HLW) was quantified at short term (10 years) 
and long term (100,000 years) after the fuel is discharged from the cores. 1% of the recycled 
heavy metals are assumed to get into the HLW stream. ORIGEN 2.2 is used for the decay 
calculation. In addition to radioactivity, the inhalation toxicity and ingestion toxicity of 
UNF+HLW are calculated by considering different types of radiation on different parts of the 
human body. The values of the activity were weighted by the inhalation and ingestion 
conversion factors (207 fission products and 91 actinides in [17]). Effective 
inhalation/ingestion coefficients were applied for a typical adult member of the public with 
median aerodynamic (diameter = 1 ^m) radionuclides being inhaled into the blood stream 
via the lungs. The typical values of inhalation/ingestion coefficients are shown in Table 8. In 
general, the alpha-emitters heavy metals tend to contribute more radiation damage than 
most low atomic mass elements (like FPs) that are mostly beta-emitters. The actinides 
inhaled through lungs are far more hazardous than ingested via stomach [18].

Table 8 Effective inhalation/ingestion coefficients 

Dose Conversion Factor (Sv/Bq) Inhalation Ingestion

FPs 1.E-5 ~1.E-4 1.E-7 ~ 1.E-6

Actinide 1.E-10 ~ 1.E-8 1.E-10 ~ 1.E-8

5.1 Fuel self-sustaining cores

Fig. 5 displays the radioactivity of SNF+HLW at 10 years and 100,000 years after discharge. In 
the short term (10 years from discharge), fission products contribute most of the activity for 
RBWR cores and ARR. Both the ARR and the RBWR-AC are fueled by uranium, and the 
difference between the ARR and the RBWR-AC is mainly due to the different thermal 
efficiencies (34.5% for RBWR core vs. 40% for ARR). Between the two RBWR cores, the 
relatively higher activity of RBWR-SS is primarily attributed to 90Sr, which is generated from 
the thorium-based fuel cycle 3 times as many as from the uranium fuel cycle per unit of 
electricity [18].

In the long term (100,000 years from discharge), the waste streams from the two RBWR 
cores have higher radioactivity than the ARR because of the lower average discharge burnup 
and therefore higher recycling throughput of the RBWR cores. Between the RBWRs, thorium 
fuel cycle has much higher long-term activity than the uranium fuel cycle since the long-life 
233U lost in the waste stream decays into highly radioactive nuclides such as 209Pb, 213Bi, 217At, 
221Fr, 225Ra, 225Ac, and 229Th. The trans-uranium actinides undergo substantial decay by
100,000 years.
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Tie inhalation toxicity and ingestion toxicity o* t ie waste streams are compa'ed in rig. 6 and tig. 7. 
''Vj, • 'Cm, '1 -’ll, and "’Am are the p'edominont ooo:ributors to inhalation toxicity at 11) years, 
which is highly da nonstratec in ll u RBWR-AC as more miter actinides aru losl via fuel ruprocessing. 
Since the RfiWR-55 is fueled hy the mixture of cepleted uranium and not lira thnr'nm, few TRU 
elements are lusl ri lie waste a id the inhuUititir luxicily o' RBWR 55 at 10 years is lower than Ihul 
ot RBWR-AC. The ‘“U cat trem the R3WR-SS contributes very small faction ot :he inoalation 
toxic ty. I lovvever. ^t lOU.txJO ycors. J~Pu, w(Jrr. 2~-Pu. and :i;A»i decoy:- out while2ii 111-a strorfi 
a pha-emitter wit i halt- ite ot 73-10 years becomes the ma'or contributor to the inhalation tonicity 
of UI1WH-SS. i he Ami exhibit the lowest nhalation toxicity a: both 10 aic 100,000 ye-?r> due to its 
high discharge burnup and abscice u(i:iU (rum uranium \iel cycle.

As the ingestion cerivcrsioi facto s of fissiun products ure generally la get limn their iinululion 
coefficients by a factor of IOC, f'ssion products dominate the ingestion toxicity in short term. The 
comparison of ingestion toxic ty shows shiila' icsulls os the radiciclivi.y at 10 years. As fission 
products decay out before 10C,000 years, heavy netals in the waste stream become the main 
contributor, i he thorium fuel cycle used by the miWw-SS gene-ates more iwardous nuclides 
including ^'Yli. so the total value o' RBWR-55 is much higher than those of the RBWR-AC arid the
ARR.
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Fig. 7. r-gestion toxicity or the waste stream -torn R3WR-SS, RBWR-AC and ARR at 13 years (left - and
100,000 years, irght)

5.2 TRU transmuting cores
Fig. 8 shows tie 'adifiactivity nt TRU bu-ner systems a: 10 yea's and 100,000 years. As two thirds nt 
the power is ycrieru.ud from Ihu PWR. lie differences belwecn lliu DWR RBWR syslums and the 
PA'R-ABR system are small. At 11X1,010 years, the waste tram the PWR-RBWRfTRJ has ; higher 
radioacivtv slice :he actinides lost from the thorium fuel cycle are more radioactive than those 
*rorr the uran'um rue I cycle.

Fig, 8. Radioactivily of the wane s.ream from hllWR IK, RUWR IH2 aic AbRal 10years flofl) ard
130,000 years \r'ght>

Fig. 0 shows :he inhalation toxicity =t 10 years end 100,000 years. The fuel discharged from the PWR 
has much Imver Pl.itnnlim ar.d MA contents than the iiel discharged from the serxuri stage. As a 
result. FPs. P ulori.iri, MA in lliu discharge feel " orr the first sluye coriltiba.e only few pervert uf 
tntal inhalation toxicity for the Cwo-stage system. The major inhalation toxicity at 10 years comes 
"zorr the second stage whao the dischaige fuel has a large fraction of ^sPu and ^Cm. tk-cavsc of 
this, the irhalat'cn toxicity at TRU transmuting systems is gere'ally higher tiai that Aar rue I seh- 
sjsta ning systems, in addition, the reprace.ssingcaaadties o~both the hkWr-ik ard the hhWh-ik? 
aze about three times that for the ABR system such that the ABR features the least inhalation 
tnvirTy of the toree TRU rransnmtaticn sysrems at 10 years. At 1011,030 years, the ^WR-RRWRiTR} 
syslcrn lias a h'ghur ir hale l ion luxiL’ly cuu lo lliu hazardous deesy da. ig iters of

ng. 10shows ihe ingestion .ox city of iru Ucnsmuialion systems a. 10 years and luo.uou years. A. 
10 years, tissicn products sti I dominate the ‘ngest'on toxicity so there are no significant differences 
between tic three systems. A: luu.dixi years, even though only one thirc of the power i> ‘ron the 
thorium fue ed RBWR-TR, the haza'dous nuclides from thorium fue cycle results in a larger ingestion 
tmtirity th’n the two uranium fueled systems.
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Fig. 9. Inhalation toxicity cf the waste stream from RBWR-TR, RBWR-T62 and ABR at 10 years fhrti
2nd 100,000 years (ri^ht)

•****»! r*»02*VTtCI ?»%4C*

Fig. 10. Ingestion toxicity of thR waste .stream trnm RBWR- R, RBWR-TB2 anc ABR atz 0 years lleft)
*BJ 100.000 ycurL (right)

6. Proliferation resistance

ne proliferation resistance i> mainly evaluated basec on the fissile plutonium fraction, specific 

cucay heal of discharged pluloriiurr, spontaneous fission raluz plutonium inventory, ^Pu/Pu ratio, 

a net 'IJ rat'o. '^u, zUPu. and Pu nave nigh spontaneous neutron generation which 

s grilicurlly * educes Llie nuuluur explosive yield; A rNj has a large dueny *ical Lu furlncr tompl calo 

th e design of' ar explosive devicR [1DJ. Although the effectiveness o* plutonium tor weapon pur noses 

varies si^.nr cantly with its isotopic <ompo<i:ior. it is usually rot realistic to appy plutonium for 

weapon use when the fraction of 2:/Vu is beyonc 2% o"the total plutonium [20].

As to the thorium fuel iyduz it scores lu be no rr ore pruliluralion resistant than cunvcriliunal 

uranium cycle [2’IJ. elU extracted from thorium fuel cycle is app icanle for weapon u.se nerausR the 

oiiliCtil mass o' cHu is dose to Mot of :2SPu while spontaneous fission rale is much lower [221. 

Nevertheless., tne decay chain of co-prod jet Z,ZU produces penetrating 2.S Me.V gemma rays from 

^*11 ond makes 22?v loss cosirable as weapon materials cue to the significant raciat on dose, it is 

very diPcutto separa:e /VU from Z ,'U considering tne close ctomic mass. For ' AU containing /VUZ 
the huilcup in dose r?te with time reflects the in-grov/M of zV Ih tnat anc ''41 n have half-ire 

limus u( G8.9 years arid 1.9 yocTS. rcsucc.ivcly. Then, A<2~h cucays to K*Tl irr mcuialcly as Ihc decay 

oaughters of yM|*Th have shoz: haf-life times. After :his in-grr.wth, the dose zate “rorr y "U 

contaminated by lppm is aboin the sa ne as fio n ieacloz grade plutonium [221. iicwevezz to 

achieve the IAEA criterion "or selt-orotection of 100-rem oer ha jr at 1 meter [22\, the level of y /U 

roods be 2.4^ [221. Despite this, a more recen: study [231 by Los Alamos National Laboratory 

concludes that, in general., dilution with "**U or ^Th increases* the bare critical mass and reduces the
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attractiveness of the material to a sub-state actor. With >80% 238U or 70% 232Th, the material is 
unattractive.

6.1 Fuel self-sustaining cores

Table 9 shows the proliferation resistance metrics of the three cores. The ARR has the highest fissile 
plutonium fraction due to its harder neutron spectrum. The plutonium from the RBWR-SS has the 
highest 238Pu/Pu ratio and the highest specific decay heat along with highest spontaneous fission 
rate. The 238Pu/Pu ratio of both the RBWR-SS and the RBWR-AC are above the threshold value of 2% 
so that the discharged plutonium is considered to be not practical for weapon purpose. The 
plutonium from ARR does not meet this threshold value after 5-years cooling time. Moreover, as the 
RBWR-SS is fed with a mixture of thorium and depleted uranium, its plutonium throughput per unit 
of electricity is smallest among the three designs. However, the RBWR-SS has the potential 
proliferation issue of 233U. The concentration of 232U in the discharged 233U is 5429 ppm, well above 
the contamination level that remote production operations would be required to extract 233U on a 
large scale without incurring large occupational dose [22]. The dilution with 238U adds extra difficulty 
to extract 233U for weapon-use due to the large critical mass. In fact, the fissile U/U ratio is close to 
the definition of low enriched 233U fuel - 12% [24]. Overall, the RBWR-SS tends to be more 
proliferation resistance compared with the ARR.

Table 9 Proliferation resistance metrics of RBWR-SS, RBWR-AC and ARR

Metrics RBWR-SS RBWR-AC ARR

Fissile plutonium fraction at reprocessing, % 55% 52% 69%

238Pu/Pu ratio at reprocessing, % 6.4% 3.2% 1.4%

Specific decay heat of plutonium at reprocessing, W/kg 
Spontaneous fission neutrons per kg Pu at reprocessing,

39.7 22.0 11.2

n/sec-kg 5.6E+05 5.3E+05 3.3E+05

Tot. plutonium reprocessed, tons/GWe-yr 1.04 2.72 1.64

Pu/238U ratio at reprocessing 23.0% 14.0% 16.9%

232U/233U ratio at reprocessing, ppm 5429 - -

Fissile U4/U ratio at reprocessing, % 17% - -
Fissile U/Th ratio at reprocessing 7% - -

(Pu+fissile U)/(238U+Th) ratio at reprocessing 10% 14% 17%

6.2 TRU transmuting cores

The proliferation resistance metrics of the fuel discharged from the RBWR-TR, the RBWR-TB2 and 
ABR are given in table 10. Compared with the fuel self-sustaining designs (table 9), the discharge 
plutonium from the TRU transmuting cores contains less fissile isotopes due to two reasons: softer 
neutron spectrum and higher discharge burnup. The plutonium is discharged with a burnup of 50 
MWd/kg from the first stage PWRs that have a thermal neutron spectrum and burned up to 
additional 50-60 MWd/kg in the intermediate-spectrum RBWR cores or to ~130 MWd/kg in the fast- 
spectrum ABR of the second stage. Due to the higher cumulative burnup, the 238Pu/Pu ratio of TRU 
transmutation cores is generally higher than those of the fuel self-sustaining cores. The 238Pu/Pu 
ratio in the fuel discharged from all the TRU transmuting cores is above the 2% threshold that makes 
the plutonium not practical for weapon-use. Although the RBWR-TR has to reprocess more 
plutonium per unit of electricity compared with the RBWR-SS, the high specific decay heat of its 
discharged plutonium complicates the design of explosive device. As the RBWR-TR is not fed with 
238U, the fissile U/U ratio is well above the definition of low enriched 233U fuel - 12% [24]. It requires

Fissile uranium includes 233U, 235U, and 237U.
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physical-protection to prevent the discharged 233U from potential weapon-use. However, the ratio of 
fissile uranium over thorium is 6% - well increasing the critical mass and reducing the attractiveness 
of the fissile uranium [23]. At the same time, the 233U is highly contaminated by 232U so it will feature 
a large radiation dose.

Table 10 Proliferation resistance metrics of RBWR-TR, RBWR-TB2 and ABR

Metrics RBWR-TR RBWR-TB2 ABR
Fissile plutonium fraction at reprocessing, % 27% 35% 46%
238Pu/Pu ratio at reprocessing, % 19.1% 7.6% 4.1%
Specific decay heat of plutonium at reprocessing,
W/kg 111.46 46.95 26.94
Spontaneous fission neutrons per kg Pu at
reprocessing, n/sec-kg 1.1E+06 8.1E+05 6.5E+05
Tot. plutonium reprocessed, tons/GWe-yr 1.76 4.23 1.67
Pu/238U ratio at reprocessing Infinite 40.8% 40.6%
232U/233U ratio at reprocessing, ppm 8053 - -
Fissile U/U ratio at reprocessing, % 63% - -
Fissile U/Th ratio at reprocessing 6% - -
(Pu+fissile U)/(238U+Th) ratio at reprocessing 17% 41% 41%

7. Fuel cycle cost

The economics of nuclear power plants are usually measured by the levelized electricity cost, which 
is composed of the capital cost, operation-and-maintenance (O&M) cost, and fuel cycle cost. Due to 
the large uncertainty in the RBWR and SFR capital and O&M cost, this analysis focuses on the fuel 
cycle cost, accounting for both front-end and back-end cost components. Due to the high fissile 
contents in the discharged fuel, aqueous reprocessing and low enriched UOX fabrication technology 
developed for conventional PWR fuel may not be applicable for RBWRs. This study assumes that the 
RBWR discharged fuel undergoes electro-chemical reprocessing and remote fuel fabrication, as 
planned for the SFRs based on the EBR-II project in the US. The nominal values reported in [25] and 
reproduced in Table 11 are used for the cost of major activities. The costs for innovative reactor 
technology usually involve large uncertainties due to lack of commercial experience. Nevertheless, 
sensitivity analysis is beyond the scope of this preliminary comparison.

Table 11. Costs of Major Fuel Cycle Activities [25]

Activities of Fuel Cycle______________________________________________ Cost
Natural uranium mining and milling, $/kg U 60

Natural thorium mining and milling, $/kg Th 100

Conversion processes, $/kg U or Th 10

Enrichment, $/SWU 105

LWR UO2 fuel fabrication, $/kg U 240

UREX aqueous separation, $/kg HM 1,000

Electro-chemical reprocessing & remote fuel fabrication, $/kg HM 5,000

SNF conditioning/packaging/disposal, $/kg HM 1100

RU conditioning, $/kg HM 93

Aqueous HLW conditioning/storage/packaging (FPs+Ln), $/kg FPs 2,000

Geologic repository (HLW FPs+Ln+Tc), $/kg FPs 10,000
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7.1 Fuel self-sustaining cores

Fig. 11 compares Ihc fuc Lyslu cos. ol .lie RBWR-55, .he RBWR-AC, and .he ARR. About 30% ol the 
total cost o" these closed "uel cycles comes from fi.el rep'oeessiog and re'note fabrication. The 
vnpaui.y lui rcpruccssing and icrnulu *.icl fubticuliui is inversely proportional .u the average 
cistharge ournua and.. there "ore, both RBWR designs have higher feel cycle cost than the ARR. Ct
the two KlViVK designs. :he fuel cycle cost of RUWR-SS is si phtly lower :!w» tho: of HliW t-.A(J due to
the 'elatiuely higher average cist iazge xirnu d.

Since .lie RBWR dcsigi is eased ui the well-proven corrrrioma AB’A'R lediriulogy, it is I'kcly that 
their comine'cialiration will reruire a smaller investent ir R3D and their capital tost may ne smaller 
than of Ihu 5FRs. This nighl purtially corn peri sale the ligher fuel cytlu eosl uf lie RBWRs.
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Fig. 11. Fuel cycle costs at RBWR-SS, RBWR-AC. and ARR

7.2 TRU transmuting cores

T ic fuel cycle toils for the .ran srnu ling rcac.ors ae compared in 'ig. 12. These include the cusl uf 
activities tor both stages of the fuel cycle — PWR and TRU transmuting systems. Compared with the 
*.icl self sustaining desig is (fig.11). llie 'ucl cycle cos. o" flic 2 slage sys.ems is s grificunlly lower, 
"nis is primarily becatse about two thi'ds at these systems power "s generated from PWR ard the 
fuel cycle cost of the PWR s significantly lower. Mils signritontv reduces the cepacia required for 
electro-chemical processing aid of TRU-containing fue fab'ication which are = bout five :imes rrcre 
evpensive than URhK processing and JGX fuel fabrication itoble 11|. Moreover, the mil trarsmut nt; 
rcac.ors lend lo d'scfierge thei* fee ala high average burn up wh'ch further reduces the recycling 
rapacity required to' the second stage.

oe smaller -eprocessing capac'ty "or the ABR, due :c its substantially higher average ciscoa'ge 
bunco. contributes the lowest fuel cycle cost com no rod with that of the two uuwh svitens. 
Sim'larly. the PWR-RBWRiTBI: system has a lower fuel cycle tost name PWR-RBWRfTR! system 
due to the di*fe'ence in S:age 2 d scharge bumun- *ven though :he fuel cycle cost of the PWn-Aiiu 
syslern is lower Via'i o' the PWR-RBWR systems, lie level Led cost of eleclridly uf the RWR-SBWR
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systems is expected to be cx'ier es past ecc nonit analyses tor eluded that Vie capital cost of SFRs is 
higher tlwn that of l Wits.
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3. Fuel cytle evaluation

l nc comprehensive 'uel cydc cvaluat on methodology developed by Nudcar Kiel Cycle Evaluation 
aic Screening (FCESS) campaign [10) is app ied to further evaluate the R3WR-based fuel cycles, 
nese crite'ia include nvdear waste management, environmental impact one resource utilisation. 
Each cval.ialiun crilviun 's composed uf sever a evaluation (retries defined in [10] appendix A. The 
entailed impact factors, like water use for uranium en'irnment and radiologVal dose for fuel 
re processing, are s unmarked in [101 appendix l. lo account for uicci la in lies ard differences in 
calcc lat'on approaches, each calculated metric is assigned with a letter scare based on a binned 
cipprooo defined ir |10) oppeneix U such that two systems exhibit seine pcrforncncc for that 
metric if the calculated met'ic values tall within tie same bin range. This met lod will help to fine 
whether n twits ran accomplish the missions previously assignee to $ ns as attractive as tie Si ts.

As the fuel cycle metrics were developed to identify the promising fuel cycle options, the different 
llicrrriil efficiency iriliouuccs potential bias over the Cvaluu.ion Giuups (C5|. Tu avoid .his, llic 
FCESS campaign cecided to re norm; Tze tie mass flow rate zc a uniiarn’ thermal efficiency of 33%. 
Analytical formulas we'C developed for this re-norm;I zation :o modify the moss ‘low and power 
sna'ing between reactors in different stages oi the fuel cycle ootiors. The genera formulas are 
cefined in [101 appendix I):

m; = -w

where the superset pis of "it- arid "o’1 rid cate llie new arid orig rial thermal efficiencies, respectively, 
anc the si.b.sr.r'pt "kv and "i" denotes the stage numbft'.
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i' * = Power sli<;rintf (rudiori of k Lh bluyexv III new Ihurnul elf vieiicy. 

F^~ Pawer-sna'ing "faction of Ic-th stage with original :hermal effic’ency, 

M£ Mass data at <-tn stage with new thermal efficiency,

M°= Masftdata nf <-tn.stage with original theriral effr.ieno/.

rD.= Nexvto original thermal e^fir.ienry ratio of k-th stage ( 
a

i/t = l hernial efficiency of Stop.o k reocto'.

3.1 Fuel self-sustaining cores

Tie ARR discussed "n previous sections is referred ny the FCER.S as Evaluation Group 24 (EG24): 
"i-orlir uOiii reuycle of TRU/U in 5FR”. I. is uor uluuleu; lu be lliu nosl premising lud cycle uul of .lie 
40 EGs options examinee in terms ct nuclear waste and long-term energy susta'n ability [10], The 
mission of the HliWIVAt is the same os of the LG 24 wh le usinfi the AllWK tcehnolop.y. I he KUWR-S5 
is fueled by a mixture of tnorijm and depleted uranium and may be compared with EG23: 
"rortirue US recycle Of R,U/l li in Si It."

Since the fuel self-sustaining cores involve only one stage, toe mass flow data of the systems are
reiormal red lo ■> thermal cffic e-icy ol Ji%. lafclc 12 compares ihe evaluation of .he KLWR ss,
RBWP-AC, 5G24 anc EG2? fue eye es based cn toe cr'teria of in clear waste management, 
environmental impact, and resource utilization, t found that :ho RHWR-At.: could successfully 
Deliver the same "unct'ons previously demonstrated >y ARR. It generates a little bit more LLW since 
it is still ar.rounterl as I VVR technology, which negrades the eva nation score, “ne "silWR-AC design is 
aalc lo suppo-. lliu lung-lcrm energy susLainabTly wil l high leu ulilica.ion. 5'rice bo.li lliur'um d id 
uranium fue cycles are applied tnr R3WR-SS, the nigh radioactivity at 100,000 years observed in 
seeliuii 5.1 receives a score of "C", which s between the eorresounding stores ul IG24 - "B" a id 
EG28 — "D". The nuclear waste management of the R3WR-SS is genera ly worse toao EG24 but 
better than LG2ti- RlfW s cxpcctcc tu show some environ mental inpact as LG 24 and the lowest 
amount nf natural urarijm required per urn it of electricity compared with the RBWR-AC and the ARR. 
isasec or the economics anaysis n section /.1. the fuel cycle cost of fuel sel'-susta ning $i u is 
chcapc III an those uf SBWR cesigris bull l he capital cos l of lliu R9WRs tidy be lower. Also, RB’A'Rs 
are based on the nature technology o* ABWR while com merr'al cation otSFR teehnnlogy is likely to
requiresignilica-illy more invos .merlin k&d |i(J].

l-ifl. U compares the- score of each of the 4(1 evaluation Rioups received oy .SS team fldl ir terms 
of benefit they efrer versus technological challenge ferimplementation. EG21 scores a benefit cf
■).8i 11.0 means the higoest benef t). the highest value out of 40 evaluation groups. and a challenge
of 0.32 (1.0 *s lire least challenging!. Fur uorrpariso i, the eunlemporary uriee-Lhrough LWRs (EG01) 
scorer a benefit of 0.4.S and a challenge of 1.0. Another EG o* interest is EG22 — continuous recycling 

of -<J in RWRilhe i&5 s.udv considered PWRas leprosenlativc ofLW-tl. li scored a bcreliiolo.5> 
anc a cna lenge of 0.42. It is expected that the fue seh-sustaining RBWR cores will score the benefit 
of LG2*- (O.bl) anc a cna Icnge somewhat lower than o' _G22 IU.421; thor um-basod systems score a 
somewhat lower cnallenge value (large- challenge) than uranium-based systems. This is due 
primarily to lack of commercial expe-ience in the reprocessing and recycling of tlmriim fuel.
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Table 12 Evaluation of RBWR-SS, RBWR-AC, and ARR fuel cycle

Metric
Metric/Bin Metric/Bin Metric/Bin Metric/Bin
RBWR-SS RBWR-AC EG24 EG28

Renormalization Factor 1.045 1.045 1.21 1.21

Nuclear Waste 
Management

Mass of SNF+HLW 
disposed, t/GWe-yr

1.26/A 1.37/A 1.34/A 1.58/A

Activity of SNF+HLW 
(@100 years), MCi/GWe- 
yr

1.11/C 0.98/B 1.04/B 1.18/C

Activity of SNF+HLW 
(@100,000 years), 10-4 
MCi/GWe-Yr

12.1/C 5.9/B 6.06/B 30.1/D

Mass of DU+RU+RTh5 
disposed, t/GWe-yr

0.0/A 0.0/A 0.0/A 0.0/A

Volume of LLW, m3/GWe- 
yr

710.3/D 742.6/D 561.42/C 1168.72/D

Environmental
Impact

Land use per energy 
generated, km2/GWe-yr

0.08/A 0.08/A 0.082/A 0.086/A

Water use per energy 
generated, ML/GWe-yr

23722.9/B 23724.8/B 23717/B 23748/B

Radiological exposure, 
Sv/GWe-yr

1.00/B 1.03/B 1.21/B 1.24/B

Carbon emission - CO2 
released per energy 
generated, 
kt CO2/GWe-yr

33.4/B 35.3/B 24.1/A 50.1/B

Resource
Utilization

Natural Uranium 
required per energy 
generated, t/GWe-yr

0.38/A 1.12/A 1.37/A 0.00/A

Natural Thorium required 
per energy generated, 
t/GWe-yr

0.69 0.00 0.0 0.0

5 Depleted Uranium (DU) + Recycled Uranium (RU) + Recycled Thorium (RTh)
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Benefit vs Challerqe

• u*. >%• w..

Utifcv Rv«i t&votksOn viuv

fIr. 13 L&i. swwory o' benefits versus CecilnoMicol clicl ciros of the 4U .vcluotion Groups [l'Jl. 
The PWR-A6R system is EG32: the urarium fuelec self-sustaining 5FR is EG2'1; tne tho'ium fue ed

SOlf-SUSt.airing Si Kis HM&-

8.2 TRU transmuting cores

Tne PWR-ABR system is defined in FCE&5 ;s EG32: "cantincous recycle of TRLI/U from PWR in SFR 
burner’' [ID] l his fuel cycle option is dcs fired to trointa n current P'.VK tcchnolofiv while reducirfi 
the amount o~ nucleir waste tram the first stage. It also imp-oves the fuel utilizat'cn as :he seca id 
stage react c rs ?e ne rate r,ridi7ior.il energy from the l WH UNl. I ho uranium fueled Itisw'lf- \’J offers 
the sa ne iuricUors as the ABR ol EG32 by using LWR luchnulogy while RB'A‘R--R is fueled by 
thorium. The pnwer tract!nn of the fi'st stage liable 6) is multiplied ny the renorma iration factor 
when Ihu Ihurrrul cf'idcricy of reuclo- ori .he scconJ slagu is adjuslud lu 33%. Table li Summaries 
the evaluation results o-the RBWR-TR, the RBWR-_B2. and tne ABR :wc-stage fuel cycles. Beth the 
RUWlt-1R and the t.iwiv l U2 f.ct vezy similar scores as Lt'32 so most functions ccmonstratod by the 
ABR could he accomplished by the RBWRs. Some metrics at the RBW'R Designs are even better than 
the Amt but this s probaoly due to the bin zange set bv i 0-&$ comoa fir and the d fferences are 
very small. Thu economics o' —RU Lrarismulirig R3WRs atu irriproved ai d close lo Inal uf 
cnrrespnncJing S:R technology. 1C 's likely tnat the level bed cost of TRU transmuting RBWRs. after 
including the cauilal cosl, will bu lower Ilian of Ihu SFR lcvirology.

According to the icl&s repoit [1U1. LG32 scored a benefit of D.b and a cna Ion#? of (133. As LWR 
technology applied, the TRU transmuting RBWRs is expectec tc see re a henef't cf EG32 fO.G) and a 
challenge of Ki?> fi}.42). a sligntly smaller challenge tit?» of the PWif-AifK system.
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Table 13 Evaluation of RBWR-TR, RBWR-TB2 and ABR fuel cycle

Metric
Metric/Bin Metric/Bin Metric/Bin

PWR-RBWR(TR)
PWR-

RBWR(TB2)
EG32

Renormalization Factor (stage 1) 1.016 1.016 1.07

Nuclear Waste 
Management

Mass of SNF+HLW disposed, 
t/GWe-yr

1.26/A 1.28/A 1.32/A

Activity of SNF+HLW (@100 
years), MCi/GWe-yr

1.06/C 1.03/B 1.08/C

Activity of SNF+HLW 
(@100,000 years), 10-4 
MCi/GWe-Yr

7.4/B 5.6/B 5.19/B

Mass of DU+RU+RTh 
disposed, t/GWe-yr

117.5/D 117.5/D 127.15/E

Volume of LLW, m3/GWe-yr 688.4/D 670.0/D 579.27C

Environmental
Impact

Land use per energy 
generated, km2/GWe-yr

0.14/B 0.14/B 0.13/B

Water use per energy 
generated, ML/GWe-yr

23829.2/B 23828.4/B 23838/B

Radiological exposure, 
Sv/GWe-yr

1.02/B 1.01/B 1.13/B

Carbon emission - CO2 
released per energy 
generated, 
kt CO2/GWe-yr

45.9/B 44.9/B 41.6/B

Resource Utilization

Natural Uranium required per 
energy generated, t/GWe-yr

118.4/C 118.6/C 128.5/C

Natural Thorium required per 
energy generated, t/GWe-yr

0.2 0.0 0.0

9. Conclusions

This paper compares (1) a thorium fueled self-sustaining Reduced-moderation Boiling Water Reactor 
core design (RBWR-SS) with a couple of previously designed self-sustaining reactors - the Hitachi 
designed RBWR-AC and the ANL designed Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors (ARR); and (2) a thorium 
fueled BWR core designed for transmutation of LWR TRU (RBWR-TR) with the Hitachi designed 
RBWR-TB2 and the ANL designed ABR. The comparison includes basic design parameters, core 
performance characteristics, fuel cycle characteristics and overall fuel cycle evaluation.

The overall performance of the thorium fueled RBWR and their uranium fueled RBWR counterparts 
is similar. Relative to the Hitachi (uranium-based) RBWR cores, the thorium-based cores have 
significantly longer seed (driver) fuel without central axial blanket and, therefore, significantly lower 
peak linear heat generation rate; more stable axial power distribution along with larger safety 
margins; higher short term radioactivity and ingestion radio-toxicity of the HLW, primarily, due to 
the ~3 times higher yield of 90Sr from fissions of 233U; lower short-term inhalation radio-toxicity due 
to smaller fraction of Pu and MA in the waste; higher long term radioactivity and radio-toxicity due 
to decay products of the long-lived 233U; smaller throughput of Pu and MA, lower (fissile Pu)/Pu ratio, 
higher 238Pu/Pu ratio, higher specific decay heat of the Pu, higher spontaneous fission rate of the Pu, 
significant amount of recycled 233U. The 233U discharged from RBWR-SS and RBWR-TR is 
contaminated with significant concentration of 232U whose decay daughters are strong gamma
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emitters. This provides certain proliferation resistance but the high 233U/U ratio in RBWR-TR requires 
extra physical protection.

Due to their softer neutron spectra all the RBWR cores feature a significantly lower average 
discharge burnup than their SFR counterparts. This, along with their smaller thermal efficiency, lead 
to a significantly larger capacity required for fuel recycling that result in a higher fuel cycle cost and 
less favorable waste characteristics - higher radioactivity along with higher inhalation and ingestion 
toxicity. On the other hand, the plutonium discharged from the RBWR cores has a lower fissile/total 
Pu ratio, a larger 238Pu/Pu ratio and, therefore, a higher specific decay heat along with higher 
spontaneous fission rate making this plutonium of lower attractiveness for weapon-use than the Pu 
recycled from the SFR.

Relative to the self-sustaining reactors, the TRU transmuting reactors tend to have a higher 
discharge burnup and therefore smaller recycling capacity and lower fuel cycle cost. Particularly 
smaller is the fuel cycle cost of a two-stage energy system consisting of PWR and a transmuting 
reactor; the support ratio is ~2:1. However, the fuel utilization of these 2-stage energy systems is on 
the order of only 1% of the fuel utilization of the self-sustaining energy systems. The plutonium 
discharged from the TRU burners has lower fissile plutonium, a larger 238Pu/Pu ratio and larger 
specific decay heat than plutonium from the fuel self-sustaining core. Only the two RBWR out of the 
three fuel self-sustaining cores satisfy the definition of unattractive plutonium while all the three 
TRU burners generates unattractive plutonium.

In the overall fuel cycle evaluation the RBWR-based fuel cycles score similarly to SFR-based fuel 
cycles in terms of nuclear waste management, environmental impact, and resource utilization. 
However, a thorough technology maturity and economic analysis are needed in order to complete 
the comparison of the RBWR and SFR technologies.
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Attachment 9

For NEUP Project # 11-3023: Self-sustaining thorium boiling water reactors

Technical Gap Analysis and Roadmap Development

The objective of this task is to perform a thorough viability and applicability assessment of the thorium- 

based RBWR reactor concepts identified along with their associated fuel cycle, a detailed technology gap 

analysis, and a comprehensive technology development roadmap. Viability issues of the RBWRs 

identified but were not resolved in this project are identified in Section 1. Future undertakings 

recommended for resolving these viability issues are suggested in Section 2.

1. Issues/Gap Analysis

The RBWR design described in the previous sections employs a tight lattice cooled by light water to 

produce a hard enough neutron spectrum to enable the RBWR to perform functions traditionally 

assigned to fast spectrum reactors -- sustainability (conversion ratio ~1.0) and transmutation of TRU 

from LWR. The design is essentially a new fuel/reactor core rather than a new reactor and is intended 

to fit within the pressure vessel of an ABWR. The core design is significantly different from a 

conventional ABWR (or any other light-water reactor) and the operating parameters and environment 

present new challenges. The following subsections describe the issues identified to have a technology 

gap that will have to be further addressed in followup studies.

1.1 Mechanical Design/Fabrication/Performance

The fuel rods, hexagonal assembly lattice and Y-shaped control rods are significantly different from 

those of an ABWR. The Y-shaped along with thinner thickness of the control rods could make the 

hydraulic drive designs challenging to ensure proper insertion at all Anticipated Operational Occurrences 

(AOO). The specific rod diameter and pitch-to-diameter ratio depend on whether the system is intended 

to be self-sustaining or a burner, and the thermal-hydraulic correlations employed in the design. The 

smaller cladding thickness of RBWR-Th Y-CISE/LAPG is beyond the current experience base with 

fabrication of Zircaloy cladding. As shown in Table 1, these parameters tend to be closer to those of a 

sodium fast reactor than an ABWR. The active length of the fuel rods of one variant of the RBWR core 

are significantly longer than that of an SFR but not longer than that of the ABWR. The longer non-active 

fuel length of the RBWR-Th designs compared to ABWR could require different upper assembly and core 

support structure. Whether grid spacers or wire-wrap are used will affect the mechanical "rigidity" of 

the assembly under operating, refueling and transportation conditions. On the other hand, the total 

coolant flow rate has also been reduced while the steam velocity has increased due to higher void 

fraction and smaller hydraulic diameter.This and the shorter fuel lead to different total forces of 

vibration and liftoff. These aspects of the RBWR core design have not been addressed in this NEUP 

project; they will have to be addressed in followup studies.
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Table 1 Comparison of Fuel Rod Parameters

PWR ABWR

SFR (oxide)

Cr=1.0 -

0.5**

RBWR-Th

Y-CISE/LPG

RBWR-Th

H-CISE/RELAP

Fuel Rod length, cm 458.32 447.0 422.28 345 162.3

Active Height, cm 426.72 381 137.16 300 114.3

Pellet OR, cm 0.4096 0.441

Gap Thickness, cm 0.0082 0.0082*

Clad Thickness, cm 0.0572 0.066

Rod OR, cm 0.475 0.515 0.434-0.329 0.370 0.503

Rod Pitch, cm 1.26 1.295

Pitch-to-Diameter 1.326 1.257 1.023-1.224 1.08 1.13

* assumed same as PWR 

** from ANL-AFCI-189

1.2 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

The performance and the details of the fuel-self-sustaining RBWR core designs described in this paper 

are extremely sensitive to the assumed void fraction and CHF correlations as shown in Table 1. There are 

unacceptable uncertainties in these correlations due to very limited relevant experimental data on void 

fraction and critical power for the tight lattices. Validation of these correlations for the conditions in an 

RBWR will require additional experiments including appropriately scaled test sections and grid spacers. 

Experiments may be required also for determining the axially dependent void fraction along the bypass 

channels between fuel assemblies.

1.3 Fuel and Cladding Performance and Qualification

Validation/confirmation of the performance of the fuel and cladding under conditions that are atypical 

for a water-cooled reactor will require irradiation experiments. Issues include fuel pellet swelling, 

fission product transport/release, fuel pellet chemical/mechanical interaction, clad performance under 

high fluence of high-energy neutrons and, in particular, hydrogen pickup and corrosion in the neutron 

and high void water environment. Extrapolation of current knowledge to the conditions in an RBWR 

implies that use of Zircaloy-2 may not be feasible. Since the neutron spectra are more like those in a 

fast reactor (Figure 1) an iron-based clad such as HT-9 may need to be employed at the cost of neutronic 

penalty and cladding qualification. Executing a roadmap for fuel qualification (with high Pu content for 

the RBWR, and with ThO2 as a host in the RBWR-Th, as well as a new cladding material) would be 

expected to take a decade or longer.
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1.4 Reactor Physics

Toe tight-lattice, toe use ot thcr'um, the st'ongly varying water density, the heterogeneous fuel

assembly design ind iiHcriicd a.e nculion specif urn prese t', challenges for analytic tools, although

s’griticart progress has been made as describee eadier. The nut ear data for intermediate spectrum 

tends to be sparse and have greater uncertainties, n particular for thorium and trars-thorium isotopes, 

than for conventional LWRs □< SFRs. Differential and integral experiments (e.g., criticalsj may be 

recessary to improve the quality of data evaluations, benchmark oomputat on.il tools, confirm des Rn 

prediction s, ard reduce uni'erta rilics. Thee is also a reed to d err oust rale the slabTly of llie R9WR 

resign by performing more detailed coupled {neut 'onics/the'mal-h, yd re ulirsj analysis.

1.5 Out of Cote Components

Toe harde' neutron spectrum will increase the heat'ng and raciaticn indicec damage in the in-vessel 

components and the picsiurc vessel com pa roe to Al)W-t. I hough, the fluoroo on the AliWR pressuio 

vessel is orders ct magnitude lower than a Typical BWRs/PWRs due to large water present betwee i the 

core barrel and pressure vessel to accommodate ‘o' tac presort of recirculation pumps. Also, the 

performance cf balaace-of plant ccmponerts sue a as the steam separator need to ba 

confirmed,'addressed as the design core cutlet steam quality of the itnWH is about three times that cf 

the ABWR. (The lolal steam f ow ra.e should be the same for s'rnilar pov/ered ABWR. bul wi.li rruch 

less water leaving the r/ve. This, means sir alien recirculation ratio "n the vefsSel. It also iir plies that 

"ewer sepurulors maybe reuuited ard dryers might nolbe needed.
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1.6 Licensing

Licensing of the RBWR variants described earlier (as for any reactor concept) will require validated tools 

for nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, and mechanical performance of the fuel and core components in steady 

state and transient/accident conditions. This will generally require both in-core and ex-core 

experiments to generate the needed data for the computational models, and demonstrate adequate 

safe performance.

1.7 Reprocessing

Commercial thorium fuel reprocessing and recycling capability will have to be developed. Reprocessing 

of axially heterogeneous fuel with uranium and thorium involves additional complexities to recycling of 

the RBWR fuels.

1.8 Economics

Relative to the its sodium-cooled fast reactor counterpart (ARR) the RBWR-Th features less than half the 
core power density and specific power; ~70% of the discharge burnup; more than twice the Trans-Fertile 
(TRF) loading and a roughly 70% higher rate of HM reprocessing and TRF discharge per unit of electricity 
generated. The RBWR-Th discharged plutonium contains significantly less fissile isotopes but discharges 
a larger amount of americium and curium per unit HM mass as well as per unit of electricity generated. 
The mass fraction of 237Np discharge by the two cores is comparable.

The RBWR-TR incinerates the same amount of TRU from LWR UNF per unit of electric energy produced 
as a sodium-cooled Advanced Burner Reactor (ABR) that has a comparable conversion ratio. Relative to 
the ABR, the RBWR-TR has less than half the discharge burnup, power density, and specific power; 
requires more TRF loading, HM reprocessing, and TRF discharge per unit electricity generated; can have 
longer cycles for the same cycle reactivity swing; contains a significantly smaller amount of TRF and 
fissile plutonium per HM mass discharged; and has a smaller fissile-to-total mass of plutonium.

The comparison of fuel cycle characteristics reported above indicates that the fuel cycle cost of the 
RBWRs is likely to be higher than that of a similarly performing SFR. However, the capital cost of the 
ABWRs is presently expected to be lower than that of SFRs and this may compensate for the higher fuel 
cycle cost of the RBWRs.

A detailed economic analysis is required before the economic viability of the RBWR could be 
determined.

2. Roadmap

Phase-1: Development of Conceptual Design and Identification of Issues (this NEUP)

Phase-2: Address Key Issues Identified in Phase-1

• Generate experimental data on water-cooled tight lattice(s) to create/confirm correlations for 

void fraction and critical power

• Differential and integral nuclear experiments may be required:

o Criticals
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o Improve neutron data for thorium, uranium, and TRU in "intermediate energy" (cross 

sections, fission product yields, etc.)

• Initiate fabrication and property measurements for fuel(s), clad(s), control rods

• Initial ex-core mechanical testing of fuel assembly/can/control rods

• Irradiate fuel pellets, clad and fuel rod in test reactor with suitably modified spectrum to be 

prototypic of RBWR conditions

• Bootstrap irradiation program to allow more timely PIE and feedback to design analyses

• Benchmark/validate design tools (nuclear, thermal-hydraulic, fuel performance 

(nuclear/mechanical)) and quantify uncertainties based on comparisons to measurements

• R&D on reprocessing of Th and TRU-based fuels

Phase-3: Develop Preliminary Design

• Refine conceptual design based on Phase-2 results. Assess key sensitivities affecting 
performance and cost to identify "optimized design". Historically, some designs of the RBWR 
have had positive reactivity coefficients, issues with shutdown margin, etc. which will need to be 
resolved in this design utilizing the results of the work performed in Phase-2.

• Perform initial transient testing of fuel irradiated in Phase-2
• Initiate interactions with NRC, and identify reactor for full-scale testing of Lead Test Rods and 

possibly control rods

• Fabricate test articles, irradiate and PIE
• Initiate licensing process for incorporation of new fuel in existing ABWR as a new reload core
• Design, licensing and deployment of scalable prototype reprocessing facility

Phase-3: Design, Licensing and Implementation of First-of-a- Kind RBWR-Th and Reprocessing Facility
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